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North Gill from H.osedale Hoar. 
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ABSTRACT. 
Environmental Alteration by He soli thic Communi t:Les in the North York Hoo..rfJ.• 
PRlynological and stratigraphic analyses have been conducted at 
eight sites in two areas of the north York l·ioors upland, supported in one 
case by radiocarbon analysis. Attention has been concentrated upon peat 
deposits of pre-Flandrian III age, in order to elucidate elTvironr:Jental 
alteration associated with liesolithic communities in the region. Phases of 
forest recession apparently caused by fire clearance of the vegetntion have 
been identified at each of these sites, and these have been attributed to 
the activities of Jv:esoli thic man. Tr1e ecol<)gical changes associated l..ri th 
these forest clearance events have been illustrated using relative and 
concentration pollen diagrams, many of vihich have been dra-vm using the 
computer program NE\·!PLOT devised b-.t Dr. I. Shennan anc1 have involved the 
use of statistical confidence limits to assist in interpretation of the 
pollen data. The results of these analyses have been assessed, together 
viith examples of pre-Ulmus decline forest recession in tbe region collated 
from previously published data. 
The landscape of the -~orth York Hoors during Flandrian I and II 
has been discussed in terms of its resource potential for human communities, 
and a number of palaeoenvironmental zones have been identified on this basis. 
The orip,in, c]-Jaro.cter and distr1bution of ge:;olithic cle:.rrance activity in 
relation to thAse zones has been discussed, together with its ecolocical 
consequences. ?inally the role of onviromnental alteration in Hesolithic 
economy and land-use in the ree;ion <:md its long-term effects upon the 
landscape have been considered. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Since the rejection, in the early part of this century, of 
the theory of a cultural 'hiatus' between the Palaeolithic and Neolithic, 
and the acceptance of the Me2olithic as an authentic period of prehistory, 
British Mesolithic studies have undergone a series of changes in emphasis. 
Three main phases of research may now be recognised •rhich, defined by 
J.G.D. Clark (1972 p.1), are in each case exemplified by his work. The 
first is a typological phase, concerned with the definition and classification 
of Mesolithic artefactual evidence (Clark 1932, 1936). In the second phase 
the importance of the social and environment11l context of the evidence is 
noted (Clark 1939, 1952, 1954), and in the third the evidence is interpreted 
in functional, economic terms (Clark 1972). 
In recent years this functional approach has given rise to 
critical re-evaluation of the relatbnship of Mesolithic man and the 
environment, in particular by Dimbleby (1961a), Simmons (1969a,b, 1975a,b, 
1979) and Smith (1970), pointing to an increasing sophistication of 
land-use techniques, including a measure of deliberate environmental 
alteration. Much of the evidence for such activity, however, has been 
gathered incidentally in the process of palaeo-environmental research 
directed at other objectives, and research projects aimed at elucidating 
l1esolithic ecology remain relatively few. This means that there is a 
paucity of detailed evidence and the impact of human communities during 
the Hesolithic remains imperfectly understood. If environment'l.l manipul'1tion 
were indeed an habitual, conscious aspect of Hesolithic culture, it is not 
known whether it was casual and random, or formed part of a deliber':lte 
economic strategy. If the latter, it is not known how its use was adapted 
to the natural landscape evolution which took place during the Mesolithic, 
nor in which particular environmental situations it was most employed. 
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In particular we require more information about the scale and intensity 
of landscape changes initiated by Hesolithic societies, to ascertain 
whether their effects were ephemeral and temporary or of a more significant 
and perhaps even permanent nature. 
Before such questions may be answered, many more detailed 
observ~tions of Mesolithic clearance events are required and it is the 
general aim of this thesis to contribute further to the corpus of evidence. 
The North York Moors has been chosen as the study area because substantial 
pest deposits of mid to late Mesolithic age are known to exist there at 
all altitudes and much previous pollen research has been carried out, 
providing both material for new research and a background of compa:cative 
data. Artefactual evidence, which is both prolific and well documented, 
for the Hesolithic suggests that it vras an attractive area for settlement 
and it is a small, discrete territorial unit incorporating both upland 
and lowland areas, allowing consideration of a wide range of palaeo-
environments. The specific research objectives of this thesis will be 
threefold, a) to re-examine in detail the site of North Gill ( Siuunons 1969a) 
to clarify the character and spatial extent of the i1iesolithic clearance 
event and its impact upon the landscape, b) to locate and examine comparative 
sites on the uplands of the Moors, c) to consider in the light of this 
and previous research the nature of environmental alteration during the 
Hesolithic in the North York Hoors as a whole. 
The thesis will be divided into three sections, of vrhich the 
first (A) will be introductory and in which will be considered Mesolithic 
technolo~J' ecology and previous evidenc~ for environmental alteration 
as a background to the research topic. There will also be an introduction 
to the study area and to the research techniques employed. The second 
section (B) will be a present2tion of the data derived from pollen and 
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stratigraphic analyses, while the third (C) will contain a discussion 
of man-environment relationships in the North York Hoors during the 
Mesolithic period. 
It is hoped that the data presented and discussed in this thesis 
will contribute towards our understanding of r·lesolithic activity, as the 
period is assuming increasing significance in the study of prehistory. 
The elucidation of the degree of sophistication of resource management, 
through an increasing control over the environment, during this period, 
is vi tal to the understandin;; of the context into ,.,rhich tte Heoli thic 
culture was introduced (Clark 1980). 
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CHAPTER ONE 
Introduction to the research topic 
1.1. Hesolithic Technology and Chronology 
In recent years the industrial succession in the British 
Mesolithic has been reconsidered in detail by a number of workers 
(Jacobi 1975, 1976, Mellars 1974) and does not, therefore, require detailed 
exposition in this thesis. It is proposed, however, to consider briefly 
the general nature and development of Hesolithic industrial assemblages, 
in particular in the north of England, to provide a cultural, typological 
and chronological framework for the period with 1.1hich the lithic material 
from the North York Moors study area may be compared. A fuller description 
of the Hesolithic archaeology of the North York Hoors vrill be undertaken 
in chapter 2.4. 
The classification, in purely typological terms, of the English 
Mesolithic industries into a range of technological groupings has been 
given a chronological, and therefore potentially environmental, context 
by the greatly increased number of radiocarbon dates which latterly have 
become available. With the establishment of a radiocarbon chronology 
it has become possible to recognise that a general division of flint 
assemblages, on the grounds of microlithic shape, into diagnostically 
'broad blade' and 'narrow blade' industries also reflects a genuine 
chronological division into Early and Later stages of development, as 
suggested by Jacobi (1973). Table 1 shows the basic industrial succession 
for the Mes~lithic linked to its radiocarbon chronology by the selection 
of critical radiocarbon dated sites. The youngest and oldest dates, with 
significant intermediate examples, are shown for each flint tradition. 
f!'4!ears BROAD BLADE tlARROW BLADE - GEOH~TRIC SITE LAB-CODE b.p. Deepcar type I Star Carr type triangles !rods (R) trapezes (T) c 5,000 
I I 
I I 
+ 5,260 - 130 (T) \~avcott I BM-449 
I I + 5,380 - 80 (R) Dunford Bridge B Q-799 
I + I (..) 5,,611 - 220 Lominot 4 Q-1189 H 
~ 
E-< I I 5,830 : 100 (R) H Rocher Moss II Q-,,90 
....:! 
0 
'J) + ~ I 5,,850 - 80 I March Hill II Q-788 ~ 
+ Q-1116 a:! I 6,433 - 115 I Thorpe Common I I [T.] I E-< + I j ?,2.30 - 110 Cherhill BM-447 I I + I 8,573 - 110 Broomhead l1oor V Q-800 
I + I 8,606 - 110 Warcock Hill III Q-789 
+ 8,590 - 90 I I Aberffrav Har-1194 
c 8,600 + I 8, 76o - 140 I Filpoke Beacon Q-1474 
+ 8,779 - 110 I I C~reenham Dairy Farm Q-973 
+ ~arcock Hill South (..) I 9,21o - 34o Q-1185 
H I >-' ~ + c2 H 9,488 - 350 Star Carr C-353 
G'3 ....:! I I 0 + Cfl 9,565 - 350 Lomirlot III Q-1187 I ~ 
+ I I 
·rha tcham II I Q-659 10,365 - 170 
IC 10 600 I ! 
Table 1 - Radiocarbon chronology and Industrial Succession in the En?lish Mesolithic - sele~ted sites. 
I 
VI 
I 
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It is clear that a ma,jor transition in the form of Mesolithic industries 
occurred approximately 8,600 radiocarbon years ago, all of the assemblages 
dated prior to this time being of 'broad blade' type, and those of later 
date being dominated by microli ths of 1 narrovr blade 1 geometric shape 
(Mellars 1976a). These newer types appear to be completely innovatory, 
but the earlier broad shapes do not disappear altogether, occurring in 
much smaller numbers on later sites until the end of the Hesolithic period. 
Throughout this thesis the division in lithic technology based 
primarily on microlithic shape will be adopted as diagnostic of the 
transition between Early and Later phases of the Mesolithic. This point 
of transition is accompanied by other modifications in cultural equipment 
which suggest alterations of economic and social patterns and is coincident 
with major changes in the general environmental context of human communities. 
The possible causal relationstip between environmental and cultural changes 
in the Mesolithic will be examined more closely bela~. 
1.1.1. Early Mesolithic 
The earliest radiocarbon determination available for a site with 
+ 
a characteristically Mesolithic tool-kit is that of 10,365- 170bp (Q-659), 
the oldest of a series from Thatcham III in southern England (Churchill 
1962), although the way of life of these early commQ~ities is more clearly 
seen at Star Carr (Clark 1954) + where the occupation is dated to 9,488 -
350bp (C-353). The relationship of the Early Mesolithic Hith the final 
Upper Palaeolithic cultures of Britain is uncertain, but dates of 10,390 
+ + 
- 90bp (Bl1=60J) and 9,940 - 115bp (BH-440A) for Cresswellian levels at 
Robin Hood's Gave (Campbell 1977) and Anston Cave (Mellars 1969) suggest, 
if they are correct, a temporal if not cultural overlap between them. 
Early Mesolithic assemblages are characterised by large simple microliths 
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among which obliquely blunted points predominate, often showing retouch 
upon the opposing edge, prompting their description as broad blade 
assemblages by Buckley (1921, 1924), in referring to sites in the Pennines, 
many of which have been confirmed in their early provenance by radiocarbon 
dating (Switsur and Jacobi 1975). Other microlithic types present include 
isosceles triangles and longer points completely blunted along one edge. 
It is possible to recognise two typologically distinct sub-groups 
within this general broad blade tradition, defined by the presence or 
absence of diagnostic microlithic shapes. The great majority of sites, 
including those in the south of England, conform with the assemblage 
described at Deepcar (Radley and Mellars 1964) in having many obliquely 
blunted points retouched on the opposing edge. These forms are lacking 
at Star Carr, and several other differences occur which indicate that 
these sites belong to two mutually exclusive industrial groupings. Fe\orer 
sites of Star Carr type have been recognised so far, but they are present 
' in both lowland and upland contexts, one at Warcock Hill South in the 
+ Pennines (Nella.rs 1976a, 8Hitsur and Jacobi 1975) being dated to 9,210 -
340 (Q-1185), which correspond temporally with Star Carr itself. The 
distinctive nature of these sub-groupings is made explicit by their 
reliance upon differing types of raw material, sites of Star Carr type 
utilising brovm and honey coloured flint only, while sitE's of Deepcar 
type employ exclusively grey or white flint. The nature and significance 
of this typological variability in Early Hesolithic assemblages is 
discussed at length by Radley and Mellars (1964) and by Jacobi (1978a), 
and in detail in this thesis where of relevance to the North York Moors, 
in chapter 2.4. 
Other implements associated with Early Mesolithic assemblages 
include rounded end-scrapers and heavy flint tranchet axes made with a 
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transverse flaking technique (Davies and Rankine 1960). Also characteristic 
is a wide range of bone and antler artefacts interpreted as projectile points 
and generally ba.rbed for use as spear or harpoon heads. Many were present 
at Star Carr and others were recovered as chance finds, usually in lowland, 
often coastal, situations (Clark and Godwin 1956, Radley 1969b). 
The typological affinities of these broad blade assemblages 
clearly lie with the early Haglemosian cultures of Northern Europe and 
while sites of this }fuglemosian tradition have been recorded from most 
parts of the country (Radley and Marshall 1965, Wainwright 1960), a high 
percentage of them are located in the north of England (Jacobi 1978a). 
Little typological development or evolution can be discerned within the 
general Early Hesolithic industrial tradition (Jacobi 1976), tool morphology 
remaining largely unchanged throughout its duration, the latest radiocarbon 
+ dates at present available for broad blade industries being 8,779 - 110bp 
(Q-973) at Greenham Dairy Farm (Sheridan, Sheridan and Hassel 1967) and 
+ 8,590- 90bp (Har-1194) at Aberffraw (Jacobi 1976 p.67). 
1.1.2. Later Mesolithic 
The conunencement of the Later 11esoli thic period in Britain is 
placed about 8,600 radiocarbon years ago, when a radical change took place 
in the morpholog.oy of microli thic tools. The ne\.J t~orms were smaller and 
more geometric in shape, most common being scalene micro-triangles, although 
a variety of other shapes occur, including narrow rods and trapezes. These 
may be equated with Buckley's narrow blade tradition, and prompted Clark 
(1955) to compare an assemblage of this type from Shippea Hill with artefacts 
of French Sauveterrian type, although it should be stressed that the 
parallel is typological rather than cultural (Hellars 1974 p.88, Hega"-I 
and Simpson 1979 p.63). The earliest radiocarbon dc:1te for a site with 
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+ these Later t-fesolithic geometric microliths is 8,760- 140bp (Q-1474) 
from Filpoke Beacon, Co.Durham (Coupland 1948, Jacobi 1976), closely 
+ + followed by dates of 8,606 - 110bp (Q-789) and 8,573 - 110bp (Q-800) 
from Warcock Hill III and Broomhead i1oor V in the Pennines (Radley 
et al. 1974, Switsur and Jacobi 1975). J\;anufacture of narrow blade 
assemblages continued in northern England until the end of the NesDlittic, 
around five thousand years ago, although an increasing proportion of sites 
+ is dominated by rod-like microliths (latest date 5,380 - 80bp (Q-799) at 
Dunford Bridge B, Radley et al. 1974) rather than micro-triangles (latest 
+ date 5,611 - 220bp (:~-1189) at Lominot 4, Switsur and Jacobi 1975). Rod-
shaped microliths appear to predominate on sites in the North York Moors 
area (vide infra chapter 2.4.). The latest radiocarbon date for an English 
Mesolithic site, Wawcott I, dominated by rhomboid-trapeze shapes (Froom 
+ 1974) is 5,260 - 130bp (ill1-449) although later dates are recorded in 
Scotland, + (Lussa River, Jura 4,620 - 140 (BM-556) Hercer 1970) where the 
Mesolithic technology evidently persisted for rather longer. 
Although many sites are exclusively geometric, early broad blade 
shapes do not disappear altogether and throughout the later Mesolithic still 
occur on some sites as a minor aspect of the assemblage, particularly in the 
south of England. An evenly mixed broad blade/narrow blade assemblage is 
+ dated to 7,600- 150bp C:!-587) at Peacock's Farm (Clark 1955). Few sites 
of mixed type are known from the north of England. Flint axes still occur 
in the non-microlithic part of the technology, but with a distribution 
apparently limited to south and east Ent;land while a marked reduction in 
both the number and variety of bone and antler tools is observed. 
The environmental context of the artefactual assemblages 
described above will no\-1 be considered using evidence provided by palaeo-
ecological research, particularly pollen analysiso 
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1.2. Pollen Analysis and the Hesolithic 
The technique of pollen analysis has allowed the reconstruction 
of vegetation history since the last glaciation, detailing the successive 
stages by vThich the tundra lanC.scape of the Late ca· dal vms transformed 
into mature deciduous forest by the time of the mid.:post glacial (Godwin 
1975, Iversen 1973, Pennington 1974)e The initial development of the 
technique in Scandinavia (von Post 1916) was as a means of reconstructing 
post glacial forest history, correlating with the Blytt-Sernander theory 
(Sernander 1908) of climatic change and, in providing a basis for the 
zonation of the post glacial, allowing the establishment of a relative 
chronological framework for the period. In summary (Godvrin 1940), three 
Late Glacial pollen zones were followed by a period of birch dominance 
(Fre-Boreal, Zone IV) which rapidly gave way to pine and hazel (Early 
Boreal, Zone V). In the Boreal (Zone VI) occurred the successive 
immigration of the deciduous trees elm, oak and finally lime, into forest 
communities. A sharp rise of alder marked the beginning of Zone VII,. a 
period of deciduous 1 mixed-oak 1 forest dominance, which was divided into 
phases 1 a 1 and 1 b 1 on the basis of a decline of elm pollen midway through 
the zone. The elm decline is considered to be contemporary with the arrival 
of Early Neolithic settlers (Troels-Smith 1960) and this forms an approximate 
end to the Mesolithic cultural period. 
This pollen chronology allowed the relative dating of 
archaeological material, and was applied with great success to the massive 
Danish bog complexes ~•i thin which mapy Early Hesolithic settlement sites 
were stratified, (Jessen 1935, Iversen 1937) and which gave the Maglemosian 
culture its name (Sarauw 1903). 'TJ,e method was extended to other areas of 
north west Europe and enabled the recognition of a Haglemosian cultural 
techno-complex to be made, encompassing an area from Britain to the 
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eastern Baltic, with early and later facies dated within pollen zones 
IV and V-VI respectively (Clark 1932, 1936). Haglemosian artefacts 
stratified in peat from Yorkshire, the North Sea bed, Denmark and Estonia 
were all referred by pollen analysis to an Early Boreal context (Godwin 
and Godwin 1933) and the results of later work have served to confirm 
the early post glacial date of these industries (Schutrumpf 1939, Althin 
1954a, Clark 1954, Jorgensen 1954, Nilsson 1967). 
Since the advent of the radiocarbon dating technique the primary 
function of pollen analysis has ceased to be that of a dating mechanism, 
although the relative chronology it provides remains of great value. 
Refinement of the technique of pollen identification and pollen assembl~ge 
interpretation today allows its use as a research tool of gre5t potential 
for recording and explaining patterns of palaeo-environmental change, and 
for reconstructing past landscapes and man's responses to them (Smith 
1979, Tooley 1981). Fundamental to the study of human settlement and 
land-use in the Hesolithic period is an understanding of the successive 
vegetation communities 1·Thich developed after the last glaciation, for 
during that time man was active at an increasing level of technological 
sophistication, using powerful ecological tools such as fire and perhaps 
primitive forms of animal husbandry, such as herding and stalling (Jarman 
1972, Simmons and Dimbleby 1974). The effects of these activities, as 
they can alter existing vegetation units and deflect ecological successions, 
may be detected in the pollen record. Thus the recognition of human 
disturbance of the environment, by the identification of pollen types 
from ruderal and heliophyte taxa and of tree pollen fluctuations 
characteristic of forest clearance, has meant that pollen analysis has 
developed as an archaeological tool, allowing inductions to be made 
regarding the economy and way of life of successive human cultures 
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(Dimbleby 1969, 19?5, 19?8). Such pollen data may also be correlated 
with standard radiocarbon dated regional pollen diagrams (eg. Godwin, 
Walker and Willis 195?, Hibbert, Slvitsur and Hest 19?1, Hibbert and 
Switsur 19?6), so that any ecological information induced may be considered 
within an 'absolute' chronological framework. While recognising the 
potential value of the technique to the archaeologist however, caution 
must be exercised in the particular interpretation of the results it 
provides. Edwards (19?9) has pointed out some of the dangers inherent 
in the use of pollen data for precise archaeological inference, not least 
of which being the interpretive convictions of the palaeo-environmentalist 
himself. Having accepted these strictures, hO\.rever, it remains clear 
that pollen analysis enables the reconstructi0n of landscape change, and 
allovrs an estimation of the character and scale of man 1 s role within that 
process. 
1.3. Archaeology and Post Glacial Landscape History 
The landscape was constantly changing in post glacial times, 
creating new situations and posing new problems for its inhabitants with 
regard to shelter, communications, food resources and settlement 
potentialities. To begin with these changes were autogenic, induced by 
natural factors of climate and sea-level, soil development and consequent 
vegetational succession, but landscape evolution gradually came to be 
intimately related to man's innovative technol05f and his ability and 
willingness to modify his environment to his own advantage. His economy, 
technology and general way of life gained expression in the changes, both 
in character and intensity, he wrought upon the environment, and yet were 
to a large extent moulded and inspired by it. ~Jhile the surviving 
artefactual evidence of past cultures is fundament~tl to our study of them 
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and often diagnostic in our identification of them, it is but one aspect 
of the whole, and cannot be viewed in isolation. Implicit in our 
understanding of prehistoric cultures is a knowlege of their environmental 
context; the landscape within which people had to live, the constraints it 
placed upon them and the opportunities it proffered (Simmons 1981). It is 
to be expected that the functional component of a culture 1 s tool kit ·vrill 
be governed largely by environmental considerations and their influence 
upon economic practice. To a large extent, therefore, the archaeological 
evidence which characterises various cultures has, especially in earlier 
prehistory, been environmentally prescribed. In prehistory food 
procurement systems, whether mobile, sedentary or of intermediate form, 
evolved as the most efficient response to the environmental circumstances 
prevailing at the time, and to the level of technological sophistication 
available. In turn, these will determine the relative attractiveness of 
different areas for human exploitation and therefore the settlement and 
land-use patterns which "rill be adopted. 
A purely determinist view of prehistory is, however, rendered 
untenable by man's ability to alter his environmental parameters by cultural 
means, to a degree governed by the level of technological development 
which he has attained. Thus the distribution of human populations 
through the prehistoric landscape was not random, but dependent upon a 
complex and dynamic set of relationships bet,veen culture and environment. 
Landscape change, 1;1hether culturally or environmentally induced, alters 
these relationships fundamentally, influencing the locations of human 
settlement and activity in antiquity. The sequence of environmental 
change in prehistory is reflected most clearly in changing vegetation 
patterns. The attrectiveness of an area for human occupation or 
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exploitation is determined by its landscape, within vJhich the nature of 
the vegetation is a major factor, as it controls the location and quantity 
of terrestrial biotic resources, and the potential for environmental 
management by human populations. 
The influence of the landscape on human co~~unities will be 
most critical at the hunter-gatherer level of organisation, for when man 
is dependent upon it for all his resources, includine food and raw 
materials, it may be presumed that his way of life is dictated by it. 
The mesolithic technology descfibed in section 1.2., characterised by 
hunting equipment, implies a hunter-gatherer economy (Althin 1954b, Clark 
1952, 1968) and this has encouraged the view that Hesolithic man W"dS 
dominated by, and therefore directly adapted to, the environinental 
conditions of the post glacial. The environmental cont'''Xt of the He soli thic 
is considered in the next section. 
1.4. Han-Environment Relationships in the Hesolithic 
The Mesolithic settlement of BritAin ~1st be ronsirlere~ in 
relation to the environmental changes which took place as the post glacial 
period developed (Simmons and Tooley 1981), and these have been considered 
in detail with regard to the Mesolithic, together with their probable 
impact upon human communities, by Simmons et al. ( 1981) • The Early 
He soli thic vias a time of very rapid environmental change, stimulated 
by ameliorating climate following the close of the glacial period. 
After a sharp initial rise, temperature rose steadily throughout the 
early Flandrian until under optimum climatic conditions of Flandrian II 
winter temperatures reached about 2°C higher on average than those of the 
present day (Lamb et al. 1966, Taylor 1975). The increase in temperature 
had two major effects, to allo\·1 the spread. and development of woodland 
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communities and to bring about the eustatic readjustment of sea-level 
through the meltihg of the ice load. Although Thomas (1977) and Tooley 
(1980) cite evidence for a high sea-level stand accompanying deglaciation 
of the Irish Sea, it is apparent that sea-level was very low by the 
beginning of the Mesolithic, at Q. 9,000bp relative sea-level being more 
than 21m below today's level (Tooley 1978a). At the latitude of the 
North of England, there is evidence that the Morecambe Bay area was 
+ 
transgressed by the sea shortly after 9,270- 200bp (Birm-141), 
suggesting that the northern Irish Sea was almost fully formed by this 
stage (Huddart et al. 1977, Tooley 1978c). To the east, however, there 
existed a broad lowland plain which extended across the present North 
Sea to Denmark (Jelgersma 1979). 
The general amelioration of climate initiated the replacement 
of the open, herbaceous vegetation communities, which had characterised 
the Late Glacial, by woodland communities which increased in density as 
the post glacial progressed, being dominated in turn by trees of greater 
stature with higher nutrient and temperature requirements. As tree taxa 
migrated north the herbaceous tundra flora was replaced by an increasing 
cover of juniper, birch, willow and aspen, giving way to pine and hazel 
as temperatures increased. By mid chronozone Flandrian I (Zones V and 
VI of Godwin's scheme) tree cover was probably al1)1ost continuous especially 
at lower altitude, except where broken by lake or bog. As temperatures 
continued to rise, the thermophilous deciduous trees, oak and elm, assumed 
greater importance, hazel becoming reduced in abundance mainly through 
adverse shade factors as dominant tree size increased and canopies became 
progressively more closed in succession from pioneer to climax species 
(Iversen 1960, 1973). These Boreal woodlands, which would have characterised 
the lowland areas of the country, were overtaken by the progressive rise of 
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sea-level. The area now covered by the North Sea was lost in stages between 
£• 8,600bp (Jelgersma 1961, 1979) and £• 7,800bp (Kolp 1976), until by 
£• 7,500bp the North Sea basin was completely inundated and Britain had 
become insulated from the European mainland. At the same time as vegetation 
successions were leading to the establishment of forested conditions, soil 
profiles were evolving as chemical and biological processes took place 
under increasingly warm and humid climatic regimes, although a drier 
interlude is postulated for late Boreal times (Lamb 1977, Pennington 1970). 
As a result, the raw periglacial soils which characterise the Late Glacial 
grew towards maturity by the end of Flandrian I. 
F'landrian I, coinciding with the Early Nesolithic and the early 
phase of the Later :Mesolithic, was a time of environmental change and 
succession, and the succeeding Flandrian II ~1st be seen as a direct contrast, 
for it is a period of stability of climate, vegetation and soils. The creation 
of the North Sea and the insulation of Britain created a maritime and warmer 
climatic regime, reflected in higher temperatures, humidity, rainfall and 
much milder winters than obtained in the continental type of climate of 
Flandrian I (Taylor 1975, 1980). These altithermal conditions allowed the 
establishment of mixed deciduous forest, across most of England and Wales at 
least, with oak, elm, lime and, particularly, alder supplanting the birch, 
hazel and pine typical of the Boreal period. This Climatic Optimum (pollen 
zone VIIa in the Godwin scheme) was a time of ecological stability and 
inertia with dense, closed canopy. woodland upon mature soil formations. 
Humus-rich mull soils, probably of brown forest type, may be assumed to be 
characteristic of the mature deciduous forest, with a trend towards podsol-
isation later in the period if acidification through nutrient deficiency 
occurred, perhaps on poor parent material, in marginal upland situations or 
following human activity, each of which might promote leaching (Limbrey 1975). 
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These changing environmental factors governed the spatial 
distribution and composition of the vegetation units \.Jhich made up the 
post glacial landscape. Of most immediate concern to Early Mesolithic 
communi ties vJOuld have been the changes in .. quantity and distribution of 
food resources as a consequence of the change from tundra to forested 
conditions, as described by Clark (1968). The lowland plains of the 
earliest post glacial would have formed a great reservoir of biotic 
resources for grazing animals and the human communities which would have 
exploited them. A mosaic of lowland lake, grassland, estuary"and 
developing shrub communities would have formed a rich concentnation of 
food resources and it is likely that the Early Mesolithic economy concentrated 
upon this lowland zone and the populations of large mammals which would 
have existed there. Sea-level rise, however, progressively inundated 
these preferred hunting grounds until the line of the present coast was 
reached and in places transgressed (Tooley 1978a). As sea-level rise 
caused the attenuation and final loss of the lowland plains, Mesolithic 
groups were forced to turn inland in pursuit of adequate resources and to 
exploit more fully regions of higher altitude. This occurred at the very 
time during which new environmental characteristics of these areas were 
becoming established, as woodland canopies became increasingly closed and 
post glacial lakes ·vrere reduced in number. A forest fauna of red and roe 
deer, pig, aurochs and elk developed, with the latter becoming very rare by 
the mid Boreal (Degerb¢1 1964, Grigson 1978). As the carrying capacity, or 
biomass, of forested areas is poor with a lower proportion of exploitable 
vegetable foods relative to more open ground, the populations of these game 
animals were probably relatively low with individuals dispersed widely 
through the forest making procurement difficult (Waterbolk 1968), causing 
a progressive diminution of potential food resources and pl~cing the 
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extractive systems of the Mesolithic under increasing stress. 
In adapting to these chaneing environmental conditions man would 
have to expand the range, flexibility and intensity of his economic 
exploitation, perhaps involving a gr.eater reliance upon fishing and fowling, 
more use of the range of vegetable foods described by Clarke (1976), and of 
coastal resources. An expected response of Mesolithic man to the 
impoverishment of the food supply by increased forest homogeneity and density 
might be an increased mobility, perhaps seasonal, of economic patterns 
enabling him to exploit preferentially those parts of the landscape which 
still retained vegetational diversity and therefore high resource potential. 
A further step would be to encourage this diversity by artificial:means, 
the most effective of \.fhich would be fire clearance of woodland in favoured 
locations, perhaps by forest edge, spring head, lakeside or foreshore where 
natural concentrations of game were most likely to be found. It is most 
difficult to confirm this hypothesis, since the firm evidence regarding 
food resources eMploited during the Mesolithic is quite limited. The 
vegetable aspect of the diet is represented almost exclusively by hazel 
nuts and the faunal evidence is still very restricted and probably 
unrepresentative (Grigson 1978). Our most informative body of economic 
evidence remains the assemblages from Star Carr (Clark 1954, 1972) for the 
Early Mesolithic and Morton Tayport (Coles 1971) for the Later Mesolithic, 
although these too, probably represent only the lowland facet of a seasonal 
economic system. If we are to test the plausability of a sophisticated 
Mesolithic economy which involved a degree of resource diversification 
through manipulation of the environment, it is initially through the use of 
palaeo-environmental techniques, and particularly the ecological application 
of pollen analysis described above, that the problem may be approached, for 
it is to be expected that alteration of vegetation communities such as that 
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postulated wotlid be recognisable in the pollen record. It is possible to 
interpret pollen data in cultural te,ms for, as has been noted above, the 
advantage to the prehistorian of ecological information such as that 
contributed by palynology lies in the reAlisation that the material recovered 
from archaeological sites relates directly to the ~~y of life of prehistoric 
communities and reflects their responses to the contemporary environment. 
The assertion (Clark 1972 p.1) that the interpretation of cultural assemblages 
must be 'in terms of the utilisation of resources within the constraints 
imposed by physical environment' advocates a functional approach to 
archaeology which requires an understanding of landscape history and changing 
man-land relationships. The adoption of such an approach may allow the 
formulation of interpretive models which seek to explain the functioning of 
man within the ecosystem, and which in relation to the Mesolithic have 
encompassed economic strategies (Nevrell 1973, Price 1973), settlement 
patterns (Hellars 1976b, 1978), population structures (1:1eiklejohn 1976, 1978) 
and territorial organisation of subsistence patterns (Jochim 1976). Following 
Clark (1972) conceptual models for the British Mesolithic hrrve been proposed 
using site-catchment analysis for both the upland (Simmons 1975a, 1975b, 
1979) and the lowland zones (Jacobi 1978b). 
1.5.Evidence for Environmental Alteration Associated with Pre-Agricultural Man 
In palaeo-ecological reconstructions of this kind, instructive 
use may be made of inferences derived from ethnographic records of recent 
hunter-gatherer societies, which, when used with care, may provide 
valuable insight as to the subsistence patterns available to groups 
practicing a food-collecting, rather than food=producing, economy and the 
spatial and temporal distribution of population through the landscape. 
The implications of the comparative data assembled by Lee and DeVore (1968) 
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are that our ideas of hunter-gatherer society may be lar£Ply preconceptive, 
and that cultures depending upon technologically simple equipment may 
operate relatively complex social and economic systems. Most striking 
is the attitude of many pre-agricultural societies to~mrds the vegetational 
composition of the landscape, for rather than accepting an environmentally 
passive role, they try to mould it into one more favourable to them by 
increased productivity and availability of resources. This is most 
effectively done by the use of fire, a most potent ecological force, and 
the practice of deliberate burning as an instrument of economic policy is 
well documented among recent hunter-gatherers (Stewart 1956, Mellars 1976c). 
Mellars (1975) has discussed the economic benefits, in terms of increased 
yields of both plant and animal foods, which may be expected after 
manipulation of the environment by fire, an economic strategy which, although 
recorded from a range of contrasting environments, has been shown to be 
particularly effective within a woodland ecosystem, where available resources 
may naturally be rather low (Simmons 1975a). 
The concept that hU.l'lter-gatherers may consciously and habitually 
initiate environmental change through firing of the vegetation as an 
integral part of their economic system is one of direct relevance to the 
British l~esolithic. \·Jhile such ethnographic parallels are not strictly 
analogous to the Mesolithic situation, inferences may be made which may 
explain the extensive concentrations of charcoal which are met with in 
Britain, often in upland contexts, in sediments of Mesolithic age. This 
record of fire occurs both in association with flint artefacts and in 
isolation and is often accompanied by pollen assemblages indicative of 
forest recession, generally of a temporary nature. It would seem that 
the palaeo-ecological record describes periodic fire-clearance of woodland 
and while natural fires may not be discounted, the fact that hunter~gatherer 
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societies have both the motive and instrument for modifying the environment 
suggests that such evidence may reflect the effects of the activities of 
Mesolithic man. 
The apparent association of pre-agricultural man with 
environmental disturbance is not confined to the Mesolithic however, for 
there is evidence that Palaeolithic man also may be implicated in land-
scape change. Pollen analysis at the site of Marks Tey (Turner C. 1970) 
has revealed a clear phase of deforestation in zone HIIc, near the end of 
the mesocratic period of the Hoxnian interglacial. This phase of 
grassland and open country fell within a long period of deciduous forest 
dominance, and was accompanied in the stratigraphy by an abundance of 
charcoal fragments, suggesting fire as the probabl~ cause of forest 
recession. Parallel evidence may be noted from the site of Hoxne itself 
(West and McBurney 1954, West 1956) where a temporary removal of woodland 
and establishment of open country appears to have taken place in zone 
HIIc, broadly contemporary with the Marks Tey clearance event, and again 
accompanied by prolific statigraphic charcoal. Pollen analysis has shown 
that the Acheulian occupation at this site occurred within this phase of 
deforestation. At Swanscombe this coincidence of Lower Palaeolithic 
settlement and forest clearance is again recorded in late zone HII, where 
molluscan and pollen evidence combine to record temporary replacement of 
dense woodland by grassland during a Clactonian occupation of the site 
(Waechter et al. 1971). From the same site, but in a zone HIV context, 
fire-reddened Middle Acheulian flint artefacts and charcoal occur together, 
again illustrating the association of fire and human settlement. Further 
examples from the late Hoxnian include the replacement of tree pollen by 
indicators of open ground at Fishers Green (Gibbard and Aalto 1977), and 
Hatfield and Stanborough (Sparks et al. 1969), as grassland apparently 
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displaced woodland near the sites, with an increase in mineral inwash 
and breaks in sedimentation. While reduced water levels at these ancient 
lake sites may have been responsible for the creation of open areas, the 
possible influence of man cannot be discounted. It may be possible to 
perceive from the limited available evidence that Lower Palaeolithic man 
was capable of exerting a considerable influence, at least casually, upon 
the environment, and it is tempting to see in it a response to the 
restrictive interglacial forested environment around his lowland lakeside 
settlements. 
Few indications of man 1 s relationships with the environment exist 
in the full glacial periods-: Sparks and West (1972) point, however, to the 
evidence of association of fire with man, in the form of hearths, which means 
that there was a potential for its wider employment. Tentative evidence for 
such use may be induced from the Mousterian occupation at Hortus in France 
(Bay-Petersen 1975) where a sharp fall in tree pollen frequencies occurs at 
an horizon recording heavy concentrations of Ibex remains. Herd exploitation 
through fire-driving of game may be suggested here. 
Fire pressure upon the environment is recorded during the Late 
Glacial period in southern England (Kerney 1963, Kerney et al. 1964), where 
fossil soils of Aller¢d age were found to contain a heavy charcoal component, 
inviting comparison with widespread charcoal layers of similar age from the 
Netherlands (Vander Hammen 1953, 1957). These continental horizons are 
often associated with late Upper Palaeolithic implements, as at the type 
site of Dsselo, suggesting man may have been responsible for the fires they 
represent. No cultural indications accompany the English sites, which 
record burning in a pollen ~one II environment of marshy ground with a 
herbaceous and thin birch scrub vegetation, one of which (Kerney 1963) has 
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+ yielded a radiocarbon date of 11,934- 210bp (Q-463). They may, however, 
represent part of the hunting activity illustrated more graphically qy the 
elk skeleton and bone points of comparable age recovered from High Furlong 
in Lancashire (Hallam et al. 1973). 
It is during the Hesolithic period, however, that the clearest 
correlation between environmental alteration and hunter-gatherer communities 
may be made, and preliminary surrm1aries and discussion of the evidence have 
been made qy Roux and Leroi-Gourhan (1965) and by Smith (1970). Since these 
publications many further examples have been recorded and in a methodical 
survey of the literature the present writer recognised ov~r 180 distinct 
phases of forest interference or recession in Britain in a Mesolithic 
context*. \.Jhile 111any examples occur in upland regions such as the Pennines 
(Hicks 1972, Tinsley 1975), Dartmoor (Simmons 1964, 1969d) and Bodmin Hoor 
(Brown 1977), cl~arance activity is also recorded at lower altitudes at 
contemporary coastlines (Churchill and Hymer 1965, Tooley 1978a) or lakeside 
situations (Sims 1973, 1978, Taylor 1973). All recorded sites are 
comparable, however, in su~e;esting the.t clearance took place in ecotone 
situations where resource potential \,.as already higher than in adjacent 
homogenous biota. This in itself may point to the clearance event being 
a deliberate act, carried out at selected locations as part of a conscious 
economic strategy. There ar~ also indications that this clearance may 
locally have had severe and permanent efrects upon the ecosystem, promoting 
the change from Hoodland to heathland (Keef et al. 1965, Rankine et al. 1960) 
or bog (Noore 1975), and. at altitude preventing the regeneration of 
woodland at all (Jacobi et al. 1976). The existing evidence for Hesolithic 
man 1 s impact upon the environment -vlill be discussed in mo:·e detail in 
Section c, where of comparative relevance to the North York Hoors. 
u Detailed inclusion of this body of evidence is not practical in this 
thesis and so, pending publication, it is held in l'-iS form (Innes 1980) 
and is available for consultation upon request. 
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CHAPTER T\.JO 
Introduction to the Study Area 
2.1o Location of the Study Area and Sites Investigated 
The general study area comprises the :Jorth York Moors, an 
upland area in the north-east of Yorkshire which forms the most easterly 
substantial highland area in England. It is separated from the much 
larger and rather higher upland region of the Pennines by the Vales of 
Mowbray and of York and thus comprises a relatively small highland unit. 
Surrounded by low-lying alluvial land, the upland area of the North York 
Moors forms an isolated island which contrasts strongly with the fertile 
lowlands of the Vale of York to the west, and the Vale of Pickering to the 
south. This diversity of topography reflects the underlying geological 
formations and gives the upland massif of the Moors a degree of insularity 
and discreteness which lends itself to its adoption as an homogenous 
region for the purposes of scientific investigations. 
Although the highest part of the Moors is only 454m above sea 
level, the main part of the central swnrnit area lies above 300m, so that 
the area forms a raised plateau rather than a range of individual hills. 
(Fig. 1.). The isolation of this upland plateau is emphasised by the steep 
escarpment which forms its western boundary, known as the Hambleton Hills. 
To the south the Tabular Hills, fault-raised to a height of 150m, form a 
sharp boundary with the Vale of Pickering, while to the north the faulted 
escarpment of the Cleveland Hills delineates the boundary between the 
Moors and the lowlands of the river Tees. The eastern edge of the North 
York Moors is formed by the North Sea coast, which comprises a series of 
steep and irregular cliffso The summit line of the highest part of the 
Moors, which reaches 454m on Urra Moor in the west, descends to 183m at 
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the coast, so that the upland is tilted in an easterly direction. 
The upland plateau area is broken by a series of river valleys. 
Tl1ese dales radiate from the central highland nrea, in a mainly northerly 
and southerly direction, so that even the very highest areas are adjacent 
to sheltered lm.rland conditions, in which radically different vegetation 
and soil types exist. In the nort!1ern part of the area the valley of the 
river l!:sk runs in an east-west direction, separating the sununit plateau 
of the Hoors from the less elevated Cleveland Hills. The valleys of the 
Eller Beck, a tributary of the Esk, and Newton iJale merge to form a low-
lying area l-rhich bisects the J.loors from north to south. The highest parts 
of the plateau lie to the west of this line, while the moors to the east 
of it are significantly lo\4er in altitude. It is \·rith the higher plateaux 
to the west that the rese:Jrch to be undertaken in this thesis is concerned. 
Previous research in this area has sho'Wl'l that the shallower 
blanket peats of the highland plateau..'<: appear to have commenced formation 
in mid post glacial times (Cundill 1971), and that in some cases at lenst 
(Dimbleby 1962, Simmons 1969a) peat inception during Flandrian II may have 
been intimately connected with the activity of prehistoric communities. .As 
the central brief of this investigation is to attempt to clarify the relation-
ship betl4een early man and his environment in this region, it was decided to 
concentrate upon the more elevated areas of the Hoors, where l1esolithic 
hunting activity n~y be expected to have been of greatest potential impact 
upon ecosystems perhaps already tending towards instability, and where such 
indications have already been recorded. A more detailed investigatioh of 
the phenomena manife:3t at North Gill (Sim;nons 1969a, 1969b) is therefore 
the primary aim of this thesis, \.rhile it was also intended to find and 
investigate ne\·J sites upon the Central Hatc'rshed, which may throw further 
light upon the ecological history of the area in mid post glacial times. 
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It is proposed to retain the term 'Central \vatershed' to describe the high 
plateau area between Urra Hoar and Bilsdale Hoar in the west and Wheel~ale 
and Egton Hoors in the east. Initiated by Elgee (1930), this terminology 
was adopted with reference to the central moorland plateau area by later 
workers (Anderson 1958, Farra 1961, Cundill 1971) and seems most suitable. 
The location of the sites investigated in this thesis relative 
to the Central Watershed, and the geographical locati::m of the study area 
is shmm in figure 1. Host are spring-head sites at an altitude of 350m 
or greater, in a situation where stream erosion of the blanket peat mass 
had exposed an entire profile to analysis. Four new sites were studied 
at North Gill, designated North Gill I, North Gill II, North Gill III and 
North Gill Head respectively. Throughout this work the sites of Simmons 
(1969a) will be referred to as North Gill 'a' and North Gill 'b'. A 
profile was investigated at Dluewath Beck Head in the midst of the area 
of deep peat on Glaisdale Hoor, and three sites were investigated upon East 
Bilsdale Hoor, in a part of the study area not previously given attention, 
possibly due to its lack of large areas of deep peat. The site of Small 
Howe is at the highest part of the Moor, in unbroken blanket peat, while 
Botany Bay and Bonfield Gill Heed are at a rather lower level associated 
with stream exposures. 
2.2. Geology, Soils and Peat Cover 
2.2.1. Geology 
The solid geology of the North York Moors is vTorthy of attention 
in some detail, for since the earliest studies (Fox-Strangeways 1892) it 
has been apparent that the topography of the area is closely dependent upon 
the composition of the underlying rock types. Hore recent study (1tlilson 
1948) has resolved the geological history of the area in detail, and the 
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close relationship of geology with topography and soil type is of special 
relevance to the Central Watershed area. The surface distribution of the 
major rock types ir> shown in fig. 2, and Table 2 shows a simplified 
stratigraphic succession for the region. 
Flanking the North York Hoors upland on the west are lowland 
areas composed of Triassic Bunter Sandstones and Keuper Harl, nov1 mainly 
masked by a covering of glacial drift, and fringing the area on the south 
is the Cretaceous Chalk of the Yorkshire Wolds. The upland itself is 
composed of Jurassic rocks, the earliest of which are termed the Lias and 
comprise soft clays, shales and limestones. Liassic deposits of the Lower 
Jurassic are exposed primarily to the western side of the upland, but also 
appear in the lower parts of the dales and at the coast. The Central 
Hatershed area, and indeed the bulk of the moorland area of the North York 
Hoors, is composed of rocks of ~Iiddle Jurassic age consisting of a 
succession of sandstones and shales of deltaic origin. The resilient 
nature of these Deltaic Series deposits has protected the softer Lias 
beneath and allowed the central area to assume its present topographya 
Of particular significance in this resp;cect is the Scarborough Bed or Grey 
Limestone Series which is composed of shales, silty sandstones, ironstones 
and impure limestones and forms the topmost deposit across most of Egton, 
Rosedale, Glaisdale and Danby High Hoors, although capped on occasion b"<J 
the Moor Grit, a massive, strongly-bedded quartzite. These Middle Jurassic 
strata have moulded the topography of the c<~ntral North York Hoors. Upper 
Jurassic rocks, mainly Calcareous Grits and Oolites, known as the Corallian 
series, are exposed in the southern parts of the Moors and the Cleveland 
Hills, and are responsible for the imposing escarpment which delineates the 
moorland area. The latest Jurassic deposit in the area is the Kimmeridge 
Clay, which underlies the alluvial veneer of the Vale of Pickering. 
Table 2. Geological Sequence for North East Yorkshire. 
QUATERNARY 
CRETACEOUS 
UPPER JURASSIC 
MIDDLE JURASSIC 
LOWER JURASSIC 
TRIASSIC 
Corallian 
Series 
Peat 
Alluvium 
Boulder Clay 
Glacial deposits 
Chalk 
Kimmeridge Clay 
(Upper Calcareous Grit 
(Osmington Oolite Series 
(Middle Calcareous Grit 
(Hambleton Oolite Series 
(Lower Calcareous Grit 
Oxford Clay 
Kellaways Rock 
Corn brash 
Upper Deltaic Beds 
Scarborough Beds (Grey Limestone Series) 
Middle Deltaic Beds 
Millepore Bed 
Eller Beck Bed 
Lower Deltaic Bed 
Dogger 
Upper.) 
Middle) Lias 
Lower ) 
Keuper Marl 
Bunter Sandstone 
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The structure of the North York Hoors as it exists today was 
established in mid-Tertiary times by major earth movements, uplift of 
the Jurassic strata creating a series of gently folded anticlines and 
synclines. Since the chalk of the Cretaceo'J.S no further solid formations 
have been created, and it is this Tertiary uplift which is responsible 
for the character of the Moors, including the pronounced eastwards tilt 
of the region. The major folds are modified by a number of minor folds 
with a north-south axis and these have had the effect of converting what 
was hitherto essentially an east-west drainage pattern to one which is 
radial in nature, dissecting the main massif of the upland with the 
lowland arm of the dales, providing easy access to the most elevated 
areas of the upland during later periods of human exploitationo The 
structure established by the uplifting and folding processes was 
subsequently modified during the remainder of Tertiary time by a ~radual 
denudation of the upland. Erosive forces and the cutting of the river 
valleys reduced the uplifted Jurassic block to its present subdued 
topography. Major planation surfaces may be recognised on the Hoors 
(Gregory 1962a, Hemingway 1966) which form stages in this process of erosionQ 
The highest is termed Summit Surface at above 400 metres, below which is 
the High Moors Surface which is considered to lie between 350 and 390 metres 
above sea level. Very gentle gradients are the main feature of these 
surfaces, producing the extremely flat and almost featureless landscape 
which is responsible for the essential character of the Central Watershed 
area. 
During the glacial episodes which have occurred within the 
Quaternary period the North York Moors were influenced in a variety of 
ways. Only the most recent glaciation, the Devensian, has left features 
which are now easily discernable, its i~e-sheets obscuring or removing 
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deposits and features created by the earlier glacial advances of the 
Pleistocene. That an earlier glaciation may have entirely covered the 
upland with ice is suggested by Elgee (1912) and by Hemingway (1958) who 
regard superficial deposits of drift and pebbles upon the Central Watershed 
as evidence of this. Dimbleby (1952a) considered certain ice wedges within 
the region to support this view. The Devensian ice-sheets, however, have 
left a clear imprint upon the area. 
Glacial drift deposited by the ice-sheets girdles the upland to 
the north and west to heights of up to 300 metres above sea level. Along 
the coast drift rises to 150 metres and extends across the entrance to the 
Vale of Pickering. The Scandinavian ice-sheet which deposited this eastern 
drift thus blocked the valley of the proto-Derwent river, the dammed-back 
waters having no outlet as the western end of the Vale was also blocked by 
ice, creating Lake Pickering within the Vale. This most famous of the 
glacial lakes created the lacustrine and alluvial deposits now mantline the 
Kimmeridge Clay in the area. Glacial drift, however, does not cover the 
Central Watershed, nor is it present in the Dales to the south, although it 
does appear in Eskdale and Glaisdale to the north. It seems, therefore, 
that the central upland area of the Moors remained unglaciated, an island or 
nunatak, above the level of the ice-sheet, throughout the last glaciation. 
Extreme conditions near the ice-front would, hot-Jever, have caused some 
erosion due to solifluction processes. Indeed, solifluction deposits occur 
at a number of sites upon the Moors, especially in glacial drainage channels 
(Gregory 1962b). Today these in many cases do not have free drainage and 
provide suitable sites for the accumulation of post glacial organic deposits, 
in the same way as kettle-holes and depressions formed in the land surface 
under the ice-sheets today are filled with lacustrine and peat deposits. 
Thus a large area of the region was transformed by the glacial advance of 
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the Devensian, and the Central Watershed area, although not covered by ice, 
was still profoundly affected at this time. 
2.2.2. Soils and Peat Cover 
'rery poor, acid soils predominate upon this hit;hest area of the 
Moors, having been subject to a high degree of podsolisation. Studies of 
pedological development have stressed the homogeneity of soil type. upon 
similar rock strata within the area (Anderson 1958, Crompton 1961) and it 
would seem that such variations as do occur are the result of topographical 
factors. This direct and apparantly uncomplicated relationship between 
soil cover and rock type has led authors in the past (Jacks 1932) to suggest 
that podsolisation and extreme acidity may have been the natural 
characteristics of soils in the upland regions of the Moors throughout the 
post glacial period, and thus to contend (Elgee 1912) that moorland upon 
badly leached soils has been a virtually permanent feature of the Central 
Watershed. More recent studies (Dimbleby 1952b, 1952c) have suggested, 
however, that Brown Earth soils once existed upon the upland areas of the 
Moors, supporting full deciduous forest, and that the present heath 
vegetation is largely the result of non-autogenic processes in which man's 
effect upon the landscape is directly implicated. Fossil soils of Brown 
Earth type have been discovered sealed beneath Bronze Age barrows upon the 
high Moors (Dimbleby 1962), their pollen content showing that woodland 
conditions once prevailed in areas now dominated by heath and podsol. It 
must be assumed that not until Bronze Age times did the soils of these areas 
attain their present character, although in certain areas podsolisation may 
have been well advanced at an earlier stage. 
Throughout the North York l·'loors region it would appear that 
topography, and consequently drainage, is the regulating factor \vhich 
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determines soil development in any particular area, once the general 
nature of the soil has been established by the underlying rock type. 
Where sandstones are the parent material, as with the Deltaic Series of 
the higher Moors, drainage is free and leaching is rapid, so that acid 
podsols are most common. Heavy clay soils, characteristically Brown 
Earths, exist in the Dales where the softer Liassic rocks are exposed, 
providing fairly fertile areas which contrast strongly with the acid 
podsols of the adjacent high moors. Some variety within the upland 
podsols does occur however, as local drainage differences affect soil 
development. Thus in situations where free drainage may exist peaty 
podsols will develop, whereas where drainage is impeded peaty gleys may 
become established (Wood 1970). The 'A' horizons of the upland soils 
seem to be uniformly a bleached sandy horizon with a raw humus layer 
above. In free draining situations a hard 'pan' may be formed in the 
'B' horizon, especially where iron is present in the parent material. 
Impeded drainage leads to a gleying of the 'B' horizon. It seems clear 
that the Hoorland soils are ones which have come into being under 
conditions of relatively high precipitation, causing a rapid removal 
of nutrients through leaching, especially upon bedrock which is in many 
cases nutrient-deficient sandstone. The bleached sandy layer of the 'A' 
horizon is created by the leaching capacity of humic acid solutions 
derived from the overlying 'mer' acid humus and litter cover. The organic 
material moved downwards through the soil during the leaching phase is 
arrested by the 'pan' horizon which prevents the normal soil maturing 
process from functioning and retains water above it, causing waterlogging 
and peat formationo Thus, in this area of mature humus-iron podsol soils, 
it is drainage conditions which determine the occasion and rate of 
development of peat deposits, and in the mid ·]p)OSt glacial situation of 
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high rainfall intensity, organic deposits of acid nature developed upon 
those areas where drainage was restricted. 
Organic deposits have, however, been laid dO'dn at various times 
since the removal of the ice-shAets in widely differing situations across 
the North York Hoors region, and their role in elucidating the post glacial 
history of the region will be described in chapter 2.5. Peat deposits in 
the area fall into four main types; lowland mires, channel mires, upland 
basin peat and upland blanket peat. In lowland situations organic deposits 
have accumulated in depressions left by the retreating ice, for example at 
Seamer Carrs (Jones 1971). Such depressions become small lakes which 
gradually full up with material, having no external drainage, and are 
transformed into mires by normal hydroseral development. Other organic 
deposits are formed by bodies of water "1hich are remnants of glacial lakes, 
and which also slowly disappeared during early post glacial times, the 
ancient lake sites of Star Carr and Flixton being prime examples (Clark 
1954). Mires formed over former lake basins tend to exhibit a characteristic 
development in that Late Glacial lake sediments are overlain by reedswamp 
peat, then by fen-carr peat with wood content and then by a fibrous 
bryophyte and monocot peat with Eriophorum and Sphagnum and perhaps Calluna. 
Most sites of this kind do not appear to have remained a lake for very long, 
being filled in at a rate dependent upon the depth of their basin and 
whether or not drainage was possible. The rate of British hydroseral 
development was investigated by Walker (1970) who concluded that the rate 
of change in such situations from open water to fen-carr may be relatively 
rapid,. Certainly, mires formed above old lacustrine hollows ma;y attain 
great depth and are thus of great potential for elucidating the earlier 
history of the post glacial period. 
A second type of peat is that which has developed in the deserted 
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glacial meltwater or overfloH channels, termed 1 slacks' or 1 svTBngs' in 
north eastern Yorkshire. At first believed to be the overflow channels for 
the impounded waters of glacial lakes (Kendall 1902),it now seems that many 
of these channels may be sub-glacial mel t1,:atcr features (Gregory 1962a). 
These channel mires are most numerous and many have beRn scientifically 
described (vide infra 2.5.). Pollen evidence (Simrnons 1969c) suggests that 
peat commenced forming in these channels in pollen zones VI or VIIa in 
Godwin 1 s scheme ( GodYTin 1975) and this is supported by radiocarbon a:,;say of 
basal samples from a channel mire on Fylingdales J:··loor (Shot ton and 'vlilliams 
+ + 
1973) which yielded dates of 7,230 - 130bp.(Birm-315) and 7,070 - 130bp. 
(Eirm-316). In character with these channel mires of intermediate altitude 
are the bogs which have developed behind landslips at the heads of the main 
valleyso Such features are not widespread upon the 'forth York Hoors and 
the t\.10 main examples are fully discussed by Cundill ( 1971) and Simmons 
and Cundill (1974b)o A third type of organic deposit is that which has 
formed at a higher altitude, in minor topographic basins where drainage 
was naturally impaired. A number of separate centres of the deeper 
basin peat are located across the moor at North Gill, Dlue"mtb Beck, Loose 
Howe, Yarlsey Hoss, Collier Gill and Pike Hill Hoss and organic deposits 
have spread from these centres to cover the HatErshed with shallov blanket 
peat, although deeper depo~its are confined to these centreso Although 
the Central Hatershed has the t;reatest concentration of peat deposits, 
isolated areas do exist to the east at Hay Hoss and Harwood Dale, and to 
the west upon Bransdale and Danby Noors. Ne,.Jly recognised areas have been 
recorded upon East Silsdale Noor, and large areas of deep peat are known to 
exist upon Urra Hoors (Taylor G. personal conununica tion) • Basin peat 
generally has wood remains at the base, Hhile the shallo\.Jer blanket peat 
in most cases does noto A '1-Tide variety of material is found beneath basin 
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and blanket peat, ranging from solid rock, to fossil soil or minero-organic 
deposits. It has been suggested (Hood 1970, Noore 19'72) that peat formation 
may be a natural response in upland areas to drainar'e impedence and gleying 
of soils, although in this area at least such a simplified view may not. be 
sufficient explanation, and the aGtivities of prehistoric man may be 
imrlicated in tbis process (y.l,. page 273). 
2.3. Climate and Vepetation 
The present climate of the North York Hoors appenrs to be mainly 
influenced by the location of the area and by its existence as an isolated 
upland region of moderate relief. In general terms the region falls into 
distinct upland and lowland climatic zones, for although the relief of the 
f.ioors is not unduly high in comparison to the Pennines, the treeless and 
flat nature of the moorland makes exposure to wind a major climatic factor. 
Indeed the present vegetation cover may \vell be the chief reason why the 
climate is unfavourable to agriculture, as the treeless nature of the upland 
w..a.ximises '.-lind exposure and shortens the potential g~"O'<ring season. Tho North 
York Noors forms the most easterly upland region of England at a relatively 
0 high latitude of over 54 north, but is immediately adjacent to the 
moderating influence of the North Sea. This body of vater has the effect of 
preventing extremes of temperature being felt witrlin the area, this being 
true of even the summit areas of the upland vhich rise to over 400 metres 
above sea-level. 'l'hus \-lhile cold, easterly winds occasionally dominate the 
upland, winter temperatures are never excessively lm,J, and in early smnmer 
these easterly \-linds create a thick sea-mist known locally as 1haar 1 uhich 
brings with it poor visiQility and extended periods of fine, misty drizzle. 
Predominantly, however, the region 1 s \olinds are Hesterly but nevertheless 
rainfall is not unduly high, as the rain-shadow effect of the Pennines 
to the west reduces the rainfall potential of these winds, but does not 
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cut the region off from the westerly airstreams. Relief therefore remains 
the regulating factor across the whole area and it has been pointed out 
(Atherden 1972) that the rainfall isohyets correspond strongly to the 
contour lines~ only the very highest areas receiving 40 inches of rain 
a year. Highest monthly rainfall is generally recorded in November, 
although spring increases also occur. Much of the winter precipitation 
falls as snow, often remaining upon the ground until late April for 
although temperatures are never really low, they do not rise quickly as 
spring arrives. In the lowland areas temperatures are rather higher and 
incidence of snowfall much less. Precipitation generally is rather lower 
but the major difference is the much reduced influence of the wind, the 
absence of which makes the lowland warmer and far more attractive for 
agriculture, although in the areas over-shadowed by the plateau, frost 
incidence may be high as cold air descends from the moorland into the 
Dales. The main climatic disadvantage of the moorland areas, therefore, 
must remain its exposure to the wind, a factor greatly exacerbated by the 
nature of the dominant moorland vegetation. 
The plateaux areas of the upland moors, including virtually the 
entire surface of the Central Watershed, are covered by a heathland 
community in which heather or ling, Calluna vulgaris, plays by far the most 
dominant role. It is this expanae of purple heather and the unrelieved 
flatness of the terrain which gives the moorlands their familiar colour and 
atmosphere, the ever present winds of the upland creating a sense of 
wildness which belies their almost completely artificial nature. The 
heather moors have been formed through continued exploitation by man and 
are in no respect natural, the vegetation itself, the soil beneath it and 
the fauna which inhabit it being the result of man's historical manipulation 
of the landscape. Converted to heathland by many tens of centuries of 
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human use, the artificial climax vegetation of Callunetum is today 
deliberately maintained as a form of monoculture, primarily for grouse, 
although sheep also utilise parts of the moorland. As Calluna germinates 
primarily on bare, sandy soil, no ne;,r heather plants can grm.,r in thick 
vegetation (Gimingham 1960), and so to create favourable regeneration 
conditions the existing plant cover must be removed, a factor of relevance 
to the status of Calluna throughout the post glacial as represented in 
pollen diagl·ams. Thus the dominance of Call una is assured upon the grouse 
moors by its repeated but controlled burning (Pearsall 1950). Old, 
degenerating heather is burned off in the vdnter months to promote fresh 
gro,..rth, for it is the new fresh shoots YJhich provide the main food of the 
young grouse. This is done across the moor in a phased manner, so that the 
moorland becomes a mosaic of Callunetum in differing sta~es of regeneration, 
ensuring a regulated and adequate supply of young birds for the annual 
autumn exploitation vrhich makes Callunetum moorland a commercially viable 
proposition. On occasions fires are accidentally started upon the moorland, 
usually be '.ralkers or holiday-makers, and may envelope large areas of 
Callunetum. These accidental fires are of high intensity and may damage 
the moorland semi-permanently. During the drought of the summer of 1976 
a fire started upon the Central Watershed destroyed the heather moor 
across Glaisdale Hoar, Egton High Hoor and Wheeldale Hoar, killing heather 
and birds alike and causing extreme problems of peat erosion in the area. 
This fire is of relevance to the sites at North Gill and Bluewath Beck Head 
and vrill be referred to again at a later stage. Heath fires destroy most of 
the vegetation and the heather renews itself from seeds in the surface soil, 
although these are also destroyed by the deep burninG of Hild fires over 
peat. Calluna produces larce numbers of seeds, each capable of reaching 
maturity in five or six years, although the life span of the plant if left 
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to itself may be twenty or thirty years. At this age the branches of the 
plant sag, dry out and die, and grasses flourish in the centre of the 
drooping plant and overwhelm it. Although Calluna is the ecological 
dominant due to fire, plants with underground runnP.rs remain active, in 
particular Vaccinium where the soils are very poor, and Pteridiwn upon 
rather better soils. In situations where damper conditions exist Erica 
tetralix may be locally important. 
Variations in the type of Calluneturn community have been recognised 
(Elgee 1912, Cundill 1971) which tend largely to correspond with peat depth 
and associated dampness. Calluna is completely dominant upon the flat 
plateau moorland upon deeper peat mosses, for example at Yarlsey Moss 
(NZ 755007) and Pike Hill Hoss (NZ 772010). The continuing wetness of these 
peats allows Erica and Eriophorum vaginatum to be represented, and a Sphagnum 
blanket may develop in a flush situation at stream heads as at High Seaves 
(NZ 716002) and Botany Bay (SE 606958), with Empetrum and Juncus 
associations. Upon peats of about a metre in depth Eriophorum and 
Vaccinium will occur, whereas on shallow peat areas a more varied corrununi ty 
exists, Nardus and Scirpus becoming important with lesser representation of 
Eriophorum, Molinia and Juncus (Jones 1971). 
On the edges of the moorland plateaux, where slopes become 
steeper and improved drainage conditions may thus occur, the Calluna 
dominance ceases and the heather has to compete "lith Vaccinium and 
Pteridium. Bracken in many cases assumes dominance in such situations 
and supresses other taxa due to extreme shading by its fronds (Jarvis 1964, 
Jeffreys 1917) and by the exudation of toxic materials (Gliessman and Muller 
1972, Gliessman 1976)o Its main weaknesses are badly aerated soils and 
impeded drainage, and in slope vegetation it is able to compete most 
successfully with Calluna. The invasion of Calluna heath by bracken is 
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a familiar feature in these situations (FarraH 1917) and may be seen today 
at the plateau edge of East Bilsdale Moor. The natural role of Fteridium 
is as woodland understory (Cousens 197Lr) and this led Elgee (1912) to 
maintain that its presence upon the Dale slopes indieated former existence 
of Hoodland there. 
Hire vef~eta tion may be found v.'i thin the valleys, especially the 
channels of former glacial meltwater streams, Hhieh are in this area termed 
1 slacks', no lonc:er occupied by vmtercourses and filled vlith organic 
deposits. Sphagnum and Carex are YJell represented 1·1hile Juncus and 
Eriophorum bogs occur. Nire communities also exist Hithin the dales 
themselves. 
In summary, therefore, the Callunetum which dominates the Central 
Hatershed is not of natural formation but is a fire-induced sub-climax 
vegetation, continued and long-term diversion of the natural seral 
succession by man having created the conditions which He see today. It 
is not possible therefore to agree v;i th Elgee ( 1912) that the ve.s.:etation 
of the area has remained constant since the last glaciation, and the Hork 
of several authors has shovm that woodland would have continued to clothe 
the Hoors until the present day had not man el\.rploited the area for his own 
use, as he continues to do at present. 
2.4. Previous Research in the Study Area - Mesolithic Archaeology 
In this section a survey of the archaeological evidence within 
the study area will be undertaken, with a vievr to describing the range, 
type and intensity of occupation in the region during the Mesolithic 
cultural period. A kno\·Iledge of the scale and distribution of Mesolithic 
settlement and activity in the area is clearly fundamentaJ. to the 
discussion of potential cultural-environmental relationships which will 
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be attempted in chapter 7. This section, therefore, comprises a summary 
of our current knowledge of the Hesolithic archaeology of the North York 
Hoors. 
2o4.1. Historical 
The microlithic industries of the region have attracted 
scientific inquiry since the middle of the 19th century, when the Rev. 
J.C. Atkinson discovered two large flint sites near Siss Cross; on Danby 
Low Hoor (Atkinson 1863). These flint scatters were evidently prolific, 
for he records that sufficient tools and waste were recovered to 1 half 
fill a fair sized fishing basket', and conside~ed the assemblage of 
artefacts to be best explained as a 'Celtic flint implement factory•. 
Elgee, following the rediscovery of these sites by his wife in 1925 and 
subsequent collection of flakes and points, recognised their true provenance 
as Mesolithic flint sites. Sporadic recovery of microliths by amateur 
collectors continued throughout the early part of this century as sites 
became exposed by erosion, primarily following moorland fires or with the 
building of trackways and paths, and some of these chance finds are recorded 
by Elgee (1930). Early workers included Mr. A.L. Armstrong who located two 
sites between Hawnby and Chopgate on Bilsdale Hoar in 1912, and Hr. L.G. 
Ro\orland, who picked up flints from all over the Hoors, but most successfully 
from the Central Watershed on Farndale and \-Jesterdale Hoors. Although 
Armstrong (1923, 1926) contributed to the literature regarding Mesolithic 
archaeolo~J, it is with the work of Frank Elgee that systematic investigation 
of the subject began (Elgee 1930, Elgee and Elgee 1933). Elgee searched for 
new sites across the Hoors, identifying several major areas of flint 
concentration, in particular Brown Hill, Commondale and Cockheads» Glaisdaleo 
With the addition of the products of his own researches to the collections 
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of earlier workers, a large corpus of material was no\·1 available for study 
and Elgee began to differentiate the sites on the basis of lithic typolo~J, 
.<ldopting the newly derived Haglemosian-'l'ardenoisian terminology in his 
descriptions of the cultural succession on the Moors. He also realised 
the apparent link bet\.,een the location of flint sites and the higher, sandy 
areas of the region and explained this in terms of the drier and thus more 
attractive character of the uplands. The Hork of Elgee ''as, in the years 
\olhich follo\o:ed, accepted by other vorkers as the definitive expression of 
Hesolithic archaeology in the regio~ (Clark 1932, 1936, Raistrick 1933). 
The era of modern research in the arda begins with the recovery 
of a lv1aglemosian industry from Flixton in the Vale of Pickering (Hoore 1950), 
Hhich subsequently led to the excavation of the major Maglemosian settlement 
at Star Carr and adjacent sites (Clark 1954, Moore 1954). Contributions to 
the subject were made by Thornley (1959) and Gibbs-Smith (1960) and a revie\·1 
of the evidence undertaken by Hayes (1963), although this was confined to 
the south-western part of the region. He recorded twenty-two sites, all in 
the upland context recognised by Elgee. Further corrunent upon the Hesolithic 
in': the area was made by Raistrick ( 1966) and Bartlett ( 1969) before a 
comprehensive reappraisal of the evidence was made by Radley ( 1969a). The 
great majority of the sites knmm at that time were of essentially the same 
type, small flint scatters on the hichest parts of the Hoors above 300m OD, 
which Radley considered to be specialised hunting camps, microlithic tools 
forming a very hi£h proportion of the total flint assemblage. In this paper 
Radley descrihed the distribution of sites in the area and examined the sites 
of Hhit.e Gill, Farndale Moor and Mauley Cross in some detail. The sites 
appeared all to be referable to the late Mesolithic and to be typolozically 
analogous, with only minor variations to suggest any degree of cultuTal 
diversity, whethf:r on grounds of microlith shape or tool \·JB ste J... raulO. The 
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proposed temporal and technological uniformity of the microlithic industries 
of this area has, in the light of more recent research, proved to be 
illusory, but Radley's work remains most valuable as a general statement 
of site type and location on the Moors. While morot of the recorded flint 
sites may indeed be attributable to the later Mesolithic, earlier microlithic 
sites are now recognised, some of which may be equated with tbe cultural 
tradition recorded at Star Carr (Brown et al. 1974, Jacobi 1975, 1978a). 
A second type of later Mesolithic site has also been identified, at 
Upleatham (Spratt et al. 1976), where the increased proportion of food-
processing artefacts, such as scrapers, and lower representation of hunting 
equipment, such as microlithic points and arrowheads, suggests a longer 
occupation settlement with a wider range of activity, perhaps supporting a 
greater aggregation of people. A similar site may have been recorded by 
Wood (1947) at Hutton-le-Hole on the southern edge of the Moors. 
Today, as in the previous century, much of the newly exposed flint 
material is recovered by amateur workers and is thus housed in private 
collections. li'ortunately recording of finds by modern workers, such as 
R.H.Hayes and G.V.Taylor, is both detailed and accurate, although 
unpublished, and data is accessible and reliable. This corpus of private 
material, as well as published records and the contents of Museum collections, 
has recently been brought together in a gazeteer of Mesolithic sites in 
England and Wales (Wymer 1977). It is this catalogue which forms the basis 
for the distribution maps of Hesolitbic sites presented in this work (figs. 
3 and 4), supplemented by data from the range of sources listed by Spratt 
and Simmons (1976) and by personal communication witt WQrkers ¢urrently 
active in the area. The body of research described above~ and in particular 
the work of R.M. Jacobi, allows the folloviing appraisal of the Hesolithic 
archaeology of the North York Hoors to be made. 
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2.4.2. Early Mesolithic 
On a purely typological basis the lithic material which represents 
the Mesolithic period in England may be divided into a number of industrial 
traditions, most particularly into technologies which are diagnostically 
1 early 1 or 1 later 1 in character (see chapter 1). In his recent reappraisal 
of the evidence from Star Carr, Clark (1972) suggested that sites which may 
temporally relate to that lowland ~~glemosian site should be forthcoming 
from higher ground in the region, most logically upon the nearby North York 
Moors. At that time no Early Mesolithic sites, save for Star Carr itself, 
were documented from the area, but in recent research Jacobi (1975, 1978a) 
has extended the distribution of the early Mesolithic cultures into an 
upland context. This distribution is shown on figure 3. 
The earliest phase of the Mesolithic in this area is represented 
by the Maglemosian or 1 proto-Maglemosian 1 site of Star Carr (Clark 1954) 
+ + 
which yielded radiocarbon dates of 9,557 - 210 (Q-14) and 9,488 - 350bp 
(C-353). Both it and the adjacent site of Flixton I lie on the northern 
edge of the post glacial Lake Pickering at the foothil1s of the North York 
Moors, and are generally regarded as winter aggregation camps for the 
exploitation of ungulate populations retreating from their upland summer 
ranges to the more sheltered conditions of the lowlands, although Pitts 
(1979) has suggested a purely technological, rather than subsistence motive 
for the Star Carr occupation at least. They share a typically early lithic 
tool-kit of a non-geometric 1 broad blade 1 character associated with Tranchet 
Axes and axe-sharpening flakes, as well as a range of bone and antler barbed 
pointse The use of transversely sharpened axes in Northern England has been 
stated by Jacobi (1975) to have been restricted to the Early Mesolithic, and 
in the study area these are mainly recorded from the Vale of Pickering, 
although isolated examples occur at altitude from Simon Ho~Je, Goathland, 
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Egton Moor and Cock Heads, although the latter is a dubious example. 
The microlithic assemblages at Flixton I and Stsr Carr are 
characterised by short obliquely blunted points of the 'broad blade' 
tradition, showing no retouch upon their leading edge, in addition to 
some trapezes and isoceles triangle shapes. This range of microlithic 
equipment corresponds identically with the microlithic component of a 
number of sites, regarded as summer hunting stations, upon the Central 
Watershed of the filoors. These sites are recorded on figure 3 and the 
identification in the uplands of sites of 'Star Carr type• thus fulfil1s 
the requirements of the functional approach adopted by Clark in 1972. 
Points of Star Carr type were first noted from Sleddal Side on the Moors 
themselves, and more recently two sites discovered on East Bilsdale Moors 
by~~. G. Taylor of Bradford have been fully excavated by Jacobi (1978a). 
These sites, Pointed Stone 2 and 3, are of Star Carr type and lie at an 
altitude of 400m OD. Although their range of artefact types is identical 
to Star Carr, it is clear from the proportional representation of those 
types that a functional dichotomy existed between them. Thus, according 
to Jacobi (1978a) microliths comprised up to 70% of the assemblage at the 
upland sites, but only 20% of finished tools at Star Carr. Scrapers are 
poorly represented in the Pointed Stone sites and burins are virtually 
unknown, while these artefacts predominate at Star Carr. Thus the 
assemblages of the upland sites confirm their postulated function as 
hunting camps, where the manufacture of projectile points, and the tools 
required for their creation, took place. The lowland sites, on the other 
hand, were evidently concerned primarily with the processing of food 
products, hides, bones and antlers. Unfortunately no radiocarbon dating 
exists for the upland camps of Star Carr type, but they may be assumed 
from the uniformity of their tool~kit to have been contemporaneous with 
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the Vale of Pickering site, reflecting differing aspects of a single early 
Mesolithic economic system. Industries of this type are also recorded at 
low altitude from Seamer Carrs, where diagnostic blunted triangle shapes 
were found in association with an Early Mesolithic pick along the shoreline 
of an old post glacial lake, on the western fringes of the Moors. 
A second group of Early Mesolithic sites may be recognised from 
the study araa which are contemporary with, but apparently quite unrelated 
to those of Star Carr type. Following Jacobi (1975, 1978a), these are 
regarded as being industries with typologically early microlithic shapes 
within the general broad blade tradition and their distribution is shown 
on figure 3. Their obliquely blunted microliths are generally longer than 
those of Star Carr type, but differ most fundamentally in uniformly showing 
retouch and in many cases convex blunting. In these respects they relate 
directly to the major settlement site of Deepcar in the foothills of the 
Pennines (Radley and Mellars 1964) and a number of high altitude Pennine 
sites radiocarbon dated to between 9,200 and 9,600 years bp. (Switsur and 
Jacobi 1975). These sites of retouched 'early microlithic shapes' are thus 
temporally indistinguishable from the Star Carr group, and one of their 
+ 
number, from East Bilsdale Moor, Honey Howe Site I, is dated to 9,Lao ~ J90bp 
(Q-1560) (Jacobi 1978a). Although this class of site is recognised mostly 
from high altitude, a few such as Mauley Cross (Gibbs-Smith 1960) are 
recorded from the foothills of the Hoors, and may thus be more strictly 
comparable to the site of Deepcar itself. 
In addition to their typological distinctiveness, these two Early 
Hesolithic traditions are also differentiated in their use of raw material, 
the Star Carr industries being based upon a translucent yellow or speckled 
flint, while those of Deepcar type rely on an opaque white flinto It would 
seem that upon the North York Moors two distinct and apparently mutually 
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exclusive microlithic traditions existed during the Early Mesolithic. It 
may be possible, as suggested by Jacobi (1978a) to attribute this dichotomy 
to the occupation of the area by two co-existing but mutually exclusive 
groups. 
2.4.3. Later Mesolithic 
The later Hesolithic is represented upon the North York Hoors by 
sites with a geometric microlithic assemblage, characteristic of the 'narrow 
blade' tradition recognised by Radley, Tallis and Switsur (1974) for the 
Pennines and applicable throughout Northern England for the period follo'l-Jing 
£• 8,600bp (Table 1). Early tool types are no longer recorded and 
assemblages are dominated by narrow rod-like points, by small triangular 
shapes or by trapezes. Although rods appear to be the main microlithic 
type, triangles are by no means uncommon, and are actually dominant at the 
site of Cock Heads (Radley 1969a). It would appear that a regionally 
homogenous industrial tradition existed at this time, although the increased 
range of implement shapes now available allows for a certain variation of 
emphasis between individual sites. Certainly no clear cut typological 
division exists in this area such as that recognised in the Early Mesolithic. 
A further difference in this later period is in the sTeat increase in the 
actual number of sites recorded, the great majority of which occur on the 
highest parts of the Moors, above the ,300m contour. Their distribution is 
sho~m in figure 4e Their assemblages reveal a very high ratio of microliths 
to other tools and clearly they represent small, temporaryhunting camps 
where the taking of game, and thus the use or manufacture of projectile 
points, was the primary function. A number of the campsites have been 
fully excavated. The sites at Farndale Moor and White Gill are fully 
discussed by Radley (1969a) while the best of the more recent studies are 
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those of Clarke ( 1973) at Peat Noss on Bilsdale l'-1oor, and of Jacobi ( 1975) 
at Cockayne Ridge, on Bransdale Moor. While microliths may be found 
throughout the moorl8.nds, certain areas are especially prolific, particularly 
iast Bilsdale, Westerdale, Farndale and Bransdale Hoors. A distinction may 
again be made between these microlithic sites and sites at lower altitude 
with tool-kits suggesting a rather different function and season of 
occupation. Although the Late Mesolithic equivalent of Star Carr is lacking, 
the 'settlement' sites at Upleatham, described by Spratt et al. (1976) lie 
on the northern edge of the uplands at intermediate height, possessing a 
lithic assemblage in which microliths and 'food-processing' equipment such 
as scrapers are present in almost equal numbers. They clearly represent a 
component of the Mesolithic economy complimentary to~ but distinct from, the 
microlithic sites of the uplands. 
2.4.4. Conclusion 
The archaeological evidence described above points to a continued 
exploitation of the study area throughout both the Early and Later 
Mesolithic periods (as defined in chapter 1), with indications of an 
increased intensity of occupation during the latter part of that time. 
The earliest hunting-gathering communities were clearly present in the 
area by ten thousand years ago, at the beginning of early post glacial 
(Flandrian) time, as recorded by the radiocarbon determinations for Star 
Carr and Honey Havre I. A terminal date for the Later He soli thic is less 
certain, but it seems probable that it was present until £.5,000bp (onset 
of Flandrian III) when the first Neolithic cultures are assumed to have 
arrived, and may even have persisted for rather lont;er in the upland areas. 
Pollen analysis of microlith bearing peats in Bartlett (1969), Simmons and 
Cundill (1969) and in this thesis (page 196) support this contention. 
+ + Radiocarbon dates of 5,3eo = 80bp (Q-799) and 5610 - 120bp (BH-449) for 
analogous industries at Dunford Bridge B and Lominot 4 in the Pennines 
(S,.ritsur and Jacobi 1975) also lend credence to this viewe 
Hi th the temporal parameters of the Hesolithic e~~IUa ted \·lith the 
Flandrian I and II chronozones, the relationship of Hesolithic man with his 
environment, and his possible implication in environmental change, may be 
inferred from a study of the regional vegetation history during this period. 
2.5. Previous Research in the Study Area-Vegetational History 
The first investigations into the history of the vegetation of the 
North York moors were undertaken during the latter half of the nineteenth 
century when, prompted by the climate of scientific inquiry which flourished 
at that time, studies of the stratigraphy of a number of peat deposits were 
carried out by a large body of enthusiRstic local workers. The founding of 
a number of local learned societies took plRce during this period, including 
such well known examples as the Yorkshire Geological Society, the Yorkshire 
Archaeological ~ociety and the Cleveland Naturalists Field Club. Much of the 
early work was essentially geological in spirit (Fox-Strangeways, Reid and 
Barrow 1885) or devoted to Natural History (Baker 1863) and this tradition 
of inquiry brought about the publication of a number of studies in·which the 
local organic deposits were subject to stratigraphic interpretation. Cameron 
( 1878) investi1;ated deep peat ,deposits near Kildale, in the north-west of 
the region, and further borings l.rere made in the area early ih the following 
century (Hawell, Fowler and Huntingdon 1913). The first author to attempt an 
appraisal of the vegetational history as a whole, however, was Elgee (1912) 
whose account of the vegetational historJ of the moorland was thus a 
landmark in the scientific study of the region. He also published papers 
regarding aspects of the natural history of the North York Moors (1910, 1914) 
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and came to the general conclusion that the Calluna domination existing on 
the high moorland today was representative of the natural vegetation and 
had been continuously in existence since the last glacial period. Although 
this theory is effectively disproven today and is not held to be accurate 
by any modern worker, there is no doubt that Elgee's contribution to 
ecological research in the region is very great, if only because of his 
breadth of vision in attempting a regional synthesis of the developrnent of 
the vegetation and the stimulation which his work provided for later 
investigators vri thiln the field. 
The realisation that the upland areas of the Boors had been, to a 
greater or lesser extent, forested during the past did not occur until modern 
scientific techniques of inquiry, in the form of pollen analysis, became 
available to the research worker. The earlier vrorkers 1 finds of tree 
remains at the base of deep lawland mires had not prompted speculation 
that woodland could also have existed upon the bleak high Moors. Whitaker 
(1921) continued the traditional stratigraphic approach to peat studies in 
her investigations at Harwood Dale Bog and stressed its potential value as 
evidence of changes in past climates and environments. Tree stumps were 
encountered near the base of this 6 metre deep bog and the prospect that 
the mire had passed through a wooded phase in the course of its seral 
development readily accepted, although at an altitude of 200 metres. It 
was, however, the reconstruction of past environments by pollen analysis 
which showed that such bog finds of tree remains were not evidence of 
isolated tree gro'ltlth, but that in fact woodland had at one time been the 
dominant vegetation type, perhaps even upon the highest arelj\s of the Hoors, 
and had only recently been entirely displaced by Calluna heath. 
The first application of pollen ahalysis in the region vras through 
the work of Erdtman (1927, 1928). During an investigation of the post 
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glacial history of the forests of north-Hest Europe, peat deposits of 
varying type ltJere examined in north-east Yorks11ire and results published 
in some detail. Analyses vJere taken in upland blanket peat at Collier Gill, 
Pike Hill Hoss and Kildale ~'loss, and from channel mires at Randay Here, 
E1,.!e Crag Slack and Hoss Slack, Goathland from which the formerly ltJooded 
nature of the region became apparent. Further peat deposits were also 
rt:corded at Fen clogs, Tranmire Slack, Harwood Dale and Roxby Peat Holes. 
As none of Erdtman 1 s sites \..rere situated upon the highest areas of the 
Central 1,Jatershed, some doubt remained as to whether forest had stretched 
to this elevated altitude, especially as much of the highest peat deposits 
appeared not to have wood remains below them. 
Following Erdtman 1 s work no further stud;:l was undertaken i·Ti thin 
the area until the early 1950 1 s when Dimbleby (1952c) attempted to clarify 
the relationship between vegetation history and soil development by the 
study of fossil soil horizons preserved beneath Bronze Age barro'.·'S. It 1..ras 
beginning to be suspected that any study of the vegetational history of the 
area would have to take account of maYJ.'s effect upon the landscape even in 
the earlier periods of antiquity, and that the archaeological cultures 
manifest Hi thin the area i..rould be implicated in the environmental changes 
which had obviously occurred 1.-rith the decline of ltloodland in the area. A 
body of evidence had been accumulated (Dimbleby 1962) that at the time of 
the construction of the Bronze Age earthltlorks the local vegetation had been 
deciduous 1Joodland upon Rrmm Earth soils, and that this was true even of 
the Central vJatershed, finally discarding the idea that the Callunetwn 
heath was in any way 1natural 1 and of a permanent nature. He went so far 
as to show that should the artificial climax nature of Callunetum cease to 
be maintained, both soil and vegetation could revert to its former status 
(Dimbleby 1952b). Barrows investigated by Dimbleby included those on the 
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highest points of the Hoors, at Ralph Cross and Burton Howes, and upon the 
lower moorland to the east, at 'l'routsdale, Bickley Moor, Suffield Hoar, 
Lun Rigg, Reasty Top Barrovl and Springwood Barrow. 
The ecological approach which the intimate relationship between 
man and environment made necessarJ was brought into archaeological 
investigation at Star Carr. Pollen analysis was undertaken at this site in 
the Vale of Pickering at a n~mber of fossil lake deposits, at Star Carr, 
Flixton Carr, and Killerby Carr, by Godwin and \~alker (1954) to elucidate 
the environmental context of the early Mesolithic cultural deposits 
discovered there, and producing a record of the vegetational succession there 
from Late Glacial to recent times. 
Godwin (1958) performed further soil pollen studies upon material 
from Cock Heads on Glaisdale Iv!oor, while Dimbleby reviewed the history of 
the ancient woodland of the Central Watershed in an article (Dimbleby 1961a) 
in which he raised the question of the influence of Mesolithic communities 
upon the post glacial forest. He was prompted to the conclusion that 
forest clearance may have begun in response to that culture;s ability to 
use fire as a deliberate mechanism of environmental alteration, having 
discovered charcoal and pollen evidence of woodland recession in association 
with Nesolithic flints at White Gill, on Westerdale Moor. 
It became apparent that the history of the development of 
vegetation upon the North York Hoors was an extremely complex one in which 
the natural factors affecting forest succession and development had been 
inextricably linked with man's ability to exploit and modify his environment 
from the earliest times. All modern vegetational studies of the area, 
therefore, have had the dual objectives of monitoring vegetational history 
and clarifying man's role in environmental change. Flints found upon the 
surface of the peat on Glaisdale l'·foor were designated Zone VIIa in date 
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follov1ing analysis carried out by Churchill (Bartlett 1969) and analysis 
of a microlith and peat sample was undertaken by Simmons and Beaumont 
(unpublished) to elucidate the age of the industry. In the same vm.y 
pollen analysis of sites associated with later cultures has been carried 
out, for da-~,ing and ecolot;ical purposes, hm suitable e::-:arnples being the 
Hark of Dimbleby (1967, 1971). 
Of most importance, however, four large scale investigations 
into ecological history in the area have taken place. Simmons (1969a, 
1969b, 1969c) studied a small area on the east of the Central 1-/atershed, 
demonstrating relationships bet\·Jeen human activity and the environment, 
concentrating upon tHo blanket peat sites at Collier Gill and North Gill, 
and upon tt,.IO channel mires, at Hoss Swang and Lady Bridge Slack. Jones 
(1971) has studied the ecological history of Cleveland, this being the area 
to the north of the Esk Valley, comprising an altitudinal range of sites 
commencing in the lowland at Seamer Carrs, and moving eastwards through 
Kildale Hall, \.Jest House Hoss, Ewe Crag Slack and Tranrnire Slack. The 
sites included lake basins in the drift area and glacial drainage channels 
in the Cleveland Hills and thus provided a pollen record from Late Glacial 
until recent times.for the northern part of the North York Moors area. 
Most recently (Tooley unpublished) further analysis has taken place at 
Seamer Carrs on samples of peat associated with a skeleton of Cervus eleohus 
\.Jhich may shed light upon later Hesolithic hunting activity in the way that 
Jones' similar investigation of a Bas skeleton at Kildale Hall has provided 
evidence of early Mesolithic lakeside hunting (Jones 1971, 1976a). The work 
of Cundill (1971) was concentrated upon the blanket peat of the Central 
Watershed and discussed problems of peat inception and forest history in 
this area in the context of human influence. Cundill traced the development 
of the peat moss at the sites of Loose Howe, Yarlsey Moss, Howdale Hill, 
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previous pollen analytical research. 
1\ey 
ERDTMAN (1927 & 1928) 
1 Han1ood Dale Bog 
2 Randay Here 
3 Collier Gill 
4 Pike Hill Moss 
5 Kildale Ivloss 
6 Moss Slack, Goathland 
7 Ewe Crag Slack 
DTivffiLEBY ( 1962) 
8 Bickley Moor 
9 Burton Howes 
10 Lun Rigg 
11 Ralph Cross 
12 Reasty Top Barrow 
13 Springwood Barrow 
14 Suffield Moor 
15 Troutsdale 
16 White Gill-Stony Rigg 
GODWIN & WALKER (1954) 
17 Star Carr 
18 Flixton Carrs 
19 Ki+lerby Carr 
GODWIN ( 1958) 
20 Cock Heads 
CHURCHILL (BARTLETT 1969) 
21 Glaisdale Hoar 
SIHHONS ( 1969) 
22 North Gill 'a' 
23 North Gill 1 b 1 
24 Collier Gill 
25 Hoss S'\o~ang 
26 Lady Bridge Slack 
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to Figure 5. 
JONES ( 1971) 
27 Kildal e Hall 
28 \>Jest House Moss 
29 Ewe Crag Slack 'A' 
30 Ewe Crag Slack 
31 E\oie Crag Slack 
32 Tranmire Slack 
33 Tranmire Slack 
34 Seamer Carrs 
cmmrLL ( 1971) 
35 St.Helena 'A' 
36 St.Helena 'B' 
37 Blakey Landslip 
38 White Gill 
39 Hhite Gill 1A1 
40 Yarlsey Moss 
'B' 
'C' 
'A' 
'B' 
41 Collier Gill Head 
42 Pike Hill Moss 
43 Wheeldale Gill 
41+ Glaisdale Moor 
45 Trough House 
46 Howdale Hill 
4 7 Loose Hm-1e 
ATHERDEN ( 1972) 
48 Fen Bogs 
49 Moss Slack, Goathland 
50 Gale Field-Clearing 
51 Gale Field-Plantation 
52 May Noss 
53 Simon Howe Moss 
TOOLEY ( unpub.) 
54 Seamer Carrs 
INNES (this volume) 
55 North Gill I 
56 North Gill II 
57 North Gill III 
58 Harth Gill Head 
59 Bluewath Beck Head 
60 Small Hm.re 
61 Botany Bay 
62 Bonfield Gill Head 
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Glaisdale Hoor, Wheeldale Gi11, Collier Gill Head, Pike Hill Ivloss and 
Trough House. Interesting studies of the development of peat behind 
rotational landslips were also accomplished at St.Helena and Blakey 
Landslip, while ne1r1 work t.m.s undertaken at 1rlhite Gill to further clarify 
Dimbleby 1 s study. To the east of the Central Hatershed Atherden (1972) 
has investigated the ecological history of an area which includes the 
channel mire of Fen Bogs, Hoss Slack Goathland and Gale Field, and the 
upland peat sites of May Hoss and Simon Hov1e Moss, with special regard 
to the later archaeological cultures 1 impact upon the vegetation. This 
group of research projects has led to the publication of a number of 
papers (Simmons and Cundill 1969, 1974a, 1974b, Simmons et al. 1975, 
Jones 1976a, 1976b, 1977, 1978, Atherden 1976a, 1976b, 1979) and a 
summa~J of the archaeological implications of this evidence has been 
published by Jones et al. (1979). The purpose of the present work is 
to clarify the ecological history of the North York Moors even further, 
with special reference to the impact of the Mesolithic communities of 
the area upon their environment. Figure 5 shows the location of sites 
of previous pollen analytical research in the area. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Field and Laborato~r Techniques 
3.1. Introduction 
A ranGe of field and laboratory techniques -v;as employed in the 
investigation of the sites selected for analysis. The majority of modern 
research methods are standardised, although perhaps differing in detail 
between workers, and have been discussed at leneth by several authors. 
Amongst the most relevant publications are Faegri and Iversen (1964, 1974), 
Kummel and Raup (1965), \~est (1968), Davidson and Shackley (1976), Chapman 
(1976), Hoare and Webb (1978), Jones and Cundill (1978), Birks and Birks 
(1980) and Tooley (1981). Detailed description of the full range of 
Quaternary research techniques utilised by modern workers is, therefore, 
not required here, and the follm.dng discussion will be confined to those 
of immediate relevance to the collection and interpretation of the data to 
be presented in this thesis. Throughout this thesis the definition of 
lithostratigraphic, biostratigraphic and chronostratigraphic units is 
consistent with the principles proposed by the International Stratigraphic 
Guide (Hedberg 1976). 
3.2. Levelling 
The altitude of the selected sites was obtained by the use of a 
Kern Automatic Level, heights being reduced from Ordnance Survey Bench 
Marks. Closing errors on levelling runs never exceeded 0.02 metres, and all 
measured altitudes are expressed relative to Ordnance Datum (Nevrlyn). 
3.3. Stratirraphic Analysis 
The stratigraphy was investigated in the field and laboratory 
~ 
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from samples recovered with a gouge sampler, a Russian-type peat sampler, 
or from free-face excavation. The stratigraphic successions recorded in 
the individual site reports and represented in the stratigraphic colunms 
of the pollen diagrams are described according to the system of symbols 
and notation proposed by Troels-Smith (1955) for the characterisation of 
unconsolidated sediments. A key to stratigraphic symbols after Troels-
Smith is shown as figure 6. 
The stratigraphy at each site is described in a standard way. 
Each stratum identified is numbered from the base of the profile and its 
depth below the surface shown in centimetres. It is accompanied by a 
description of the sediment type in Troels-Smith 1 s standardised notation 
and by a conventional description of the physical nature of the deposits. 
This standardised notation is explained in detail in Tooley (1978a), but 
may also be summarised briefly here. 
The first line of the notation lists the components of the 
deposit, following fig.6, in the proportions in which they are present, 
plus a superscript number to indicate the degree of humification of biogenic 
deposits, both on a five-point scale (0-4). For example, stratum 8 at 
North Gill III is characterised as follows:-
This indicates that, a) 50% (=2) of the stratum is composed of peat formed 
from the roots of herbaceous plants, the superscript number showing it to 
be well humified; b) 50% of the stratum is composed of undifferentiated 
organic material: c) there are also present fibres of Eriophorum vaginaturn, 
the superscript number sho'I-Ting the degree of humificationo 
The second line of notation describes the physical properties of 
the deposit as follows:-
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Nigror the degree of darkness abbreviated as nigo 
Stratificatio II II II stratification II II strf. 
Elasticitas II II II elasticity II II elas. 
Siccitas II 1l II dryness 11 II sicc. 
Limes SUQerior II II II acutness of the II 11 lim. sup. 
upper boundary 
Each attribute is assessed on a five-point scale (0-4), where 
0 represents complete absence and 4 represents maximum presence. 
Deviation from the system of stratigraphic symbols shown on 
fig. 6 was allowed in figures 11 and 12 which show gross stratigraphic 
profiles and transects at North Gill. In these cases the scale of the 
diagram necessitated, for greater clarity, oome slight modifications to 
the system. These diagrams therefore incorporate their individual 
stratigraphic keys. 
Computer-drawn diatTams are also presented which represent 
graphically certain features of the stratigraphy, such as peat depth 
or the configuration of individual lithostratigraphic units. These 
diagrams were plotted in the University of Durham using the computer 
programs SYlvfVU and SYMAP (Muxworthy 1972) which vrere originally devised 
by the Laboratory for Computer Graphics, Harvard University. 
3.4. Collection of SamQles 
At Small Howe and North Gill Head cores were extracted from the 
peat deposits with a Russian-type peat sampler, as described by Jowsey 
(1966). This consists of a half-cylinder of metal 50cms lohg and 5cms 
in diameter which is fixed to a borer head and may be rotated through 
180 degrees to retain a half-core of sediment against a central anchor 
plate. This anchor plate remains stationary within the peat while the 
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coring chamber rotates around it, enclosine the sample. Upon extraction 
of the borer the undisturbed half-core of peat was slid from the anchor 
plate into plastic containers constructed from longitudinally split 
drainpipe. These were labelled, sealed in polythene sleeving and removed 
to the laboratory for storage. 
At all other major sites bulk samples were recovered from free-
face excavation by the use of alltuninium alloy monolith tins. Sections 
were cut back until vertical and cleaned by horizontal strokes with a 
spatula prior to sampling. Honolith tins were pressed into the peat face 
to include the selected sediments and labelled appropriately. These tins 
••ere then dug out of the peat face, squared off and sealed in polythene 
sheeting. In this way blocks of peat 50 by 10 by 10 centimetres were 
extracted and removed to the laboratory for storage. 
All samples were stored under refrigerated conditions to await 
analysis. Laboratory sub-sampling of the monoliths and cores took place 
from time to time as they were subjected to varying analytic~l techniques, 
and they were securely resealed and stored on each occasion. 
3.5. Macrofossil Analysis 
In peat deposits plant macrofossil remains are generally derived 
from locally growing vegetation and thus provide an insight into environmental 
conditions in the immediate area of the sampling site. They are, therefore, 
good indicators of the local vegetation, particularly with regard to the 
development of the mire system. This is certainly the case with deposits 
characterised as turfa peats, although in the case of detrital peats more 
circumspection may be required as their components will have undergone a 
degree of transportation to the sampling site. The streamside situations 
of the majority of sites studied in this thesis lend themselves readily to 
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the introduction of extraneous material, particullllJ:'ly by stream trnnsport, 
or by vrincl transport and im.Jash from land mare;inal to the deposition area. 
Such material may provide valuable information regarding environmental 
cLan,_,e in U-H=cse ureas. In tbe 8'h;f1t macrofossil analysiro has not been 
central to this thesis, portly because the upland blanket pe.;ts under 
examination are mainly well hum:i.fied and poor in identifiable remains, and 
partly because the main purpose of the study, clarification of man's role in 
environmental change is a task to ...,rhich pollen analysis is better sui ted. 
VJhen encountered, however, identification of seeds and fruits vms undertaken 
with the aid of Katz, Katz and ~(ipiani (1965), and of mosses with Dixon 
( 1954). Hood identifications 1trere made Hith reference to Forest Products 
Research Bulletin ~'Jo. 26 (:?orest Products Research Laboratory,-1961) aftor 
thin sections had been taken 1.oli th a microtome. 
3.6. rtadiocarbon Analysis 
Haterial for radiocarbon dating was taken from monolith samples 
follo1t1ing the identification of suitable horizons by pollen analysis. Any 
extraneous rootlet material 1-1hich had penetrated the peat from above was 
removed before the sample ·Has sealed in thick polythene bags and labelled. 
200 grams of peat t.Jas considered sufficient for analysis and this \·might 
Has achieved by the removal of two or three centimetr!S thick slices from 
the monolith blocks. Not all the deposit VJas removed from any one horizon, 
in case further samples Here required. Radiocarbon dating 1-r:1s carried out 
at the Chemistry DepRrtment, University of Glasgo1-1 and the results arP 
presented in Appendix I. 
3.7. Charcoal Analysis 
A method Has required to quantify the charcoal content of the 
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blanket peat, particularly in the lower levels where both macro and 
microscopic charcoal seemed to be abundant. Estimation of charcoal 
presence has been assessed from the amount of carbonised material found 
on slides during coW1ting of pollen samples, for example by ~Jalker ( 1966), 
Tallis (1975) and E.H.Birks (1975). This is somewhat subjective and only 
gives an estimate relative to other levels, normally expressed on a rough 
1 to 5 scale. In an attempt to quantify the charcoal content absolutely, 
and to express it as an exact percentage of total sediment, the following 
procedures \·!8re used:-
a) It is possible to determine the total carbon content of a sample using 
the standard furnace combustion method (loss on ignition). This method 
determines inert carbon (coal/charcoal) as well as organic carbon. 
b) A second method, that of chromic acid reduction as developed by 
Schellenberger (1927, 1931) is incapable of determining inert carbon, and 
thus provides a figure for organic carbon only. 
If a homogenous sample is subjected to treatment by both methods 
it is possible, by subtracting the results of method b) from those of 
method a), to calculate the proportion of inert carbon in the samplee 
In the situations described in this thesis, this may be assumed to be 
charcoal. The chromic acid reduction method is considered in detail by 
Allison (1935). 
The above method was originally devised for mineral rather than 
organic soils, and its use with peat necessitated the use of correction 
factors, which introduced an element of subjectivity into the analysis. 
To check the results obtained with the chemical method, the following 
mechanical method was designed. It does not attempt to determine absolute 
content by weight, but is able to yield relative proportions of charcoal 
as a percentage of total material. 
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A petrie dish was incised with a large square, vrhich vras itself 
divided into a hundred equal squares. The bottom of the dish vms covered 
with water and a small peat sample disaggregated within it. At a 
:aagnification of x50, an estima-':,e was then made of i.Jhat percentage of each 
of tbe small squares was covered by charcoal and what percentage by the 
ordinary peat matrix. For example, square 1 may be estimated as charcoal 
10%, peat matrix 90%; square 2 may be charcoal 25%, peat matrix 50%, blank 
surface 25%. By adding together a) charcoal percentages of all 100 squares, 
and then b) the peat matrix percentages of all 100 squares, two total figures 
are obtained. Figure a) may then be expressed as a percentage of figure 
a) +b), giving an approximate percentage for charcoal in the sample. 
If the sample is spread evenly on the dish, this method gives 
results which are apparently replicable with error limits of<5%, and is 
quick and efficient to use. The chemical method WdS prone to .error, but 
when it had apparently worked gave results comparable to the petrie dish 
method. The charcoal determinations presented in this work are therefore 
the results of the latter method. 
3.8. Preparation of Samples for Pollen Analysis 
In the laboratory, preparation of samples for pollen analysis was 
achieved by the standard methods (Dimbleby 1961b, Faegri and Iversen 1964, 
Gray 1965) modified according to Jones and Cundill (1978). Pollen extraction 
and concentration was accomplished by subjecting them to alkali digestion, 
followed where necessary by heating in hydrochloric and hydrofluoric acids 
to dissolve mineral particles, and finally by acetylation treatment. 
Tertiary butyl alcohol was preferred to benzene in the final stages of the 
process because it reduces flocculation. The resulting pollen material vms 
stored in silicone fluid of standard viscosity and stained with safranin to 
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assist identification of microfossilso 
Immediately prior to counting, the pollen-bearing residue was 
stirred and a small quantity was placed upon a microscope slide and diluted 
fu.rther Hith silicone fluid. Silicone fluid was chosen as the moWlting 
medium because it has a low refractive index relative to the refractive 
index of pollen grains, which aids microscopy, does not cause swelling of 
grains and as it forms a fluid suspension, enables individual grains to be 
manoeuvred under the coverslip (Andersen 1960, 1965, Berglund et ~. 1960). 
3.9. Pollen Counting and Identification 
Counting and identification of pollen and spores was carried out 
at a magnification of x400, using predominantly Zeiss 'Standard v~', but 
also Vickers 'M15C' and Baker 'Patholette 2 1 microscopes. Detailed 
resolution of critical grain features was achieved using oil immersion 
techniques at x1000 or by phase~contrast microscopy. 
Pollen counting involved repeated traversing of the slide and 
identification and recording or all types encountered. An interval of at 
least two field widths was maintained between traverses to avoid duplicate 
counting, as grains mounted in silicone fluid are potentially mobile, and 
may have to be moved to aid identification. Counting was designed to 
include all parts of the slide, for an even distribution of pollen types 
may not be assumed (Brookes and Thomas 1967). Each grain identified was 
recorded upon a standardised counting sheet, aided by mechanical com:ters 
for the more abundant types. 
Identification of individual grains was made chiefly according 
to the pollen key of Faegri and Iversen (1964) folloHed by comparison with 
the departmental (Durham University, Department of Geography) type slide 
collection. Reference was also made to the keys and photomicrographs of 
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Hyde and Adams (1958), Erdtman, Berglund and Praglowski (1961), Erdtman, 
Praglo1tJSki and Nilsson ( 1963), Erdtman ( 1966) and Nilsson, Praglo1.-rski and 
IJilsson ( 1977). 
Trl.I'oughout this thesis plant nomenclature follows that in Clapham, 
Tutin and Harburg (1962), except for terminological groupinzs such as 
Tubuliflorae and Liguliflorae, which appear in Faegri and Iversen's pollen 
key and have no direct counterpart in Flora of the British Isles. 
3.10. The Countinf Sum 
Identification and recording of pollen and spores continued until 
150 tree pollen grains (including Pinus, Betula, Quercus, Ulmus, Tilia, 
Fraxinus and ~' but excluding Alnus) had been counted at each sampled 
level. The adoption of a tree pollen sum, rather than a total pollen sum, 
as the criterion for counting was considered satisf8ctory as the sites 
investigated in this thesis were found to be of mid,'post glacial age and had 
pollen assemblages dominated by tree pollen. Alnus 1.-ms excluded from the 
total tree pollen count because most of the sites are in a stream-side 
location and alder may, therefore, have tended to dominate the local pollen 
rain, its over abundance causing difficulties in interpretation (Janssen 1959). 
Its exclusion has the further advantages of allowing comparability with other 
pollen diagrams from the area (Sirrrmons 1969a, Cundill 1971), and of ensuring 
a higher total pollen count, between 500 and 1000 grains being counted at 
almost every level. At the site of Bonfield Gill Head the presence of Betula 
macrofossils throughout the stratigraphy and high levels of Betula pollen 
caused its exclusion from the counting sum, in addition to Alnus, on the 
grounds of local abundance and over representationo \hth this further 
restricted tree pollen sum, a total of 100 tree pollen grains 1.-ras considered 
to be sufficient, as it entailed the counting of up to 1000 grains in total 
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at each level. 
3.11. Pollen Diagram Construction 
Results of the pollen analyses are presented in the form of pollen 
diagrams of standardised construction. Conventions observed include, a 
vertical axis representing depth, a horizontal axis representing the relative 
abundance of the pollen types according to the scale upon the diagram, and a 
stratigraphic column at the left hand side of the diagram to assist in the 
interpretation of the pollen curves. Abbreviations used upon the pollen 
diagrams are listed in Appendix III. The follm.fing t;ypes of diagram have 
been employed. 
3.11.1. Relative Pollen Diagrams: Hand Drawn 
The principal diagrams are hand drawn relative diagrams based upon 
the total tree pollen count described above, and show all the pollen and 
spore types identified during counting, individually represented as a 
percentage of tree pollen by the length of the horizontal bars at each 
counted level. 'Ear histograms 1 rather than 1 saH edge 1 style was used as 
it illustrates finer detai1s much better, and avoids unjustified assumptions 
regarding pollen frequencies between sampled levels. Horizontal scales are 
consistent wherever possible, although taxa which arc present in very high 
values, such as Alnus and Co~rlus, are shovm at reduced scale for graphic 
convenience, the relevant scale for each taxon being clearly marked. A 
value of less than 1% of tree pollen (equivalent to the recording of a 
single grain) is represented by a + symbol. Hhere individual percentages 
exceed the upper limit of the space allowed to that taxa, they are indicated 
by the inclusion of the appropriate figure at the end of the histogram. On 
these diagrams types within the tree pollen sums are represented by upper 
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case lettering and other types by lower case lettering. Taxa are arranged 
in a standard order, with arboreal types first, follovied by shrubs, dwarf 
shrubs, herbs and finally spores. At the end of the diagram is included a 
composite smnmary diagram, which shov.m pollen and spore types assembled into 
four larger classes (five at Bonfield Gill Head) and represented as 
percentages of the sum of total pollen and spores (excluding Sphagnum). This 
is intended to show gross changes in the kinds of pollen entering the bog. 
Sphagnun1 is not included in these calculations because of its entirely 
local nature and because its occasional super-abundance, which makes 
assessment of other taxa difficult, may not in all cases be attributable to 
environmental change, spore production being very variable (Tinsley and 
Smith 1974). The four groups chosen are Trees (excluding alder), Alder, 
Shrubs (including dwarf shrubs), and Others (includLng herbs, aquatics and 
ferns). 
3.11.2. Relative Pollen Diagrams: Computer Dra\m 
The principal pollen diagrams a:r:e supplemented by a series of 
computer drawn diagrams, using the computer program ·~~WPLOT' devised by 
Hr. I. Shennan. These diagrams are designed to illustrate particular aspects 
of the pollen data and to check the validity of the pollen fluctuations 
apparent upon the principle diagrams. This is achieved in three main ,.Jays; 
by changing the tree pollen surrts employed, by changing the method of 
calculation of the pollen frequencies and by the adoption of ecologically 
significant groupings of taxa. To aid assessment of the statistical 
reliability of the fluctuations shovm upon these diagrams, pollen frequencies 
are displayed accompanied by statistical confidence limits to the 95% level 
(Mosimann 1965). Thus random changes in the pollen curves may be more easily 
distinguished from real alterations in the composition of the pollen 
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assemblage. The following types of computer diaerams have been used. 
a) % Trees + Group 
'l'he pollen taxa identified have been grouped into the life-form 
classes of the plants producing the pollen (c.f. Tooley 1978a, p1J). Five 
such classes are recognised; Trees (including Alnus), Shrubs (including 
d1.·1arf shrubs), Herbs, Pteridophyte Spores and Bryophyte Spores. At each 
level trees are shown as a percentage of total tree class pollen. The 
frequencies for each non-tree taxon are calculated not as percentages of 
tree pollen alone, but as percentages of total tree pollen plus the total 
pollen for that particular taxon.'s class, for example, Corylus percentages 
would be calculated in the follo~~ng way: 
~ Corylus x 100 
::;;:: Trees + ~ Shrubs 
This method is based upon the premise that taxa within a single class 
compete with, and thus may be compared in ecological terms v:i th, other 
taxa within that class, rather than with types outside it. It has the 
advantage of avoiding percentage frequencies in excess of 100%, as a taxon 
cannot logically occupy more than 100% of its available habitat. 
b) ~ Total Land Pollen 
Here the total number of grains counted forms the pollen sum and 
all taxa are calculated as a percentage of it, trees not being ascribed any 
special status. Fern and moss spores, although not included within the 
pollen sum, are also expressed as percentages of it. 
c) % Total Land Pollen ~'Clearance Taxa' 
Upon these diagrams only those taxa considered to be instructive 
-------------
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regarding forest clearance are illustrated, frequencies again calculated 
as a percentage of all pollen grains counted. A total tree pollen curve 
is included, and the horizontal scale is twice that of the other computer 
diagrams, to assist interpretation. 
3.11.3. Pollen Concentration Diagrams 
The 'relative' method of pollen analysis described above determines 
only the proportional representation of different pollen types expressed as 
percentages of a particular pollen sum. Frequencies are therefore 
interdependent and a change in one component will produce changes in all 
the others. Indeed, abundance of one local type (e.g. Alnus in an alder 
carr) may depress other pollen values almost to nil, and give an entirely 
erroneous impression of regional vegetation change. Pollen frequency changes 
may thus be merely apparent, statistical artefacts created by the method of 
presentation, rather than real. 
Absolute pollen techniques allaH the estimation of the densities 
of individual pollen types within the sediment, so that a taxon may be 
observed in isolation, independent of othsr pollen curves. A more critical 
assessment of the validity of the pollen fluctuations on the percentage 
diagrams may thus be made, and a more -reliable interpretation permitted. 
The three main ways of calculating pollen concentrations are; 
a) the volumetric method, in which aliquots of material are removed from a 
sample of kno\-m volume (Davis 1965, 1966). 
b) the weight method, in which a sub-sample of kno~m weight is counted and 
extrapolated to find the numoer of grains in the original sample (Jorgensen 
1967). 
c) the 'exotic' pollen method, in which an exotic marker-grain suspension 
of known concentration is introduced to a sediment sample of kno~m volume, 
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and the concentration of each type calculated relative to that of the 
marker (Benninghoff 1962, l-'Iatthe'lvs 1969, Bonny 1972). 
These methods have been compared by Peck (1974). 
The volwnetric and weight methods involve the counting of all 
grains in the final preparation and are thus lenethy and prone to error, 
whereas the exotic pollen method is much less so, requiring cou~1ting to 
proceed only to a predetermined, mathematically convenient number of 
marker grains, followed by the application of a calculating formula. 
The method adopted in this thesis is the simplified exotic pollen method 
described by Stockmarr (1972) in which the marker grains (Lycopodium 
clavattun) are introduced in tablet form in the early st~ges of the sample 
preparation schedule (v.s. section 3.7.) and thus homogenously mixed. 
This technique was applied at the site of North Gill III and tHo 
pollen concentration diagrams are presented which express the frequency of 
the pollen types as numbers per unit volume of sediment (grains per cc.): 
the first diagram details concentration of all individual pollen and spore 
types, the second of 'clearance• taxa and groups only. In the absence of 
a series of radiocarbon dates, calculation of sedimentation rates and pollen 
inflQ~ rates was not possible. 
3.11 .4. Ecological Groupings .. 
Upon the pollen diagrams, particularly those drawn by computer, 
certain taxa are assembled into larger categories according to their 
ecological affinities, as an aid to interpretation. Specific epithets, 
such as 1arable 1 or 1 pastoral 1 herbs, which carry too clearly defined 
connotations and may have no relevance in a Mesolithic context, have been 
avoided. The ecological responses of a particular herb or shrub may not 
be the same in all situations and the unqualified inference from its 
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appearance of a particular set of environmental circumstances may be 
delusive. Over rigorous definition of ecological preferences is not 
attempted therefore, and the constituents of the categories are best 
regarded as having broadly similar responses to particular environmental 
conditions. A list of the taxa included in each category is to be foun.d 
in Appendix IL 
3.12. Pollen Diagram Interpretation 
Interpretation of the pollen diagrams presented in this thesis 
will follow their subdivision by a series of zonation schemes, erected 
independently on the basis of criteria which are described in detail below, 
and applied to both relative and concentration diagrams. 
There are many other factors which require consideration in the 
interpretation of the basic pollen data, and some of the methodological 
problems involved have been studied by Davis (1963) and Crabtree (1975). 
Interpretation of pollen spectra in terms of reconstructing the constitution 
of plant communities is complicated by differential pollen productivity 
(Andersen 1967, 1970), dispersal ability (Tauber 1965, 1967, Berglund 1973) 
and mode of deposition (Peck 1973, Krzywinski 1977). Differential 
preservation of pollen during and after incorporation into the sediment 
also changes the pollen spectra (Cushing 1967, Havinga 1964, 1967, Konigsson 
1969). Hodern pollen rain studies in areas \..rhere vegetation composition is 
known (Turner 1964, vlright 1967, Tinsley and Smith 1974, Cundill 1979) have 
been undertaken, but may be of limited application to fossil pollen 
assemblages as very few natural plant communities remain vrhich resemble those 
existing in antiquity. While the basic pollen data has not been modified in 
response to these complicating factors, they are taken into account in 
interpretation and referred to where appropriate in the text. 
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Additional diagrams have been constructed, however, in 'I>Ihich the 
correction factors calculated by Andersen (1970, 1973) have been applied to 
the basic pollen counts for arboreal pollen types. These factors were 
deduced by comparing the modern pollen representation of tree types with 
the ground which they occupy t..rith~n surrounding \.Joodland and are thus 
applicable under forested conditions. These dic:.grams are intended to 
express more accurately actual woodland composition by compensating for 
high pollen productivity in certain tree taxa. The following correction 
factors are used: 
Quercus, Betula, Alnus, Pinus 1 4 
Ulmus 1 2 
Fagus 1 1 
Tilia, Fraxinus 1 X 2 
Factors for Corylus and Salix were not employed, as these taxa exhibit 
differing productivity under differing ecological conditions. 
Moore (1973) working in Wales, calculated taxa diversity in 
pollen spectra and found a tendency for total diversity to increase 
rapidly during human interference stages and to fall during regeneration 
phases. Diagrams using taxa diversity as an index of woodland clearance 
activity are presented in this thesis. 
3.12.1. Diagram Zonation 
Critical su~division of pollen diagrams assists greatly in the 
description and interpretation of the pollen record and in correlation 
with diagrams from other sites. The traditional zonation scheme of 
Godwin for Southern Britain (1940, 1975) was constructed at a time when 
the chief use of pollen diagrams 'I>Tas as a register of changing climatic 
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and vegetation history, with particular regard to forest composition, 
following Von Post (1916) and Blytt and Sernander (Sernander 1908) in 
Scandinavia. Based upon fluct~~tions in tree pollen frequencies for 
which climatic changes were held to be responsible, God\~n's pollen zones 
acquired climatic and temporal connotations, encouraging ecological and 
cultural assumptions which were quite unfotmdedo 
It has become increasingly apparent that application of this 
classical zonation system produces an oversimplification of vegetation 
history, since the zone boundaries are not entirely synchronous across 
the country (Smith and Pilcher 1973), they may be anthropogenically rather 
than climatically determined (Turner 1962) and different regions may have 
radically different vegetation histories (Birks 1973). 
The problems inherent in pollen diagram zonation have recently 
been considered by West (1970) who advocated the pollen assemblage zone 
(P.A.Z.) as the basic unit of zonation, defined as a group of spectra 
characterised by a particular pollen assemblage, and thus having internal 
uniformity, but without any temporal or climatic implicationso It should 
be distinguished from the chronozone, a standard chronostrati~Taphic unit 
1...'i th limits difined by radio car bon dating, and ;..ri th which it may be 
subsequently correlated at local and regional stages. This system is 
generally superseding God1~n and has been adopted in this thesis (although 
the older system may also be employed in the text where appropriate), with 
zonation terminology defined as follows. 
3.12.2. Local Pollen Assemblage Zones 
The principal pollen diagrams have been subdivided independently 
into one or more Local Pollen Assemblage Zones (L.P.A.Z.) based upon 
significant changes in the major, mainly arboreal, pollen types 1..'hich 
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make up the assemblage. These local zones are applicable on1y to their 
particular sampling site, and are specified by the initials of that site 
and an appropriate postscript letter, consecutive from the base of the 
diagram. The zone components are included upon the principal diagrams, 
but omitted from those computer diagrams vJh:i_ch use the L. P .A. Z. scheme. 
3.12.3. Regional Pollen Assemblage Zones and Chronozones 
Comparison of local pollen assemblage zones, and thus of 
individual diagrams, is achieved by correlating them with an established 
sequence of pollen assemblage zones which records regional changes in 
vegetation history. These Regional Pollen·Assemblage Zones (R.P.A.Z.) 
are erected vri th reference to broad vegetational changes "rhich appear to 
be applicable in a regional context and entirely ignore local vegetation 
successions. Correlation was attempted using the type sites for North-
\>lest England at Red Hoss (Hibbert, Switsur and West 1971) and for North-
East England at Din Hoss (Hibbert and Switsur 1976). The temporal 
parameters for the Ghronozone boundaries at these sites were, hovrever, 
found to differ significantly from those radiocarbon dated upon the 
North York Hoors, especially with regard to the end of Flandrian II. 
Available radiocarbon dates for the end of Flandrian II (Ulmus decline) 
in the North York Hoors and adjacent areas are detailed on Table 3. A 
dichotomy of up to half a millenium seems to exist bet1..reen the earlier 
lowland sites (Durham lowlands-Yorkshire Holds), and the later upland sites 
(North York Hears-Pennines), even when standard deviations are taken into 
account. Dates from the regional type sites are included within the 1 early 1 
group. 
A regional standard diagram for the North York Moors to vJhich 
local pollen assemblage zones may be referred is not yet available. This 
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SITE 
NORTH l.IILLIA 1 
~ORTE YORK 1-iOOR.S 
F~N BOGS 
Nl!:ASHAH F~N 
J~':UlA11i LOWLANDS 
I·!ORDON CARR 
W.C::::>T HAR'l'LiPOOL -
DU:UJAH COAST 
Wi.ST HA11TLEPOOL -
YORi.\SH IR.~ WOLDS GRASt,IOOR QUAilRY 
:JORTHE.CU! PENlilNES VALLEY BOG 
SOUTHER~·! PE:UDES TOTLiY HOSS 
N - E EEGLAND 
(type site) 
N - W ENGLAND 
(type site) 
DIN !·fOSS 
RED l!OSS 
2 
4 
DATED 
ULHUS - D£CLINi 
+ 
4767 - 60 
+ 
4720 - 90 
5468 
+ 
-
80 
5305 
+ 
+ 55 
5235 - 70 
+ 
5240 
-
70 
+ 
5215 = 80 
+ 
5099 - 50 
+ 
4794 - 55 
+ 
4990 - 140 
+ 
5340 = 70 
+ 
5010 - 80 
jJON~S ~. ~. 1979 
~THER.DEN 1976a 
BARTLEY et. al. 1976 
~OOLEY 1978 b 
~ECKETT 1976 
CliAl·lBERS 197 4 
TINSL.i!.'Y 197 5 
!HIBt:JiRT & S~IITJUR 1976 
~IBBi~T ~.al. 1971 
TABLE :.1 :'tadiocarbon dates for the end of Flandrian II (Ulmus = decline) 
in the llorth York Hoors and adjacent areas. 
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problem has been circumvented by previous workers in the region by the 
use of sub-regional pollen assemblage zonation schemes which have a 
significance confined to their own particular research area. Such 
sub-regional summaries have been published for the Cleveland area by 
Jones (1977, 1978), for the Eastern-Central area by Athe~den (1976a, 
1979) and for the Central Watershed by Simmons and Cundill (1974a, 1974b). 
While the diagrams presented in Chapter 4 and 5 of this thesis 
may be related directly to the Central Watershed sub-regional scheme 
(prefaced EGH, for Egton/Glaisdale Hoors), those from East Bilsdale Noors, 
presented in Chapter 6, lie well outside the sub-region designated by 
Simmons and Cundill (1974a) to which this scheme was to be directly 
applicable. They are also, however, insufficient in number and range to 
allow the erection of a ne'lrr sub-regional scheme for the Hestern Moors. 
It has been decided, therefore, to refer all the diagrams in 
this thesis to a temporary regional scheme for the Central North York 
Moors, built up from the sub-regional schemes of Simmons and Cundill 
(1974a) and Atherden (1979). The basis of this scheme is the long pollen 
diagram from Fen Bogs which Atherden (1976a) presented as a standard 
diagram for the North York Hoors south of Eskdale, and which carries 
radiocarbon dates for pollen zone boundaries throughout Flandrian III, 
although, unfortunately, not for Flandrian I and II. 
Comparison of these two sub-regional schemes shows a close 
comparability of assemblage zones in Flandrian I, II and early Flandrian 
III, allowing a composite picture of vegetation history to be formede 
Although slight differences in detail occur, the similarities are so 
marked as to reflect a common pattern of vegetation change and enabling 
zonal correlation to be made. The temporary regional scheme for the 
Godwin Sub - Regional Zonation Sub - Regional Zonation l4C Age Flandrian Temporary Regional Zonation 
+ (Blytt & Sernander) Eastern - Central }~ore Central Watershed b.p. Chronozone Central North York Hoors 
Quercus Alnus Quercus 
FB 5 Alnus EGH Quercus NYH- F linus 
Vllb Ruderals Ruderals + 3400 - 90 
Ruderals Fl 
(Sub - Boreal) Quercus Alnus III Quercus 
FB 4 &}II NY!1 - B 
Alnus Quercus 
-------
+ 
4720 + 90 
4767 - 60 
Alnus 
Q;.w.rcus - Alnus Alnus - Ulmus Quercus 
VIla FB 3 illli 
(Atlantic) Ulmus - Tilia (~uercus - Tilia) 
------ -
+ 6650 - 290 
Fl Alnus IIYH - D Ulmus II (Tilia) 
~uercus 
c c + Alnus 
- Pinus Pinus 
Ulmus Pinus 
Quercus 
VI b FB 2 EGH NYM- C b + Ulmus 
(Boreal)_ Corylus Corylus Corylus 
Fl 
a Jlmus a + I 
? 
v Betula n1 
-(Boreal) Pinus ? 
Betula 
;m.1- B Pinus 
Betula 
IV NYM- A Salix 
- -(Pre - Boreal) 
----
(inferred) + 
10,350 - 200 
TABLE /, Temporary Regional Zonation Scheme, correlated with Sub - .aegional Sc~hemes and Flandrian Chronozones for the 
Central North Yo!"k J:.~ors. 
u 
-.,/ 
\__;~ 
i 
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Central North York Moors, with its relation to the Flandrian Chronozones 
and the sub-regional schemes from which it is assembled, is described in 
Table 4. The basal assemblage zone and early C14 dates are inferred from 
Jones (1977). The R.P.A.Z. preface NYN has been adopted, with an 
appropriate suffix letter. In the absence of a series of radiocarbon 
dates, synchroneity of individual zone boundaries from site to site may 
not be assumed, but those dates which are available are sho\m in the Table. 
The creation of a unified zonation scheme for the Central North 
York Moors in Flandrian I, II and early Flandrian III (e.g. of potential 
chronological relevance to the Mesolithic cultural period) is merely to 
make possible diagram comparison and discussion "''hich will take place in 
Chapter 7 and to accord with Hest (1970). It is applicable only within 
this thesis, therefore, and has no wider significance. For this reason it 
has not been extended into later Flandrian III, which has no relevance in 
this thesis, nor does it incorporate the sub-regional schemes of Jones 
(1977, 1978) in Cleveland, although some correlations may be made in the 
text. It has no pretentious to form a permanent regional scheme. 
3.12.4. Forest Clearance Zonation 
The palynological record at each site, as it may reflect periods 
of human interference with the environment, has been subdivided into a 
series of 'Forest Clearance Stage' (F.C.S.) zonules. These are designed 
to describe the presence and absence of t.Joodland clearance activity in 
terms of alternating zonules of interference (termed I zonules) and 
regeneration (termed R zonules). Interference zonules in Flandrian III 
are considered to be of hieher intensity than those of Flandrian II and 
are termed zonules of clearance ( C zonules). In this 1!2? fluctuations in 
the pollen spectra may be described in a cultural conteoct without specific 
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archaeological inferences. This system of descriptive zonation has been 
employed by other workers (Birks 1965, Noore 1973) and is intended to be 
consistent with the proposals of Ed•mrds (1979) who has pointed out some 
of the dant;ers inherent in asswning cultural-environmental correlations. 
4.1. Site Location 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
North Gill 
Introduction 
Tne rivers Hhich occupy the southerly dales of the North York 
Hoors have their origin in the many small streams which flow from the 
hich plateau area of the Central Watershed. The river Seven, which flo1-rs 
through Rosedale, has as its main northerly tributary the Northdale Beck, 
which joins the Seven at Rosedale Abbey (SE 724 960). The head-waters of 
this minor stream rise as a number of small springs, in three ~~in 
clusters, on Rosedale Hoor and Glaisdale Hoor, at altitudes of between 
360 and 390 metres. The most westerly cluster, West Gill Head, is the 
highest of the three at about 390 metres, while the central group of 
springs, Hiddle Head, lies at about 380 metres. The easterly tilt of the 
Central Watershed plateau ensures that the most easterly of the three, 
North Gill Head, is the lo'lrJest at about 370 metres, and it is this most 
easterly spring-head that constitutes the site of North Gill (NZ 726 007). 
The location of North Gill upon the Central vlatershed, in relation to the 
North York Hoors in general, is illustrated by figure 7. 
The upper reaches of the North Gill Head stream have cut dO\m 
throuEh the margins of the peat blanket which covers the Central Watershed, 
exposing a section through the sequence of organic deposits. From this 
site the gently sloping moorland plateau rises gradually to Cock Heads 
(NZ 720 008) to the north west, Hhich at 402 metres is the highest point 
on Glaisdale Hoar. To the east of !·Jorth Gill there is evidently a slight 
eminence in the plateau surface for, although the general dip of the Hoors 
is to the east, the ground rises and forms a minor watershed beyond which 
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drainage of the moorland is achieved by the waters of the Blue-vmth Beck. 
Thus the environs of the North Gill spring-head form a shallovJ basin of 
localised extent and low gradient, being just above the major break of 
slope of the plateau edge, belo\.r which the valley fells away steeply to 
the dale belo-v1. Such a situation has clearly favoured the accumulation 
of organic deposits, for the depth of peat revealed in the sections cut 
by stream erosion is substantial, reaching over three metres in places 
(Plate 1). 
4.2. Previous Research - Stratigraphy 
The exposure of a full blanket peat profile of considerable 
depth at North Gill offered opportunities for stratigraphic research 
designed to elucidate the history of peat development on this part of the 
Central Watershed, and previous investigations at this site (Simmons 
1969a) has revealed a complex stratigraphic succession within which a 
number of discrete stratigraphic units could be recognised. Field 
observation had proven a basal wood layer, lying upon mineral soil within 
which tiny flecks of charcoal were present. More than two metres of peat 
were recorded above this mineral soil, and further fragmentEJ of 1.-iood were 
noted at intervals within the profile. Bands of charcoal were identified 
near the base of the succession and charcoal and carbonised plant material 
occurred throughout the peat, to a greater or lesser degree, occasionally 
seeming to form distinct stratigraphic horizons which could be traced 
laterally for some distanceo 
Laboratory examination of monolith blocks removed from the peat 
face served to confirm and amplify this impression of an intricate 
depositional sequence. Two distinct types of peat were recognised above 
the basal sandy mineral soil. The first part of the profile to be examined 
Plate 1. A section of over three metres depth cut through the peat 
blanket near the head of North Gill ( NZ 726 008) , vie\·red 
from the south-west. The graduated scale is one metre in 
length. 
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(North Gill 1 a 1 ) was characterised by a peat formed almost exclusively 
from the leaves and stems of the bryophyte moss Polytrichum commune, 
and incorporating wood fragments and twigs. Adjacent to this deposit, 
and forming the basal biogenic unit of North Gil1 1b 1 , was a black organic 
layer suffused vJith fragments of charcoal and containing no other 
discernible macrofossils. The relationship of the charcoal-rich and moss 
peats was imprecise, but apparently both were implicitly bound up with the 
inception of organic accumulation at this site. In relation to both these 
basal layers, which do not exceed six or seven centimetres in thickness, the 
supervening deposit is comprised of an amorphous brown peat of homogenous 
structure and with occasional charcoal inclusions. Alnus twigs, some 
charred, were present within this peat and towards the top of the stratum 
appeared two layers of fresh, lll1humified Eriophoru.rn peat. A layer of fine 
silt particles was encountered at about fifty centimetres above the base 
of the profile, in association with bark and 1-1ood fragments. The uppermost 
metre of the section was composed of a fibrous Calluna and Eriophorum peat 
containing bands of fresher, poorly humified Sphagnum, and incorporating 
charcoal at several levels in the profileo 
In his survey of blanket peat deposits upon the Central Watershed, 
Cundill (1971) also made stratigraphic recordings at intervals along the 
full length of the North Gill stream, and pointed out that the complexity 
of the succession was matched by its spatial variability, alluding to the 
discontinuity of certain of the stratigraphic units, and the great 
variation in the depth and type of peat. Hood macrofossils were found 
predominantly at the southern, downstream, end of the North Gill peat mass 
and were composed of Betula and Alnuso At one point, where the basal wood 
layer was charred and accompanied by charcoal, it rested directly upon 
solid rock, otherwise it lay above a sandy mineral material with slight 
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wood and charcoal inclusions. Tovrards the spring-head itself much of the 
peat had no wood remains within or beneath it. At the northernmost 
SPction examined, a narrow mineral inwash stripe occurred vrhich Cundill 
interpreted as the product of erosion of material from the flat moorland 
plateau area i~nediately to the north. 
4. 3. Preyious Research - Poll_en Analysis 
Pollen analysis was conducted upon the peat monoliths recovered 
from North Gill (Simmons 1969a, 1969b) and indicated that biogenic 
accumulation had commenced early in Flandrian II, the pollen assemblage 
of the basal horizons SUGt,esting that it was coincident vrith, and perhaps 
consequent upon, clearance of vroodland in the immediate vicinity of the 
slte. The basal charcoal-rich peats were characterised by a ranee of 
ruderal herb types, prominent among which vrere Artemisia, Plantago 
lanceolata, Rumex, Urtica, and Melamp;yrum. Values for Quercus and Alnus 
were depressed while there was an extremely high representation of taxa 
favoured by fire, Pteridium, Corylus and Pinus, and by increased light, 
Salix, Fraxinus and Betula. Such evidence was considered to be consistent 
with the creation of clearings in the deciduous woodland by fire, and their 
subsequent regeneration through seral communities. The presence of ruderal 
pollen and charcoal at the very base of the peat pointed to a possible 
relationship between the act of clearance and the initiation of peat 
formation. This basal phase of fire-induced recession vras radiocarbon 
dated to 6316: 55bp. (BH 425). 
Taxa indicative of open habitats were present throughout the 
remainder of Flandrian II, vrhich terminated in a clearly-marked Ulmus 
+ decline radiocarbon dated to 4.767 - 60bp (BM 426), suegesting that truly 
closed-canopy conditions \.Jere never re-established at the site d'lring this 
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period. The silt and charcoal layer noted in the stratigraphy, and which 
occurred towards the end of Flandrian II, was accompanied by pollen 
fluctuations of a kind similar to those recorded during the basal clearance 
event, althougll of a rather less intensive nature. They were considered by 
Simmons to reflect the replacement of woodland by open-habitat communities, 
at perhaps a rather greater distance from the sampling site than upon the 
initial occasion. The incorpors.tion of imrashed mineral material into the 
profile in the context of general forest recession sugpested that soil 
erosion had been initiated ~J this renewed clearance. 
That these fire-clearances of \.Joodland occurred during F'landrian 
II, and therefore in a Hesolithic cultural context, implied that, if they 
were the result of human agency, they must be attributable to the activities 
of hunting and gathering communities. 
4.4. Present Vegetation 
At the time of the inv'ostigations by Simmons ( 1969a) and Cu,':ldill 
(1971), the vegetation cover of the site was typical of that of the rest of 
the Central Watershed, managed moorland dominated by Calluna, with an 
admixture of Erica tetralix and Eriophorum vaginatum upon the damper areas 
adjacent to the stream-course. 
During the extremely hot and dry summer of 1976, however, intense 
moorland fires broke out upon this pl!lrt of the Central Hatershed, burning 
out of control for several days. The Lyke Hake footpath Has widened, bJ.t 
bulldozing, and acting as a fire-break, prevented the flames from spreading 
to Rosedale Hoor to the south (see fig. 7B), .but to the north the entire 
area of Glaisdale Hoor, and much of tlle adjacent Egton lligh and Hh<Seldale 
Hoors, was very badly affected. As a consequence tb.e vegetation cover 
around the site of North Gill was entirely destroyed and the surface and 
Plate 2. A general vie\-.J of the site of North Gill and its immediate 
environs from the south-east, illustrating the flat topogr aphy 
of the blanket peat surface. This area Has devegetated by 
moorland fire in 1976, and a moss carpet o.f Polvtr:i.chwn and 
Sphagnum is colonising the burned area as the f irst stage of 
regeneration. 
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upper layers of the peat blanket charred and cracked. In some areas 
distur'oance of the peat has led to much removal of material by erosion. 
Regeneration of the burned-over areas has now conunenced (Plate 2), and 
the site supports pioneer tn.xa, in particular small patches of bryophyte 
mosses, Polytrichum and Snhagnum, and occasional seedlings of Enilobium 
angustifolium .and Betula. There is no sign of Galluna regeneration at 
present. Inspection of the peat at the site indicated that only the upper 
layers had been disturbed or contaminated with modern charcoal by the 
moorland fire, and that the basal sequence of relevance to this 
investigation remained unaffected, and suitable for analysis. 
L~o.5. Research Objectives and Hethod§ 
It was clear from the previous research that the peat sections 
at North Gill contained a stratipraphic record that was both spatially and 
temporally variable, and included units which could be interpreted as the 
result of dynamic and non-autogenic processes, in particular the 
incorporation of charcoal and silt layers into the mir~ system. That a 
charcoal layer formed the basal stratigraphic unit over at least part of 
the area suggested that these processes may have been of significance 
regarding the initiation of peat formation itself. It has been considered 
necessary, therefore, to conduct a more detailed stratigraphic survey of 
the North Gill area, in order to define more closely the character and 
areal extent of the st:c-atigraphic units recognised there. This has 
been accomplished by a series of borings through the blanket peat and by 
further exnmination of cleaned peat faces, and the results are described 
in sections 4.6 to 4.10. 
A series of four pollen analytical sites have been sampled, and 
their pollen diagrams are intended to clarify and extend the palaeobotanical 
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evidence for vegetational change revealed by previous work. These 
palynological sites have been chosen in an altitudinal transect along 
the upper course of the North Gill stream so that, allied to the 
stratigraphic information, it may be possible to elucidate the succession 
of environmental changes taking place over different parts of the site, 
as well as the size, intensity, and spatial distribution of these 
Mesolithic clearance events. This approach resembles the three-dimensional 
technique advocated by Turner (1970, 1975) for reconstructing the character 
and location of prehistoric forest clearance. Thus the pollen spectra 
may be considered in relation to their position laterally across the site, 
following correlation of levels upon the four diagrams which show evidence 
of environmental modification. The position of these pollen and 
stratigraphic boreholes is shown upon fig. ?C. Simmons' profile North 
Gill 1a 1 lies between sites North Gill II and III upon this diagram. 
4o6o Introduction 
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North Gill 
General Stratigraphy 
As a first step in the stratigraphic investigation of the site, 
borings vJere carried out on a grid system, using a gouge sampler, 
supplemented at intervals by a Russian-type peat borer. The initial 
borehole was sunk at the very head of the Gill, at a point relative to 
Ordnance Datum and known to be exactly J?O.OO metres O.D. This point 
was then adopted as a temporary bench mark and used in levelling the 
rest of the site, and is represented by sampling point A4 on figure ?C. 
Further borings were; made to east and -vrest of this base point 
at fifteen metre intervals, and together these constitute lateral 
Transect A. Twenty-five metres to the south a second lateral series of 
borings were made, comprising lateral Transect B. Further transects 
were constructed in the same way until a point 375 metres down the Gill 
had been reached, beyond which the peat blanket considerably attenuates, 
and erosion and disturbance of the stratigraphy is very great. With the 
completion of lateral Transect R, over eighty borings had been carried 
out, and the altitude of each was levelled relative to the site temporary 
bench mark and thus to O.D. These borings provide the basis for 
describing the general stratigraphic content of the site. 
4.7. Topography and Peat Depth 
The impression conveyed by field observation of the peat 
blanket is one of gentle slopes and uniform topography, (Plate 2) except 
where dissected by erosive forces, and this is generally substantiated 
by the stratigraphic survey. 
NORTH GILL Topography and peat depth based upon borehole stratigraphy 
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Figure SA shows the surface topography of the site derived from 
the boring logs. ?rom a height of 370.00 metres at point A4, the peat 
surface descends to 356.60 metres at point R4, a gradient of 1 : 27.9. 
This gentle declivity is interrupted by the channel of the North Gill 
stream, which is deeply incised at the upper part of its course, becoming 
broader as it progresses, having cut down to the mineral soil from 
transect H onwards, the bed of the stream at transect R being recorded 
at a height of 353.46 metres. A computer-drawn graphic representation 
of the peat surface at North Gill (fig. 9) illustrates this uniformity 
of relief and gradient. 
The peat cover reaches its maximum depth in the north east 
part of the site, averaging 4.20 metres depth between transects A and H, 
except where the channel of a tributary spring reduces it to just over 
three metres totm south of transect D (fig. 8B). To the west of the 
main stream channel, along longitudinal transects 6 and 7, peat depth 
is rather less, being only 3.57 metres at point A6, but decreases 
down hill only slowly, as much as 2.52 metres of deposit being recorded 
at point R4. This is in contrast to the lower part of the site to the 
east of the stream, '\orhere the peat is less than 50 centimetres thick, 
apparently having been subject to erosion. The steep peat faces which 
reveal the gross stratigraphy of the site all lie on the western edge 
of the main stream channel. Figure 10 displays a computer-drawn graphic 
representation of peat depth around North Gill, reproducing three 
dimensionally the area shown on figure 8Be 
4.8. Pre~Peat Topography 
Subtraction of values for peat depth from the altitude of the 
peat surface allows the mapping of the sub-peat topography, vrhich is 
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illustrated in figure 8C. The pre-peat land surface shows little more 
variation than the present day relief, and the very low gradient of the 
sub-peat surface is very similar to that of the peat blanket, dropping 
from 366.78 metres at point A4 to 35J.98m at point R3, an overall 
gradient of 1 : 29.2.. The pre~ peat liorth Gill stream channel may be 
recognised on figure 8C, however, and it is clear that there were 
significant variations in gradient, and therefore in rate of flow, at 
different points upon the original watercourse itself. The areas may 
be noted where the proximity of the contour lines indicate steeper 
gradients. The first lies immediately to the north of transect B where 
there occurs a rock step with a gradient of approximately 1 : 3, and may 
be partly attributed to the increased erosive power of the stream 
following the aggregation of the numerous small springs which rise between 
transects A and B. The second eJcample occurs in the area of transect K, 
where the ground drops two metres in twelve, a gradient of 1 : 6. 
In contrast to these two places, elsewhere the bed of the 
original stream was extremely flat, in particular below transect B, where 
the gradient was 1 g 40, between transects G and J where the land falls 
only two metres in seventy-five, a gradient of 1 : 37. 5, and betvmen 
transects L and M, where the gradient is as lOYJ as 1 : 50. It was 
considered likely that these very flat parts of the stream's valley 
Hould be prone to waterlogging and that peat formation may vrell have 
commenced earliest in these places. Pollen analytical sites were 
accordingly located there. 
Figure 8 sug;::ests that the course of the modern North Gill 
beck differs very little in general location from that of its early 
Flandrian II counterpart, and so the longitudinal stratigraphic transect 
number 4, which is displayed as part of figure 11, may be considered to 
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represent in its sub-peat surface the long profile of this original 
stream. The location of the areas of low gradient may be clearly seen 
upon this diar:;ra.m, at points 413, 4G, and 41 respectively. The more 
uniform gradients away from the stream· course may be noted in the sub~ 
peat surface of transect 6, which is also sho~m on figure 11. 
4.9. Lithostratigraphy 
Analysis of the stratigraphic data recovered from peat section 
and borehole records at North Gill makes possible the recognition of nine 
strata which, although sho111ing a degree of internal variation, are 
sufficiently distinct to be afforded the status of lithostratigraphic 
units applicable to the site as a whole. The basal three such units are 
minerogenic in origin, comprising clay and sandy soil above a rock 
substratum. This sequence of deposits was observed only in exposed peat 
section, for the borers were unable to penetrate these clastic sediments. 
Records of these strata are confined, therefore, to those parts of the 
site adjacent to the stream channel and their character in other areas is 
not known. 
The supervening organic deposits were penetrated and the 
minerogenic substratum proven at each stratigraphic borehole sunk at 
North Gill. It ,.ras thus possible to examine the stratigraphic integrity 
of each biogenic horizon identified and to plot its thickness and spatial 
extent within the sample area. Six biogenic lithostratigraphic units are 
recognised and these are described diagramatically by fig. 11 and by the 
computer-dra\m graphic representation displayed as fig. 12, upon 111hich 
their general succession is portrayed for longitudinal transect 2 and all 
sixteen lateral transects. Although some variation does occur within these 
six units, they would appear to represent discrete strata reflecting 
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different depositional conditions. A further factor is the presence of 
wood remains in the pent. These occur mainly to the south of transect 
1, to the Hest of the stream, and transects 4 and 6 on figure 11 show 
where actual wood layers may be noted Hithin the eross stratigraphy. 
\~1•ere idontifia ble, macrofossil wood Has usually found to be Betula or 
Alnus, although Salix and Corylus also occurred. Tree-stumps, which 
had evidently been eroded out of the blanket peat, ·Here observed in the 
stream, (Plate J) but their original stratigraphic position could not be 
determined. 
The stratigraphic evidence at North Gill may how be described 
using the folloH·ing nine lithostratigraphic W1its, which are numbered 
consecutively from the base of the succession and designated by the prefix 
NG-1. 
Unit NG-11 Solid rock 
The solid sandstones of the Deltaic series form the basal . 
lithostratigraphic unit which is, however, subjacent to the basal organic 
strata at certain parts of the site, most particularly at poihts 4B, 4J 
and 4N upon figure 11. These are situations of steeper slopes and it is 
likely that the exposure of the bedrock has followed removal of mineral 
soils by erosion, probably after the initial clearance event recorded by 
Simmons ( 1969a). l.fuere observed, the sandstone is fractured and 
decomposing, contributing a rotting 'ranker' hard-rock foundation. 
Unit NG-12 \~hi te clay 
Over much of the site, and especially within the lower stream 
channel, bedrock is covered by an homogenous, stiff, \...rhite clay, containing 
occasional angular fragments of sandstone derived from the underlying 
Plate 3. A tree stump lying in the bed of the North Gill stream 
f ollowing erosion from the blanket peat. The white 
segment of the graduated scale is fifty centimetres in 
l ength. 
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stratum. This clay does not extend far from the stream chan:ml and 
underlies the mineral soil at this site. It was never found to attain 
more than ten centimetres depth, but since the borer did not al1..rays 
penetrate through it, grea~er thicknesses could occur. A similar clay 
has been described by Gregory (1962b) and Atherden (1972), and is 
interpreted as a solifluction deposit derived from the surrounding slopes 
during the severe periglacial conditions of the Late Glacial period. 
Material thus moved into the channel would be spread out into the 
consistently thin smear recorded at this site, its slight depth caused by 
the smaller catchment area of this upland stream, in contrast to the 
thicker deposits encountered in lovJland drainage channels. 
Unit NG-13 r·lineral soil 
A siliceous, yellow-or~nge, mineral material is the pre-peat 
land surface over most of the site, and this is considered to be a fossil 
soil profile. vJhere the hillslope is shallo\·mr the upper levels of the 
soil grade into a minero-organic material, although at other points, 
mostly \..rhere slopes are steeper, a sharp break may be seen bet\.Jeen pure 
sandy soil and the supervening biogenic strata. An erosive break may be 
postulated here. In the flat 'basin' areas of the stream channel, 
inclusions of wood (mainly Alnus) and or;:;anic material, including charcoal 
pieces, occur in the upper soil profile, su::rgesting that at least the upper 
layers may not be in situ but transposed by water action from the erosion 
points described above. Rounded quartz pebbles are often to be found in 
the soiL 
Iron staining is prominent within the profile, and the mineral 
soil appears to be a well-leached acid podsol, of a dnd often found under 
blanket peat (Pearsall 1950, Taylor and Smith 1972), especially \-Jhere 
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formed upon impoverished sRndstone parent material. Soil particles are 
gener8lly comprised of large coarse sand grains, and this very coarse, 
friable structure is consistent across the sampled area, varying little 
with depth, 1,.1hich is at no point ver·y greato The clay-soil interface is 
at all points sharp and well definedo 
Unit NG-14 Lower charcoal 
A basal charcoal layer is identified as the first post-soil 
deposit at North Gillo It is thickest in the flat 'basin' areas of the 
stream-channel where it is manifest as a charcoal-organic stratum of up 
to six centimetres in depth, corresponding directly to Simmons' 'charcoal-
rich peat' at l'Jorth Gill 1 a 1 o Analysis of the charcoal shovJS a mixture 
of large, angular pieces and much smaller smooth, rounded, 'soot' fragments, 
the former considered to be indicative of rapid introduction from close by, 
through immsh or mass movement, the latter perhaps of Hind transport from 
rather further awayo In the lower part of the site, points 4K to 4Q on 
figure 11, the charcoal horizon is associated with charred wood pieces, 
mainly Alnus, and contains a high mineral fraction, indicating that 
burning of woodland and some soil instability was coincident v;ith this 
onset of biogenic accumulationo Figure 13 is a computer-drawn graphic 
representation of the lower charcoal layer at North Gill, plotted from 
borehole data alone, without recourse to observations from stream-side 
profiles" It tends to support the contention of three main centres of 
deposition along the stream channel, with a maintenance of thickness 
tO'.·Jards the western part of the site, and a rapid attenuation of the 
layer to the east. It would appear that, although the deepest deposits 
are indeed those found in isolated depressions in the stream channel, 
where conditions for accumulation were at their best, the charcoal layer 
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as a vlhole extends fo::' some distar1ce to the west of the sampled area, and 
that the fire which created it may have been concentrated upon the spring-
head and the land to the west of it, rather than across the entire area. 
NG-15 Amorphous peat 
The lo,,rer charcoal horizon is every\·Jhere covered by a variable 
depth of dark brO\m amorphous peat, vlhich thus forms the basal deposit on 
areas where the charcoal is absent, in particular on the eastern part of 
the site. It is at its thickest in the centre of the sampled area, 
between transects E and H, where it reaches up to 75cm depth, but thins 
out markedly toHards the northern extremity of the site. Although its 
internal structure is quite homogenous, it does incorporate on occasion 
large pieces of \·mod, some of 1-1hich exhibit signs of charring and are 
evidently detrital in nature. The great majority are Betula or Alnus 
with occasional Salix and Corylus. Tree trunks of a diameter greater 
than 30cms \·mre noted (Plate 4), and some Betula 1...rood pieces appear to be 
of root material, rather than branches. A very few seeds of Juncus and 
Potamoveton \·Tere present in the lowest levels. The upper part of this 
peat is very vell humified and apart from the wood little macrofossil 
presence was recorded within it. It did include, however, speckles of 
charcoal dust at interv01ls, Hhich small size and even distribution across 
the site suGgested its incorporation by wind transport from elsewhere in 
the vicinity. 
At the base of this amorphous peat, the moss peat recorded by 
Simmons (1969a) was recognised between transects H and J, although as an 
elusive and epheme::'al deposit. It may have been partly removed by erosion 
since the earlier investigation. It may be traced laterally as far west 
as points 5H, 5J and 6J as a very thin covering of the basal charcoal peat 
Plate 4. A large tree trunk of more than thirty centimetres diameter 
protruding in £i:!ill from the amorphous peat (lithostratigraphic 
unit NG-L5) at North Gill. The gradua t ed sco.le is one metre in 
length. 
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material, but S:)OD becomes indiscernable, merginE with the basal layer 
of the general amorphous peat above. This moss peat is evidently thin 
and discontinuous, and its true distribution would require further 
scrutiny. It appears to be represented only on, and westwards of, 
longitudinal transect 4, however, and is not recorded to the east of the 
site. It is clearly stratigraphically superior to the basal charcoal peat, 
and little charcoal content was recorded within it. 
Unit NG-16 Upper charcoal 
At the upper border of the amorphous peat a second charcoal 
layer occurs, and this is sho\m on figures 11 and 12 and is represented 
graphically by figure 14. It is conspicuously thinner than the basal 
charcoal horizon and nowhere attains more than three centimetres in 
thickness, generally being little more than Jne centimetre. It resembles 
it however, in being alwost entirely absent from the eastern part of the 
site, and being most persistent to the vrest. The charcoal particles are 
in almost every case very small, although abundant, and the large jagged 
pieces characteristic of the basal layer are absent. A thin layer of 
charred birch bark fragments rests upon and within the charcoal at several 
places. The fire responsible for this charcoal layer may therefore have 
occurred in less immediate proximity to the sampling site vlith fewer of 
the resulting fragments capable of tra~sportation to, and incorporation 
in the bog without co~ninution. 
Unit NG=L7 Silt inwash 
Immediately superior to the upper charcoal layer is an imrash 
stripe of mineral silt material. Its extent is sho1m on figures 11 and 
12, and relative thickness is represented graphically by figure 15. It 
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is thickest at transects G and H, and is not recorded above transect E. 
1-Ihile thickest in mid-profile, the mineral layer is here incorporated 
\-Tithin an ort;anic matrix, which includes tiny fragments of charred birch 
bark. The immsh stripe is, although thinner, much more discrete to the 
south of the site an' is composed almost entirely of course, siliceous 
particles, evidence of sorting and \.Jashing b-J \·rater transport downstrefl.m. 
below transect Q, vrhere the profile gradient increases suddenly, this 
stratigraphic un:it is no longer recorded. If it ever existed further 
downstream, it has been removed \dth the peat overburden by recent erosion. 
Although a significant silt fraction is noticeable at this level 
in transects 5 and 6, the silt layer is confined as a discrete 
stratisrraphic unit to transect 4, and deposition of the imrashed material 
evidently took place predominantly in the centre of the stream channel. 
Unit NG-18 Bumified Eriophorwn peat 
The succeeding stratigraphic la;:,'er is well hwnified peat, with 
a high macrofossil component of t;riophorum, particularly in the loVJer layers. 
This completely covers the site and :Lncreases in thickness to\mrds the 
north, reaching 2.4 metres at tr:.tns•:oct C and above. Its depth and 
distribution is displayed in figures 11 and 12. 
Unit NG-19 Fresh Sriophorum, Sphagnum and Calluna peats 
The uppermost biogenic stratum is represented by a poorly 
humified peat composed mainly of Erionhorum and Sphagnum, \>Ti th occasional 
horizons containing ericaceous fragments and rootlets, mainly of Calluna. 
Figures 11 and 12 shov that like the Eriophorum pent below, it increases 
in thickness tO\.Jards the northerly limit of the site. 
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l ... 10. Summary 
From the foregoing data, it is possible to describe nine 
distinct lithostratigraphic units at North Gill, and to define securely 
their spatial and chronological relationships. AlthouGh some variation 
does occur within the strata, chiefly in macrofossil content, they are 
sufficiently discrete to allow the constructio!l of a lithostratigraphic 
conspectus profile, intended to summarise the general sequence of 
depositional events at the site, in contradistinction to the more 
detailed stratigraphic descriptions at the individual pollen sites. 
This is exhibited at figure 16, and utilises the system of stratigraphic 
symbols and notation according to Troels-Sm:Lth (1955). 
North Gill is typical of upland 'basin' peats in having wood 
remains in the basal layers overlain by well humified amorphous peat 
and then by fresher Eriophorum- Sphaenum 'blanket' peats, as classified 
by Hoore ( 1972) and examplified by the sites of R.inginglow ( Com1ay 194 7, 
1954), Tetley Moss (Phillips 1969, Hicks 1971) and Hambleton Dike (Tinsley 
1975) in the Pennines. Topographical factors are of fundamental 
importance at this kind of site, peat forming charucteristically during 
Flandrian II in water-retaining depressions, often vTithin damp birch-alder 
woodland. In this context units NG=15, NG-18 and NG-19 on figure 16 are 
autogenic in origin, caused by natural development of the bog, while 
units NG-14, NG-16 and NG-17 are allogenic and intrusive, caused by 
dynamic events outside the mire system. 
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North Gill I 
4.11. Introduction 
The first profile to be sampled for pollen analysis \BS 
situated on the line of lateral transect F and slightly to the east of 
longitudinal transect 4 (fig. 7). This location was selected as the 
most southerly major peat face exposure, and comprehended all of the 
major stratigraphic units. This basal metre of deposit was selected 
for recovery, encompassing a succession from lithostratigraphic unit 
NG-13 to NG-18. The sample was collected in monolith tins which vJere 
hammered into the prepared peat face. Prior to extraction, the top 
of the upper tin vias levelled to 356.62m OD., anc) this vrds adopted as 
the site datum, above which lay a further eightly centimetres of 
unsampled deposit. This site w-as designated North Gill I, and its grid 
reference is NZ 726 006. 
4o12o Site Stratigraphy 
Follo-viing field and laboratory investigation, the following 
stratigraphy vias recorded. 
Stratum 
12 
11 
Depth (ems) 
0 - 30 
30 - 50 
Description 
Th (vari) 34, Tb (Sphag) 1 ~ 
nig.J, strf.1, elas.1, sicc.2, lim. sup.O 
Hwnified Eriophorum peat, with isolated 
fresher inclusions of Sphagnum moss. 
Th32, Th (vagi) 32 
nig.J, strf.1, elas.1, sicc.2, lim. sup.1 
Hell humified monocot peat, composed 
primarily of Erionhorum. 
10 50 - 68 
9 68 - 72 
8 72 - 73 
7 73 - 75 
6 75 - 83 
5 83 - 87 
4 87 - 89 
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Th (vagi) 14 
nig.2, strf.1, elas.2, sicc.2, lim. sup.1 
Poorly humified Eriophorum peat. 
Th34, Th (vavi) 1+ 
nig.J, strf.1, elas.1, sicc.2, lim. sup.1 
vlell hwnified herbaceous turfa \.Ji th 
occasional strands of Eriophort~. 
nig.O, strf.O, elas.O, sicc.J, lim. sup.4 
Coarse silt witb a very slight organic fraction. 
4 anth.2, Sh 2, Dl+, Ag+ 
nig.4, strf.1, elas.1, sicc.2, lim. sup.4 
Charcoal v!ith an admixture of undifferentiated 
organic material. Slight presence of Betula 
bark and fine silt. 
nig.2, strf.1, elas.1, sicc.2, lim.sup.J 
Partly humified monocot peat of medium bro~~ 
colour. Small fragments of wood throughout. 
Sh44 
nig.4, strf.O, elas.O, sicc.2, lim. sup.1 
Undifferentiated 13.morphous peat, very well 
humified, no macrofossil content. 
Tl 3, Sh41, Dl+ 
nig.2, strf.O, elas.O, sicc.2, lim. sup.J 
Detrital 3etula wood in amorphous pe2t matrix. 
Rootlet material predominantly. 
3 
2 
1 
89 - 93 
93 - 98 
98 - 100 
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nie.4, strf.1, elas.1, sicc.2, lim. sup.J 
1t!ell humified black amorphous peEl t. 
anth.3, Sh41, Dl+, Ag+ 
nig.4, strf.1, elas.1, sicc.2, lim.sup.1 
Amorphous peat suffused "'i th chercoal. A 
slight silt fraction throughout and pieces 
of chae'red Alnus i•TOod near the base of the 
stratum. 
4 Gs4, Sh +, Dl+, anth.+ 
nig.1, strf.O, elas.O, sicc.2, lim.sup.4 
Coarse yellow sand with occasional 
inclusions of organic material, tiny flecks 
of charcoal and v;~:od fra[}nents. 
Stratum 1 is correlated Hith lithostratigraphic unit NG-13, 
(fig.16) stratum 2 with l'iG-14, strata J, 4, 5 and 6 Hith NG-15, stratum 
7 with t•1G-L6, stratum 8 vlith NG-17 and strata 9, 10, 11 and ·12 with 
!JG-L8o 
4.13. Pollen Analysis 
Samples were taken for pollen analysis at 2 em. intervals 
throughout the profile, and the resultine; pollen dia[ram is sho\-m as 
figure 17. Four Local Pollen Assernbla[e Zones are recognised, a~~ 
applied to figs. 1Ba and 19a and are described as follows: 
LPAZ ;JG1 - A 98 - 86 ems. 
The basal pollen assemblage zone is characterised by Quercus 
and Ulmus, which contribute 50% and 25% of the tree pollen sum respectively, 
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and hit_::h frequencies of Alnus and Corylus, the latter providing L,O% of 
total pollen in the lo1t1er part of the zone. Ti1ia is 1·ml1 represented 
at over 10% of tree pollen, Hhile Fraxinus occu~-s sporadics.lly and in 
loi·T frequencies. Tree pollen, even 1-ri th the inclusion of Alnus, accounts 
for only 30% of total pollen in the basal horizons, although increasing 
as the zone progresses. Betula anrl. Pinus are significant, each providing 
about 20% of tree pollen, the latter declining to1trards the top of the 
zone. Corylus dominates shrub pollen, but Salix increases sharply in 
value in the upper horizons li1hile Sorbus, Prunus, Hedera and, in 
particular, Lonicera are '.ilso recorded. Dvrarf shrubs are represented 
only by Calluna wtich occurs in moderate, but sustained, values. 
Gramineae frequencies are consistently high, approaching 20% of total 
pol1en, and Cyperaceae is also well represented. A complex herbaceous 
assemblage occurs, vJithin 1-1hich ruderal, dampland and aquatic types are 
recognised. Pteridophyte spores are present in very high frequencies, 
particularly in the basal horizons, 1dth both Polypodium and Pteridium 
prominent. Filicales values fal1 from maximum frequencies as the zone 
proceeds, vlhile Lycopodium is also noted. Sphagnum is present in lovr 
values. The upper b0undary is drawn where Alnus and Corylus values 
decline. 
LPAZ NG1 - B 86 - 67 ems. 
Quercus and Ulmus are the major arboreal types in this zone, 
although Betula is also present in significant values, particularly 
t01.rards the end of U1e zone. Pinus frequencies rise to a peak in mid-
zone but are otherwise very low. !raxinus forms a continuous curve for 
the first time, and Tilia maintains its frequency of 10% of tree pollen. 
Alnus falls in value throughout the zone. Shrub pollen falls to about 
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25% of total pol1en during this zone, attributable primarily to a marked 
diminution in Corylus freque:1ey to just over 20% of tot11l pollen. Cal1una 
and Salix percentages are sustained, vrhile Prunus, Sorbus and Hedera are 
still recorded. Gramineae and Cyperaceae valttes are slichtly diminished, 
but a \·ride rant;e of herbaceous taxa are present, dampland aw~ aquatic 
types being prominent. Sphap-num rises to high values in mid zone, but 
fern spores are of much less importance than hitherto. Pteridium does 
show occasional expansions in value, however, at horizons at which the 
incidence of ruderal herb types is much increased. N.A.P. frequencies 
are reduced relative to A. P. during this zone, a-; though uide fluctuations 
do occur at certain levels. The up})er boundary of the zone is drawn at a 
marked decline of Ulmus pollen frequency. 
LPAZ NG1 - C 67 - 38 ems. 
Coincident with the decline of Ulmus values which marks the 
opening of this zone is a sharp fall in frequency of Tilia pollen, \.Jhich 
becomes discontinuously recorded. Betula achieves co-dominance of the 
assemblage with Quercus, while .Unus value2 remain steady at about 15% 
of total pollen. Ulmus recovers from its initial decline to reach about 
10% of A.P. late in the zone, and Fraxinus is greatly increased in 
representation. Although Pinus is consistently present, its values remain 
low. ~ is recorded in mid zone. Among shrub taxa Corylus increases 
in value, but the greatest expansion is sho\-TU by Calluna, rising to 20% 
of total pollen. The presence of other shrub types is noted, but in 
reduced frequencies, Salix being the only consistent constituent of the 
assemblage, although an isolated Ilex grain occurs. Herbaceous po1len 
frequencies are general1y reduced, especially Gramineae, yet the ranee of 
types recorded is not diminished. Ruderal and open-habitat taxa are well 
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in evidence early in the zone and Plantago lanceolata a1)pears for the 
first time and is present throughout. Sphapnum continues its general 
decline, but spore frequencies are maintained, and in the case of 
Pteridium, increased. Tree and shrub pol1en dominate the assemblage. 
The upper boundary of the zone is dra\m where Ulmus frequencies as;ain 
decline sharply. 
LPAZ NG1 - D 38 - 30 ems. 
This zone is characterised by a distinct decline in tree pollen 
values which, including Alnus, fall from 40% to 14% of total pollen. In 
addition to Ulmus, Quercus values are much reduced and Tilia is no longer 
recorded. Betula assumes dominance within the A.F. sum, and Pinus also 
rises slightly. Fraxinus and Fagus are also present. Alnus and Corylus 
are reduced in value, forming only 5% and 8% of total pollen respectively. 
Calluna values expand sharply, rising to 55% of totQl pollen and a general 
increase of herbaceous pollen frequencies takes place. Gramineae and 
Cyperacese contribute to this event, but other herbs, including ruderal 
types, also shovJ enhanced values. Plantago lanceolata increases greatly. 
VJhile other fern spores are less often recorded Pteridium rises to very 
high values, and an isolated peak of Sphagnum occurs at the end of the 
zone. i .. T.A.P. types dominate the assemblage. 
The lo\.Jerrnost pollen assemblat:;e zones, >TG1 - A and NG1.- B, 
are referred to recional zone Nl1'l - D, zone tJG1 - C to regional zone 
NYH - E, and zone :IJG1 - D to the beginning of rezional zone {·JY11 - F. 
4.14. Forest Clearance History 
Vegetational chanf';es which may be interpret.ed as the effects 
of human activity are apparent throughout the poLLen record at North Gill Io 
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Seven local stages in the history of forest clearance are recognised 
upon fig. 17, are applied to figs. 18b and 19b, and are used to zone 
fig. 20 as a basis for description of the evolution of the landscape. 
FCS Zor:ule 11 98 - 92 ems. 
The basal zonule at this site records an intense phase of 
forest recession and the presence of charcoal in the stratigraphy 
suggests that fire 1..ras responsible. During this phase tree pollen values 
fall to only 30% of total land pollen and the assemblage is dominated by 
non-tree pollen types of heliophyte or ruderal character. Corylus 
frequencies are particularly high, reaching almost 50% of total land 
pollen and reflecting the removal of mature 1..roodland from around the site. 
The existence of areas of bare ground nearby is sho'm by the presence of 
several ruderal herb taxa. Compositae Tubuliflorae and Compositae 
Liguliflorae occur at the base of the zonule, accompanied by Helampyrum, 
Succisa, Chenopodiaceae, Polygonum, Caryophyllaceae, Urtica and Artemisia, 
while Rumex and Umbelliferae join the assemblage towards the end of this 
phase. The replacement of woodland by taxa indicative of fire-disturbed 
habitats is evidenced by a sharp increase in frequency of Fteridium spores 
vThich is matched by the expansion of other taxa representative of open 
conditions, Gramineae and, less markedly, Calluna. quercus, Alnt!.§. and 
Betula appear to be the trees most reduced in value during this episode 
of clearance, with the opening of the woodland canopy allowing increases 
in frequency for, besides Corylus, light demanding shrubs and trees such 
as Prunus, Sorbus and Fraxinus. Rosaceous types, probably including 
§cologically similar shrub taxa, rise in frequency also. A major 
reduction in tree cover appears to have taken place during this zonule, 
allovTing the colonisation of newly cleared areas by pioneer taxa and 
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their incipient regeneration through seral communities characterised by 
light demanding shrubs and trees. 
FCS Zonule R1 92 - 75 ems. 
A long phase of regerwration follows the basal clearance event, 
and durine this period tree pollen values rise to about 55% of total land 
pollen, showing restoration of '"ooded conditions to have taken place. 
Hajor tree tQxa of the 1~uercetum mixtum, especially Quercus characterised 
this woodland, although Alnus and Betula are also prominent. The heliophyte 
shrubs and trees Gorylus, Prunus, 0 orbus and Fraxinus are much diminished, 
the latter almost ceasing to be recorded, suggesting that closed c1mopy 
conditions prevailed near the site. Salix retains high values, perhaps 
growing in favoured locations adjacent to the stream course. Except for 
isolated spectra, Pteridium frequencies are low, and evidently few open 
areas ren1c.1.ined nearby for it to occupy. No herbaceous indicators of open 
ground are recorded, with the exception of occasional grains of Rumex and 
Urtica, and \.Jith the A.P. : J.A.P. ratio remaining stable, the ''·'oodland 
apparently remained undisturbed during this period. 
li'CS Zonule I2 75 - 73 ems. 
A second phase of fire induced forest recession is recorded 
beti.men 75 and 73 ems., as, coincir'Jent uith the appearance of charcoal in 
the stratigraphy, pollen fluctuations indicative of forest clearilnce are 
again recorded. Tree pollen values fall sl1arply from F.1 [X8k of almo;:;t 
607£ to only 35% of total land pollen. Alnus and trees of the '~uercetum 
mixtum, especially Quercus, are most seriously affected during this phase 
of clearance, but 3etula is also reduced in frequency. Pinus, iraxinus 
and, less rnurkedly, Tilia uppec1r to respond favourably to the disruption 
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of the st'lble forest ecosystem. Several herb taxa indic,;.tive of open 
ground or disturbed conditions occur in the pollen record durine; this 
zonule, includine; Helampyrum, Compositae Tubuliflorae, Artemisia, Succisa, 
Chenopodiaceae, Cn.ryophyllaceae, Umbelliferae, fl.umex and Urtica, suggesting 
that the cleared area created during this phase W'lS extensive. Peak values 
for Call una and Fteridium correspond with this expansion of ru,1eral hr-rb 
pollen frequencies, while Lycooodium is also recorded, sue;gesting more open 
conditions. Heliophyte shrub taxa are much encouraged by the breaking of 
the forest canopy through clearance, and Salix, Prunus and Serbus are all 
vrell represented, as is the undifferentiated group rtosaceae. Hedera and 
Lonicera are also recorded during this phase. The greatest expansion in 
frequency at this time is exhibited by Corylus, hov;ever, which attains 
45% of total land pollen and \·!aS apparently particularly favoured by 
clearance. This zonule evidently records a substantial removal of forest 
cover by fire and the incorporation of silt particles into the mire at this 
level inciicates that soil erosion vras initiated by cle~1rance of the 
vegetation. 
FCS Zonule R2 73 - 67 ems. 
Hoodland regene:tation occurs during this zonule and tree pollen 
values increase to about 50% of total land pollen. .:\. change in \-JOodland 
composition appears to have taken place, hO\·.rever, for neither Quercus nor 
Alnus regain their pre-cleP,rance values. Betul'l shO\·!S a marked increase 
and, \-lith high Fraxinus frequencies, reflects the secondary nature of the 
post-clearance woodland. Indicators of clearance are much less in evidence, 
Gorylus in particular fallin[ sharply from its peak values of the previous 
zonule, reflecting the closure of the forest canopy. !tudera.l herb pollen 
frequency is c,reGtly reduced, althoush the identification of occasional 
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Rwnex, Urtica, and Polygonum rrc.·ains support the contention that some 
clearin[;s may have remained Hithin the less dense woodland. Calluna 
and Pteridiwn values, hoHever, are very low, and it \vould appear that 
the vegetation remained unrtisturbed ~t this time. 
FCS Zonule C1 67 - 65 ems. 
Pollen fluctuations consistent with forest clearance are recorded 
during this zonule, in particular a sharp decline in Ulmus pollen frequency, 
together with a fc;ll in total tree pollen from 50% to less than 40% of 
total land pollen. Quercus and Tilia are similarly reduced, causinG a fall 
in total Quercetum mixtwn frequencies from 20% to 10% of total land pollen. 
Betula too is initially reduced in frequency vJhereas Alnus, Salix and 
Corylus show a gradual expansion, their importance as vroodland constituents 
increasing with the decline of the major forest trees. Ruderal herb values 
are enhanced following the creation of open areas Hithin the forest and 
among the types recorded ::1re Composi tae Tubuliflorae, Taraxacwn-type, 
Cirsiwn, Artemisia, Caryophyllaceae, Chenopodiaceae, Rumex, Urtica and 
Polygonwn. Plantago lanceolata is recorded for the first time. Pteridhun 
and Calluna frequencies also rise, the latter in particular rising sharply 
from low values to almost 20% of total land pollen, 1.,rhile a brief peak of 
Rosaceous pollen occurs. 
FCS Zonule R3 65 - 38 ems. 
A long period of woodland regeneration ensues during which there 
is little evidence for continued major interference with the veGetRtion. 
Tree pollen remains constant at about 45% of total land pollen and a stable 
oak-alder-birch v1oodland apparently prevailed although the moderate values 
for total tree pollen and substantial Corylus frequencies, accounting for 
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30% of total land pollen, sugf:est that it Has not dense. The high values 
for Betula and Fraxinus, and the introduction of Fatrus, together \.Jith high 
and sustained Calluna and Pteridium frequencies, support this viev, as do 
the recurrent records for open-habitat herb trains. Compositae 
Tubuliflorae, Chenopodiaceae, Artemisia, Rumex, Urtica and Polygonum all 
make intermittent appearances in the assemblage, vrhile a lovr but con+,in:wus 
Planta:.:ro lanceolata curve is present throughout the zonule. It would seem 
that either small clearances continued to be made in the loc3.l woodland, 
or some areas remained permanently deforested, failing to regenerate tree 
grovrth after the previous clearance. It may be possible howwer, to 
recognise a brief phase of clearance during this regeneration zonule at 
50 ems. , where a slight reduction in tree pollen is coincident vii th an 
increase in indicators of clearance, especially several ruderal herb taxa, 
otherwise it seems likely that the viOodland remained undisturbed. 
FCS Zonule C2 38 - 30 ems. 
The final zonule at this site recognises a major period of 
deforestation du:ing i·lhich all tree pollen curves are greatly diminished 
in value as a percent0ge of total land pollen (fig. 20). Trees of the 
Quercetum mixtum and Alnus appear to be particularly badly affected by 
clearance and Betula dominates the tree pollen sum (fig. 17). Corylus 
and other heliophyte shrubs are adversely affected by this clearance event 
and the most marked expansion in frequency is sho\>m by Gram.Lneae, Pte1"idium 
and Calluna all of vhich reach very high levels. Calluna achieves peak 
values of over 50% of total land Pollen. An extensive r"moval of tree 
co·1er from tLe locality of the site and its re;clacement by heathland 
ve,~etation took ph.ce durin;:'; this phase of cle;-,r2.nce, \·rhich Has evidently 
of greater intensity than any occurring hitherto. 
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North Gill II 
4.15. Introduction 
The second pollen analytical site was located immediately to the 
south of lateral transect L, and betvreen loneitudinal transects 4 and 5 
(fig. 7) • This is Hi thin an area of low gradient vrhich may have favoured 
biogenic accumulation, and corresponds vri th the lowest of the 1 basin 1 
areas described in sections 4.6 to 4.10. The lovrer ninety centimetres 
of deposits \..rere sampled using monolith tins, the upper boundary of 
the sampled profile levelled to 359.02 metres OD., and vms adopted as 
the site datum. A depositional sequence from lithostratigraphic unit 
NG-12 to NG-18 \-laS recovered, above which lay a further fifty centimetres 
of unsampled peat. This site Has designated Horth Gill II, and its grid 
reference is NZ 726 007. 
4.16. 3ite Stratigraphy 
Following field and laboratory investigation the following 
stratigraphy vras recorded. 
Stratum 
9 
8 
Depth (ems) 
0 - 41 
41 - 42 
Description 
Th32, Th (vagi) 22 
nig.2, strf.2, elas.1, sicc.2, lim. sup.O 
Hid -:Jro\m humified monocot peat, composed 
mainly of Eriophorum vaeinatum, macrofossil 
content increasing towdro the base of the stratlUJl. 
Ag 2, Sh42, anth.+ 
nig.2, strf.1, elas.1, sicc.2, lim. sup.2 
Coarse silt mixed vTith amorphous material some 
of which is carbonaceous. 
7 !;2. - 45 
6 
5 59 - 64 
4 64 - 72 
3 72 - 78 
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4 anth.2, Sh 2, Dl+, Ag+ 
nig.4, strf.1, elas.1, sicc.2, lirn.sup.J 
Amorphous peat, rich in charcoal, most of 
very small size. Some mineral material 
present throughout, with a layer of 
charred birch-bark at the top of the 
strattUn. 
Th34, Th (~) 1 +, Dl+ 
nig.J, strf.2, elas.1, sicc.2, lim. sup.J 
Dark, well-hl.Unified monocot peat. 
Fragments of detrital Betula wood near 
the base of the strattUn, and occasional 
fibres of Eriophorum above 50 ems. 
nig.2, strf.O, sicc.J, lim. sup.4 
Betula wood, apparently rootlet material, 
slightly charred. 
Sh44 
nie.4, strf .o, elas.o, sicc.2, lim. sup.4 
Black, amorphous organic material, 
very Hell hwnified. 
anth.2, Sh41, Gs1, Dl+ 
nig.4, strf.1, elas.O, sicc.2, lim. sup.1 
Charcoal rich minero-organic material. 
Tiny fragments of Hood and bark in the 
lm.rer layers, mainly c:1arred. l.fiw-ral 
fraction decreases towards the top of 
the strattUn. 
2 78 - 84 
1 84 - 90 
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Gs4, Dl+, anth.+ 
nig.1, strf.O, elas.O, sicc.2, lim. sup.2 
Coarse sand, orange at base, becoming 
more yellO\.J toHards the upper boundary 
of the stratum, where very small vTOod 
pieces and charcoal particles also occur. 
As4, Gg (maj )+ 
nig.O, strf.O, elas.O, sicc.2, lim. sup.4 
Stiff, v1hi te clay which includes 
occasional sandstone pebbles of up to 
20 mm., in diameter. 
Stratum 1 is correlated Hith litf_ostratigraphic unit >JG-12 
(fig. 16), stratum 2 with NG-13, stratum 3 '~>lith NG-14, strata 4, 5, and 
6 with ~JG-15, stratum 7 1.Jith lTG-16, stratum 8 with NG-17 and stratum 9 
with NG-18. 
4.17. Pollen Analysis 
Samples for pollen analysis \vere taken from the profile at 
intervals of no grea~.er than 2 ems., and the resulting pollen diagram 
is shov.rn as fjgure 21. Three Local Pollen Assemblage Zones are recognised, 
are applied to figs., 22a and 23a, and are described as follows: 
LPAZ NG2 -A 77 - 61;. ems • 
Tree pollen frequeneies in the basal pollen assemblage zone ere 
dominated by Pinus and Betula 1Vhich contribute 30% and 50% respectively 
of total arboreal pollen. Ulmus represents 15% of A.P. and remains 
constant throughout the zone. Quercus frequencies 0.re very lo',~ at tte 
beginning of this pbase, but recover to reach almost 20% of tree pollen 
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towards the end, as Pinus begins to decline. Alnus also rises in 
frequency as the zone progresses, from virtual ahsence at the base to 
almost 101£ of tok~l pol]J:n at the encl. Tilia is continuously represented, 
although in v~ry low values, and Fruxinus is occasionally recorded. Tree 
pollen, including Alnus, accounts for only 25% of total pollen durinr:.; 
this zone and so N. A. P. types are Hell in evidence. Cor:y-lus is the 
major shrub, fluctuating between 35~~ and 507~ of total pollen. Salix 
values are initially also high but decline rapidJ.y, while Eedera, Lonicera, 
Prunus and Serbus also occur. Calluna vs_J.ues remain lov.1 and no other dv.rarf 
shrub pollen is recorded. Cyperaceae is the major supplj_er of herbaceous 
polJ.en, Gramineae remaining rather 1oH. Individual herb taxa recorded 
are nainly mire and dampland types, like li'ilipendula and i1anuncu1us, 
although a number of open-hal.::Jitat indicators do appear. High Filicales 
and Pteridium values characterise the fern spore assemblage, \.ri th 
restricted Polypodium frequencies. Spha?num is almost absent. The upper 
boundary of this zone is drmm where Pinus and Detula vaJ.ues fall and are 
replaced by Quercus and Alnus. 
LPAZ NG2 - B 64 - 33 ems. 
During this zone Quercus and Ulmus pollen rise in frequency to 
characterise the tree pollen assemblage, contributing 50% and 30% of A.P. 
respectively. Tilia and Fraxinus are present in frequencies of up to 10% 
A. P., the latter hoHever, discontinuously. ~·Jhile Pinus and Betula 
decline in frequency as the zone progresses, isolated peaks in value do 
occur later in the zone. Tree pollen represents on average 257[ of total 
pollen throughout rising to 70% with the inclusion of Alnus. .d. marked 
expansion of Alnus values is a me.jor feature of this zone, achieving 50% 
of all pollen recorded, and although decreasing later in the zone, its 
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values remain high. A varied shrub pollen assemblage occurs, including 
Lonicera, Prunus, Sorbus and Hedera but dominated by Salix and, 
especially, Corylus. ',•Jhile the latter displays peak values of 50% of 
total pollen toi-rards the end of the zone, these are not typical of its 
general level of representation, which averages 20% of total pollen. 
Dwarf shrub frequencies, contibuted only by Calluna, are low. Gramineae 
values are loi-! at the beginning of the zone but rise toi-Jards the end, 
vrhile Cyperaceae continues to shovr substantial frequencies. Herb taxa 
are well in evidence, particularly later in the zone when a marked 
expansion takes place, involving both ruderal and other types. h.quc.tic 
herb pollen is also recorded. Pteridium is the only fern spore recorded 
in high frequencias, while Sphagnum, low to begin with, rises to high 
frequencies at the end of the zone. The up::•er boundary is dra\<m vrhere 
Alnus frequencies fall to a consistently low levei-. 
LPAZ NG2 - C 33 - 0 ems. 
Alnus recedes in value during this zone to less than 15% of 
total pollen and is thus no longer a primary assemblage component. 2uercus 
and Ulmus remain the major tree taxa, together accounting for 75% of A.P., 
and thus characterising the zone. Tilia consistently represents 10% of 
A. P., \-Thile Fraxinus is also prominent. Pinus and 3etula are secondary 
tree pollen contibutors, although the latter attains about 20% of the tree 
pollen sum. Corylus values are not greatly increased from the previous 
zone and all other types, including Salix and Calluna, are reduced in 
importance. 1.A.P. percentages are greatly increased, reaching almost 
50% of total pollen, and this is due mainly to a greLJ.t incresse in 
Gramineae frequencies. \:Jhile herb pollen values are high, these are 
produced almost exclusively by dampland and mire types, open-habitat taxa 
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having almost disappeared from the pollen spectra. Pteridophyte spores 
form an important part of the assemblage, Pteridium in particub.r being 
present in high frefluencies. Sohar.num percentages fluctuate she.rply 
during the zone, but are in general high, reaching occasional ueaks of 
super-abundance. 
All three Local Pollen Assemblage Zones are referred to Regional 
Pollen Assemblage Zone ['ITl"l - D. 
4.18. Forest Clearance History 
Six local stages in the history of forest clearance at North 
Gill II are recognised upon figure 21, are applied to figs., 22b and 23b, 
and are used to zone figure 24 as a basis for description of the evolution 
of the landscape. 
FCS Zonule I1 77 - 71 ems. 
The basal zonule records a phase of forest recession which, as 
charcoal is present in the stratigraphy at this level, may be attributable 
to fire clearance. Tree pollen accounts for only 25% of total land pollen 
at the beginning of the zonule, and taxa signifying disturbed and open 
habitat conditions dominate the assemblage. Herb values are high and 
include several taxa of ruderal character. Helampyrum and Artemisia a:re 
recorded in particularly high freouencies, and Rmnex, Urtica, 
Caryophyllaceae, Succisa and Chenopodiaceae also occur, evidence of the 
existence of areas of bare, 1.mste land nearby. Pteridium spore 
frequencies are consistently high and Calluna also expands in value, as 
these taxa colonised tLe freshly exposed ground. Heliophyte shrubs are 
present in high frequencies, favoured by the break in the forest canopy, 
with Salix, Rosaceae, Sorbus and Fraxinus all of significance. Cor-,.rlus 
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re[whes frequencies of over 507; of total land pollen, evidence of an 
,-:;xtensi ve local retraction of tree cover. Quercus and Alnus, registering 
extremely low pollen frequencies, may be considered to have been the trees 
most affected by this removal woodland. 
?CS Zonule R1 71 - 45 ems. 
A long period of t-modland regeneration is described by this 
phase, as a steady increase in tree pollen frequency occurs until it 
accounts for over 70;s of total land pollen. Itegeneration of Hoodland 
'\-!OUld therefore appear to have been achieved, although conti~med high 
values for Calluna and Pteridium suggest that it may have been incomplete. 
That clearings rem::tined b the local vJOodland is intimated by the Gporadic 
occurrence of open habitat herb grains, with Cirsiwn, Chenopodiaceae, 
Rwnex, Helampyrwn, Succisa and Polygonwn recorded at intervals. Little 
fluctuation occurs in tree pollen frequency, ho\rever, and it is unlikely 
that neu openings in the forest \.Jere being created. Deciduous trees of the 
Quercetum mixtum expand in value during this phase, but Alnus is 
responsible for the progressive rise in total tree pollen frequencies, 
rising to over 50;:; of total land pollen in the latter par·t of the zonule, 
as closure of the tree canopy continued. A sample of peat from the level 
of a \·rood layer betvmen 63 and 65 ems., yielded a rndiocarbon date of 
+ 5,945- 90bp (GU-1072). 
FCS Zonule I2 1,_5 - 40 ems. 
Hithin this zonule radical fluctuations of the pollen curves for 
almost all taxa record major forest recession in the vicinity of the site. 
Again the appearance of charcoal in the stratigraphy sugr~ests that fire 
clearance Has responsible for this reduction in tree cover. Tree pollen 
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falls from 70% to 30% oi' total land pollen and the assemblage is dominated 
by ruderul and heliophyte types. A diverse e;roup of dryl.'md herbs is 
recorded, Helampyrum registering a sh.c~rp peak in frequency, as Hell as 
P1ant."l.;:ro lanceolata,. Cruciferae, Polvgonum, Cirsi:nn, Centaurea, .'i.umex, 
Artemisia, SuccisJ3, Galium, Urtica, Chenopodiaceae and Umbelliferae. 'l'his 
assemblage indicates an extensive area of open gronn.J. Removal of Quercus 
and Alnus woodland may be deduced from the extreme diminution of pollen 
frequency for these trees, and this will have provided opportunities for 
the expansion of a range of shrub and heath trua. Corylus is most 
increased, rising to over 50% of total land pollen, but peak frequencies 
are also shown by Calluna, Pteridium, Salix, Rosaceae, Prunus, Serbus, 
Fraxinus and Betula. Pinus values also rise · nd the beginning of a 
sustained rise in Gramineae fre1uencies occurs. A sample of peat from 
+ 
the level of this zonule yielded a radior.arbon date of 5,220 - 75bp 
(GU-1073)o 
FCS Zonule R2 40 - 33 ems. 
Followinc relaxation of clearance pressure upon the vegetation, 
regeneration of woodland took place and is de3cribed by zonule R2. 
Quercetmn mixtum poHen dominates the tree pollen assemblage indicating 
the recovery of deciduous Hoodland althouch Alnus does not approach its 
former abundance. Fraxinus, Betula, Pru!1US and Serbus are still recorded, 
reflectinG the second.~1ry nat 1.1re of the woodland, but closed canopy 
conditions seem to have prevailed, Tilia val.Jes risi!1g as Betula and Pinus 
fall. The decline of Corvlus, Callnna and E'teridhun freq'lencies records 
the reoccupntion of open areas by tree taxa, confirmed by the absence of 
ruderal herb types from the assem:)la§;e. 
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?CS Zonule I3 33 - 28 ems. 
A further episode of clearance is described by zonule I3 as 
fluctuati:-ms sut;gestive of \.Joodland recession return to the pollen record. 
quercus is ag'1in the tree most reduced in fre'~l'lency, with the contr':lction 
of tree cover promoting light demanding taxa such as Corylus, Salix, 
Rosaceae, Prunus, So.,..bus and F'raxinus. Freshly disturbed areas appe~:r to 
have been coloniseci by a familiar group of ruderal herbs comprising 
Helampvrum, Artemisia, Chenopodb.ceae, :lumex, Urtica, Succisa and 
Plantago lanceolata. Calluna and Pteridium also increased in frequency. 
Although a sliGht recovery of arboreal pollen types occurs between 30 and 
31 ems., further clearance effects may be noted between 29 and 28 ems., 
vhen N.A.P. values again rise. A sample of peat from the level of this 
+ 
zonule yielded a radiocarbon date of 5,210- 75bp (GU-1071). 
FCS Zonule R3 28 - 5 ems. 
The final phase of clearance history reflects generally open, 
but not seriously disturbed, vJOodland conditions. Homogenous deciduous 
woodland appears to have existed, al thouih heliophyte shrub types are \.Jell 
in evidence. Dryland herb pollen ceases to be recorded, except at the 
very end of the zonule, ~orhen isolated grains occur. For most of this 
period, therefore, fresh clearings were presumably not being m:1de in the 
vicinity of the site, Continued high valnes for Pteridium, and to a 
lesser decree for Calluna, show that restoration of tree cover may not 
have been entirely successful, allowing Hreas of more open vegetation 
to remain within the woodlHnd. 
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North Gill IT I 
4.19. Introduction 
The site of North Gill III is situat~d between lateral transects 
G and H and on the line of longitudinal transect 5 on figure 7. Figure 11 
shaHs that this area of the site is one of lovr gradient and may be 
expected to have been an early focus for peat formation. It lies to the 
north of those areas of the site vrhicb incorporate major vrood remains in 
the profile. The basal charcoal layer is particularly well defined he:::-e 
and the basal sixty centimetres of deposit were sampled. The upper 
boundary of the sample was levelled to 360.36m OD., and adopted as the 
site datum. Strata from lithostratigraphic unit NG-LJ to HG-18 were 
recovered, although unit NG-L7, the silt layer, did not form a distinct 
stratum at this site, the grid reference of which is NZ 726 008. 
4.20. Site Stratigraphy 
After field and laboratory investigation the follovdng 
stratigraphy Has recorded •. 
Stratwn 
9 
8 
Depth (ems) 
0 - 29 
29 - 31 
Description 
Th32, Th (vagi) 22 
nig.2, strf.1, elas.1, sicc.2, lim. sup.O 
\!Jell humified mid brm·m peat, containing 
abundant strands of Eriophorwn va.ginatum, 
particularly in the upper layers. 
Th32, Sh42, Th (vagi) 2+ 
nig.J, strf.1, elas.1, sicc.2, lim. sup.O 
Dark vrell hwnified monocot peat vrith a 
high fraction of undifferentiated organic 
material and fragments of Zrioohorwn. 
7 31 - 33 
6 33 - 36 
5 36 - 37 
4 37 - 49 
3 
2 54 - 56 
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nig.4, strf.O, elas.O, sicc.2, lim. sup. 1 
Amorphous black peat with tiny pov~ery 
charcoal fragments. 
nig.4, strf.O, elas.O, sicc.2, lim. sup.1 
Undifferentiated, black, very well hum.ified peat. 
Sh42, anth.2, Ag+, Dl+ 
nig.4, strf.O, elas.O, sicc.2, lim. sup.1 
Amorphous well humified black peat \.rith a major 
charcoal content. A high fraction of coarse 
silt particles is included VIithin the peat, 
especially at the uppe!' limit of the stratum, 
and fra81Jlents of Betula bark occur. 
nig.J, strf.1, elas.1, sicc.2, lim. sup.O 
vlell humified derk brown peat with small wood 
pieces at 47 and 39 centimetres. 
4 Sh 2, anth.2, Ag+ 
nig.4, strf.O, elas.O, sicc.2, lim. sup.2 
Black amorphous peat v:ith abundant charcoal 
pieces and a slight silt fraction near the 
base of the stratum. 
GsJ, anth.1, Sh4+ 
nig.1, strf.O, elas.O, sicc.2, lim. sup.J 
Coarse yellow sand vith slight organic partings 
and numerous small pieces of charcoal. 
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Gs4 
nig.1, strf.O, elas.O, sicc.2, lim. sup.1 
Coarse yellow sand. 
Strata 1 and 2 are correlqted with lithostratigraphic unit 
NG-L.3, stratum .3 \·Iith NG-14, stratum 4 with NG-15, stratum 5 with 
NG-L6 and NG-L7, and strata 6, 7, 8 and 9 with NG-18. 
4.21. Pollen Analysis 
Samples for pollen analysis Here remov<~d from the profile at 
intervals not exceeding 2 ems., and contiGuously from the basal levels. 
The resulting pollen diagram is shovm as figure 25. Four Local Pollen 
Assemblage Zones are recognised and are applierl to figures 26a, 27a and 
to the pollen concentration diagram, figure 28. These Local Pollen 
Assemblage Zones are described as follovrs: 
LPAZ NGJ - A 
The basal pollen assemblage zone is cht~rActerised by Pinus and 
Ulmus, the former comprising up to 40s~ of arbore3.l pollen. Quercus and 
Betula values are depressed at only 20% of A.P., \.Jhile their pollen 
concentration is sli~htly less than that of Ulmus. Tilia and Fraxinus 
are \-Jell repr2 sen ted, their continuous curves each approaching 1 O% A~ P., 
although concentration of Tilia pollen is the higher. Tree pollen 
frequencies constitute less than 20% of total pollen during this phase 
and the dominance of !LA.P. types, in terms of both variety and frequency, 
is most clear. Alnus values decline throughout the zone from a peak of 
only 14% of total pollen. Corylus frequencies are very high, expressing 
more than 40% of tote.l pollen. Prunus, Sorbus, Hedera and Rubus also 
occur, vrhile Salix percentages and concentration are particularly 
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prominent. Calluna, however, is poorly represented. A varied herbaceous 
pollen assemblage is recorded, dominated by Gramineae and Cyperaceae. 
Dampland herbs Ranunculus and Filipendula are most important, but aquatic 
and ruderal types are also frequent, although the concentration of all 
herbaceous pollen is low. Very high Filicales concentrations and 
percentages are a feature of this zone, and Polypodiwn and Pteridiwn are 
major contributors to the assemblage. Sphagnum values are low. The 
upper boundary of the zone is drawn where Pinus values fall sharply, 
while guercus and Alnus increase. 
LPAZ NGJ - B 49 - 28 ems. 
Quercus, Ulmus and Alnus characterise this zone, the latter 
rising to values of over 40% of total pollen. Quercus and Ulmus together 
comprise 75% of A.P., and Tilia continues to represent about 10% A. P. 
Pollen concentration of these taxa rises towards the end of the zone. 
Fraxinus values are high at the beginning and end of the zoneo Pinus 
and Betula have become minor contributors to the assemblage, although 
Betula concentration does rise sharply near the end of the zone. This 
zone initially witnesses a decline in Corylus frequencies, but both 
concentration and percentage frequency show a marked expansion later, 
until peak values fo:- this taxon are reached. Salix persists in 
recording high frequencies, while Prunus, Sorbus, Hedera and Lonicera 
are consistently present. Calluna expands steadily as the zone progresses. 
Shrub pollen as a \oJhole, however, forms a rather less important component 
of the pollen spectra. Herbaceous taxa of 'lll kj_nds continue to feature 
strongly, particularly Gramineae and dampland types, together with the 
ecologically ::li verse family Rosaceae. Open ha bi tat indica tors continue 
to be recorded. Pteridophyte spores are as a group m;~ch reduced in 
-120-
Frequency, t.Jhile Sphagnum spores are sti11 poorly represented. Tree 
pollen, including Alnus, represents over 50% of the total pollen sum. 
Total pollen concentration increases throughout the zone until maximum 
values are reached near the end. The upper boundary of the zone is 
dravm where Alnus frequencies shovJ a very marked decline. 
LPAZ NGJ - C 28 - 17 ems. 
The fall ~in Alnus pollen percentages and concentration continues 
in this zone until it constitutes less than 15% of total pollen. Quercus 
and Ulmus form the principal components of the tree pollen assemblage, being 
unchanged in percentage frequency and only slightly reduced in pollen 
concentration. Pinus is further reduced in value while Betula frequencies 
remain steady but lo-...1. Tilia is still present as about 10% A.P., and 
Fraxinus, although fluctuating, is continuously recorded. Corxlus 
representation is once again reduced, but it remains a major contributor 
-...lith 20% of the total pollen sum. Salix is severely depleted in value and 
almost ceases to be recorded, t·rhile other shrub types are only occasionally 
present. Calluna values remain loior, but Erica tetralix appears for the 
first time. Herbaceous pollen representation is greatly reduced, both in 
frequency and variety of types recorded. Open habitat types almost 
disappear from the pollen spectra, and both Gramineae and Gyperaceae decline 
steadi1y during the zone. Dampland herbs still occur, but rather less 
frequently. Pteridophyte ferns are greatly reduced in value, especially 
Pteridium. Very high concentrations of Sphagnum spores are recorded, in 
contrast to the general decline in total pollen and spore concentrations 
which take place in thj_s zone. Tree pollen percentages dominate the total 
pollen sum, as 1'l.A.F., types shaH much reduced frequencies. The upper 
boundary of the zone is dratm where a decline in Ulmus pollen occurs. 
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LPAZ NG3 - D 17 - 0 cmso 
The diminution of Ulmus pollen frequency which marks the base of 
the zone is mirrored by Tilia and although both taxa recover slie;htly as 
percenta8es of tree pollen, they do not regain their previous importance 
and their pollen concentration remains extremely low. \·:hile total pollen 
concentration is at its lowest in the early stages of this zone it rises 
towards the end. Quercus and Betula are the characteristic tree tax?., but 
Fraxinus forms a major assemblae;e component for the first time. A slo11 
rise of Alnus values also takes place. A feature of this zone is a 
sustained expansion of Calluna values v:hich causes shrub pollen to account 
for over 40% of total pollen. Corylus is implicated in this rise \·1hile 
Salix and Frunus also contribute. A.P. :N.A.P., ratio remains steady 
during this zone and very little fluctuation is recorded follo'l>Ting the 
initial fall in tree pollen at the base of the zone. Herbaceous taxa are 
represented mainly by Gramineae and Cyperaceae, but Plantago lanceolata 
rises to high frequencies late in the zone. Pteridium is also greatly 
increased, although the other fern types remain in low percentages and 
concentrations. Sphagnum values decline throughout the zone. 
The three lm.Jer zones NGJ ~ A, NG3 - B and NGJ - C are assigned 
to regional assemblage zone NYN - D. Local zone NG3 - D is assigned to 
regional zone l!YH ~ E. 
/+.2'2' o Forest Clearance History 
Eit;ht local stages in the history of forest clearance at ~1orth 
Gill III are recognised upon figure 25, are applied to figures 26b and 
27b, and are used to zone figures 29 and 30 as a basis for description 
of the evolution of the landscape. 
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FCS Zonule 11 54 - 49 ems. 
The basal charcoal impregnated peat corresponds \·Ii th the basal 
clearance zonule 11, suggesting fire cleerance of Hoodland to be the 
origin of the pollen fluctuations recorded. Total tree pollen values are 
lovr, reaching only 25% of total land pollen and in their place is a great 
expansion of clearance indicators. Herbs of ruderal affinities are 
represented by a diverse assemblage, within Hhich Melampyrum, Rumex, 
Urtica, Artemisia and Plantago lanceolata are prominent, but which also 
incorporates Cirsium, Succisa, Cruciferae, Chenopodiaceae, Caryophyllaceae, 
Compositae, Polygonum and Scabiosa. Indicators of fire-disturbed woodland 
are present in high frequencies, especially Corylus and Pteridium. 
Continuous Calluna and Fraxinus curves occur also. Heliophyte shrubs are 
also much encouraged, including Salix, Prunus, Sorbus, Rubus and other 
Rosaceous types, vJhile Gramineae values are consistently high. Alnus 
especially, and Quercus, are present in ve~J low frequencies, suggesting 
that they were the taxa most subject to clearance, and are replaced by a 
regeneration complex of herb and shrub communities. The pollen 
concentration diagram (fig. 30) shows similar fluctuations to those of 
figure 29, indicating that they reflect real, and not statistical events. 
FCS Zonule R1 49 - 38 ems. 
The period of 1.-roodland regeneration 1..rhich follows sees the 
removal of clearance effects and the restoration of stable vroodland 
communi ties. Tree pollen values achieve over 50~1: of tots.l land pollen 
\.Ji th r-tuercus and i~lnus frequencies much increased. Herbaceous taxa, 
including dryland types, do not disappear from the diagram completely 
and it would appear that some areas of open ground still existed in the 
vicinity of the site. Pteridium and Fraxinus values fall slOi.Jly and 
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Corylus increases in both percentace and concentration. Pollen 
concentration curves confirm the regeneration character of this phase. 
FCS Zonule I2 38 - 35 ems. 
A further period of forest recession ensues vThicb is described 
by zonule I2, again coincident Hith the appearance of charcoal in the peat 
profile. Alnus and Quercus are much recluced in value, amid a general fall 
in tree pollen frequencies to around 30~£ of total land pollen. The pollen 
concentration evidence supports the viel..r that these taxa, and particularly 
Alnus, were less abundant during this phase. Ruderal pollen returns to the 
assemblage, vTith Helampvrum, Ru.rnex, Compositae, Chenopodiaceae, Urtica, 
Succisa and Artemisia all recorded. Pteridium and Corylus again expand in 
both relative and concentr3tion terms, the latter agein to 50% of total 
land pollen. Supportive evidence of >Ioodland dislocation and canopy 
opening again appears in the form of increased representation of heliophyte 
shrubs, principally Salix, but incorporating Prunus, Serbus and Fraxinus. 
An increase in Rosaceous values may well be attributable to shrubs of this 
type. The pollen concentration evidence (fig. 30) highlights the extreme 
diminution of the amount of Alnus pollen and the sharp increase in Corylus 
pollen at this time, as deciduous woodland viE\s locally replaced by Corylus 
dominated scrub or clearings containing herb, grass and heath associations. 
FCS Zonule R2 35 - 33 ems. 
A brief regeneration phase (R.2) folloHs during Hhich much of the 
ground lost by the deciduous woodland appears to have been r~covered, for 
tree pollen values are amoncst the highest attained on the entire diagram 
(fig. 29), approaching 60% of total land pollen. The concentration of 
Alnus pollen is high, as is that of <')uercetum mixtum, and reflects 
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increasingly dense forest cover. Corylus frequencies are reduced to only 
25% cf total land pollen, and comparable declines occur in the pollen or 
spore frequencies of most taxa indicative of open conditions, witb the 
exception of Calluna. Dryland herb taxa are almo~;t absent from the 
assemblage, and few clearings will have remained within the '"oodland. 
FCS Zonule 13 33 - 31 ems. 
A third clearance episode takes place oeh:een these levels and 
charcoal again occurs in the stratigraphy. Quercus especially, and Alnus, 
agc.in decline on the relative pollen diasram (fig. 29), and total tree 
pollen falls to about 40% of total land pollen, although concentration of 
Alnus pollen (fig. 30) remains high. Plantago lanceolata, .. Artemisia, 
11elampyrum, Rumex, Succisa, Urtica, Chenopodiaceae and Compositae 
Tubuliflorae comprise the ruderal herb assemblage. Gramineae, Pteridium 
and Salix frequencies and concentrations rise markedly, but it is Hith 
Corylus that the greatest expansion occurs, swr,gesting local abundance of 
this shrub in the regenerating woodland. High frequencies for Fraxinus 
and Betula confirm the open, secondary status of the woodland durinc; this 
phase, as ruderal herb and sbrub communities e}..rp3.nd -v1ith the removal of 
tree cover from the vicinity of the site. 
FCS Zonule R3 31 - 17 ems. 
'•~oodlllnd regeneration continues unbroken durine this phase Hi th 
little variation in its composition occurring except a reduction in both 
the concentration and relative frequency of Alnus •. Tree pollen remains 
steady at about 45% of total land pollen with Q.uerclJ.Q increasingly 
dominant. Ruderi:l.l herb taxa do not contribute to the assemblage Hith the 
exception of occasional grains of Succisa and Rwnex, while Pteridiwn, 
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especially, and Call una are restricted to low frequencies. \~hile Salix 
values fall, Corylus and Fraxinus remain prominent, suggesting that the 
v:oodland, though undisturbed, Has of an open nature. Failure to regener,ete 
to stable mature 1.-modland had occurred in some areas, so that clearings 
in the forest remained which supported heath or scrub vegetation only. 
FCS Zonule C1 17 - 9 ems. 
The decline in Ulmu~ pollen which marks the beginning of this 
zonule initiates a period of forest clearance 1.-1hich gains expression upon 
fig.29 by a sharp fall in tree pollen values, primarily those of Quercus 
and Tilia as \.Tell as Ulmus. Pte-ridium and Co-rvlus values rise but most 
extensive are the rises in frequency of Betula and Calluna pollen. Plantago 
lanceolata rises to high frequencies and Artemisia, Rumex and Urtica are 
also recorded. Heliophyte shrubs and trees, Salix, Prunus, Sorbus and 
Fraxinus increase sharply in frequency, encouraged like Corylus by the 
openint; of the 1.-.roodland canopy. 
FCS Zonule R4 9 - 0 ems. 
Regeneration of woodland and the maintenance of stable, ecological 
conditions characterise this zone, ,.ri th tres pollen values consistently 
representing about 40% of total land pollen. The open nature of the \.Toodland 
is suggested by continued high frequencies for heliophyte types, including 
Corylus, Pteridium and Calluna. Occasional dryland herb grains are recorded, 
particularly Artemisia and Rumex, and a continuous Plantago lanceolata curve 
occurs, testifying to the existence o:' open ground nearby. Qy_ercus and Alnus 
1,Tere the main constituents of the 1.-10odland, but Betula and Fraxinus 1·.'e;:oe 
also important. Though of an open, secondary type, the stability of total 
tree pollen frequencies suggests that the woodland remained undisturbed 
during this phaseo 
-------- -- --
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North Gill Head 
4.23. Introduction 
The fourth pollen analytical site at North Gill VIas located to 
the south of lateral transect C and on the lihe of longitudinal transect 
5, on figure 7. Designated North Gill Head, it is intended to record 
conditions at the northern edge of the site, and upon the nearby flat 
moorland plateau itself. As this site lies to the north of the majo~ 
areas of stream erosion and exposure of peat faces, collection of samples 
VIas accomplished Vlith a Russian Borer. The surface of the borehole VIaS 
levelled to 366.48m OD., and 1.80 metres of deposit Vlere recovered, 
representing a succession from lithostratigraphic unit NG-13, to NG-19, 
although unit NG-17 is not recorded. The grid reference is NZ 726 008. 
4.24. Site Stratigranhy 
Follo1tring field and laboratory investigation the follo1r1ing 
stratigraphy Has recorded. 
Stratum 
11 
10 
Depth (ems) 
0 - 22 
22 - 86 
Description 
Str. conf. Tl2, Sh41, anth.1 
Burnt, disturbed surface layers of Cal1una 
dominated peat. Loose charred organic 
material Hith rootlets of ash and heather. 
Th (vag~) 2J, Tb (Sphag) 11, Tl+, anth.+ 
nig.2, strf.2, elas.2, sicc.2, lim. sup.1 
Partly humified Eriophorum peat. 
Fresher Sphagnum layers at 47 ems., and 
62 ems., Vlith occasional Calluna rootlets 
and pieces of charcoal. 
9 86 - 112 
8 112 - 125 
7 125 - 148 
6 148 - 162 
5 162 - 164 
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nig.J, strf.1, elas.1, siec.2, lim. sup.O 
\,Jell humified monoeot peat with fresh strands 
of Erioohorum at 97, 101, and 108 ems. Poorly 
humified Sphagnum leaves at 104 ems., and 
small pieces of charcoal throughout, 
especially abundant in the lm.rer part of 
the stratum. 
Th (vagi)\ 
nig.2, strf.2, elas.J, sicc.2, lim. sup.O 
Poorly humified peat composed entirely of 
Eriophorum vaginatum, with a hea~f 
macrofossil content. 
J 2 Th 2, Th (vagi) 2, anth.+ 
nig.J, strf .1, elas.1, sicc .• 2, lim. sup. 1 
Humified dark bro·.m monocot peat with a 
high proportion of well humified fragments 
of.Eriophorum. 
Sh44, anth.+ 
nig.4, strf.O, elas.O, sicc.2, lim. sup.2 
Black amorphous peat, very \.Jell humified. 
Carbonised plant tissue and tiny charcoal 
pieces at 158 ems. 
4 Sh 2, anth.2 
nig.4, strfo1, elas.1, sicc.2, lim. sup.1 
Black undifferentiated peat with a high 
proportion of charcoal fragments 
throut;hout. 
4 
3 
2 
1 
164 - 170 
170 - 174 
174 - 176 
176 - 180 
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nig.4, strf.O, elas.O, sicc.2, lim. sup.1 
Very well humified black, amorphous pe8.t. 
Sh4J, Ga 1 
nig.3, strf.O, elas.O, sicc.2, lim. sup.1 
Dark, well humified undifferentis.ted organic 
material 1tJi th a high mineral fraction, 
increasing markedly to1t1ards the base of the 
stratum, mainly fine sand particles. 
Sh42, Ga 1 th 1 , an • 
nig.3, strf.O, elas.O, sicc.2, lim. sup.O 
Hinero-organic material, incorpor9.ting a 
considerable amount of chnrcoa1, primarily 
small, fragmented pieces. 
Ga 2, Gs 2 
nig.1, strf.O, elas.O, sicc.2, lim. sup.J 
Sandy mineral horizon, including both fine 
and coarse particles, mixed ne~rly equally 
through the deposit. No organic inclusions 
noted. 
Stratum 1 is co~rela ted ,,ri th lithostratigraphic unit 1~G-LJ 
(fig.16), stratum 2 Hith NG-14, strata 3 and 11• ,,,ith HG-15, stratum 5 
1.>.rith !JG-16, strata 6 and 7 1trith !\TG-18 and strata 8, 9, 10, and 11 
,.Ji th NG-19. Unit NG-17 is not represented at this site. 
L •• 25, Pollen Analysis 
Samples 1t1ere t·3 ken for pollen analysis from the loHer part of 
the core at 2cm., intervals, closing to contiguous samplinG nea:r the ba.se. 
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Pollen diagrams were constructed and are displayed as figures 31, 32a 
and 3Ja. Four Local Pollen Assem':)lage Zones are recogni~oed and are 
described as follows: 
LPAZ NGB - A 176 - 171 ems. 
This basal assemblage zone is characterised by lm..r values of 
A.P., relative to N.;_.P. Pinus and Ulmus are the major contributors to 
the tree pollen sum, at 35% and 25% of AoP., respectively. Quercus and 
Alnus values are very loi-J indeed, together accounting for only 6% of 
total pollen, ~o1hile Tilia occurs at a single horizon and Fraxinus is 
entirely absent. Betula representation rises throuGhout the zone. The 
assemblage is dominated, hovJever, by shrub pollen and in particular by 
Corylus vrhich consistently exceeds 50% of total pollen. Hit:;h values are 
also reached for Salix and Calluna. A restricted range of herbaceous 
taxa is recorded, but includes ruderal as •.'!ell as dampland types. 
Gramineae and Cyperaceae are present in moderate but sustained frequencies. 
Filicales and Pteridium are the major fern spore types, with Polypodium 
poorly represented. Sphagnum frequencies are low. The upper boundary of 
the zone is drawn where Pinus frequencies fall and those of Quercus riseo 
LPAZ NGH - B 171 - 164 ems. 
'~uercus expands throughout this zone and, Hi th TJlmus, vJhich 
remains at 20% of tree pollen, characterises it, although other A.P. taxa 
are Hell in evidence. Pinus, uhile declining, is still recorded in values 
of up to 20% of the tree pollen sum, and Betula rises to a peak in the 
early part of the zone. Alnus increases but is still below 10% of total 
pollen, while the Tilia curve becomes continuous at about 5% of A.P. 
Corylus, although declining from the maximum frequencies of the previous 
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zone, still accounts for over 35% of all grains recorded. \·Jhile Salix 
remains promine::1t, Prunus, Sorbus and Lon;i.cera are introduced to the 
assemblage. Fraxinus, ho11mver, is not present. Cal1una and Gramineae 
are both some11rhat reduced in value, and herbaceous pollen in general is 
less 11!ell represented, especially in the range of t:c~xa recorded, rudP-ral 
types disappearing from the record almost entirely. Hosaceous pollen 
types occur in high frequencies, accompanied by Filj,nendula and 
Ranunculuse Filicales attains pesk values in this zone and Pteridium, 
while declining, is still sip,-nificant. Sphagnum v~:Jlues are slightly 
increased. l~hile tree pollen, includinr Alnus, is improved in frequency, 
N.A.P. types still form 70% of the total pollen sum. The upper boundary 
of t"his zone is dra\m where Calluna, in the context of a general expansion 
of N.A.P. types, rises to high frequency. 
LPAZ NGH - C 164- 155 ems. 
quercus and Ulmus continue to dominate the tree pollen 
assemblage during this zone, together providing 75% of A.F. Tilia also 
ex-pands in value \.J'hile Pinus and Betula are much reduced, although the 
latter recovers to\.;ards the end of the zone. Fraxinus is sporadically 
recorded for the first time. Corvlus declines 9S the zone prot:;resses, 
being replaced as major shrub taxon by Calluna Hhich rises to 30% of 
total pollen. Salix, Prunus and ;:;orbus are joined by Hedera, Lonicera 
Ilex and Frangula. A major increase in the representation of herb taxa 
takes place, Hith many types appec.ring for the first tillle, and others~ 
such as Grc-mineae, F?.osaceae and Ranunculus increasine; markedly. Open 
habitat taxa feature in this expansion, Artemisia and Plantago lanceolata 
occurring. Pteridophyte spores are lov! in frequency~ v:i th the exception 
of Pteridium which fluctuates markedly and attains peaks of over 20~£ A. P. 
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Sphapnum shovJs increased frequencies 9-t tlJe end of the zone. The upper 
boundary of the zone is draw1 Hhere Ulmus pollen values shovl a sharp 
decline. 
LPAZ NGH - D 155- 120 ems. 
Tree pollen rises in frequency in this zone until, including 
Alnus, it dominates the assemblaee, representing over 40% of total pollen. 
Ulmus is restored to substantial values foJJ.oHing its initial decline, but 
Quercus is the ma,jor tree pollen contributor, vrith the gradually expanding 
Betula. Tilia is less prominent, declinin[ Hith Ulmus at the beginning 
of the zone, but is still responsible for 10% of the tree pollen sum, as 
is F'raxinus. This latter taxon, like Pinus, is continually present in 
moderate frequencies. Alnus is reducr~d in value from its maximum of the 
previous zone and Corylus shovrs consistent values of about 30% of total 
pollen. Other shrub pollen representation i3 reduced, althoul,h Salix, 
Prunus, Sorbus and Ilex are still recorded. Calluna suffers a steady 
diminution in frequency, as does Gramineae. i'J. A. P. as a \·!hole is 
restricted, and \·ihile a wide range of taxa are recorded, tbey occur as 
individual grains or in reduced percent;:!ges. Spha;mum values are still 
lm.J", although some horizons shOi·! isola ted peaks. Only Fteridium is of 
significance among the fern spore count, but declines as the zone proceeds. 
The three loi.-Jer zones, :·rGH - A, !·JGH - B and NGH - C are all 
referred to ree;ional assemblage zone NllvJ: ... D, 1.orhile zone NGH - D is 
referred to regional zone NY}! - E. 
4.~6. Forest Clearance Historv 
Eight local staces in the history of forest clearance at North 
Gill Head are recognised upon figure 31, are applied to figures 32b and 
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33b and are used to zone fir:;ure 34 as a basis for description of the 
evolution of the landscape. 
FCS Zonule I1 176 - 173 ems. 
The basal zonule I1 records a landscape dominated by shrub and 
herh communities, and the recovery of charcoalfrom the peat profile 
suggests that its treeless nature may be at least in part consequent upon 
disturbance of the environment by fire. Tree pollen values represent only 
20% of total land pollen with Pinus, Betula and Ulmus apparently the major 
vJoodland constituents. Quercus and Alnus frequencies are very lovr and 
these taxa Here evidently those most seriously affected by clearance 
activity. '!Jryland herb values are high, indicating the presence of open, 
disturbed environments nearby, and Helampyrum, Urtica, Chenopodiaceae and 
Succisa are recorded. Colonisation of cleared areas was effected by 
Pteridium and Calluna, both of \-.rhich register peak frequencies, whi1e the 
development of scrub thickets folloHint; the removal of tree cover is 
sugf~ested by hi,c>;h values for 1nost light-demanding shrub taxa. Corylus in 
particular is abundant in the regeneration communities, accou;1tinc for 
over 507S of total land pollen, with Salix frequencies also high. 
FCS Zonule R1 173 = 164 ems. 
The frequency of tR.xa indicative of open conditions is steadily 
reduced during this zonule and tree pollen increases gradually until it 
reaches 35% of total land pollen. Ruderal herb grains are not in evidence 
suggesting, in the context of the rise in tree pollen frequency, that no 
neH areas \·Jere subject to clecuance and regeneration of tree grm-.rth Has 
progressing nearby. Non-tree pollen typc:s continue to dominate the 
assemblage, hNTever, and it seems that scrub vroodland, rather thE,n mature 
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forest, characterised the local vecetation. Cor_ylus was its major 
constituent, but also present Here othc:r shrub types Salix, Prunus, 
Rosaceae and Calluna, testifyint: to its heliophyte charncter, a feature 
supported by tbe increase in Betula frequency among tree pollen types 
and continued high values for Pteridimn spores. Althout;h forest vas 
probably missin[ from the locality of the site tte virtual absence of 
dryland herb pollen signifies thE,t the Corylus scrub must have been dense, 
with areas of bare Ground restricted. Tree pollen, particularly of 
QuercettUn mixttUn and Alnus, recovers in frequency near the end of the 
zonule, as tree srowth perhaps became re-established around the siteo 
F'CS Zonule I2 164 - 162 ems. 
Indicators of clearance return to the pollen record at this 
level vith tree pollen values fluctuating, and falling to just over 25% of 
total land pollen. The sharply declining Corylus curve recovers slightly 
and Fraxinus is recorded for the first time, but the greatest increases in 
frequency are sh01.·m by PteriditUn and Calluna, the latter rising sharply to 
30% of total land pollen. A ntUnber of rudera1 her·b taxa are reintrociuced 
to the pollen assemblage, including fJrtica, HtUnex, Succisa and Plantavo 
lanceolatao Charcoal 1.-ms recovered from the stratigraphy at thi:o level 
and the evidence may be interpreted as recordinr:; the creation of smalJ. 
clearings in the woodland,by fire. The pollen fluctuations do not indicate 
that an extensive recession of •modlancl took place and this phase may be 
considered to have been of relatively lOi·! intensi tyo 
FCS Zonule R2 162 - 160 cmso 
This zonule describes a brief phase of voo·'land regeneration 
during which the vegetation Has apparently not subject to clearance 
pressure. Tree pollen returns to its orevious ma)~imum of 35% of total 
land pollen and the trees of the ~uercetum mixtum and Alnus are increased 
in value. Calluna and Pteridium decline, pointing to some recolonisint; of 
open areas by tree cover. Fe\.J dryland herb types are recorded, as the 
onset of woodland conditions reduces the habitats-suitable for their 
grovrth. The hi;;h percentages of non-tree pollen, houever, show that the 
regener<:~ tint; woodland was still of a very open chare cter. 
FCS Zonule I3 160 - 158 ems. 
A renewal of clearance activity occurs during this zonule, with 
total tree pollen reduced to 25% of total land pollen and the expansion in 
frequency of a number of indicators of open and disturbed conditionso 
Dryland herb pollen includes Plantago lanceolata, Helarnpyrum, Artemisia, 
Urtica, Chenopodiaceae, iJrnbelliferae and Rumex. Although only slightly 
increased in frequency Corylus still represents over 30% of total land 
pollen, \-rhile Prunus, Sorbus and ?raxinus are also present. Calluna, 
Grarnineae and Pteridium shovr peak values during this phase, with Quercus 
and Alnus the trees most adversly affected and Betula encouraged. This 
zonule therefore describes the replacement of Hoodland by cleared areas 
occupied by herb, scrub and heat'b~and communities. 
FC3 Zonule RJ 158 - 155 ems. 
\,Ji thdrawal of clearance activity during this phase allm.md the 
restoration of woodland, tree pollen frequencies rising to their highest 
level, reaching almost 40% of total land pollen. 0eciduous forest trees 
account for much of this expansion, v:i th Quercus, Tilia and Alnus 
especially favoured. There are no indications of clearance, ruderal herb 
taxa being completely absent and Calluna falling to low ~requencies. 
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Pteridiwn, Graminfw.e and Corylus all decline in value and it vrould appear 
that forest cover was denser than previously recorded at this site. 
Heliophyte shrubs Salix, Prunus, and Sorbus are, like Corylus, poorly 
represented and i:'raxinus is absent, indicating a sie:nificnnt closure of 
the forest canopy. 
FCS Zonule C1 155 - 151 ems. 
The final phase of cle::lrance witnesses a modest reduction in 
tree pollen frequency to about 30% of total land pollen with Ulmus and 
Tilia markedly reduced. In contrast Quercus and Alnus fall only slightly 
and Setula increases its representation. F1.uderal herbs im:Jlying freshly 
cleared areas are again recognised, Plantago lanceolata, Chenopodiaceae, 
Urtica and Rwnex all occurring. Generally more open conditions are 
evidenced by increases in frequency of Calluna, Pteridium, Gramineae, 
Salix and Corylus, and a continuous curve for Fraxinus is established, 
indicating Hith Betula the disturbed character of the woodland. 
FCS Zonule R4 151 - 120 ems. 
A long phase of regeneration ensues during which the ,,,oodland 
appears to have remained open but undisturbed for tree pollen values 
remain steady at almost 40% of total land pollen. FeH fluctuations may 
be noted., in the pollen record and this was evidently a period of 
vegetation stability and little landscape change. Eerbaceous pollen of 
ruderal character is recorded only sporadically, vri th Rumex and Urtica 
the most significant taxa. Hhile open areas probably remained Hithin 
the woodland, for Calluna, Pteridium and Corylus values are moderate but 
sustained, it 1.muld appear that nevl clearings were not being created. 
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NORTH GILL 
4.27. Discussion 
The lithostratigraphic and biostrati~raphic infor~ation 
presented in the preceding sections provide details of a complex history 
of ecological change at the site of North Gill, expressing in the 
alternating str;t'·es of oToodland recession and regeneration a record of 
recurrent fire-manipulation of the ver:;etation 1..1hich may be attributsble 
to the activities of prehistoric conununities. The isola~ion and 
definition of a sequence of discrete lithostratigraphic units at this 
site, swnmarised by fiEure 16, enables the correlation of stratigraphic 
horizons, in particular the allogenic units NG-14, NG-16 and NG-17, at 
each of the four pollen-analytical sampling points. In turn this permits 
the correlation of specific forest clearance stage zonulas from the 
individual pollen diagrams, allovJing their pollen assemblages to be 
regarded as chronologically synchronous units and interpreted as 
representative of coeval landscape events. This correlqtion of 
lithostratisraphic and biostratieraphic data is displayed in figure 35~ 
and allovJS the compilation of a series of summ'JrY biostra tizraphic 
zonules applicable to North Oill as a whole and \·Thich vJill be used to 
describe the sequence of environmental chance at the site as successive 
st"l.ges in the evolution of the landscaiJe. These su1nrnary zonules are 
shown as indicating interfe:--ence (NG-I) o:::- regeneration (NG-R) conditions~ 
tosether \..rith their major diae;nostic taxa. Re-assessment of the data from 
Simmons 1 profile at North Gill 1 a 1 ( Si:unons 1969a, 1969b) to be con:f.'orma ble 
with the forest clearance sta'e system of zonation adopted in this thesis 
has allo\ved its inclusion upon figure 35, and the radioca:rbon dates from 
this profile have been combined with those from North Gill II to provide 
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a radioc=,_rbon chronology for the site. The Ulmus decline Fhich forms the 
end of regional pollen assemblar:;e zone ;mi-D and the bo;1ndary betHeen 
chronozones Flandrian II and III (Table 4) is rocoznised as the lower 
boundary of zonule C1 at ec'lch site, and this horizon at North Gill 1 a 1 
has yielded a radiocarbon date of 4, 767 ~ 60bp ( BH L,26). As no decline 
of Ulmus is recognised at 'Jorth Gill II the entire profile is considered· 
to fall within ?landrian II. All of the interference (I) zonules at 
North Gill may therefore be ascribed to Flandrian II and, if considered 
to reflect the activities of prehistoric communities, to an implied 
Hesolithic cultu-ral context. 
A cler:~r synchroneity exists betHeen stratigl'aphic charcoal and 
the interference zonules at North Gill. The macroscopic charcoal layers 
of stratigraphic units NG-14 and NG-16 are reflected in pollen zonules 
NG-I1 and HG-12 by declines in 9.rboreal pollen values, particul<:trly 
Quercus and Alnus, the occurrence of a ;.Jide rcmfie of ruderal herb types, 
among which are Helamovrum, Artemisia, Rumex and Plantae-a lanceolata, and 
sharp increases in heliophyte taxa such as Corylus and Pteridium. This 
series of events suggests a succession through regeneration comnunities 
set in train by fire-clearance of mixed i·.JOodland in the neighbourhood of 
the spring-head. In addition to the discrete charcoal layers, ho\oJever, 
microscopic charcoal particles, termed 'soot', were observed to occur 
throu[.;hout the pre-Ulmus decline deposits at :lorth GilL An estimation 
of the soot content of the Flandrian II peat at North Gill I, together 
1-ri th the total e.mount of insoluble material contained. in this part of 
the profile, is displayed upon figure 36. This sho-vrs th,tt, while soot 
values g.re extremsly his;h in association id th the in~.erf9?'ence Dhase 
charcoal layers, loH but consistent va1u8;3 of UlJ to 5% per unit volume 
of sediment are recorded during phases of woodland regeneration, Hhen 
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clearance -v;as not going on in the immediate vicinity of the site. 
Examination of the 1"landria!1 II deposits 9t '~orth Gill II revw1ls a 
similar dissemination of charcoal mB.terial (fig. 37), and it \·JOUld 
seem that burning of the vee:et·:;tion '.Kts taking place someHhere in the 
region at all times durin~ this period, so that a reginnally ubi1uitous 
deposition of charcoal soot Has continuously occurring. In this respect 
the sites at :~o:::--th Gill resemble many other upland peat profiles from the 
Central Watershed, such as Loose a:1d Trough House (Simmons and 
Cundill 1974a), which incorpor:Jte charcoal throughout their pre-Ulmus 
decline deposits. It 1-muld appear that fire was a regionally unremitting 
feature of this area during Flandrian II and therefore a major ecological 
factor in landscape evolution. 
Two anciUary di'lgrRms are presented v:hich assist in elucidating 
the chanse:3 in vegektion composition Fhich were instigated by the repeated 
clearance-regenProtion sequence at North Gill. IR figure 38 a comparison 
is made bet,,.reen the number of taxa recorded at each level at each pollen 
site, 1-rhich may be regarded as reflecting local vegetation diversity, and 
interpreted as an index of fo:c-est clear::mce activity, follo 1:7in:- l'ioore 
( 1973). ?igure 39 sh01..rs tl:"le representation of individual tree taxa 
calculated as a percentage of the correct~d total tree pollen sum, using 
the correction facto~r's of Andersen ( 1973), to assist in the following 
reconstruction of environmental history at North Gill. 
The initial clearance event at ;Jorth Gill is described by 
summary zonule NG-11, vhich incorporates zonules I1 at each individual 
pollen site and correlates with lithostratigraphic unit NG-14. The 
charcoal-rich peat Hhich constitutes this stratum may be traced from 
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transect B to transect R (fig. 12) belo'ti Hhich it attemw.tes sharply. 
It reaches its e-reatest thickness behmen transects G and H, where the 
G~ad:Lent of th8 sub-peat surface is at its loHest, and conditions for 
its accumulation ·Here most favourable. The thickest deposits sampled 
for pollen analysis therefore occur at the sites of North Gill II and 
III, and at Simmons' sites of :\Jorth Gill 1a 1 and 'b', \-There it has 
+ 
yielded a radiocarbon date of 6,316- 55bp (BH-425). It has been pointed 
out (::!.!2.· page 91) that lateral extension of this ckrcoal layer to the 
east of the North Gill stream is poor, being no more than 26 metres 
(fies. 12 and 13), and that it is much less substantial in that area 
(fig. 13) than to the \.Jest, 1.-lhere it persists rather further. It seems 
probable therefore, that the focus of the burnt area lay to the west of 
the spring-head. The pollen zonules \.rhich are correlated \·lith this loHer 
charcoal layer (fig. 35) are alike, both in supporting the radiocarbon 
determination of an enrly Flandrian II provenance for this clearance 
event, and in recording a :ouccession of major vegetational changes as its 
consequence. Disparities do occur, however, behreen the pollen assemblages 
of the various sampling points during NG-I1, and these are clue to their 
contrasting situations relative to differing pollen sources. Three 
assemblage comoonents at North Gill may be recognised : a) regenerating 
vegetation communi ties from Hithin the cleared area, b) 1.-roodland edge 
ecotone communities from its mart:;ins, c) homogenous ve;:;etation corrununities 
from beyond it. The relative proportions of these three components \Jill 
be determined by the proximity of the pollen site to the centre of the 
cleared area, and their resulting differences in detail vill allo•,: 
discussion of the spatial variations in the character and magnitude of the 
chances in vegetation 
At each site Alnus and '~uerc:1s are the trees apparently subject 
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to cl ears.nce, i.-!i th the former partic•~lar ly affected, Hhich may sur:;ge s t 
an alder-fringed spring-head within a general oakwood matrix as the 
pre-burn local vecetation. LoHest frw1u2ncies of Alnus occur, however, 
at the sites of ·:~rth Gill II and III durin[ this phase (fig~. 22 and 26) 
Hith a concomitant fall in Alnus pollen concentration (fig. 28), Hhile 
at North Gill I Alnus values remain substantial at 20% of total land pollen 
(fig. 20) and over 50% of total tree pollen (fig. 18b). It would seem 
that sites II and III may have been within the area Hhich suffered actual 
clearance, while l'·!orth Gill I was peripheral to the burn, and recorded 
its effects somewhat less cle::J.rly. Figure 39 suggests that a measure of 
broad-leaf woodland dominanGe co:1tinued at and belo\-r the altitude of North 
Gill I, Hith Tilia rivalling Ulmus and Quercus in frequency. The presence 
of stands of Tilia in the vicinity of the sampling site thus seems likely, 
for the larcely entomophilous nature of this genus• pollen dispersal 
mechanism suggests that transport of grains from a distance in quantity 
is unlikely, although Dimbleby (1978 p113) indicates that its po1len is 
partly anemophilous, and so this tree's pollen count may contain an 
extra-site quotient, reflecting a status in the Flandrian II Hoodland 
akin to that proposed by Iversen (1973). Thus an altitudinal variation 
in vlood.land density is apparent durinz this phR.se betvmen the loveet site, 
North Gill I, where A.P. does not fall belcH 30% of total land pollen 
(fig. 20), the site of intermediate altitude, vrhere the comparable 
frequency is less than 25% (figs. 24 and 29) and the highest site, North 
Gill Head, Hhere it is less than 2076 (fig. 34). Clear>jnce effects are, 
hovlever, rathc r less strongly demonstrated at the latter site, \,Jith a 
more restricted rimc;e of clearance indicators and les:3 radical Dollen 
fluctuations, and this site may have recorded conditior1s near the upper 
limit of the burn. As well as this clearance episode, loH tree pollen 
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values at North Gill llead may partly also reflect conditions upon the 
nearby plateau surnrni t of the l·ioors, Hhcre the ve[~eta tion cover may already 
have been more open, for tree pollen values are consistently l01..;er here 
than at the other sites. 
Evide~ce of forest clearance, both stratigraphic a~d palaeo-
botanical, is most clearly manifest at the pollen sites of intermedbte 
altitude, !'Torth Gill II, 1a 1 , 1 b 1 and III, for it is here that charcoal 
is most abundant and the most radical pollen fluctuations are recorded. 
It would appear that tl1is area formed the focus of the initial clearance 
event, the intensity of i-Jhich vas sufficient to create bare ground 
conditions around these sites, confirmed by the recognition of Polvtrichurn 
commune as the initial post-fire peat-forming vegetation at North Gill 'a 1 
by Simmons (1969a), for this moss is a pioneer coloniser of freshly-burned 
ground (Viro 1969) and has been seen to achieve locsl dominance, with 
Pohlia nutans, in such situations (Ahlgren 1974) especially under damp or 
acid conditions. Cle·o,rance also seems to have had the effect of 
instigating limited soil erosion from these devegetated areas, for a 
significant silt fraction is incorporated w~thin the basal charcoal -
organic material at North Gill II, 1 b 1 and III. High Filicales 
frequencies and concentrations are recorded at these horizons (figs. 21, 
25 and 28) and fern spore abundance is considered by Dimbleby (1957) to 
be associated often 'rith inwash of mineral material, their high resistance 
to corrosion allowing their survival in acid mineral horizons and 
subsequent input into the mire system. This evidence concurs \·JelJ Hi th 
the stratigraphic evidence already presentee~ (JG..£.'!. page 88) for erosive 
breaks in the lithostratir;r•;phy in areas of steeper gradient. ':'he 
nionecr mosr.; carpet Hhich colonised these areas of bore ground Has 
succeeded by a diverse assemblage of open-habitat herbaceous taxa, among 
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which vere a number representative of post-fire habitats. Helampyrum 
is in particular indicative of cle9rance b~ ~j~e and has been interpreted 
as denotine the formation of limited clearines in formerly closed 
voodlnncl (Iversen 191~9, 1964) and as a characteriEtic feature in the 
post-burn field layer ver~etetion (F'lorin 1957, Hafsten 1965). ?,uderal 
herb pollen types are much more abundantly repre;::-;ented at North Gill II 
and III than at either North Gill I or North Gill Head and, as the~e 
taxa have entomophilous pollen 1,Jhich is poorly transported, they may thus 
be considered to be of irrunediately loce,l origin, the recovery of 
ag[;reg::-Ltions of herb crsins, mainly Rumex and Compositae, encouraging 
this view (Andersen 1970). This evidence again suggests that fire-
clearance of the vegetation was most complete adjacent to these sampling 
sites, a contention also supported by figure 38 9 1,1hich illustrates the 
degree of taxa diversity recorded at each site during regeneration as an 
index of clearance intensity. The greater diversity of the flora during 
this phase at Horth Gill III is clearly sho\m, caused primarily by the 
great expansion in ruderal herb poJ.len, constrasting with tbe more 
stable vegetntion reflected by the sites nearer the extremities of the 
cle<:~red area. 
Of significance among the her11 taxa recorded is Fo1ygonwn, a 
herb ca:oable of rapid immigration and regarded as a temporary fire-
follower, often present during the first few post-burn years (Ahlgren 
1974). It is associated in the herb assemblage at North Gill vrith a 
range of t'lxa vihich signify disturbed, open grounclo fu!ccisa has been 
implicated in this \·:ay by Adams ( 1955) and Rwnex, Urtica and 
Chenopodiaceae, all of common occurrence at North Gill during this p~1se, 
Ymve been cited as indica tors of 11esolithic settlement or activity 
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(;Hlsson 1948, Jorr;ensen 1963) in B.dclition to their natural hydroseral 
or halophyte character. This Ftccords 1.-rell vith their recurrent appearance 
in associBtion with ~1esolithic cleo.r,::nces (Innes 1980), Rumex being often 
particularly prominent and achievin£ values of over 10% of tree pollen in 
an analogous situation at Fostbridge (Simmons 1964). Peak frequencies 
and concentrations of ruderal hsrb pollen are recorded in the initial 
staees of zonule NG-I1 at North Gill III (fics. 29 and JO), amoncst 
which the presence of Flanta_go lanceolata (Sacar and Harper 1964) and 
high Gre.minee1e frenuencies and concentnc tions point to the establishment 
of a rich herh-crassland community upon the cleEJred area at this e"trly 
sta[e of regeneration. 
\·Jhile the direct consequence of tr.is clearence activity Has to 
provide open ground suitable for colonisation by dry land regenere.tion 
communi ties, it is clenr from tr:e pollen record that a 1-ride rangs of 
Hetland habitats existed in tf1e neighbourhood of the site. Pollen of 
various aquatic taxa are recorded at intervals from all sites except 
North Gill Head and are attributable to the North Gill stream itself. 
They imply differing •,:c:, ter depths and rates of flo1.-1 in different parts of 
the site, vd tt flO\·T more sluggish at points of loH gradient, as at 
"Torth Gill II and III, perhaps forming sma1l pools and quiet-1.-mter 
situations. Such areas of loH gradient vould naturally have a tendency 
tovards impeded drainage, Hhich Hould be accelerated by the release of 
extra water into the biosystem follovint; clearance (li[oore 1975) leadinG 
to paludification and initi~ting the formAtion of pe2t. ~he indirect 
effect of the removal of \voodland and thus also the trcc:1spirotion effect 
of the tree canopy, Y~as t'cat parts of the cleared area 'luickly becqme 
subject to i..rat;crlot:;eing, creating marsh am~ vreLland habitats, as the 
~dj ustment of local hydro biological concli tions increased tte 'lvaiJa ble 
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ground surface t.>Tater, itseJf a process implicit in the mechanism of mire 
formation. The pollen of Filioendula, Caltha, Potentilla, Ranunculus, 
Gramineae and Cyperaceae are prominent in the assemblage, and hish 
concentrutions of these wetland taxa are recorded at North Gill III 
(fig. 28), testifyinc: to the prevalence of damp e;lades, marsW_and and 
incipient bot; eommuni ties ne;c,rby. Al thou,~h cirenmstantial in nature, 
this evidence of an abundance of wetland and mire habit;:,ts durin[; this 
phase, to,~ether with th'. coincidence of pee t inception with ivoodland 
clearance, suggests that the clearance event may have been motive to this 
major change in environmental conditions. 
The increac;ed '.·letness of the environment caused by clec:rance 
of Alnus-'Juercus Hoodlan~l appears to have provided suitable habitats for 
Salix, presumably replacing Alnus in damper streamside locations, for high 
willow frequencies (fie;s. 21 and 25) and concentr,tions (fig. 28) are 
recorded from 'Jorth Gill II, 1a 1 , 1 b 1 and III, where it must have been 
of importance in the post-fire shrub regeneration. Much lower frequencies 
occur at 1Torth Gill I and I-ie·c;d, Hhere ri.lnus was less severely affected. 
Salix also accounts for much of the peak heliophyte shrub concentrations 
1-1hich occur in the e'lrliest pollen spectra of figure 30, at the same time 
as high grass and ruderal herb values show incipient recolonisation of the 
dryland cleared areas and prior to shrub regeneration there. Hither 
frequencies and concentrAtions for these woody taxa at this initial stage 
of regeneration, as Hell as for Corylus, Betula and major Hoodland trees, 
may be explained by the increased ease of pollen transfer (Tauber 1965) 
from the woodland marein around the cleared site to the sampling points, 
Hith increased provision of light to these cleering-Hoodland ecotone 
communities t·?(Lding to stimulate pollen production among shrub t'.lxa 
(Groenman-van ~aaterinee 1978). 
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This '\oToodland edge component of the assemblage was pro,c;ressively 
reduced in importance as regeneration proceeded upon the burned area 
itself and post-fire herbaceous communities \oiere replaced by shrub 
growth (fig. 28, 29 and 30), in which various taxa Hill bave participated. 
Rubus is recorded at lJorth Gill Ill and 1 b 1 and may have been encouraged 
by fire-clearance, for its seeds are able to survive fire in the soil and 
may be stimuhted to germinate by heat ( Uggla 1950) allo\orint; it to be 
among the first post-fire shrubs present. Prunus, 3orbus and Salix would 
also have been favoured by fire (Ahlgren 1974.) and very high pollen values 
for the latter at North Gill III shou that it Has indeed of importance in 
this respect, second only to Corylus in abundance. The ability of Corylus 
to survive forest fires and to sprout rapidly and vigorously from its 
burned stumps has been noted (Rawitscher 1945) and cownented upon at 
length (Smith 1970, Hellars 1976c), its abundance in the pollen record 
from North Gill (consistently over 50% of total land pollen in the later 
phase of zone -:fe-I1 at all sites) probably reflecting the establishment of 
hazel scrub throughout the area of clenrance and heavy flowering under high 
light intensities. The dominance of Corylus in the vegetation around 
the sampling points will be responsible for the extremely high 
concentrations recorded at this time (fig. JO), the extra-local component 
of the pollen rain being much reduced. That an homogenous Corylus thicket 
did not exist across the entire site is sho~n ~ high concentrations of 
Pteridium spores (fies. 28 and JO), suggestine occupation~ this fern 
of parts of the site where drainage was a little freer, as it requires 
well drained soils for its growth. It is an opportunist invader of 
man-made cles.rincs (Braid and Cammy 1943, Rymer 1976) and its 
role in post-fire succession is particularly active CTogl 1964, Ajlgren 
1974). As a natural component of Quercus woodland on poorer, lighter 
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soils (Jones 1959, 3teele 1974) Ptericlium Hill have been present at 
:1orth Gill befo:c-e clearance and may well have survived the burn by means 
of its fire-resistant rhizomes (Ahlgren, 1960, 1974), which exist much 
further belov1 the ground surface than tho~;e of other ferns, and from 
vJhich it may propagate itself ver~etc:otively. It. is thus able to regener'lte 
and occupy newly creatr,d habitats more quickly than most other plants, 
being also able to colonise burned areas by its sporelint:s (Benson and 
Blackv1ell 1926) • It has been shovm the t if Pteridium is able to colonise 
a burned area in this way it can form very dense stands and achieve 
dominance very quickly (Oinonen 1969, Gliessman 1976). Once formed, 
thick Pteridium stands may prevent other taxa from irrunigrating, both by 
shading and by alJelopathic effects, the exudation of toxic chemical 
substances vhich inhibit their eeneration and groHth (Gliessman and 
I\1uller 1972, Stevmrt 1975). The pollen diagrams suggest that such dense 
growths of bracken fern wers a feature of the post-clearance vegetation 
at North Gill. This may not be said for Calluna, hm.rever, Hhere higher 
frequencies (fi[s. 31 and 34) may aGain reflect conditions upon the 
adjacent plateau summit rather than a response to clearance at ;·Torth Gill. 
The disruption of stable 'woodland and the creation of seral 
communi ties in zone NG-I1 appecc1rs locally to have encouraged the increase 
of both Pinus and Betula represenbtion. Betula values are particularly 
high at l;orth Gill II (figs. 21 and 24) where fig., 39 shoHs it to comprise 
over 60% of the corrected tree pollen sum, with Alnus values extremely 
low. Artificial opening of 1.-Ioodland seems to have allowed Betula to 
replace Alnus in this area, in association Hith Corylus 1:1nd Pinus" A 
measure of spatial variation may be noted in this respect across the 
site as a whole, for while Betula is dominant at ;1orth Gill II, Pinus 
appears to have been more favoured near the two more northerly sites, 
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where its pollen frequencies are sufficiently high to sucgest the presence 
of the tree within the regeneration complex. Pine is fire-resistant 
and shade-intolerant (Carlisle and 3rown 1968), responding positively to 
fire-clearance, and its association here with charcoal and fire-succession 
taxa Helarnpyrum and Pteridimn finds parqllel in other upland regions 
(e.g. Birks 1975). Its presen.ce as a major factor in v.roodland regeneration 
at North Gill sugeests that it was of significance within the more open 
vecetation which appears to h::ve charCict,:;rised the Central \·latershed of 
the Hoors in early Flandrian II. Certainly the more open nature of the 
Hoodland near the centre and head of the gil1 is confirmed by the presence 
of Sorbus and Prunus. High values for Fraxinus also reflect open canopy 
conditions, for its autecology is such that it is hi;~hly licht-demanding 
and indicative of disturbed but nutrient-sufficient so2.ls (Goddard 1958, 
Hardle 1961), \!hich sup;e;e=:.ts ths.t clearance had not at this st'lfSe caused 
serious depletion of the envirollillent. It is not rc'corded at Nort.h Gill I, 
v!here closed-canopy woodland evidently prevailed. 
NG-R1 
The ensuinc p<~riod of voodland rezeneration is described by 
summary zonule NG-R1, Hhicb corresponds to zonule R1 at each pollen site 
and correlates ~-rith lithostratigraphic unit ;,TG-15. Clec:rancc:; effects are 
no lonzer in evidence and the restorat:L::m of stable woodland appears to 
ha·le taken place. Tree pollen val-Jes rise upon 'lll of the di9.grams, 
althour,h ar:;ain an altitudinal variation may be noted, for v:hile at the 
lower sites A.P. achieves over 50% of total land pollen throughout (figs. 
20, 2L, and 29), at 'lorth Gill He::.td A.P. values rise only slowly and 
barely reach 35% o~ total land pollen late in the zone (fig. 34). It 
1-rould seem that the ~,,modland renained open near the head of the gill and 
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upon the plateau edge. Since there is little evidence th3t regeneration 
after clearance at North Gill Has incomplete, once again this suggests 
that a much Jie:hter veeetation co-.rer existed upon the moorland plateau. 
The open ·,modland at tr:is greater altitude appears t0 have contained 
much Corylus, for this shrub is hardly reduced from its frequencies of 
the previous zone, maintaining about 50% of total land pollen (fig. 34), 
Hhereas at the lower sites it has fallen to only 25;0 (figs. 20, 24 and 
29) attributable to its having been shaded out by the closed canopy of 
the broad-leaved climax forr~st. Betula, Pinus and Calluna values also 
remain significant only at North Gill Head, and the associc1tion of these 
taxa Hith Corylus in scrub woodland at higher altitudes is indi~ated, 
although Pinus continues to decline and, in consideration of its high 
pollen production and long-distance transport potential, may have been 
an increasingly infrequent member of the \·!Oodland by this stage. These 
open conditions are in di-::ect contrast to the site of ~Jorth Gill I l·rhere 
deciduous forest trees of the Quercetwn mixtum are, Hith Alnus, the main 
\oroodland constituents. Indicators of secondary Hoodland are fevJ, and 
closed canopy concli tions appear to have dominsted. The role of Ulmus 
is of interest hsre, for its pollen values shm.J little difference among 
the variou.s sites, whether as percentage of total land pollen (figs. 20, 
24, 29 and 34), of total tree pollen (Figs. 18b, 22b, 26b and 32b). Of 
corrected tree pollen (fig. 39) or as pollen concentration (figs. 28 and 
30). As elm also shows little response to the preceding phase of 
clearance, its pollen may be interpreted as entirely regional in natu~e, 
and Ulmus may not h;:1ve formed part of the local vegetation. Q.uercus, 
Tilia and Alnus are thec'efore considered to hcwe comprised the deciduous 
woodland recorded around the southerly limit of the site. The heavy 
shade of the forest trees here will have reduced Corylus to understory 
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status and prevented it from flowering profusely. Thus an actual fall 
in the number of hazel shrubs is not implied here, rather a gre9t reduction 
in flowering and therefo~e in pollen nroduction. 
Upon the central cleared area around ~orth Gill II ~nd III 
regeneration of Alnus seems to have been entirely successful.;;. fo:>:> it 
contributes over 50% of total land pollen at these tvro sites (fics. 24 
and 29), but only 25;6 at the t\.JO extremities of the transect (figs 20 and 
34). The abundance of Alnus in this area is sho'\om by fisure 39, and by 
the very hi~:;h ccncentrations of alder pollen recorded on figs. 28 and JO. 
Alnus pollen dispersal ability is vreak, except by water transport (Tinsley 
1975) and so these disparities in the .tl_}nus pollen count may be held to 
mirror real changes in Alnus densities upon the ground. The establishment 
of a dense alder grove across this part of the site thus seems likely, 
encourased by •:,he damp, humid conditions near to the stream and the 
increase of damr:;land habitats caused by the clearance of the previous 
zone, and supporting such taxa as Filipendula, Lonicera, Hedera, Polypodium 
Potentilla, danunculus, Rubiaceae (Galium-type) and Labiatae (figs. 21 and 
25). Soil nutrient-status vras evidently still high to support such a rich 
carr community, and acid-tolerant taxa are poorly represented. That local 
regener<::tion of Hoodland took place is confirmed by the appearance of Hood 
macrofossils in the amorphous peat of unit NG-15 durinr; the earlier part 
of this zone. These ~orood remains are predominantly Alnus and Betula, 
implying that the latter Has still of some importance in the sprint;-head 
vegetation. The general dist:!"ibution of '\o!Ood re!llains at !\Torth Gill is 
shown on fig. 11, and their presence in the lower part of the site and 
absence near the head of the gill confirms the pollen evidence regarding 
woodland distribution. l:Iuch of the Hood is detrital, but the e;reat size 
of some pieces and the presence of rootlet material (v.s. page 92) 
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succ;est that some may represent in situ itJoodland and thus recoloni~3ation 
of shallow upland peats (Tallis 1975). Radiocarbon dating of peat from 
immediately above the uood layer at North Gill II has yielded a date of 
+ 5,945- 90bp (GU-1072), providing an approximate final dqte for this 
phase of reforestation. 
NG-I2 
The second major phase of forest recession at North Gill is 
described by zone NG-I2, \-Ihich corresponds '"i th zonules I2 at each pollen 
site and is correl3.ted Hith lithostratigraphic units NG-16 and NG-17. 
Radical pollen fluctuations occur which record the replacement of uoodland 
by seral herb and shrub communities across the site, and the reintroduction 
of charcoal to the stratiGraphy (unit NG-16) suggests that local burning 
of the vegetation vas again responsible for environmental change. This 
upper charcoal layer's distribution is similar to that of unit NG-14 and 
is represented diagramatically by figures 11, 12 and 14. Its thickness 
and lateral extent are greatest to the west of the stream, the focus of 
the burn lying in approximately the same area as the previous example, 
although at perhaps a slif;htly greater distance from the site (.Y..!Jh page 
93 ). The upper charcoal layer never achieves a thickness comparable to 
unit NG-14, reaching only three centimetres at the centre of deposition 
near to the stream, and atten11ating sharply to the Hest. An estimation 
of the charcoal content of the peat at North Gill I and II (fig. 36 and 
37) shows up to 15% per unit volu.rne of sedimfont to be compd.sed of 
carbonised material during this phase. Hesting upon the charcoal layer 
and associated vii th small charco,'ll fragments Has a layer of charred bark 
pieces, presumably blown into the bog surl.~ace durinc the high intensity 
firing of the site. The bark is mainly Alnus but includes Betula 
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and sut;gests that the latter formed a minor component of the carr vroodland 
fringing the site. 
A general fall of tree pollen frequencies takes place at all 
sites during this phase, but the fluctuations are less marked than in 
zonQle NG-I1, so that clearance was either less intense, or as suggested 
above, at a greater distance from the site. The decline in tree pollen 
values is again less clear at North Gill I, where A.P. comprises 30% of 
total land pollen (fig. 20), than at the other sites where it falls to 
25% or less (figs. 24, 29 and 34). At ~'Jorth Gill Head however, A.P. 
values were in any case little in excess of this figure prior to clearance. 
The centre of clearance again appears to have lain near to sites North 
Gill II, 'a' and III, \.Jith North Gill Head and North Gill I again 
peripheral to the event, although still affected by it. Alnu~ and Quercus 
are the taxa most reduced in frequency at North Gill II and III, 
indicating the destruction of the alder carr, which had formed during 
the previous zonule, and the surrounding oak woodland, this zonule of 
+ 
clearance yielding a radiocarbon date at North Gill II of 5,220 - 75bp 
(GU-1073)o 
Reductions in the concentration of Quercus and Alnus pollen 
(fig. 30) at this point indicate an actual removal of these taxa from 
areas they had previously occupied. l''igure 37 calculates the pollen 
frequencies of Quercus and Alnus durinG this phase at North GilJ II 
(44-40 ems.) as a percentage of a totEl 'selected clearance' pollen 
sum, \·lith those taxa considered to be most directly encouraged by their 
clearance, e.g. rucleral herbs, Pteridiurn, Calluna, Corylus and other 
open-habitat shrubs. The almost total replacement in the assemblage 
of the trees' pollen by that of the clea.r8nce indicators at the level 
of the charcoal layer may clearly be seen. A slightly different 
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situation occurs at North Gill I, Hhere Alnus pollen values are rather 
less conspicuously reduced, and clearance appears to have affected Quercus 
and Tilia equally stronr;ly (fig. 20), a reflection of the more mature 
1-JOodle.nd in existence at. the lover extremity of the siteo A direct 
contrast occurs at :·Jorth CilJ Head Hhere clearance is manifest most 
markedly by an expansion of Calluna pollen frequency at the e:1.rpense of 
Corylus as \·jell as Alnus, pointing to dec:sneration of the open scrub 
Hooclland vegetation at the edce of the moorland plateau. 
The most marked ecological changes, hovrever, evidently took place 
near the centre of the burn, around North Gill II and III. It is in this 
area that the greatest diversification of the vegetation took place 
(fig. 38), and the clearest fluctuations occur in the corrected tree oollen 
sum (fig. 39). Ruderal pollens return to the assemblage in quantity at 
these sites (y.~. page 113 and 123 ) , 1-1ith J·,~elampyrwn, Rumex, Artemisia and 
Plantar;o lanceolata prominent, Hhile certain herb taxa vrhicb occur, 
Cruciferae, Centaurea and Cirsium, are stront indicators of anthropogenic 
effects (Godwin 1975). Pteridium and Corylus again expand in both 
relative and concentration terms, in a record of clearance similar to 
that of NG-I1. Betula assumes the role that Pinus played in the enrlisr 
phase of clesrance, apparently being favoured, Hith Fraxinus, by the 
openine; up of the vroodland. The pollen concentration evidence (fit> 30) 
highli[',hts the extreme diminution in the amount of alder pollen and the 
sharp incease in hazel pollen, suggesting that the most significant 
landscape change accomplished by this clearance \·.TBS the replacement of 
oak-alder vroodlanc1 by hazel scrub. The great expansion of Corvlus is a 
feature of all diaE:rams from the site, except at ~·Jorth Gill Head, vlhere 
hazel i.Jas in any case abundant. Salix frequencies ancl concentrations are 
again exceptionally high at -~orth Gill III and 1:1iHoH \dll have replaced 
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alder in damp locations near the stream. ·.·ihile increases do occur in 
Pinus pollen frequencies upon the relative diagrams (e.g. figs. 20, 24 
and 39), they are not paralleled by increased Pinus pollen concentration 
(fig. 30) suggesting thut they are either purely statistic~l events 
caused by the relative decline of other tree pollen types, or perhaps 
reflect easier access of long-distance, wind transported Pinus pollen 
to the bog surface. Communities of low stature, such as those follovring 
clearance, may considerably facilitate such pollen transfer (Dimbleby 
1957), and a significant reappearance of Pinus within the sampling area 
is not regarded as likely. 
Clearance during zone NG-I2 seems to have given an impetus to 
the development of the mire system, for the peat above this level is less 
well humified, indicating more rapid bog gro ... rth follovling increased 
run-off from adjacent cleared areas and increased water influx into the 
bog. Incipient acidification of the ecosystem may be noted, probably 
accelerated by nutrient loss following clearance (Dimbleby 1962), and 
Sphagnum spores begin to be of significance at this stage. Hhile 
increased Sphagnum values may not always signify increased wetness and 
environmental change (Tallis 1964), they occur here in association with 
higher values for other acid-tolerant taxa, for example Betula and 
Calluna, and for mire vegetation components Cyperaceae and Gramineae, 
and mark the beginnine; of the transition to blanket peat around the 
site. The rise in Cyperaceae pollen frequencies and concentr&tions 
during this phase (fi[S. 24b, 26b and 28) may also be due directly to 
the effects of clearance, for Eriophorum vaginatum may be stimulated to 
flower profusely by firin~ (Ratcliffe 1964)o Taxa indicative of wet 
woodland and damp glades are still prominent, especially Cyperaceae, 
Filipendula, Ranunculus and Caltha, and these rich sedge-rush-herb 
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communities were evidently well developed nearby. 
Local instability and erosion of soils within the catcr~ent 
area of the stream appears again to have been a consequence of clearance~ 
for a layer of silt (unit HG-17) is recorded in the stratigraphy. Its 
distribution is stown in figs., 11 and 12 and its thickness by figure 
15. It rests upon the ctarcoal layer and relates stratieraphically vrith 
the early post-clearance pollen spectra, at a stage prior to major 
recolonisation of the cleared areas. This inwash stripe of mineral 
material represents the erosion of mineral material from cleared areas 
following their exposure to greatly increased rainfall impact and run-off 
pressure (Simmons et al. 1975). Burning makes the soil friable and prone 
to erosion and also destroys humus material so that the resulting inwash 
is almost completely mineral (Dimbleby 1957), a feature of unit NG-17 in 
the loHer parts of this site. 
NG-R2 
---
There follovrs a brief period of regeneration, zone NG-R2, which 
corresponds to zonules R2 at each of the pollen sites, but which w~ty not 
be strictly correlated Hith the lithostratigraphy, falling within the 
early part of unit NG-18. [,luch of the ground previously lost by the 
deciduous woodland appe<:trs to have been recovered, for tree pollen values 
are amongst the highest attained during the entire pollen record at the 
site, although again significantly lower at North Gill Head (35%· of total 
land pollen, fig., 34) than at the other sites (50% of total land pollen, 
figs., 20, 24, and 29)o The concentration of Alnus pollen is high, as 
is that of the Oue-r·cetum mixtum (fig. 30), and agrees with the general 
interpretation of increasing \.roodland covero To balance this view, 
however, an increased concentration of most pollen types is observed 
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(figG 28) which may reflect increased flowering and therefore an increased 
production of pollen of most local taxa, and an increased ability of 
pollen to reach the deposition site. Both vmuld argue for a much more 
open type of woodland, \.ri th a reduced canopy density and hence an 
increased input of light to the forest floor. This could \oiell be a 
legacy of the clearance activity of the previous zone, and suggests a 
diversification of the ecosystem. Higher Betula and Calluna than in 
previous periods of regeneration support this contention, vrhile the 
continued presence of Fraxinus, Prunus, Sorbus and Rosaceous types, and 
the persistence of Corylus, show that this secondary woodland v;as of a 
more open nature. A slowing down of peat accwnulation rates follo\-iing 
relaxation of clearance pressure may also be implied. 
The third clearance episode at North Gil1 is described by 
zone NG-I3, during which charcoal again appears in the stratigraphy and 
pollen fluctuations indicative of woodland recession take place. This 
+ phase has yielded a radiocarbon date at North Gill II of 5,210 - 75bp 
(GU-1071). It corresponds with zonule I3 at North Gill II, III and 
Head, but is not recorded at North Gill I. In addition the charcoal 
presence is intermittent and may not be recognised as a discrete 
stratigraphic unit across the entire site. It is visible as small pieces 
at the northerly sites of North Gill III and Head, is present as an 
abundance of microscopic particles at No:tth Gill II (fig. 37) and is not 
recorded at North Gill I, except perhaps as a small peak in soot 
frequencies at 71-72 cmso, on fig. 36. Where present as a macroscopic 
feature the individual pieces were small, rounded pellets, as though 
carried from a distance, pertaps by wind transport. Nowhere at the site 
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is there a mineral inwash accompaniment to this charcoal horizon. The 
interpretation of this body of stratigraphic evidence is that the focus 
of this clearance episode lay not at North Gill but at a moderate 
distance from it. 
This interpretation is supported by the pollen evidence. 
Quercus especially, and Alnus decline upon the relative diagrams (figs. 
24, 29 and 34) as percent.s_ges of total land pollen, although much less 
conspicuously than during previous clearance phases, while their 
diminution is even less markGd as a percent~ge of total tree pollen, 
including Alnus (figs. 22b, 26b and 32b). At North Gill I hOi·Tever, these 
pollen fluctuations are not registered at all (figs. 20 and 18b). It 
would appear that cles.rance took place at a distance from l'Jorth Gill, but 
close enough for the transport of microscopic particles, such as soot and 
pollen, to the sampling sites to be effected. These microscopic particles 
were incorporated into the stratigraphy at the higher pollen sites of II, 
III and Head, where the vegetation was sufficiently open to allo\-T pollen 
transfer to occur, although the effects of clearance are recorded in only 
muted terms. The vegetation at the lo,,.rest site of North Gill I, not 
having been subject to actual removal during the previous phase of 
clearance, was still sufficiently dense to filter out both soot and 
extra-site pollen. Peat accwnulation appears to have been very slo\·T at 
North Gill I however, and so pollen analysis at much closer sampling 
intervals may still reveal signs of this episode of clearance. The 
character of this clearance evidence replicates those recognised earlier. 
Plantago lanceolata, Artemisia, Jvielampyrwn and Rumex occur within a complex 
herb assemblage, Pteridiwn, Gramineae and Calluna values rise, Hhile Salix 
and Corylus greatly expand in both frequency and concentration, 
suggesting local abundance of these shrubs in the regenerating woodland. 
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Concentration of Alnus pollen remains very high however (fig. 30), 
supporting the view that local conditions at iJorth Gill remained 
unchanged as damp, open woodland, '\orhile the pollen fluctuations recorded 
are referable to a clearance event of quite high intensity, but at a 
distance from i~orth Gill itself. The location of this clearance mu:"t 
remain conjectural, but I lw.ve recorded a thick charcoal layer at the 
site of He~;t Gill Head (NZ 712 009), 1200 metres to the north-;.;sst of 
~1orth Gill Bead (fig. 7), which preliminary pollen analysis suggests 
may be referable to a late F'landrian II context, and which ;~tay represent 
the focus of the clearance event recorded at North Gill during zone NG-I3. 
NG-R3 
'l'he period of woodland regeneration which follO\-Is is described 
by zone NG-RJ, which corresponds to zonule RJ at each pollen site, '\-Tith 
the exception of North G·ill I, 1.,rhere it is not recorded. Some variation 
in vJoodland composttion does oecur however, in particular a marked 
reduction in both the concentration and relative frequency of Alnus pollen. 
This may be attributable to edaphic factors, with perhaps a general 
acidification of the ecosystem to\vards the end of Flandrian II, sho\.m 
also by increased frequencies for acid-tolerant taxa quercus, Betula and 
Calluna. Alnus requires not only moist, hwnid conditions but also 
relatively fertile soil (l-lcVean 1953) and it seems that pedogenic 
degeneration was by now so \-Jell advanced at North Gill as to prevent its 
regeneration. Tilia and Fraxinus show enhanced frequencies during this 
final woodland phase of Flandrian II (fig. 39), which is in accord with 
other diagrams from the I-foors ( Cundill 1971, Simnons 1969a). lihile 
Fraxinus concentration also rises (fig. 28) and indicates an actual 
increase of that tree's pollen representation in the assemblage, 'l'ilia is 
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less clearly increased, and an actual expansion of lime at this stage of 
the region's forest history must remain equivocal. The pollen of ruderal 
herbs and other indicators of freshly deforested are."-s no longer appear 
in the pollen record, Corylus frequencies reQaining low, and it appears 
that fresh clearings \..Jere no longer being made in the vicinity of this 
spring-head. Hhile the vJoodland remained undisturbed it Has nevortheless 
relatively open, for higher Fraxinus, Prunus, Sorbus and Salix 
representation reveals its secondary nature. Ilex, Hedera and Lonicera 
are also in evidence during this phase, and open aspect of the VJoodland 
at this time was probably a legacy of the clearance activity of the 
previous zones. High concentrations of Salix pollen in late Flandrian II, 
such as those recorded at North Gill III (fig. 28), have been noted upon 
other diagrams from northern England (Pennington 1975), so that cli1natic 
and edaphic factors may be motive here, encouraging willow to replace 
alder under degenerating ecological conditions, particularly where 
anthropogenic effects have been operative. 
A great contrast may be seen in late Flandrian II at North Gill 
betHeen the rapid bog growth in the area of previous clearance ne.c:r North 
Gill II and III, and the much slm-ier rates of accumu1ation at the more 
peripheral sites of North Gill I and Head. For example 4.0 ems., of peat 
VJere deposited at Horth Gill between phase + NG-I2 (5,220 - 75bp, GU-1073) 
+ 
and the elm decline (4,767- 60bp, BH-426), in contrast to on1y 5cm., of 
peat at North Gill I in the same period. The effects of the impetus to 
bog grow-th given in cleared areas due to greatly increased vmter input, 
in contrast to those areas not subject to devegetation may be clearly 
marked here. The rapid rate of peat accumulation during this phase seems 
to explain the very low concentrations of all pollen types recorded at 
North Gill III during this phase (fig. 28), in addition to reduced rates 
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of flovmring and pollen production following the cessation of clearance. 
The only exception to this pattern is Sphagnum, \.fhich rises to super-
abundance in both frequency (figs. 21, 22b, 23b, 25, 26b and 27b) and 
concentration (fig. 28). Clearly the transiticm to Sphagnwn-dominated 
acid blanket bog had taken place by this stage, perhaps accelerated by 
the input of water from acid soils during and after local deforestation. 
Cyperaceae frequencies remain significant and \.Jill have remained part of 
the bog vegetation, indeed Eriophorum vaginatum is the main peat-forming 
material. 
NG-C1 & lJG - R4 
Zone NG-C1 corresponds \.Jith zonule C1 at each pollen site. The 
decline of Ulmus pollen at its lovTer boundary marks the Fl9.ndrian II-III 
transition, and with the exception of North Gill II is a clear feature of 
pollen diagrams from North Gill, both relative and concentration, and 
evidently represents a real and major decline in elm. This initiates a 
period of forest cleCJrance (Zone NG-C1) which gains expression upon the 
relative diagrams by a sharp fall in tree pollen values, primarily those 
of oak and lime as well as elm. Pteridium, Corylus and ruderal herbs 
increase but most impressive are the rises in frequency of Betula and 
Calluna pollen. l·lost striking throughout this zone are the very loH 
concentrations of all pollen types entering the mire, with the single 
exception of Calluna which reaches its highest values thus far. Such low 
concentrations have been noted in this context before by workers in Zast 
Anglia (Sims 1973) and the Lake District (Pennington 1975), both in 
association with heavy oakvrood clearance. They are best explained as 
resulting from increae::ed run-off and input of L"'l terial follo\-ring clearance 
and consequent rapid cieposition rates of sediment. Hhen clearance ends 
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in the succeeding zone, NG-R4, concentrations return to normal, Hith the 
expected exception o.i elm. The clearances of early Flandrian III are 
charecterised by the spread of heathland taxa Betula, Pteridium and, 
especially, Calluna, and the deciduous Hoodland v:hich had hitherto formed 
the climax vegetation in this area appears to have been locally, and 
probably perrr~nently, replaced by n1oor and heathland, a culmination of 
the history of environrnental alteration at this site which began in 
early Flandrian II. 
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C}IAPT~R FIVE 
BluevJath Beck Bead 
5.1. Introduction 
In order to determine if the phenomena manifest at !!orth Gill 
\.Jere exceptional to that site, or 1.·Jheth(:;r similar clearance evidence may 
occur elsm.rhere I·Ii thin the region, it 1.-;as necess;;;_ry to investigate other 
areas of deep peat upon the Central Watershsd. The survey of peat depths 
in this area carried out by C~0dill (1971) had indicated that several 
concentrations of deeper 1 basin 1 peats existed, and some of those which 
he had examined in detail showed evidence, in the form of charcoal and 
fluctuations in the pollen record, of vegetational disturbance in Flandrian 
II. These will be considered in more detail in chapter 7 of this thesis. 
A large area of deeper peat exists around the headHaters of the 
BlueHa th Beck, on ~'rlaisdale l,ioor, !lnd c._rhile Cundill did not examine this 
area in detail, he did perform a single basal pollen count which shovmd 
that per.t formation had begun in Flandrian II. At this site (NZ 739 006) 
Betula v:as found to be the major component o~' ~l basal tree pollen sum 
which reached only J57b o:' total pollen, sugee~:;ting possibly o::;en conditions 
and secondary vmodland near to the site. 
In the light of this evidence a field survey of the area \·Jas 
undertaken in order to find a profile for detailed analysis. Examination 
of a number of peat faces exposed by stream erosion shoHed a gross 
stratigraphy similar to that of North Gill and typical of basin pea~ 
deposits, including in many cases wood remains in the lower parts of the 
profiles. Charcoal 1_./3.S also evident in some places, although not so 
obviously as at ~·lorth Gill. A profile for recovery was selected vrhich 
had charcoal at more than one level, and appeared to have a thin mineral 
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layer within its lower stratigraphy. Its grid reference \·TB.S NZ 735 008 
and the site vras designated BlueYJath Beck He2d, '::'he altitude of the 
site is 375m OD., and 1.70 metres of deposit Has recovered for analysis, 
above which lay sixty centimetres of charred and disturbed organic 
material, created by the moorland fire of 1976. 'l'he location of Blue\·:o.th 
Beck Head relative to the study area is sho\-.rn on fig. 1. 
5.2. Site Stratigraphy 
?ollo,,ring field and laboratory investigation the following 
stratigraphy vras recorded. 
Stratum 
11 
10 
9 
Depth (ems) 
0 - 20 
20 - 54 
54 - 76 
Description 
Tb (Sphag) 22, Th (vagi) 21, Tl 1 
nig.2, strf.1, elas.2, sicc.2, lim. sup.O 
Poorly humified mid-brovm peat comprised of 
Sphagnum moss and Eriophorum vaginatum Hith a 
high content of Calluna and other ericaceous 
rootlets. 
Th3J, Th (vagi) 11, Tb (Snhag) 1+, Tl+ 
nig.3, strf.1, elas.1, sicc.2, lim. sup.O 
Well humified mono cot peat vri th many fresher 
fibres of Zriophorum, particularly at 36 and 
48 ems. Occasional ericacious rootlets occur, 
in addition to a lay:_:or of fresh Sphao;num at 
27 ems. 
Th (yagi) 33, Tb (Sphag) 21, anth.+ 
nig.3, strf.1, elas.1, sicc.2, lim. sup.O 
Dark, vrell hwnified Erionhorum peat, vrith bands 
of lighter Sphagnum peat at 58 and 72 ems. 
Fragments of charcoal occur between 55 and 60 
ems., mainly very small in size. 
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8 76 - 110 
nig.2, strf.1, el~s.2, sicc.2, lim. sup.O 
\.Jell humified mono cot turf a with a high 
propoTtion of macrofossil Eriophorum, much 
fresher and increasing in frequency near 
the base of the stratum. Charcoal occurs 
betHeen 85 ems., and the base of' the 
stratum. 
7 110 - 139 
nig.2, strf.2, elas.2, sicc.2, lim. sup.O 
.i?resh, mid-brm.m, poorly humified 
Eriophorum peat, rich in macrofossil content 
with many fibrous strands of .Driophorwn. 
Charcoal is abundant although restricted 
to very small fragments. Sphagnum moss 
betveen 120 and 134 ems., but in small 
quantities. 
6 139 - 142 3 Th 2, Tl 1, anth.1 
nig.J, strf.2, elas.1, sicc.2, lim. sup.J 
\.Jell huiTiified, homogenous dark brown 
monocot peat with little plant macrofossil 
content. Rich in charcoal, especially at 
140- ·142 ems., ~-rith a large piece of 
chaTred wood, apparently Betula rootlet 
material at 139 ems. 
142 - 156 Th32, Th (vagi) 11, Jl 1, anth.+ 
nig.2, strf.1, elas.1, sicc.2, lim. sup.3 
Bro-vm, hurnified monocot peat -vlith some 
4 156- 159 
3 159 - 164 
2 164 - 167 
1 167 -170 
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fresher pieces of Eriophorum and large 
fragments of detrital HOOd and bark, 
identified as Betula, at 11+4, 146, 149, 151 
and 155 ems. Charcoal occurs in small 
quantities throughout, with larger pieces 
at 113 - 145, 148 and 154 ems. 
"'1 22 1 1 --' Ag.1, anth.1, Dl+ 
nig.3, strf.2, elas.1, sicc.2, lim.sup.2 
Dark, well humified monocot peat, very 
rich in charcoal between 157 and 159 ems., 
and \.Ji th a t},in but discrete layer of 
fine silt bet1-reen 156 and 157 ems. Fragments 
of charred Betula bark occur above the 
charcoal rich peat. 
Th22, Th (vagi) 11, Dl 1, anth.+, Sh4+ 
nig.3, strf.1, elas.1, sicc.2, lim. sup.2. 
Hoderately humified monocot peat ..,.,ith fresh 
strands of Eriophorum and occ=-:sional pieces 
of detrital Betula wood. Tiny fragments of 
charcoal at 150 and 163 ems. 
'"'h4 . ;:, 4, ll.g.+ 
nig.4, strf.O, elas.O, sicc.2, lim.sup.1 
Black, amorphous peat \orith no discernable 
macrofossil content. A very slight mineral 
fraction appears at the base of the stratum. 
nig.1, strf.O, alas.O, sicc.2, lim. sup.J 
Coarse, yellow -orange sand. 
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5.3. Pollen Analysis 
Samples vmre taken for pollen analysis at inte:::vals of 2cms., 
throughout the levier half of the profile, closi1.1g to contiguous samples 
near the base, and the resulting pollen cliagram is .Jisplayed e1s fig. 40. 
Four Local Pollen Assemblage Zones are recognised, applied to figs., 41a 
and 42a and are chGracterised as follows: 
LPAZ BBH -A 167 - 157 ems. 
Arboreal pollen is dominated by Pinus and Betula in this basal 
assemblage zone, and [~enerally comprises up to 4G;'b of the tot;:,l pollen 
sum. IJ alues for 'J.uercus and Alnus are low but rise throughout the zone. 
'w'hile Tilia is almost absent, Ulmus values are moderate, but maintained, 
at about 4% of total oollen (15% of tree pollen). Shrub pollen is 
contributed mainly by Corylus (40% total pollen), for Calluna values are 
low througho'J.t the zone. Isola ted grains of Salix, Pru;'1us and Hedera are 
recorded. Eerb pollen yalues, including Gramineae, are generally low, 
but Cyperaceae is significant, approaching 35% of tree pollen. Dampland 
herbs ?ilipendula and Potentilla are present, and there are sporadic 
occurences of ruderal types, in particular Succisa. Pteridophyte spores 
are represented to\·Tards the end of the zone by Folvpodiwn and Pteridiwn, 
ui th ?ilicales (undifferentiated) and Lycopodiwn neQr the base. S1Jhagmun 
spores are prominent in the assemblage, achieving over 100% of tree 
pollen. The zone is characterised by the dominance of tree and shrub 
pollen types, v.rhich togethc;r account .Lor 30;'~ of the total pol1en sUJn. 
The upper boundary of the zone is drawn Hhere FillY.§. values fall sharply. 
LFAZ BBH - B 157- 145 ems. 
The assemblat;e continues to be dominated by tree and shrub pollen, 
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Fig. 40. Blue'v!ath Beck Head. Pollen diagram : percentages of 
tree pollen (excludinc Aln~). 
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Hhile herbaceous values, although shoviing an increased diversity of taxa, 
remain at less than 20% o:f total pollen. Betula assumes dominance, 
providing up to 50% of the A.F. sum ( 15% total pol1en), \/bile Quercus 
and Ulmus increase their representation as the zone progresses. Pinus 
declines sharply from its ascendancy of the previous zone, until it 
represents just over 10;~ of the A.P. swn (J;Io of tota.l pollen). ?raxinus 
appears for the first time and is ~ecorded at intervals throughout the 
zone, while Tilia is almost continuously present, although still in lovJ 
values. Alnus frequencies remn.in at less than 15% of total pollen, and 
Corylus declines from a peak of 160% of tree pollen at the opening of the 
zone to more moderate values, risins again towards its upper boundary. 
Frunus, Sorbus, Lonicera and Eedera contribute to a shrub pollen assemblage 
vrithin Hhich Salix and Calluna exhibit increased frequencies. Declining 
Cyperaceae values are replaced by higher Gramineae representation, and a 
greater range of herbaceous taxa occurs, including types of both dampland 
and ruderal affinities. 3Dhagnum occurs in much reduced frequencies but 
fern spores are ra tr,er more prominent than hitherto, particularly Fteri dium. 
The upper bound2.ry of the zone is drm·m vihere Betula frequencies fall, and 
are replaced by increased Quercus, Ulmus and Alnus. 
LPAZ BBH - C 145 - 90 ems. 
The tree pollen assemblage is characterised in this zone by an 
increased representation of thermophilous taxa, especially Quercus (50% 
A.P.) and Ulmus ( "Oct • -r:· ) over h.. /: .'1. • ..~.. o • Tilia is also :;::resent in higher values, 
approaching 15% of tree pollen tovmrds the end of the zone. Betula and 
Pinus are much reduced in frequency, although the former is still 
significant at up to 20% A.P. Alnus, Hh:lle present in enhanced values, 
never becomes abundant and is a secondary feature of the assemblage 
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(£. 15% of total pollen). Light -demanding trees and shrubs are repeatedly 
recorded, Prunus, Sorbus, Salix and Hedera being prE sent, 1-rhile the 
Fraxinus curve is almost continuous, although still at low frequencies. 
Calluna remains but poorly represer1tr,d and shrub pollen continues to be 
dominated by Corylus. The general rise in N.A.F. values is accounted for 
by a pronounced expansion of G:'amineae, supported by increases in 
Cyperaceae and dampland taxa Filipendula and Ranunculus. Ruderal herb 
pollen is ~ecorded intermittently throughout the zone. Aquatic pollen, 
contributed by Nuphar and Nymphaea, is recorded for· the firot time. Fern 
spores are a significant aspect of the assemblage, ?olypodium and Pteridium 
being almost continually recorded. Although poorly represented at the 
beginning of the zone, Sohagnum rises to high frequencies before Eradually 
declining in importance again. The upper boundary of the zone is drawn 
where a temporary but marked diminution of Ulmus frequencies occurs in 
the context of a general decline in A.P. values. 
LPAZ BBH - D 90 - 82 ems. 
r,.(uercus and Alnus, Hith Corylus, are the major constituents of 
this zone. Betula and Fraxinus increase their representation slightly 
'.-Jhile Ulmus, severely depressed at the start of the z.one, recovers later. 
Tilia and Pinus are unchanged in value. Corylus attains a peak in 
frequency ( 40~b total pollen) although declining later, vlhile other shrub 
taxa, Salix, Frunus and Sorbus, are much in evidence. Dl·JB.l'f shrub values 
increase greatly during this zone, Calluna showine: a marked expansion, as 
1 .• 1ell 'JS oth·r members of the 13ricaceae, particularly Erica tetralix. 
Gramineae frequencies remain very high and rudenc,l bcrb values increc..se, 
among Hhich Plantago lanceolata is recorded for tte ~·irst time. DampLmd 
herbaceous types are very- prominent, as 'lre Pteridophyte spores, 
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particularly those of Pteridium. Sphagnum fre:J.uencies are greatly reduced. 
Total "l.A.F. exhibits its t;reatest r·3corded exnansion in the early part of 
the zone, receding in value toward its end. 
Assemblage zone BBH - A is assigned to R.F.A.;j. ~TYH - Cc, 
zones 3BH- 3 and BBH- C a:c-e considered to lie Hit.bin R.P.A.Z. HYH- D, 
and zone BBB - D may be referred to H.P.A.Z. iffi·l - E. 
5.4. Forest Clearance History 
Nine local stages in the history of forest clearance at Bluevath 
Beck Head are r8cognised upon fig. 40, of which the lower seven are applied 
to figs. L~1b and 42b, and are used to zone fig. 1,3. These local stages 
are used as a basis for description of the evolution of the landscape. 
FCS Zonule nO 167- 158 ems. 
Pollen fluctuations diagnostic of forest clearance are not 
observed during the basal zonule RO, for tree pollen values remain 
relatively steady, representing 45% of total land pollen (fig. 43). 
Occasional grains of the open-habitat herbaceous taxa Chenopodiaceae, 
Urtica and Succisa are recorded but other possible indicators of open 
environments, Pteridium, Calluna and Gramineae, are present only in lovJ 
values. Corylus frequencies are high, at 35% of total land pollen, but do 
not fluctuate and there is little evidence of landscape change during this 
phase. The ioJOodland, dominated by Betula and Pinus, although open in 
charB.cter, Has apparently undisturbed and stable. 
:r'CS Zonule I1 158 - 153 ems. 
The presence of charcoal and silt im:ash in the stratic;raphy 
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sue;gests possible environmental chanze near the site and fluctuatior,s in 
the r;ollen reco:::d nay be obse~c-ved at this level Hhich are diagnostic o.f 
forest clearance. Total tree pollen frequency falls to 35% of total land 
pollen, both 3etula and Pinus being reduced in value, the latter 
particularly so. Deciduous forest trees are encouraged during this oeriod 
of viOodl<:md disturbance, Quercus and Alnus showinz enhanced frequencies. 
Tilia becomes continuously recorded and Fraxinus is recorded for the first 
time. The increase in non-tree pollen during this zonule is contributed 
larE[ely by Corylus, \.Jhich rises from 35% to 50% of total land pollen. 
Peaks occur in the pollen curves of other taxa favoured by clearance, 
including Gramineae, Salix, Rosaceae, Frunus and Sorbus. Pteridium spores 
shovl a marked increase in frequency .also and the increase in importance of 
heliophyte taxa reflects the increased input of lie;ht to the ecosystem 
following the thinning of the tree canopy. Areas of disturbed ground 
allowed the inr:;ress of rucl.eral herb taxa, amone; Hhich Succisa, Melamro;:rum, 
Cruciferae, Artemisia, Rwnex and Urtica were prominent. 
Zonule R1 153 - 143 ems. 
The folloviing zonule sess a cessation of clearance activity and 
the re-establishment of tree cover, for trtxa indicative of disturbed 
environments are much reduced, both in range and frequency, and tree pollen 
values are restored to their former level of almost 50% of total land 
pollen. Although Quercus and Alnus increase in value, Betula is 
particularly auGmented in frequency, and Hill hnve fiE:ured strongly in 
regenerating vTOodland communities. Hhile Corylus recedes from its maximmn 
values 8f the previous zone, it remains high at .35% of total land pollen 
and, Hith Salix, FraxinU§., Prunug and Sorbus still present, suce;ests t!-::,c, 
regeneration may have been incomplete. The continued, albeit sporadic, 
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recognition of open-habitat taxa in the pollen record demonstrates the 
survival of non-Hooded arsas. Occasional s~~ains of He l amDyrurn, Artemisia, 
Composi tae, Urtica, Rumex and Succi sa occur, but irregularly and 1.ri thout 
sug8esting f~esh clearance activity. Similarly Calluna anrt Pteridium 
are poorly represented, although a sincle large peak of the lstter does 
occur. 
FCS Zonule I2 143 - 139 crns. 
A second and more distinct phase of forest clearance occurs 
vlithin this zonule, as tree pollen is once again displaced in the assemblage 
by that of herb and sr1rub taxa characteristic of more open environments. 
Tree pollen frequency is reduced to a little over 30% of total land pollen, 
Quercus and Betula values falling shc.:.rply but other trees apparently 
remainin[" unaffected. Hhile Melampyrurn, Rwnex and Urtica are recorded, 
herbaceous pollen types are not prominent, though Gramineae frequencies 
are enhanced. An expansion of shrub pollen representation is the main 
feature of this interference zonule, exemplified in the contribution by 
Corylus of 60% of total land pollen. Peak values are also displayed by 
the curves for Salix, Calluna, Fraxinus and Prw1us pollen, and for 
Pteridiurn spores. A replacement of Hoodland by scrub and heath vegete.tion 
seems to have resulted from this clearance. 
l"C.S Zonule R2 139 - 11 3 ems • 
A long pe:dod of wJodl[mJ. regeneration and sk ::,ni ty is described 
by zonule R2, as tree pollen values gradually recover until they ae!1in 
account for 50% of tot.al land pollen. Hajor evidence of forest clear~~nce 
is missing from the pollen reGard, although a peak in Gramine;E 
frequencies occurs in mid-zonule. Corylus declines steadily to 3 mean of 
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about 25% of total land pollen, while other indicators of open conditions 
such as Pteridium, Fraxinus and Calluna are poorly r•"presented. Later in 
the zonule, hO'\.Jever, these taxa shovr a slirrht but consistent increase in 
frequency and sporadic records of rudernl herb ~rains occur, includinc 
Rumex, Urtica, Succisa, Chenopodiaceae and Coryophyllaceae, suggesting 
n gr:1dual thinnin,r; of the tree canopy and the maintenance of open areas 
vJi thin the woodland. Distinct episodes of clearance may not be discerned, 
lJoHever, and total tree pollen frequencies are only slightly reduced. 
FCS Zonule IJ 113 - 107 ems. 
The trend tm.mrds more open conditions culminates in a phase of 
interference, described b>J zonule IJ, during whieh a temporary recession 
of vroodland t::1kes place. Tree pollen values fall to 35~£ of total land 
pollen and the existing assemblage of ruderal herb types is aue;mented by 
taxa diagnostic of freshly-cleared ground, particularly Helampyrum and 
Artemisia. A corresponding expansion of he1iophyte taxa occurs, Hith 
Corylus, Pteridiuin, Calluna, Fraxinus, Salix, Prunus, Sorbus and Rosaceae 
all increasint; in value. QueY'CUs, Betula and Alnus all show moderate 
reductions in frequency. 
?CS Zonule RJ 107 - 90 ems. 
L"evJ indications of clearance activity are present in this zonule 
vThich describes a phase of '\-Joocl1and regeneration durint; 1.Jhich tree pollen 
values initially rise to 50% of total land pollen, although sradually 
declining thereaftero Quercus, Alnus and Ulmus are mainly responsible 
for this increase, but Tilia and Fraxinus are also important. As the 
zonule ·0rocresses pollen of Quercus and Ulmus is supplanted by that of 
non-t:>:"ee pollen typ()S, especially Corylus and Calluna. Pteridiu.rn spore 
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frequencies also increase. rtestricted tree regeneration vJOuld appear to 
have allo,..;ed scrub and heathland communities partially to supersede 
"10odland durin~:; this phase. 
Zonule C1 90 - 86 ems. 
Clear indications of forest recession return to the pollen 
record beh.Je•:m 90 and 86 ems. (fig. L~O), as the declining tree pollen curve 
reaches its lo\-Jest recorded values, due to a. fc1ll in Ulmus frequencies. 
Ruderal herb taxa reflecting open, disturbed habitats enter the assemblage, 
most significant bein0 the first record of Plantago lanceolata. Also 
present are Artemisia, Helamoyrum, Rumex, Urtica, Succisa and 
Chenopodiaceae. Corylus, Calluna and Gramineae all shovi considerably 
enhanced frequencies, and Pteridium also responds to this phase of 
clearance. 
FCS Zonule R4 86 - 80 ems. 
IndicatioYls of enviroYlmentol disturbance are reduced during this 
zonule and taxa specifying open conditions recede from their peak values of 
the previous clearance staz;e, suggesting a rene1..ral of tree cover as cleared 
areas ret,enerated. The continued presence of ruderal and hel1ophyte 
indicators and the creater freq~encies of Fraxinus and Betula, sug:est 
that Hhere re-establishment of woodland proved possible, it i-Tas of reduced 
density. 
5.5. Jiscussion 
The site of :=llue\.Jath Beck Bead is comparable to !Jorth Sill in 
reco:':'ding in its lm,i8r profile an iterative sequence of Hoodlancl recession 
and regeneration, for Hhich periodic fire-clearance of the ve:etal;ion 
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ap;;ears to have been res::;onsible. The reCO£:nition of the decline in nmus 
:pollen frequency, Hhich occurs around 90 ems., and forms the lm . rer 
boundary of F.A.Z. EB!-!-D (fig. 40), as diagnostic of the ?landrian II-III 
transition, refers the sequr~nce of interference and resenerB.tion zonules 
RO-RJ (fie;. 43) to a Flandrian II anr'l the-refore J.1esolithic context. 
Although radiocarbon determinations are not available for this site, the 
pronounced nature of this elm-decline, and the character of the 
accompanying pollen spectra, SUGgest that it is correctly identified as 
the upper limit of chronozone Flandrian II, and thus may be dated to 
.£· Le,750bp (Table 3). It is partic,~larly marked upon fig. 44, vrhich shaHs 
the relative frequencies of the major 1..r::Jodland trees, calculated as a 
percentage of the corrected tree pollen sum. The basal pollen spectra at 
this site, descr.i:bed by zone BBH-A ( fic;s. 40 and 11.1 a), have been assigned 
to late Flandrian I (R.F.J~..z. i·JYI'·'l-Cc) on the basis of low Alnus and high 
Pinus pollen values, affirmed by figure L~r• In this respect these tree 
pollen spectra do, however, resemble those from the basal !i!Onule NG-I1 at 
North Gill (fie. 35) vlhich are radiocarbon dated to early Flandrian II. 
vlhile the !'lorth Gill tree pollen spectra are attributed to clearance 
effects for vlhich there is accompanying evidence in the form of 
macroscopic charcoal and ruderal pollens, those from Bluewa.th Beck Head 
do not contain such a record and are assigned to a zonule of regener':ltion 
(PC, 
.. _l,. ' fig. 43), vli th stable \.Joodlancl communi ties. The status of Pinus in 
this area during and after the Flandrian I-II b.~ansition is equivocal, 
being involved, 2::ro ba bly, Hi th anthropogenic effects, and is discussed 
more in Chapter 7 (y.].. page 21~9). Thus while zonule RO at BlU81.·!ath Beck 
Head may yet prove to be of e:=Jrly Flandrian II date, it is designated as 
late FJ.andrian I pending radiocarbon dating. This dPsignation finds a 
measure of support by comparison vith the late Flandrian I pollen spectra 
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from the nearby site of Glaisdale Hoor (HZ 728 015, Sirmnons and Cundi11 
1974a). 
Conforminr, Hith evidence from lJorth Gill, the pre-elm decline 
deposits at Bluevmth Beck Head vmre found to cont:oin microscopic charcoal 
material at all levels, incre8sine in abundance at certain horizons, 
parti8ularly during zonules of interference 11 and 12, \-Jhere a distinct 
macroscopic presence could be dj.scerned. These discrete lay"rs do not, 
hovever, rival those at North Gill in thickness, being much less 
substantial. 'l'lhile a detailed estimation of microscopic charcoal content 
at Bluewath Beck Head is not presented, its occurrence at consistently 
high levels tl1roughout the de_9osi ts of Mesolithic ace is further support 
for the hypothesis that burninc; of the ver:etation -vms a continuous factor 
in the Central 1Aatershed area durine- tl:.is period. Significantly, 
microsconic charcoal ceases to be recorded in the stratigraphy above 85 
centimetres, Hhich corresponds 1.rith the end of clearance zone C1 (fig. L,_O), 
although quite large fragments do occur bet,.reen 55 and 60 ems. Such 
evidence mirrors that from North Gill and arr,ues cor:;ently that the 
cessation of fire-pressure upon the environment which took place at that 
site during early Flandrian III 1....ras applicable in the eastern Central 
Watershed area as a vJholeo This may be interpreted as a retraction of 
human influence from the uplands of the Hoors durint_; the Neolithic period, 
with a later resumption of clearc:nce activity, pe::-haps in the succeeding 
Bronze Age (Jones et al. 1979)o 
The phases of \·Joodland clearB.nce ,,.;hich occur at Blue1:1ath Beck 
Head during Flandrian II follow the familiar pattern recorded in detail 
at North GilJ., Hith declines in tree polJen types and their replacement 
by ruderal herb, helicph~rte shrub and heathland taxa typical of woodland 
regeneration through seral communities. The most intense phase of 
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clearance appears to have been the earlircst, descril1ed by zonule 11, 
during which destruction of birch and pine vJoodland appears to have taken 
place, charred Betula bark appear in[; in the str'-: tir=:;raphy, although pollen 
values for otl:er trees also fluctuate. Bare, disturbed t;round vras 
evidently created ov~r an area su:ficiently large to allow substantial 
imJasb of mineral soH into the mire folloHing erosion from cleared slopes, 
prior to its rc·colonisation by post-fire taxa such as Al"temi sia, 
Helampyrum and Fteridium. Although lacking t~e silt im.rash accompanyment, 
the clearance of zonule 12 1..ras also an event of some intensity, involving 
actual removal of 1-1hat would have been a densE) birch-oak-alder scrub 
woodland from around the streamside and its environs. The effects of these 
tHo episodes of forest clf)ctrcmce upon local vroodland composition appear 
in each case to have been a ;:;reat increase in Corylus representation in 
the short term, either by increased floHering after sproutinG or by an 
actual expansion of the shrub, \·ihile regen' -ration Has progressing. In 
the longer term, Betula appears to hc.ve become established as the local 
sub-climax woodland. Very distinct peaks in Betula pollen frequencies 
may be noted ju::-int; the earlier parts of po3t-clear::mce zonule R1 and R2, 
and Betula l·mod occurs in the stre.tigraphy at these point:-:, some bein~ 
rootlet material indicative of in situ re-establishment of voodland. A 
steady decline in the importance of Betula occurs from mid-zonule rt2 
ommrds and, I·Jith Pinus already at loi·T levels, the forest of later 
Flandrian II \·Jas characterised by the :nixe-d deciduous vloodland trees 
quercus, i.lnus and Ulmus, vith Tilia becoming an increasingly important 
component accordinc to the corrected tree polJen elias"':"' am (fiE. /-J-4_), 
surpassing elm lnte in tho zone. This Hoodland was of open cba-'·ilcter, 
hovrever, uith pror;ressively increasing Fraxinus and Cor:'rlus and other 
heliophyte shrubs continual1y prominent. It \·rould appear that Hhile there 
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·Here many gaps in the tree canopy which allowed the development of herb 
and shrub communities of loHer stature, this part of the Central ~Jatershed 
vias covered by mature broad-leaf ,.;oodland. Alnus preswnably formed stands 
around the stream \·rith oak, ash, hazel and lime comprising the surrounding 
woodland. The probability of tree growth at this high altitude in 
Flandrian II upon the drier area of the Central 1tlatershed is in accordance 
with the evidence from Glaisdale Hoor (Simmons and Cundill 197 /~a) '"here 
wood remains are abundant in pre-Ulmus decline levels. 
The openness of the later Flandrian II woodland and the gradual 
thinning of its canopy is shown by the sporadic occurrence of the pollen 
of ruderal types. These may record the effects of cleDrance at a distance 
from the site, perhaps masked by the screening effect of the dense Alnus 
carr which appears to have fringed the stream. The most significant of 
~hese later phases is described by zonule IJ, during vmich pollen 
fluctuations and the appear,cnce of indicator taxa are sufficiently clear 
to demonstrate genuine \-toodland recession, but perhaps not intense enough 
for it to have taken place immediately adjacent to Bluewath Beck Head 
itself. The absence of major charcoal or silt presence tends to support 
its extra-site location. It may be of relevance here that North Gill is 
situated less than 1,000 metres to the west of Bluewath Beck Head (fig. 1), 
and it is possible that zonule IJ at the latter site may record the 
vegetation changes which took place during the high intensity clearance of 
zonule NG-1.2 at North Gill (];.~· chapter 4) during later Flandrian II. 
Transport and reception of pollPn over such a comparatively short distance 
may ,.;ell have been possible, for if prevailing \.finds were chiefly Hesterly, 
as is the case today (y.~. page 35), transfer of pollen to Blue~~th Beck 
Head from the clearance site at North Gill could easily have been efr'ected 
through the open 1.Joodland considered to have existed at tb..at time. It may 
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be significant that many of the clearance indicators in zonule IJ at 
Blue1t1ath Beck Head, Hi th the exceotion of mo:=t ruderal herbs, are 
anemophi1ous in character. The whole que2tion of the possible correlation 
of the clearance zonules at North G-ill and Blue'ltJath Beck IiPad hoHever, 
is one • .Jhich may be capable of resolution only after radj_ocarbon datinc 
of the relevant horizons. There is lit~le doubt that phases I1 and I2 
at Blue1trath Beck Head are intrinsic to the site for they initiate chances 
Hithin the mire system itself, in addition to their introduction of 
alloc'nthonous material. A stimulation of bog growth seems to he..ve occ1L'red 
followins zonule I2, for expansion of Gramineae and Sphagnum frequencies 
is well marked (fig. 41b and 42b), supported by rises in Cyperaceae and 
, .. retland and aquatic herb taxa. 
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CEAPTER SIX 
East Bilsdale Iioor 
6.1. Introduction 
In the preceding two chapters attention has been devoted to 
sites on the eastern pDrt of the Central \·Jatershed, \olhich has been subject 
to previous paleoenvironmental research, particulorly by Simmons (1969a) 
and CuRdill (1971). This previous research, allied to the data presented 
in this thesis, permits the formulation of models of environmental change 
during Flandrian II, and consideration of the role of ~esolithic 
communities Hithin them. So that these models may be applied to the 
uplands of the ~·Torth York Hoors as a whole, in this chapter results of 
research caC"ried out upon the I·Testern area of the Central 11iatershed will 
be presented. In this v1ay, any regional differences in character or 
intensity of human activity may become apparent. Ea::ot Bilsdale Hoor Has 
chosen as the v1esterly study area and its location, l·li th the sites sampled 
for pollen analysis, is sho\m on fit,. 1. 
Because of its e:;~tre:·.ely high concentration of microli thic 
flint sites, this ar•:;a 1.-Jas considered to be of high potential for evidence 
of Hesolithic activity. It has long been recognised as a prolific find 
spot for later He sol ithic geometric industries (fig. 4 and page L.7), but 
has more recently loli tnessed the discovery of industries of Early Nesolithic, 
non-geometric traditions, of Star Carr and genenl broad blade affinities 
(fit,. 3 and pa.c:e 44). East Bi1sdale l·~oor appears therefore to have served 
as a hunting territory throughout tile Mesolithic occupation of the region, 
during F1andrian I and IIo 
The area uas visited in the company of Er. G. V. Taylor of 
Bradford, vho uas encared in th':': excavation of sites at J.io:1ey HoHe. 
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A field survey 1·JaS conducted to ascertain peat depths and to locate 
suitable sites for pollen analysis. The area is characterised by a thin 
peat cover, \.Jhid:, over much of East Dilsdale i'•loor, is less than fifty 
centimetres thick or absent altogether. Three centres of deeper peat 
Here found, t\.Jo of \·Ihich ·Here situated at the head of small streams which 
form the head·Haters of the Bonfield Gill, ,,rhile the third occupied the 
crest of the ridge which runs to the north tovmrrls Bransdale Hoor and 
Stump Cross (SE 606 982). The location of archaeological and pollen 
analytical sites, and the depth of p~>'lt vii thin the study area, is shovm 
upon a choropleth map 1,.;hich is displayed a::o figure 45. 
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Bonfield Gill Head 
6.2. Introduction 
The major pollen 'lnalytical site on Bast Bilsdale l:Ioor is 
located near- the head of tbe most vJeGterly tributary of the Bonfield 
Gill. Risint, on the riclt;e above Bilsdale and flo\.fing east,,mrds, it cuts 
do;..rn tl1rout;h an ::crea of deeper peat, exposing a profile to examination. 
This site, designated Bonfield Gill Head and located upon fig. 45, lies 
at an altitude of 346m OD., and has a grid reference of SZ 598 958. 
T-'eat depth in excess of two metres was noted in the sections 
cut by stream erosion. Away from the immediate environs of the str'.oam, 
the blanket peat is shallo\.Jer and undergoing severe winrl erosion in placeso 
These erosion patc11es have revealed several trunks and stu.rnps of trees of 
quite a considerable size, some in situ rooted in peat or mineral soil. 
Tree stumps also occur within the stream sections, but in this case rooted 
within the peat profile itself, more than half a metre above the level of 
the basal mineral materi!ll. These stumps are clearly in situ and seem to 
record colonisation of a considerable depth o:f' peat by \-:oodland. Distinct 
layers of detrital wood vrere noted in the peat below the level of the tree 
stumps, alternating 1>Tith more amorphous pieces of charcoal. 11 
concentration of vrood remains lay at the base of the organic deposit, 1·Ihere 
it graded into sandy mineral so:Ll, below \·Jhich WdS a stiff v;hi te-grey clayo 
Above the level of the tree stumps the deposit is composed of monocot and 
Sphagnum peats typical of upland blanket peat profiles. 
6.3. Tree Remains 
Investica tion o:' tee exposed tr"e sttunps o.nd trunks revealed them 
to be Betula and ~uercus, and their distribution is recorded upon fig. 46o 
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They may be described briefly as follOi·lS, and are Betula except ;!here 
stated. 
Jvlacrofossil Number 
Stump 1 
:Jtump 2 
Stumps 3 & 4 
Stump 5 
Stump 6 
Stumps 
Stump 9 
Stump 18 
Stump 11 
Treetrunk 12 
Description 
A bole a :)out 40 ems., in diameter and a number 
of associated large roots and wood fragmentr:>. 
Situated Hithin a large erosion area. 
Less than 30 ems., in diameter, eroded from 
the peat by stream action. 
About JO ems., in diameter, in situ in t11e peat 
face above sixty centimetres of peat. 
About 40 ems., in diameter with larc;e roots, 
in situ in the peat face above sixty centimetres 
o:' amorphous and wood peat. 
Bole around 20 ems., thick, vJi th thin fragmented 
roots, eroded from peat. 
Stumps about 60 ems., in diameter, \·lith roots 
spreading a further 100-120 ems. Virtually 
eroded from the peat, and 1...ri th a lesser depth 
of organic deposit belov them, no more than 
L,O ems. 
Abou~ 30 ems., thick, with roots, and associated 
1:1ith much frat;mented rootlet material. 
About 50 ems., in diameter, beginning to 
protrude from the blanket peat. 
About 30 ems., thick lying upon mineral soil 
in a large erosion patch. 
1\bout 15 cJnso, in dj_ameter, aliened ~·T\·.I-SE, 
lying upon mineral soil. 
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Treet!'unk 13 About 25 ems., in di9meter, also aliened 
Stump 14 A massive stump, about 80 ems., in di.clmeter 
Hi t}-J long roots, some1,1hat frar;mented, spreading 
wide, Identified as Quercus. 
6.4. Site Strati~r8ohy 
:.. profile, immediately adjacent to stump number 5, containing 
a sequence of deposits typical of those exposed thl·oughout the site, Hi:l.S 
selected for analysis. The peat face \.Tas cut back until the largest root 
of stump 5 was exposed to view \·Ji thin the peat, and the s:J.rface Has 
cleaned. This root, \.!hid! vms 12 ems., thick, vJas then cut from the 
profile after its exact stratigruphic position had been recorded, so that 
it could be used for radiocarbon dating. The peat deposits behind the 
root Here then available for sampling. The profile viaS recovered >lith 
monolith tins, the basal metre of deposit being extracted and removed to 
the laboratory. The upper limit of the sample was adopted as the site 
datum, above '·lhich lay a furth·ar metre of unsampled hu..rnified Sohar-num 
peot. 
Follo>ring field and laboro.tory investigation of ths sampled 
~-;rofile, the folloHing stratigraphy W:ls recorded. 
Stratum Depth (ems). Description 
12 0 - 20 
elas.1, • ? SlCC.~, lim. sup.O 
Dark, Hell h11mified SDha::::nlli11 peato 
11 20 - 40 
niGo3, strf.1, elas.1, sicc.2, lim. su}.2 
Hell humified monocot peat Hith some fresher 
remains of Eriophorum var:rinatum. 
10 40 - 52 
9 52 - 5ll-
8 5!1- - 58 
7 5.3 - 70 
6 70 - 77 
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nig.2, strf.2, elas.1, sicc.2, lim. sup.1 
Less \.Jell humified Erioohorum peat, viitb tHigs 
of 2::;:-icaceae ne1.1r th8 top of the stratum, vri th 
a high proportion of undifferentiated monocot 
peat. Pm..rdery charcoal 'soot' at intervals in 
the peat. Base of a lar~:e Betula tree stump 
at 33-41 ems. 
I 
Tl{"2, Tl 1 , Dl 1 • 
nig.2, strf.2, elas.O, sicc.2, lim. sup.2 
Amorphous monocot pe1t Hith large pieces of 
Betula wood of all kinds, bark, branches, t\.ric_;s 
and roots. Hell defined wood layer. 
Th1"2 th 2 , an • _ 
nie;.4, strf.O, elas.O, sicc.:), lim. sup.2 
Amorphous mono cot peat Hi thin \.rhich are many 
charcoal pieces, some of great size, the largest 
up to 15x9 nun. 
Th ( ')2? mhJ~ 
- ~ ~, l ,:_ 
nig.2, strf.2, elas.1, sicc.2, lim. sup.1 
llid-bro,,m monocot and Erionho ... um pe.~it, f}Uite 
Hell humified. 
nig.J, strf.1, elas.1, sicc.2, lim. sup.2 
\·:ell humified amorphous mono cot peat ~ori th 
hi~h \.food content, small fragments mainly, 
with both tootlet and branch material 
present. 
5 77 - 8'1 
4 81 - 90 
3 90 - 97 
2 97 - 105 
1 105 
6.5. Pollen Analysis 
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4 ') Sh 2, anth.2, Th,_+ 
nig.4, strf.O, elas.O, sicc.2, lim. supG1 
31ack, well humified undifferentiated peat 
with abundant charcoal pieces of all sizes 
up to 10 mm., in diameter, and a slight 
acl.rnixture of unrlifferentiated herbaceous 
rootlet material. 
nic.2, strf.O, elas.O, sicc.2, lim. sup.1 
Hoody detrital peat, composed of frac;ments of 
branches, twigs and bark of Betula. Occasional 
pieces may be recoe;nised as rootlet ·Hood. 
I 
Sh"l-J, Ag 1 
nig.2, strf.O, elas.O, sicc.2, lim. sup.2 
Minero-organic amorphous peat 
Ga4, Dl+ 
nig.2, strf.O, elas.O, sicc.2, lim. sup.2 
l"iedium texture ye1lm.J-grey sand with tiny 
pieces of Hoody material, detrital wood and 
bark fragments. 
As4 
nig.O, strf.O, elas.O, 
Stiff, Hhite clay. 
. ') SlCC.,_, lim. sup.O 
Samples for poUen analysis we:-e kken from the pro£'ile at 
intervals not exceeding 2 ern., and a pollen diagram WJS constructed Hhich 
is displayed as fig. Ll-7. Three Local Pollen Assemblar;e Zones are 
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recognised, applied to fiGS., L.8a anrJ L.9a, and a:"e described as follovlS: 
LPAZ BGH - " 99 - 77 ems. 
Tree pollen vaLu~s a::·e lde;h durine; tl1is basal ~'oll~en assembla.':'_"e 
:wne, \.Ji th Pinus and Qw=,rcus as the characteristic taxa. Each providr:;s 
more t~1an 110% of the tree pollen swn used in fig. /+7• Value::; for Betula 
and Alnus are also substo.ntial durin3 this phase, ho1.-Jever, . and vrhen 
introduced to the tree pollen sum (fig. 48a) repres.:mt over 20~.i of A. P., 
rivalling Pinus and Quercus. '~nese four tree taxa together account for 
up to 50% of total pollen. Ulmus and Tilia are also present, the former 
siBnific3ntly, the latter sporadically and in low frequencies. Fraxinus 
is absent except at the very end of the zone. Shrub pollen represents 
40% of total pollen and is contributed mainly by Corylus, although Salix 
is of significance throue;hout this zone. Calluna, Hedera, Lonicera and 
Prunus complete the shrub assemblage. Gramineae frequencies approach 10% 
of total pollen and are the largest single component of the herbaceous 
group, Cyperaceae pollen being consistently infrequent. Herbaceous t9.xa 
indicative of dampland conditions are Hell represented, in particular 
Ranunculus, Filinendula and Fotentilla, 1.-rhile open-habitat indic3.tors also 
occur, albeit less regularly. IsolAted grains of aquatic herbs are recorded. 
Pteridophyte spore freouencics are hich and ttis group fo~rns a major 
feature of the assemblage. Filicales is continuously present in values of 
up to 15% of total pollen and spores, Hhile Pteridiwn values are also higho 
Sphagnwn is continuously, althnugh poorly, represAnted. The upper 
boundary of tl~;is zone is dravm vhere Finus values fall, and Quercus, 
~Setu~la Rnd Alnus values rise. 
LPAZ BGH ~ B 77 - 1.1 ems. 
Characteristic of this assemblage zone is the rise of Betula 
and Alnus, until together they rep::-esc:nt 50% of total pollen. Of the 
major tree taxa, 'Juercus and Ulmus assume dominance of the arboreal 
assenblat_;e, althout_;h Tilia reaches very high frequencies near the end of 
the zone. Fraxinus pollen is more frequently r~corded as the zone 
progresses, but alvays in low values. Pinus frequencies have declined 
markedly from their maxima of the previous z.Jne and represent a minor 
feature of the assemblage, with less than 1% of total pollen. With the 
inclusion of Betula and Alnus, tree pollen typ·"S comprise 70% of total 
pollen, Hhile shrubs have fallen to less than· 20?:· of total pollen, due 
primarily to a decline of Corylus frequencies. Salix and Calluna 
representation is slic:htly greater than hitherto, with the latter especially 
ap~Jroachinc; high frequencies near the end of the zone. Other ericaceous 
types are recordecl for the first time in Erica tetral ix. Herbaceous 
pollen representJtion is little increased during this phase at slightly 
more than 10\ of total pollen and agnin Gramineas is the major contributor, 
altho:1gh FiliDendula and Ranunculus are the mo3t impo~tant individu8.l herb 
taxa. Huderal and aquatic types remain in evi~lence and l·!elamnyrum is 
particularly abunaant at over 2% of total pollen late in the zone. ?ern 
spor·'s are of increased importonce with Filicales and Jlteridium attaininrr 
----- c 
high frequencies and Poly-podium rising to occasional peak values. Sr2hagnum 
spores remain of little conssquence in the assemblac·e. The upper bo:mdary 
of the zone is dr;n.n where a sharp fall in Ulmus values occurs. 
BG-E - C 4.1 - 0 ems. 
~he UJ.rnus dedine ~;;hich marks the besinninL of t~is zone to.kes 
place in the context of a general decline of tree pollen type2. With 
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Betula and Alnus included (fie. 48a), tre,:; polJen represents L.O~{, of total 
pollen, shrubs and herbs each about 30"::. Alnus and Betu1a frequencies 
fall, the latter more sharply, and toBe~her they comprise 25~ of total 
pol, en. Ulmus recovers from it,, ini tie.l decline;, ·.-mt ne·:er reg~1.ins its 
former status, \-Jhile :~uercus value" are increased. Fraxinus increases 
in frequency and Tilia values are maintained, but together they form less 
than 5~ of all arboreal types rsco-~clcd. A single l~af';us e;~·ain is recorded 
Ylear the top of' the zone. Corylus, Salix and Ca2_luna are all lncre;· :·ed in 
frequency, Hhi1e Prunus, Sorbus and lledcra are consistently present. 
Although h2rbaceous po1J.en as a \·Iho1c increases in frequency, the variety 
of types recorded ~alJs, with apen-habitat types in particular reduced. 
Gramine;::;c, :~yporaceae and the d.aTJ~·lancl herbs Ranunc:ulus anr1 Fi lipendu1a 
are main1y responsible for the herbaceous expansion, Hhile Hel ar.1p;yrum 
still attains spor::dic peDks in value. The represe11tution 'of pteridophyte 
spores ~s mar~e .ly reduced, all types beinc ~ffected. In co~trast 
Sphc:Fnllm frequencies shm-1 a g-reat incre'13e. 
Local Pollen As~:emblar;e Zcnes '~:GH - A s.nd BGE - B a·:"e considered 
to correE;pond to ree;ional zane 'u':·I - D, vrhile zone BGH - C is referred to 
regional zone Yll:J: - E. 
6.6. l"orest Clearance EistQL):: 
Ten local stases in the history of forest clea~once ~t Sonfield 
Gill Pead are recognised upon ~i[. 47, are appljpd to figs. 48b and 49b, 
und are uced to zone fip;. 50 as a ·oasis for description of the evolution 
of the landscape. 
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~l'CS ~~onule RO 99 - 81 ems. 
The ba~-;sl zonule J.O apparently describes a tinw during ,,;hich 
there is no active clpqrcnce at the site, for no charcoal appenrs in the 
stratie;raphy. uryLmd non-tree polJ·~n V'~lu·s a ·e }cigb, ll0 1··ever, accountin£; 
f'or 50% of tot·Jl 1anc1 pollen, 1-1ith the helioph~rtes Corvhw, Salix, Prunus 
and Sorbus prominent, as viell EJS a hir,h represent.':' ion of ?teridi urn spores. 
':.'he open as~:;ect of Ue assemblaze is confirmed by U1e pr::;sence of many 
~:erophytic herb cruins, inclucline; Rumex, Helamnyrmrr, Artemisia, Oirsium 
and Succisa. The open na tu::". of the ve;::eta tion at this st2.ce rna~' be the 
legacy of an e0rlier episodd of forest clearance, occurring prior to the 
inception of peat formati0n at t"cis site, althouch the pollen assemblage 
could also be interpreted as reprGsentine: naturally open groun,\. The 
presence of ~r,any dryland taxa indica.ti"e of sec:'al corn'·mnit.ies, hoHev'::'~, 
and the t;ro.clual decline of heliophyte types, suggest reeeneration to 
Hoocllanr1 and a progressive closure of the forest cc.nopy. From a pertl-: at 
the base of thn zonule, non-tree pollen values decrease steadily as a 
trend to rno;>e vroocled concli'i:i::Jns ensues, caused primarily by an expansion 
of decid.uous forest trees, pe.rticularly Quercus and Alnus. If cle<trnnce 
pressure ue·,,e indeed exerted prior to peDt inception, it evidently took 
pl."lC~" '~ithin an open vmodLmd environment Hhich contained Pinus, .Setula 
and Goryl us, for these taxa a.·'e most encoure.E:,;ed in tl:e strub-Foodland 
\·Jhicr: cbar:1cterises early zone RO. ;~l though no macrofossil charcoal is 
recorded at the base of the profile, fire may be in~icatFd as a cl~arance 
mechanism by tile presence in high values of taxa encoura~ed by burninr;, 
such as Pinus, Corylus, Fteridium, f..rtem·i sia and l-lelamnyrum. 
?C._: ZonuJ.e I1 81 - 77 ems. 
The trend toH<:rds more ,.rooded cond::_ tions vrhicb cbaracterises 
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t11e h:..sal zonule is abruptly reversed durinc zonule 11, as cl•ances in 
both the density and composition of t!1e HO~)dJand ta};:e place. A f2ll in 
total tree pollen frequency and the introduction of a r1~se of open 
habitat taxa indicate a phase of forest recession and tree canopy o~eninc, 
and the presence of large chnrcoal fragments in the strEti~raphy SU[:ests 
th":t rL··e '.-lbS responsible .for 'he clec:Te,ace. il. distirlCt incre2~:c in 
1Jetula frequency occurs, \·lh:i.le Quercus ~md Alnus are adversely a ".:~ectec1. 
and Pinus sylvestris rcpresent:1tion is :::reatly diminished. A sharp but 
tempore.ry peak in tile:, declining Cor'ilus curve, echoed by both CaJ.luna 
pollen and Pteridium spores, affirms the more open n::t ture of -:-,}Je v:ooc1land, 
Hithin I·Thich 3etula ~eplsced Quercus, Alnus and Pinus, the latter 
permanently. ?raxinus is recorc:ed :~o,·· -+:,he fir2t time ..,;hiJ.e the heliophyte 
shrubs 3alix, Prunus and Sorbus are encourac;ed, as :::re ta:·:a of the 
undiffPrentisted H.osc.ceae family, 1·1hich ma;;r include shrubs of open habitat. 
H.uderal pollen types, particularly Nelamnvrum, ~umex, Cruciferae and 
Chenopodiaceac, show a first presence or enhanced frequencies. That the 
a:·ea of disturbed, open cround crerrted during this clearance episode vl2S 
substantial is indicated. by the \.Jide range of' herbaceous tetxa indentifiecl 
wtich, in 9.ddition to those 3lready mentioned, includes Scabiosa, Succisa, 
Urti ca, Umbelli.ferae, Centaurea and F!.ubiacco.e. This zonule clearly records 
an episode of forest clearance, and the ternporc<.ry replacement of stable 
vroodland conditions by a more diverse vecet·;tion of pioneer and seral 
communities, Hit.l·in vlhich t''Xa encouyoaged by fire \·Jere p~irticul.'l.rly 
fa"'~rouredo 
?CS Zonu1e ?~.1 77 - 58 ems. 
i.'he disturbed conr:U tions of th'. previous zonule 3.re succeeded 
by 2. phase of regenerEJtion in Hhich a return to stable vJOoclland t::tkes place. 
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The zonule R1 is characterised by hi_sh tree~ pollen vc:,lues, particul;Hly 
for Betula and Quercus, less so for Ulmus and TiJ ia, 1,.rhile :~orvlus and 
Fraxinus diminish, virtually to nothing in the latter case. Light-
responsive taxa, especially strub types, are but poorly represented and 
clw rly the c1osure of the :~orest ccmopy had been sufficiently complete 
to prevent their continued contribution to the pollen record. Herbaceous 
pollen [rains occur sporedicaJ.Jy, but these are- confined in the main to 
Heth.nd types such as Filinendula and Potenti1],_~ Hhich '..JEJ. howe been 
concerned Hitll mi-v·e communities. \'J1iJ.e it is pr;b9.ble t!"!r-.t dsmp r;lBdes 
were pr~sent Hithin the woodland as a consequence of the earlier forest 
recession, no evidence exists to record the c:c·eation of ne\·rly-clee.red 
areas, and arJparently the v1oodland remained unclisturbed durint; this time. 
Loi-r frequencies for Calluna and Fteridium support this vieH. As tree 
pol1en represents 75% of totaJ. land poEen, reJ.atively dense Hoodland 
evidently existed, Hithin -vrhich Betula Has at least locall;y- dominant, 
although deciduous :'.'01··est trees of trw ·~uercetum mixtum, vJi th Alnus are 
prominent. 
FCS Zonule I2 58 - 55 ems. 
A second phase of interference is recognised bet\men 58 and 55 
centimetres, as pollen fluctuations intiicatbre of foreiJt recession occur. 
Tree pollen values fall from 70% to 50% of total land pollen, luercus, 
Alnus and Betula all declinint; sharply in value. Cha:ccoal fragments Here 
recovsred f~om the stratigraphy at this level, sug estinc that fire 
clear:~nce of i·ioodland in the vici:ti ty of the s::. te WL1 s the cause of tl1is 
diminution of tr~e pollen frequency. The cre8tion of open areas and 
r1 i::0turbed c;round near to the samplinr; point is at-::.ested by a marked 
expansion of t;:;xa associated Fith ruder·-tl conditions. host prominent among 
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the ruderal herb assemblage are Helampyrum, achieving 15% of total tree 
pollen, R~, Chenopodiaceae and Succisa, but lesser values are recorded 
for a wide range of analogous taxa, including Cirsium, Centaurea, Artemisia, 
Polygonum, Urtica, Cruciferae, Caryophyllaceae, Compositae, Umbelliferae 
and Scabiosa. This imposing assemblage denotes the creation of a 
considerable area of disturbed Ground, into which Pteridium, Calltma and 
Gramineae are shown to have expanded by their sharply increased frequencies. 
Shrub types appear to have been greatly favoured by this reduction in tree 
cover, and Corylus in particular e~1ibits peak pollen values of over 30% of 
total land pollen. Other heliophyte shrubs '"hich increase in representation 
are Salix, Prunus and Sorbus, while high Hosaceae values will again include 
taxa of this type. Trees which sho1-1 increased frequencies due to this 
clearance event are Fraxinus, a component of regenerating woodland, and 
Pinus, pollen of vrhich may be more regional in origin and finding conditions 
of transfer to the sampling point more favourable following the removal of 
the filtering effects of local tree cover. 
FCS Zonule R2 55 - 50 ems. 
A short phase of l.foodland regeneration and stability follows 
during which tree pollen regains its previous high value of over 70% of 
total land pollen. Alnus in particular increases in value, although 
Betula and r"uercus also recover from their decline of the previous zonule. 
Fully wooded conditions seem to have been restored, for herbaceous 
indicators of newly open ground disappear from the pollen record, except 
for taxa confined to dampland environments such as Filipendula. l'ilia 
appears to have forued an important constituent of the regenerated woodland 
and the dense, closed forest cr.~nopy severely reduced the representation of 
heliophyte shrub types, ~~th Corylus, Fraxinus and Salix much depleted in 
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fTenuency. Pinus v<tlues return to lo\-1 levels, Hhile Calluna and Ptcridium 
a::oe no lone:er major contri~~-utors to the assemb 1 acce, and the ·,Joodland 
appecors to h:1ve remained both closed and undLcturbed durinf this zonule, 
dominated by ·)uercetum mixtum tyr;ec:;, plus Betula and Alnus. 
FCS 2onule IJ 50 - L,5 cr:;s. 
Zonule IJ rccorrls a further period of extensive forest c]_enrance, 
evidenced by '1 c->ns idera b1e fc-;lJ in tree pollen .;:'requency from 707~ to 50iC 
of total land poll·n, Alnus is -:-.he tree most sharply reduced in fre~1 uency, 
fallin~ from 35% to 25% of total land pollen, but Quercus is also adversely 
aff'ected. Uon-tree pollen types of all kinds ~.tre gres.tly increased both 
in range and frequency, Hi th the excention of Corylus, vihich responds only 
Heakly to this reduction in tree co·;er. Nost favoured by clearance of 
W)Odland in this case is Pteridium -v1hich rises to very higb values of 757; 
of tree pollen (fig. 47) and over 10% of total land pollen (fig. 50). 
Call una also appe'TS in vrry high values for the -·irst time. Hany 
herbaceous indicators of cle-- red ground return to the pollen record, 
including Urtica, Succisa, :·,rtemisia and Caryophyl1aceae. ;,Iost nrominent 
·Hithin tl-:is herb assemblage, hm.fever, are Rumex and l1Ielr.\mnyrum, the latter 
reaching 25;;' of total tree pollen (fig. 47) and being the major contributor 
to a combined ruderel curve Hhich repre:o:.ents 5< of total pollen ( fi;":. 50). 
among li(ht-responsive shrub taxa Salix and Fraxinus increase substantially 
in value, and their expansion is mirrored by the J.osaceous pollen curve. 
,·,·::-ain ?inus frec1uenci(l)S are ed;c.nced during the clear~n1ce episode, clue to 
the more open nature of the vegetation. This zonule clearly represents a 
recession o·c -··orest cover and the rec.lacement of trees o~r :)pen f'Totmd and 
scrub vecet,tion. 
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In the succeeding phase o~ re~eneration, zonule fiJ, forest cover 
is again estab~ished across the site, although a more open kind of woodland 
se ms to have come into existence, as total tree pollen values do not 
reE~in their previous high level, remaining at 55% of total land pollen. 
The cornposi tion of tr:e ',·oodland ap~>?.';"s to hav·- cl-:cwged, Hi th 'I' ilia 
'lssuming a mo e important role, and Alnus much reduced in v::olue. :\1 thouzh 
occasional herb grains are reco:nised, little evidence of continued 
disturbance of the environment is ;Jre:Jent 'J.nd the reduc:?d clonsi t;y of tree 
cover is probably due to incomplete ree;enera tion follovring the previous 
episode of cle.,;rance. ',ihile 'JuG-reus, Alnus and Betula cha!'e.cterise the 
tree pollen assemolace, vith Ulmus and Tilia also importent, Fraxinus, 
Col"'ilus, Pinus and Salix still occur in low :frer1uenciss, Hhi1e the high 
Calluna values of the previous zonule persist int~ this pha~e of 
re:;ener':ition. 
FCS Zonule C1 
Du:':'ing the succeedine: zonule C1, evidAncs of forest ope:1ing may 
once ae:ain be detected in the pollen reco:':'d, for indicators of cle8rance 
return to the assemblage in the context of a general fall in all tree 
pollen fre:~ue:1cie:J except Betula. The decline of Ulmus pollen vrbich occurs 
at the beginning of the zonule is C:iCCompanied by a reduction in Tilia 
pollen and the sl1:1rp rise in Betula frequencieco suggests a significant 
change in 1wodland com::_Josition. The more ooen ::tspect of the v10odland is 
denoted by rises in ~}ramineae and Coryll!.§. frequencies, viiU:. a comrnensm~ate 
incre:1se in Fteridium spore'J v:hich attain 3o:,~; of tokl tre2 pollen (fi,G. 
47) and 12% of tot~l land pollen (fig. 50). ~mong the tsrbaceous indicators 
of \voodland disturba:'lce are Succisa, Rumex, and Cbenopodiaceae, ~ .. ;hile 
l·'lelamnyrum values are very hic;h, reo.chinc 30% o:'' tobl tree oollen (fis• 47). 
Of pa-roticular significc1.nce is the fir:.'lt ap!JC•:tranc:e of Plantaqo lanceol9.t•l 
pollen, indicatinc the hiBh intensity of this phase of clearance. 
33 - ·1 S ems. 
r:.egsneration zonule R.L, sses s. return to 1·JO::Jded concl:Ltions during 
Hhich indicators of ~~ctive cleac-an~e '.1re almost a':Jsent from the polle~1 
record. Regeneration of woodland after the previous phase of clea-roance 
~tppe 'r::: not to have besr! complete, ho':.lever, for tree pollen vslues drJ not 
rec::Ner their fm'mer magni turle :md generally account for only 50~[ of total 
land poll2n. ~his general diminution o~ total tree pollen v':l.lues is 
c':wsed mainly by 3 decrease in the contribution of Betula to the assemblBt;e, 
and the increa~e of Coryl1ls and Gramineae frequgncies. ?raxinus appe~rs 
to have formed an import:lnt constituent of the more o9en uoodland. 
Herbaceous pollen grains 11ttributable to ruderal taxa are feH, represented 
by a continued presence of Hel amp•n'um and Rumex in l.::n._r val'les. Da;npl3.nd 
types ?ilinendula and Pote:1ti lla a"e significant, hoHever, awl Hi th hish 
Gramineae v~tlues ~~oint to the a bundancs of dcunplctnd environments ,,_,i thin 
the Hoodland. That dry, open ::_;round w.-1.s virtw1ll;;r absent is suggested 
by the pooe' representa.tion of both Calluna and Pkridium. This zonule, 
thFreforF, a)pH~ently describes a period of damp, open, but relatively 
u:1disturbed i-JOodlend. 
FCS Zonule C2 18 - 0 ems. 
The final zonule C2 ssGs 'l n-.-:•1ewed opplic'ltion of clearance 
pressure :1nd the replacement of \>Joodl::md by lir:ht-demandint:; here and 
shru'::l corarnunities. ToV:tl t~·ee pollen fr~~-,_uency i'alls to 35;~ of toteil 
land pollen and all t~ee taxa narticipate in this woodland recession 
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except Fraxinus uhich •J.ppears to have been encouraged by it. Tbe 
id~:~tification of Fagus points to the secondary n-ature of the I.JOodland 
rlurinz this phase. Corylus, Salix, Calluna and C:.ramineae sho..,J sharp 
rises in value in response to ,,roodhmc1 recession, and an expansion of 
ruderal herb frequencies tckes place, particularly Plantago lanceolnta, 
helampyrum, Rumex and Succisa. This phase of clearance appears to have 
been of a rather 2reater intensity than hitherto, and marks a major 
retraction of forest cover in the area. 
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Botany 3ay 
6.7. Introduction 
In the course o-:' the field survey of 2a -;t '~:i.lsclale l·!oor, 
l·1r. Taylor retrieved a small peat sRmple containing a flint microlith \·Thich 
upon closer examination pro'Jed to be embedded in situ. Al thoue;h this pe:J.t 
fragment Has det:;~ched and its exact prove:-1ance and stra tie;raphic context 
therefore unknmm, tl'le association of peat and microlith vms unq_w;stiono.ble 
and the sample had evid•ent1y been recently detached en bloc from the peat 
mass by erosion. Its oricinal location Has probably adjacent to its point 
of collection at SE 605 960 (,g,. 335m. 01).) in t!'le shalloH bn.sin of Botany 
:Say, Hithin uhich rise the sprine;s t-rhich form the eastern headwaters of 
Bonfield Gill (fig. 45), and after I·Ihich th,; s5_ te is named. 'he mi.crolith-
bearin;::: peat sample from 3otany Bay is illustrated in Plates 5 anc: 6, 
folloHing sub-sampling fo:- pollen analysis. 
6.8. Stratigraphy 
The sample Has composed mainly of very vl8ll humifircd amorphous 
peat and was a little over eisht centimetres is depth, no stratiGraphic 
variations beint_: discernable ·ithin it during field or laboratory 
investigation. A slight he~baceous rootlet presence suggested the original 
orir?nta tion of the samr,Je by the direction of t;rovrth, al thoue;h too HGll 
humified to be identifiable, and samples Here removed for pollen analysis 
accordingly. The follo1..ring ~>tra tigraphy ,,ms recorded. 
Stratum Depth (ems) Jescription 
') 
1 0 - 8 ThJ+, Rudimenta culturae b2 
nig.L, strf.J, elns.1, sicc.2 
Hell humified black amorphous ?e.t uith slight 
herbaceous rootlet nresence. Flint microlith 
at 6 ems. 
r< > 
([) 
E 
0 
0 
' ic>ro l i ,h-b~arinr, P<" t t sampl c from -1otrmy Bay ( J5 ')60 • 
. . 
1. o. )> n·. 
f' ) 
({) 
E 
0 
0 
Fbte (: . !·.icrolith-bearing peat sample from 3otany Bay ( ~-~ ';J 5 960) . 
View fro~ the side . 
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6.9. Pollen Analysis 
Samples were removed for pollen analysis at intervals of one 
centimetre and the resulting pollen diagram is sho\-m as fig. 51. The 
diagram is described by a single Local Pollen Assemblae:e Zone as follovrs: 
LPAZ BB1 8 - 0 ems. 
Quercus, Ulmus and Betula characterise the tree pollen assemblage, 
which accounts for about 25,I of total pollen throughout the zone, rising 
to more than 50% of total pollen vrith the inclusion of Alnus. Pinus and 
Tilia each contribute 10% of tree pollen, while J.<,raxinus is present in low 
frequencies throughout. Alnus at over 25% of total pollen is a major zone 
component. 3hrub poll,n also contributes over 25% of total pollen 1'1nd 
Corylus accounts for most o£' this. although Salix is also prominent. Hedera, 
Lonicera, Prunus and Sorbus are also recorded. Calluna is continuously 
present in moderate frequencies. Herbaceous po1len values are low and 
provided mainly by Gramineae and Cyperaceae. Individual herb taxa are 
represented mainly by the dampland types Filipendula and Ranunculu§, 
although open-habitat t::nrn do occur at intervals. Sphagmun moss spores are 
poorly represented, but spores of pteridophyte ferns are a significant 
assemblage group Hith Filicales, Polypodium and Pteridium registering 
high frequencies. 
The single Local Assemblage Zone BB1 is referred to Regional 
Pollen Assemblage Zone NYH-D. 
6.10. Forest Clearance Histor~ 
Three local sta2;es in the history of forest clearance are 
recognised at Botany Bay and are shown upon fig. 51 as a basis for 
description of the evolution of the landscape. 
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FCS Zonule RO 8 - 6 ems. 
The basal zonule :lr) describes a period during 1.;hich ma.ior 
disturbance of the environment Has not t:=1kin:; _iJL:ce, for tbe tr e pollen 
curve, includinc Alnus (fie;. 51), continu)U3ly rep:'esents a bout 55% of 
total pollen. The stable \Joodland \.-lhich charact,;rised ths local landscune 
\·:as, hm·Jever, not unbroken, for non-tree pollen types ::>..re present in 
sufficient quantity to sug~est that openings in the tree cB.nopy He·!"e 
pre:~ent. Thus, although deciduous trees of the ,.::lw?rcetum mixtum are 
prominent, others indicative of a more o_oen kind of vJOodland, Betu.la and 
Fraxinus, are also importe.nt. That some clearings existed is sho\-m by the 
_oresence of considerable frequencies of Calluna and Pteridium, and a grain 
of Artemisia. 
FCS Zonule 11 6 - 5 ems. 
A brief episode of fo:-est openin;::; occurs during tl,is zonule, 
during vJhich the stable ~;;oodland of the previous phase is subj set to 
clearance, alloHing the expansion of a range of light-demanding herb and 
shrub taxa. '2uercus and Betula are the trees most recLJCed in frequency, 
and are responsible for a marked diminution of tree pollen values, as a 
Jercentage of total pollen. A Hroup of ruderal herb grains are introduced 
to the assemblage, testifying to the creation of open ground nearby, and 
includes Plantago lanceolata, Helampyrum, Succisa, Artemisia, Caryophyllaceae 
and Cruciferae. Spores of Pteridiu.m are c;re'.ttly increased in frequency, 
although Cs.lluna does not respond during this pha2e of clearanc:e. Heliophyte 
shrubs nre muc:h encouraged, hoHever, and Salix, Prunus, Sorbus, Corylus 
and J.o:::aceous types al1 exLibit ,r:r,rc-atly increRsed values. Among tree taxa, 
Tilia and Pinus valurss increase during this pha~1e. The ::'irst appearance 
of Hedera and Lonicera, and increased frequencies for lilicales and 
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Polvuodium may also refl(~ct the more or_;en nature of the \Wodland. 
:res Zonule ?..1 5 - O.cms. 
Stahle woodlan<l conditions a~e restored durin[ ttis ~onule, as 
indicators of clea~ance are either reduced in value or disapoea~ from the 
pollen recor0. Tree pollen resumes its previous magnitude contjbuting, 
vJith Alnus, almost 60~~; of tot·l pollen, wi tb '}uercus and 3etula again 
present in high values, altl::ouf::l' Fr<:Ddnus has jncreasc'd in impor-!:,ance. 
?..ud8ral herb grains arc no lonEer recorded, except for a single grain of 
Plantago lanceolata at the top of the diagram. A.s this grain is 
accompanied by rises in frequrcncy of Corylus, Gramineae and Calluna 
and slizht tree pollen reductions, especially for Alnus, some renevJeE!. 
:'orest openinc may be su;;gested at tlcis point. 'l'broughout the rest of 
this zonule, ~iliich is considered to be one of regeneration, there is no 
evidence of e:tv:i.ronmental disturbance at all. 
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Small Ho1-1e 
6.11. Introduction 
The third site on Ji;ast Ji1 sdale l!oor lj_es upon the ridge \·!hich 
runs nortrn·rard tovB.rds Bransdale Hoor (fig. le5) anc1 uhich forms an area of 
hir;her ground ·,,here neat delJtt is g nerally in excess of t't:o metres, 
although suffering considerable wind erosion. !ragments of charcoal on the 
minere,l soil of an erosion patcb appearecl to be issuint: from the base of the 
blanket pe0t, and subsequent investigation 1rrith a peot sampler proved a 
hasal charcoal layer 1·Jhich, alU:ouc;h discontinuous across the area, was, 
in places, of considerable thickness. 
A core '·Ias coJJ ected by Russian borer at a '!JOint, one btmdred 
metres from a small tumnlus, v:here five centimetres of charcoal '.-"2S recorded 
at the base of the peat. This site H'S designated Small EoHe, has a grid 
reference of SE 606 971 and lies at an approximate altitude of 402m OD. 
6.12. Site Strat:i.f!raphy 
Peat depth at the :..c:g.mpline points H'? s less than sixty centimetres, 
having 9robably been severely reduced by erosion. :''ollm.rin.s; field and 
laboratory investie;ation of the ssm~l8d profile, the fol1ovring stratisraphy 
Has recorded. 
0tra tu_m Depth (ems) Description 
5 0 - 8 Str. conf. Sh44, Dl+ 
Disturbed, loose organic material with 
ericaceous rootlets. 
4 8 - 39 C~b ( c• l ) 2 • 1 .::,plaf !~, antn.+ 
nif.2, strf.1, elas.2, sicc.2, lim. snp.1 
Poorly humified Sphar:num pec_:t, vi th occasional 
tiny charcoal frar;'rtents at 37 ems. 
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I 
c:;t1 '+' 
-'!. L~ 
nig.~, strf.O, elas.O, sicc.2, lim. sup.1 
niG.4, strf.O, elas.O, sicc.2, lim. sup.1 
Charco<J.l-rich or;_-;anic rna terial. 
strf.O, elas.8, sicc.2, lim. sup.2 
Coarse orange sand. 
6.13. Pollen Analysis 
::.:amples w,re taken for pollen an;olysis at 2 em., inter,Jals 
throughout the core and the resul tin[ polJ en clic.gram is shovm as fi&;. 52. 
Four Local Pollen AssemLlage Zones are recognised, applied to figs.53a and 
54a, and are described as follows: 
LPAZ Sll - A 55 - L1-? ems. 
Total tre~ polJen values are depressed durinc this zone and 
most '!AF types are recorded in hi:-:;h fre ue:1cies. :J,uercus values averace 
- ~ 
about 3571, of tree pollen, but fluctuate ·Hidely. In contrest Ulmus 
consistently represents 207: of tree pollen. Tilia is also a principal 
member of the assemb15ge, varyinc oetv.'ecn 107~ and 20% of tree pollen, \Jh1Je 
?raxinus v:,lues are high. Pie1us and '~etul a toe;ether contri-bute JO% of the 
tree pol1en sum. Alnus falls from initi:.1lly hi_t;h frerLuencir,s until it 
averae;es 10%. of total pollen. Shrub pollen types are dominant in the 
assemblage, vrith Corylus and C-:lluna each accountinE for JO~: of tot::l 
pollen. Salix is al ~;o constantly in evi,1ence. Gremineae and Cyper?..ceCJ.e 
values are both high and sustained, while a cor:Jr;lex suite of herbaceous 
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taxa appears. These are mainly ruder~'l and open-ha bi t'l t types, ul though 
s::;me dampland her':-Js also occur. Sphagnum valw:::s nre hic;h and rise 
throUE;hout the zone \Jhile pt,o;ridophyte spores form a major fe::, ture of the 
as:=;emblafe, particularly Pteridium. hL? types const~mtly exceed 75/o of 
total pollen. The uoner boundary of the zone is drmm v!f:ere d\wrcus 
increase's and Tilia declines in value. 
L- P! '7 ... ... ~u SH - B 47 - 37 ems • 
Tree pollen values increase as a percentase of total pollen 
recorded.during this zone, providing, vrith Alnus, over 307~ of the assemblage. 
Ulmus vaJ.ue::o remain unchanc;ed at 20% of AP but Quercus has increased in 
frequency uhile Tilia has receded sli;ht1y from its previous maxima. 
Betula shovrs a cradual decline until late in the zone. Alnus and Corylus 
frequencies are unchaneed throughout the zone, each representine about 25% 
of total pollen. Salix reb ins :i. ts previous import~mce and Hedera is 
introduced to the assembls~e. Calluna freouencies have fallen sharply in 
the earJ.y part of the zone, but recover tm~ards the end. Grnmineae values 
are loHer, and herbaceous po11en as a 1-Jhole is Jess in evidence. Sporadi~ 
ruderal herbs occur, but significant frequencies are confined to dampland 
or mire types. Sphagnum vaJ.ues decline as the zone proe;resses. Fi]j_cales 
are the main fern spore constituent, both PolvDodium and Fteridium being 
much reduced in vslue. The upper boundary of the zone is dravm uh0re a 
marked decline of Ulmus pollen 7alues takes place. 
L?AZ SH ~ C 37 - 1le ems. 
Al thouc;h Ulmus recovers from the 1ecline in value I·Jh.ich m:trks 
the becinning of this zone, it never regains it~ previous magnitude and 
Quercus is nov the charactsristic tree taxon. Tilia is present in very 
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hish frequencies at the bs.:oe of the~ zone, but ,1uid::ly declines until, like 
l"raxinus, it remains constant at rather less than 10% of AP. Detula and 
Pinus frequencies remain moderate, tozether r'3presentin~; 30% of AF. _,:Unus 
frecpencies exhibit an e~C1)ansion to almost 15;~ of total polJ en and are 
characteristic of the z::1ne, 1-ri thin Hhict tree po1len, Hi tt the inclu::.:ion of 
Alnus, seldom exceeds 30% of total pollen. The ~IAF assemblage is again 
domine.ted by shrub pollen amont \.fhich Corylus is tl1e main contributor, 
ris:Ln£ through the zone and reaching values consistently in excess of 30% 
of total pollen. Calluna is ,,;ell rep.resE:-nted throughout, Hhile Gramineee, 
low at first, increa;:-,es in value later. -~bderal herb taxa are in the main 
not recorded, although a continuous Plantap,o lanceolata curve commences 
midHay through the zone. A strong fern spore presenc.e is reco-rc1ed, hoHever, 
in particular of Pteridium, and Sphar::num rises late in the zone. The 
upper boundary is dra vm Hhere Quercus, CJlmus, Alnus and Corylus fall, 
and Betula rises in value. 
LfilZ SH - D 14 - !1. ems. 
Betula is the char3ctaristic tree pollen type of this zone, 
providing up to 60% of AF. Finus, and more 9articularly Fraxinug, are 
present in hi:o;her values, while Fagus a:J~:~e~1rs for the fi~st time. A marked 
decline in deciduous forest trer:s occurs, \-lith Ulmus, :iuercus and Tilia 
e;reatly reduced in frequency. Alnus has declined to less ths.n 10;; of total 
pollen. Calluna dominates the shrub pollen assemb~age, reaching almost 50% 
of total pollen, Hhile Corylus has fallen to 15%. G-r::J.rnineae val1Y:s are lovl 
and the incre~scd herbaceous pollen representation is ~ue to a r1se 1n 
Cyneraceae and ruderol herbs, amonc which Plsnta~o lanceolata is prominent. 
Pteridium values rise v!hile SDht32·num is recorded in very high frequencies. 
'JAP frequencies in general are at their hicheat at the end of this zone, 
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O\-Jing to the massive increase in Calluna freouencies. 
Local Pollen Assemblage Zones 3H - A and or; - i3 ar2 o.ssicJ'ned 
to l.ezional Zone ?YH - J. L:::':~_: SP - C is refe:-Fd to rn~Lmal zcne 
:-Jl!< - ~ 'CJ.Dd LPAZ SE - D to ~egional Zone !lY.!l - F. 
6. 14. ~;'orest Clearance Eiston 
Seven local stae;es in the history of forest clearance at Small 
Eowe are recognised upon fi~. 52, are applied to figs. 53b and 54b, and 
are used to zone fig. 55 as a basis for description of the evolution of the 
lanc1.scape. 
FCS Zonule I1 55 - 47 ems. 
Pollen fluctuations consistent with for~st clearance are recorded 
from the basal zonule I-1. Tree pollen values are iepressed during this 
phase of interference, VJith Juercus and Alnus most seriously affected. 
Although never attainine; very high values at this site, tree pollen during 
this phase is reduced to only 25% of total land pollen. The creation of 
areas of bare ground and disturbed concli tions is sh01·m by the identification 
of a Hide range of rwieral hsrb types, some of ',Jhich are present in high 
frequencies, especially Rumex and, ne:"r trw end of the phe.se, FlantaP"o 
lanceolata. Artemisia, Chenopodiaceae, Caryophyllaceae, Jmbelliferae and 
Eelampvru.m complete the assemblai:·e. Jther taxa favoured ·::ry .the retraction 
of tree cover and U1e creation of or·en Gro1.md are Pteridium and init.i:JJJ_y 
Corylus, but it is Calluna which sho\-JS the most sic;nificant expansion in 
frec,uency. Openinf~ o£' the forest canopy allo1>Jed light-resnonsive shrubs 
Salix and r ... raxinu.s to increase their represent:Ytion also, 1:.Tb:l.le (-} sharp 
increase in Gramineae pollen frer,uency occurs. At ttis site Tilia seems 
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to ha,re been fa•;oured by this per:Lod of woodland disruption in the same 
T' • Hay as L'raxlnus. 
~''CS Zonule R1 1~7 - 37 cmso 
A restoration of wooded conditions to the a~ea appears to h3ve 
taken Dlacf.· during tris zonule, i,rhict is therefore designated a stage of 
regeneration , R1. Tree pollen values assume a mean of abo:_rt 35~~; of total 
land pollen, and frequencies of taxa indicative of open ~round decline from 
their peak of the previous zonule. It is cleP.r, hoHever, th.s.t regeneration 
of J..roodland '"3.S only partial and th:1t sor~e parts of the area remained open, 
for non-tree pollen frequencies remain relatively hir;h and o:::casional herb 
grains representative of ruCeral habitats are still recorded, in particular 
Rumex, l·lelampyrum and ?lantauo lanceolata. The frequency and intensity of 
such indicators is much reduced, hoJ..Jever, so that it is probable that 
active interference i,ras not going on. Calluna, Gramineae and Pteridium 
frequencies all fall, vrhile Quercus and Alnus are increased in val'le. 
Corylus, Salix and ?raxinus remain ore sent in substantial freque;'1cies, 
testifyinr:; to the continued open nature of the \>Toodl::md. It >·tould seem that 
recolonisation by closed \·!Oodland .:)f all of the cleared area crented durinc; 
the previous zonul·a did not occur, but that substantial areas remained 
occupiea by hero and scrub vecetationo 
FCS Zonule C1 37 - 35 ems. 
Ulmus Dol_ len vaLF>s ::'all during this 9h,1.se, but a coL'1ci(3.ent rise 
o.f '3etul9. frequencies rnaint'~ ins the c'Jrve for tot'll tree i:Jollen at slit;htly 
bel ::nJ the level of the previons zonule. :~ change in the: cor.'l~Josi tion of the 
forest may be postulated, hoHever, for ·.-2uorcus, <J.S Hell :ts ~Jbm~1, is :-e'1·Jcsi 
in vaLle and replaced oy trees SUGt:;ective of second:J.FJ \>Toodland, Betula -::nd 
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:?raxinus. Tilia, Hhic':1 :::-esponded favoura.'oly to the previous cls trance 
event at this site, \·lEiS ae;a.-:_n encourac;c~d by di.:;turbance of the forest. 
Openinrr of the c:mopy thr:mgh cle::~rance assis~~ed heliophyte t~J.xa to expand 
their represe::lt'Jtion, fo:c Corvlus, ~alix •mci. Cal~1.J.lli;!; all incre2se in 
frt~quency. \·;hile Fteridiwn remains poorly represented, other taxa denoti:-1e; 
open gro:md do occur, the ruderal herb assemblage containin£~ Planta:"'O 
l anceolata, Rumex, Chenopodiaceo.e, llelampyrurn and .3uccisa. .-il though this 
fluctuations in the pollen record are suf~icient to show that significant 
alterations in the e.nvironment took plece <J.t this time. 
FC3 Zonule ::1.2 35 - 26 Cli'!S, 
.t... phase of Hoodland regeneration occurs behreen 35 a::1d 26 ems., 
as tree pollen values nre resto:ced to their peak values of 35% of total 
land pollen. Deciduous forest tre::os of the ~rc!2_tum mixtum, P.:3pecially 
~uercus, are present with Alnus in !:.igh values uhile indice.tors of mors 
open con~1i tions are reduced in frequency, as the Hoodland became :ra thr:o:r 
more dense once B.gain. Call una, Grcunine.'le and Ptcridiwn values either 
decline or re~ain loH, 1~ile herbaceous grains indicative of freshly 
disturbed ~ro1md are absent from the assemblage. It is evident thst no nAI·r 
clearings in the forest we~e being made at this stage and regeneration of 
major tree taxa Yas leading to the re-occupation of open ~reas created in 
the previous periods of cleur<'nce. i>.1though lmoJ, 0alix and Corvlus vaLies 
are sustained and an element of shrub vegetation remained \·.'i thin the 
ve2etation cover. 
Zonule C2 
A brief phase of forest recession occurs between 26 and ~4 ems., 
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;:~pectra. Planto.:-:-o J anceoJ s.ta, rtumex, Chenopo(1i'1Ce!le a.nd Jr~ica ore 
recorded and a sharp diminutian in total tree }Olien frequency occurs. All 
tree ta:m ap:Jeur to be affected r;y tlvc cle<Jrancr,', althouch ].uercus and 
Al[lllli are the most reduced. Peli::Jphyte tree and E>hrub tnxa are Cl'G~itly 
incre:1secl.. in frecp1ency folloHing the openinc of the forest, Hi th Salix, 
CoT'vlus, Fraxinus and CaJ.lwm all shoHinE a marked e·-:pansion. The 
Gramineae cn:tvc:c begins a rise to hir.;h v::lues ~Jurins this phase c.nd a very 
sh.::.rp increase in the freq;1ency of ?teridil.Lli spores is recorded, pointing 
to the colonisation of bare ground after the creation of cle:-=:.rings in the 
vJOocUnnd. 
PCS Zonule :1.3 21, - 14 ems. 
Th•3 succe·:;dinc; zonule is con::1idered to be s. period of Hoor:lland 
regeneration, for tree ~Jollen frequ•oncie:':l recover someVJhat s.nd the 
representation o:" sl-:rub :md he:~b pollen subsides from their m~cdma of the 
previous zonule. ~-·Jhile sta 1Jility is re:3tored to the vec;etation, ftLll 
recene~ation of woodland ~nd re-occupation of cleared areas did not prove 
possi~le, ~or a number of nan-tree pollen types rems.in present in high 
valu:.~s. l\ continuous Pla:1tUf70 lanceola ta cu~rve, 1.Ji th records o£' ltumex 
and 'bnunculus, sugr~ests th.,,t areas of open cround remo.ined in existence. 
Similarly, values for Pteridium, '-~ramineae and Callugg, remain hi[;h, ' .. Jhile 
the o·;.rominence of CoT'yl us' f.Jalix, ?co saceac' anrJ Frax·i nus shO\·!S trw open 
dominant tree taxa \·Ji tl1 Jetula frequ.encies rq_ tl1e1~ l_o~~J. 
The final zonule at this site represcn+,s a n2:;o:r ph:.tse of fo:re<ct 
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recession, during Hhich t>:>ee nollen v:;.lnes fall to their l_oFest r·::o ·o':'ded 
point, ani a wide range of cle~~ance indicRtors are introdu2ed to the 
as.seT'Jblage. Ulmus nnd Tilia frequenci-:;s ere diminished to 31most nothing, 
while ~2uercus and 1l.lnus are also [:Teo.tly r,,duced. Those trees 
charactc.ristic of open, 2.eco:~dary Hoodland are, in contrast, prssent in 
en1-Janced values, }letula and Fraxinus increasing ner~:edly and ~ LafUS be ins 
rec<)gnised for the first time. Co~:·vlus, Hhich 1·ras a major consituent of 
the Hoodland in the previous zone, H'lS apparently adversely affectcJd by 
this clearance, for its pollen rep~esentation falls sharply. Most 
encouraged by the reh·cc:ction of Hoodlund durine; this sta,:o:e are Calluna and 
Pteridium, the former in particular risin3 to frequencies of 50% of total 
land pollen (fig. 55). ,~lthour'"}! Gramine'1e fre·-:;ue:'lcicc'S aTe loue:~ than in 
the previous zonule, many heroaceo'cls c;r'lins are recorded \·Ihich reflect open 
c;ro:md and disturbed conditions near the site. The curve for Plantago 
lanceolata rises in frequency throu;:;hout the zonu1e and is supT)or-~ecJ by 
particularly 1-:.ic;h val'cles .::·a:::- rl.rtemisia and Cirsium. Also recorded are 
CcJ.ryophyllacese, Chenopodh1cee.e, Succisa, ~'i.umex and Urtica, It hrould seem 
the.t t'lis phase of clearan·2e is one of 'ligh intensity, involvinc: a 
considerable recession of Foodland from the site and its rel'lacement b-.;r 
open habitat and seral communities. 
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East Bi l sdale J.:oor 
6.15. Discussion 
The :r:nJ ynolozic 1l e':idence fron1 the Bast -:-ilsd"l_le lfoo::' sites 
records periodic woodland r0cession which, nssoci2ted with strati[raphic 
;evidence of fire in the fo-~·iTi of chs_rcoal, r::ay be j_nterpreted as tne 
recul t of fire clearance of HOodl:md by prehistoric communi ties. The f~lll 
in Ulmus pollen frel_uencies whicr-, occu_rs at the loFer bou:'1dary of zone 
sc_:.H-C and zonule C1 at Sonfidcl c:nl EeRd, and at the lm.rer bo'Jndary of 
zoe1e SH-C and zonule C1 at Small HoHe, may be correlated vlith the Ulmus 
decline Hhich m'lrks the end of :~egional P.A.Z. ilYl·I-D (Table 4-) and thus 
\·ri th the end of chronozone ?landrian II. The dia~--:·am .from ilotany Jay is 
characterised by high Ulmus val1ws and is considered to fal"l entirely 
within ~landrian IIe The ohases of forest cleara~ce 11, 12 and IJ at 
Bonfield Gill :-:ead, 1:1 at Small EmJe 3nd I1 at Sotany Jay all therefo:c-e 
fall v!i thin ?land.rifln II and, i= of human oric;in, may be e~:pected to have 
resulted fro'TI the activities of I·iesoli thic man. 
Correl~tion of the oollen and str,ticraphic d~ta from 1onfield 
Gill Eead reves.ls -!:,l-:e same ::ynchronei ty of inter~·erence phecse and 
stratigraphic chnrcoal as illustre.ted at North Gill. The macroscopic 
charcoal Hhich Has recovered from the interference (I) torizons at this 
site, particu_!arly from 11 and 12, consists of quite larse pieces ~up to 
15 x 9mm) and way be inte_;r:Jrcted as resulting from the burning of the 
1,JODclland. ver~etqtion at, or quite ne 1r to, the site. Eicroscopic chs.rcoal 
fra;:;ments, termed 1 soct particles 1 , occ•Jr throughout the profile, hov1evsr, 
and an estir.1ation of thei1' frenuency at cUffcr•3nt horizons is shov.m as 
fi:;. 56. :UthocL't soot n::rr:.icles a:.:-e most abun]:'i.nt ~-n i'l::-sociation Hith 
- -
the uL3crete charco&l layers Hhich occur during the I phases, 'J.S Hould be 
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expected, they are also present at a reduced but constant level during the 
recene~ation (R) phases ~ilien clearance activity is cons~dered to have been 
absent from the site. It seems likely that the soot in the P phases 
resc.1l ts from burnin:~ somewh8re in the region, but at a sufficient distance 
from this site to be re~istered only as backsround 'fallout'. It does 
imply, hovrevcr, that firins of the vegetation uas going on some1..rhere in 
the East Bi1sdale l·loor re~ion at all times durin::; ?lanclrian II, and 
therefore in an implied i~solithic cultural context, with individual 
subject to cle,n·ance at interv.::tls. In this respsct it is consistent Hith 
evidence reported from the Pennines by Tallis (1975) and Jacobi et al 
(1976). The re;ew-ration phases uhich intercalate the interference episodes 
at Bonfield Gill !lead reflect periods i.Jhen ~roodland Has able to re-establish 
itself on or ne·rr the site. This is sho-...rn not only b:' increased tree pollen 
frequencies, particularly :'or Betula, but also by the 11ppe .ranr::e of 3etill-l!: 
vmod in tree stratigraphy at t~jese levels. These Hood remains co!!!prise 
rootlet material as vielJ as birch bark, tFie;s and branch Hood, and some 
fragments are of such a size that they cannot have travelled far, and may 
inc1ee6 represent in situ 1-JoocUand. The al tarnation of interfe:-e1ce .<:1.nd 
r':genec"ntion pha.se 2.s mo::t coc;ent~y e~:plaint=:cl. as evidence of rote.tionaJ 
'ournine; of the same s i t.e, Hi tJ: H0odland recolonisa tion uhen clear0.nce 
pressn:ce Has re~'axed. Cessation of thj_s fire-manipub tion of 
environment s8oms to h3vc taken place at the end of llandrian II, for a 
large Betula treestmnp occurs in the profile at a point coTrc:;spondintr, to 
zonule C1 and the.' bese of zonuJ e 3Jf nnrl i<' evic:ence of major -eecoJ.onis9.tion 
of the blanket peat b;;' 1.·/0ocllancl at the becinning of Flanclris.n III. ?if;ure 
have been instrumental in ~Jerr,i ttin;_' the re;;ro>·rth of trees. '/hiJ ~ the 
?'landrian :LI de~~osits 'lt Jonfielcl Gill ~;e~1d C'.'~"lt:?in a conti·,nwus reco~cl of 
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the presence of fjre as an ecological f3ctor, the Flandrisn III deposits 
of zonule R4 arr' almost devoid of ooth ch21rcoa1 and soot. This fact, and 
the reforesbtion of the ud.ands, sur:gests that either the form of land use 
Hhich requires fire-manipulation of the ecosystem v!2co no 1on .er employed, 
or t:hat a conplets '>·:it.hdre.ual of human presence: fror:; the> u~,Jands of tte 
11oors took place. In either ca~e we have clear evidence ~or the cessation 
of burning prL'lCtices on the upland at the end of the Le;·oli tbic. If a 
retraction of human presence is considPred to be the ~o2t likely factor, 
this t·JOUld comply Hi th the circumstantial archaeoloc-ical evidence, for 
uhile East BHsdale l~oor ha.s one of the hi~;hest densities of He soli thic 
flint sites i.n t:r:e cou:Jtry (Rac1ley 1969a), evidence for '!eoli tbic activity 
is almost entirely l.:o.c:~inc; (Spratt and Simnons 1976). That tte treestwnp 
exposed in the 9onfield GiJl Head profile is representative of forest 
e:roFth ra thor than scrub is sug2.·ested by its subst.c:ntial size and by the 
munber and size of stumps and trunks associ ·\ted 1,ri th it ( fi,ro;. l;-6). Betula. 
and Quercus stwnps of up to f, metre in diameter ':.'it}-: roots in proportion, 
are recorded at distctnces of less than t,.,-enty metres ap:,'rt, often 
considerably less. Tbis seems to indicate mature, dense, closed-ca.!lopy 
bireh-oa1c voodland around the site d;lring e"J.rly ?landrLcn III, :;wd 
effectively corroborates the pollen evidence for the same period. 
This evidence for the prevention of tree [rowt~ in the uplands 
in Flandri9.n II throu;;)1 tbe upplicBtion of fire precsure "GO the environment, 
folloved by afforestation during i?landrian III when tf;is pressuo·e '\.Jas 
rele,xecl, finds analoc;-.:r vitr, sites in ot'ner upland rec;ions of nortl:crn 
i~nc;land. Tallis ( 1975) has c:i.ted examples of tree Jouth after a period of 
attention to the nrobable roJe o.~ LesoJ.ithic bunt' rs i:J t::is conte:,~t. hls 
estimation of the microsconic charcoal content of " . 6. :-ennJ.ne site at Lady 
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Clough Hoor has revealed a record of persistent burning Hith which the 
evidence from East Bilsdale Hoor corresponds 't·.rell, with the exception that 
soot particles continue into early Flandrian III at the Pennine site, 
whereas deposits of post-Hesolithic age at Bonfield Gill Head are devoid 
of soot until later clearance phase C2, which is provisionally correlated 
with the later Neolithic or early Bronze Age by comparison with other North 
York Hoor diagrams (J.ones et al. 1979). This would suggest that a degree of 
continuity of activity may be attributed to the Pennine Hesolithic-
Neolithic transition which is absent from the North York Hoors situation, 
and re-afforestation of the upland ~as evident~y permitted to occur rather 
earlier in the latter area. 
It may therefore now be postulated, following Jacobi et al. (1976), 
that burning of the vegetation during Mesolithic times prevented the growth 
of trees in the uplands of the North of England, and that recolonisation by 
1110odland occurred in these areas in later periods of prehistory, when the 
adoption of agriculture diminished the environmental impact of the hunter-
gatherer economy. A corpus of stratigraphic evidence comparable 1-~ith that 
presented above certainly exists to support this contention. Tinsley (1975) 
has noted early Flandrian III Betula wood layers above monocot., Flandrian 
II peat at Hambledon Dike and Skcll Gill I in the Pennines, and Hicks (1971) 
noted similar wood layers at her nearby sites of Totley Hoss and Hipper 
Sick:. An Alnus lay;-:r above two metres of peat is radiocarbon dated to 
+ 4, 780 - 120bp ( Birm-66L~) at C.lordale Beck, North Yorkshire ( \·Iilliams and 
Johnson 1976) increasing the number of early Flandrian III examples, while 
recolonisation of blal1ket peat by Betula in late Flandrian II is recorded 
at Foolrnire Sike Moss by Turner et al. (1973) • .l!:arly Flandrian III forest 
layers are reported from the Horthern Pennines, at Hartleyburn Com:.rnon 
(Precht 1953), comprising rooted Betula stumps, and overlying varying 
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tbickrlesses of ~"lo.ndrian II a!norphous peat. 1:Thi1e :,iesoli thic clearance 
evider1ce is not forthcoming from this site, more recent studies have 
sugge2ted that Hesolithic clearance a:::tivity in this area durinc ?landri3n 
:u vras '"'idespre::1d (Squires 1970, D.enc:.elJ 1971, C:llambers 197.!1 , 1978, Simpson 
1976). This stratigraphic situation is more directly related to a Mesolithic 
presence at Sal tonstall lioor (Davies 1881) '.·Jbere fJ ints underlie amorphous 
peat containins 'letula stump layers, many of Hhich are charred, HhiJe tHin 
Betula layers occur in a profile containing indicators of forest opening 
at Johns 3urn (Gadfree 1975). The site of Truc~le Pits (Raistrick 1933) 
exhibits this .L -~ uype o .. str;:;ticraphic record very clearly, Hith microlith 
bearint, s'md overlain by amorphous black peat, over which occurs a layer of 
\·Iooc1 peat containine; Setula stumps. Al thou~;h investic~stion of the amorphous 
peat layer was bsufficiently detailed to permit any assessment of 
ecological history, it is une~uivocally Flandrian II, and lies in an area 
in ,,,hich a He soli thic cultural presence ( C01.·rlin2: and Stickland 191,7, 
GoHling 1973) and clearance ac'~ivity U:ic:ot and Pigot 1959) are kno-v:n to 
have existed. Although the Flandrian II peats at many of these sites 
remains to be sampled for charcoal con~:,ent, this type of stratigraphic 
evider:ce is suf ~'iciently vrL\espread to suggest that I ie:oli thic man may have 
plilyed a rrraj or part in determininc; the hei[;ht of the tree line in ·;Jarts of 
Northern ~ngland. 
AlthouGh the pollen fluctuations Hhich co:nprise the succsssive 
interference phases of the East :-lilsdale lloor sites differ in detail and 
macnitude, they are alike in recordin[ the diversification of st3ble forest 
ecosystems ancl the creation of ser·':l pla~d~ communities dominated by 
heliophyte >eros ar~d shru':ls. Jonfield r":rill Eead yields the lonc~e::::t 
;;'landrian II nrofile a.ncl suss-ests a repetitive sequence of bm:·ning, Hoodland 
reces:c:ion and t.·JOodland regener~tion around the spring hef,d. The u::-oe of fire 
to create small clearin1-rs is intimated, not only hy the cJ-~arcoal h'hich is 
present, but also oy the high pollen frc.-:;_uencies of teE·:;_ promot.c;d by fire 
cJ.ec1rance, perticularly for >IelamnyrUlTI, 1/r,i-::b is n ctc:~'nctnristic feE:ture 
in the field layer of burner:l \mndland (-::erc;lund 1966, ;:a:Jnicc•v!1 1968). 
The character of these clearance episodes remains similar; tl1s provi2ion 
of bare r;,rotmd and its reco}onisat:i.on by o. ranee of dryland and ru.d.e:ral 
her~)s, the Dromoti:..,n of a diversity of \·Jo:···:'ij" scrub taxa in the regen' rt01tion 
phase, and tl~c re-closure o1:· the forest canopy \·Then the climax s-tac:e of 
regeneration is reached. ~ach, hoYever, seems to tave been associated with 
progressive changes in lanchcape composition, ,_.;hich are reflected in the 
constitution of the woodland. i'iGure 57 shm-1s the representation of 
individual tree taxa calculated as a percentace of the corrected total tree 
pollen Stlm, usinc tlie correction factors of Andersen ( 1973), to assist in 
the reconstruction of fore~t hi~tory. That the episodes of fire cle~rance 
Fern capable of initi:ltinc; sisnificant chant>;es in forest conposition is 
indica ted by the· vc-;rist;y and intensity- of pione''r, rudP.ral herbs '.-rhich 
folloH clearD:nce (fig. !,_7), soT:le o.:' ·c-lh.icL, for e::am)le Scabiosa (.'\.dams 
1955), sicn.ify trseless c:J:1diti::Jns. ·' :Tound fire of sctfficient intensity 
to remove s.ll pl3.nt e:roHth is therefore e:w:i.saced, r~lth;'r th:.1.n .~; li):.t 
tTee-canop~r burn. :'he OJ bil:i.ty of Setul a, throut;h its hi:_:l:ly efficient seed 
production and dispers'1l mechanism, to :i . .:wsde fresh fire cl.=:arecl 'lrea:o m:oty 
encourage permanent b~rch doninuted scrub 1965) and the 
consistently high pollen :frequencies for Betula from zonule I1 orn.Jar.ls 
replaces Pinus as the major i:s:.:lividual tree t::xon, ::~1 though ;:tlso a::'.fect:i.ng 
deciduous trees. The earlier ?landrian II veseta~ion in t~is ~~ea, 
with open areas within ~iliich pioneer ' " neros ~nd ?tAridi~m Ysrs est~blished, 
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occurring ,,Ji thin a light i3etula-Pinus-:~uer~ '"oodland and Corylus scrub 
rna trix. Damp, mnrshy ~laEles Hi thin uhich zrasses, seclc:es and i.-retland herbs 
such as Fi l ioendula, Potentilla, !1anunculus ,~wd 'Jrtica greH i.-Jere also 
present, vrith Nymphaea and Potamogeton recording open Hater, presumably 
the nearby stream itself. The eressnce of tr_cse Hetland environments 
reflects conditions suitable for the initiation of peat formation, wllh 
Alnus and Sali4 responding to the increasingly moist conch tions of the 
Atlantic climatic recime (Smith 1972), providi:1c damp shady environments 
for climbers like Eedera and Lonicera, and for ferns like Polypodiwn, 
probably groHinc_: in epiplwtic situo1~,ions. This pollen assembla.c:e may Hdl 
represent a _tJost clearance regeneration complex vJithin ~nixed '"oodland, -vd.th 
cl<O':lrance ha~ring provided a stimulus to ne:Jt ±'ormation (i·Ierryfield and 
I'lOOT'e 19'7L.). The high levels of Pinus pollen point to it having been 
locally present in the Hoodlanrl., anc\ it appe;J.rs to have been permanently 
removed by the cle:trance of zonule 11. This is surprising, for the pine 
possesses a thid;: insulating bark Hhich enables it to su:~vive forest fire 
easily ( Zackrisson 1977). Hhile this may be effective in dry Bm·eal 
forests, Pinus may have been under stress from excess water supply in the 
increasingly damp Fl1ndrian II forest, and tl:e adcli tional moisture released 
into the ecosystem by the cleare:mce even;~ of zonule 11 may have accelerated 
paludification and prevented its regeneration. Minor but contributing 
factor:3 in the demise of Pinus may be that charcoal has been s<?en to 
inhibit, on occasion, the crm·rth of con~_fer seedlint;s (Liebundgut 1960), 
':hile Pinus itself may have its ref:e:JPr:~ t:Lon retarded by chsmic~:l ezucla tes 
from Fru_rms and, less completely, fror:1 Salix ( Brovm 1967), taxa .ere sent in 
hio;h frequency amonc tbe zonule ~1 regener tion shrubso 
The later ?landrian II clearance of zonules 12 and IJ at ~on~ield 
Gill Head take place l·!i thin cloE;ed \•roodlai-ld of Betula, Alnus and :Juercus o 
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Significant chans;es \.Jhich accompany these events include a tre.nsition to 
raised bog at the site itself end an o.pparent gr:::o.dual ehanc:e in Hoodland 
structure. Frs.xi:ms excelsior becomes firmJy esta '::J.lished, be ins; encoure;ed 
by disturbance of the forest :md signifyinQ; secondary comnuni ties (Gordon 
1958). Calluna enters the pollen assemblace in zonule;:; lJ an.d HJ in very 
high values and, since there is no evidence of a drying out of the bog 
surface itself, may be regarded a"' indicntint; the acidification of' the 
dryland ecosystem, probably e.ccelerated by clearance pres;3ure, Hith increased 
run off and rainfall effectiveness on bare areas promotinc leaching an.d 
depleting the nuttient store. Ttts process Hill have assisted the trend 
tovards the acidificutton of the mire system (Hoore 1972). The role of 
':.;all una in hea thland associations on acid soils he s been described by 
Gimine;ham ( 1960) and Dimbleby ( 1962), and high fre,pencies of Betula and 
Pteridium in late Flandrian II at t},is site point to the existence of this 
kind of acid environment. In this con·t;ext the high Helamp,rrum value0 \ihich 
persist at this P'-1rt of the di<tgram (fig. 47) may mark the trcmsition from 
closed 1mull 1 forest to an open acid 1 mor 1 woodland, us at ~iantine;erbos in 
the "Jetherlands ( Stockmarr 1975). The rising iml'ortance of Tilia in the 
late Flandrian II forest is revealed by figure 57. Its introdu.ction as a 
significant forest coraponent Ei!Jparently oegan ufter the clearance of zonule 
12 and this event may h"1vc as:c;isted Tilia to expand in t-vio ;.mys. :?irstl;r, 
it may be in any case encouraged by fire cle-;.ro.nc'=", fo~· Berclund (1966) 
noted Tilia peaks associated -vri th charcoal layers in s·Juth east SvJeden, and 
it se,ems to respond to clearance in this Hay upon a number of ::orth York 
Hoor diagn_,ms. ::.:econdly, the very high Corylus frequencies of zonule 12 
sugzest the tempor:1ry est•1blishment of haz·2l scrub, for it seems likely thct 
Corylus may have to be loca11-y present in deilse c;ro',.;ths 9.S the c::tnopy 
dominant for it~ pollen to be abundantly recorded (Jonassen 1950). Corvlus 
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thickets may be extremely dense 0.nd cast a very heavy shade, so that o;;uercus, 
v:ith its li[3ht-deman:(ins seedlint;s (::)havr 1971..), may be prev·2nted from 
successfully rer,eneratinc;. '~'ilia seedlinc;s n_·e far more shade tolerant 
and, in this situation, may be encourac;ed to succeed a.t the expf:')nse of 
·~uercus and locally to replace•; it in the rc;genr?ra ted Hoocllancl. (:,.iil{kelsen 
1949). 
This expansion of Tilia in lD te-,, ?landrian II is evidently a 
regional feB.ture, for it may a·so be recognised upon the other diat:rams 
from !!:ast Jilsdale i·10or. If' its in.-~reaso vJ:?''e inc::irectly stimulated by 
human activity, it would tend to su,:::~::;est th'lt this ~oms a regionally 
operative factor also. Tilia is greatly enhanced durint: the basal clearance 
zonule I1 at S'T!all Ho,.re, and maintains high values for the rest of 
Flandrian II at that site, Hhile it also achieves pe;Jk frequencies at Botany 
Bay during interference zonule 11. Tr1e pollen assembla2;e from Botany Bay 
may thus be assigned to late Flandrian II on the basis of its lot.r Pinus but 
high Tilia and ~'raxinus frequencies (fig. 57), an:l this date is in accord 
with the Late :~esolithic geometric character of the incorporated flint and 
pollen analysis of other flint bearing peets from the res;ion. It 
co:::-responc1s very Hell Hi th assemblases of siTiil;?r d·-1 te ~rom Bonfield Gill 
Head in !~ecordi;1g c. landscupe dor:linated by closed, ~iamp Hoodland, ui th "high 
Betula and .Unus representation, altho 'Eh figure 57 su;~;cests a gre?- ter 
proportion of -;;.uercetum miztum trees and less Betula than at the spring 
head site. Perhaps the forest coJ11position at Botany Bay reflects the mo::e 
typical rezc,b:'1al Hoodland at ~~his altitude (,g,. 3/,0J;J OD.) tha:1 the Betula 
dominance at Bonfield Gill Eead, which may be a locally ind'Jced fire-c1imaxo 
pool in a. marshy \·JOodland glade, fo:- Hetland taxa, .:"'ilioendula, _-·snunculus, 
::::yperaceae and Gramineae, and indicators of damp, shady ewJ.ironments, 
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Polvoodium, Hedera, Lonicera and _,.ilicales, o.re ]rominent. It Has deposited 
nt approx:im<:~tely the:' same time as human activity is recorded in zonule 11 
by ruderal indicc.tors of freshly disturbed ground and a decli.ne of tree 
pollen. '::'his clearance episode is not i''lte':se, hoi·lever, and no nacrosco_:Jic 
charcoal is recorded, aJ.though 1 soot 1 is present in low quantities. It 
1vould seem that clec:,.rance vms not irnrnedia~~ely adjacent to 3oteny Bay, and 
its influence m9.y huvc ·been muted by the scr•:o.enin,:! effsct.s o'._, the heavy 
Alnus scrub Hl1ich .s.pp2.re::1tly surrounded the site. 
Botany Bay inv:i tes comperison 1,;i th other microlith be·.i.ring pe:~, t 
nrofHes, most of ·,;hich share its :'i'landrian II nrovenance. .Sites vlhere 
flints are stratified vi thin 1x~a t are rare, microli ths normnlly occurring 
at the interfa2e bet~een peat and miner~l soil. Although charcoal 
accompanied by pollen evidence of fo::'est recession exi,:;ts :1t the lie soli thic 
site of Dozm:Fe Pool (:::onnolly et al.1950, 3ro1.-m 1977) and '.-lestvm.:cd Ho! 
(Churchill and \-lymer 1965), in neither case are the flints reliably 
stratified Hith the clearance evidence. Several otl,er sites exist at which 
a similar situation occurs. More apposite is the evidence from Kingsteps 
Quarry, Nairn Unox 1954) Hhere ea:cly Flandrian II peat cont.:;ins a pollen 
record of vJoodland clea~ance stratified vi ttl both flints and. charcoal, 
chronicling Hesolithic activity :Ln a lowland lakeside situation. Clearance 
effects are also sho1m at the horizon of pec:t-stra.tified f1ints in the 
uplands of the north of Eng:l8nd at St!llnp Cross in the ?ennines (Uan:er 1956), 
and at Hhite GiJ.l A in tree study area (Sirr:r'ons and Cundi11 1969, ·=undi11 
1971) e :Such assocu:_-slon is not ahrs.ys tLe case, ho1t!8V·r, for th;re are no 
indicators of VO[etation change at the flint horizons in ?landrian II peats 
CJ.t CJ-Jaisc1a:Je ;.roor, :·:orth York )vioors Uo.rtlett 1969), nor in a number of 
e~·=amples around h.Jrd :'i1l in ~;ppcr Tecsc1ale (Johnson nnd !)unhcun 1963) even 
thoue:h in the latter car;;e tbe artefacts are assocj:_o t"d 1t!i tt Sos bones and 
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horncases, and both areas provide e~idence for MesolitLic cleara~ce from 
nearby sites ( C:undill 1971, Chambers 1')78). :..:J_early a i''ie:c:olit~:ic cultural 
rresenc,-, need not al1ti8-YS im:r.-.ly, even in ·t.J-,e UT)lands, coeval clearance 
activity. 
In contrast to u-__ e 1tJooded Lmcbcape of tte othc:r tHO sites' the 
hisher altitude site of Small Eowe (402m CD) re~ords much more open 
conditions tr"rou::;hout its 1-,istory, Hi th toLll tree pollen ·=;en era:: ly less 
ttan 30% of totQl land pollen. The clearance of zonule I1 appears to have 
taken nlace ~ori thin an open scrub-c-;ooclland, Hi th Corylus as greatly affected 
as .l!d_ercus and Alnus, and to h.o:_ve encourazed its replacement by opf:n sround 
and heathland domin;::ted by drylanc1 herbs, [Te.sses, Pteriditun and, 
:Jarticularly, Calluna. These taxa, HitJ1 hif-;b Sphet;:;num vslues, sisnjfy ac:>:l, 
nutrient poor conditions at t: is hisher altitude. ·,Jhether the Corylus 
scrubland of this platee.u summit area of the :-:oors 1-!cS the naturc._l 
ve::cet~;tion or the result of previotw clearr.nce cs.nnot be kno\-m, but the fire 
clearance of zonule 11 evidently converted areas into Calluna heath on a 
lone term basis. "" simi1ar procesE: Hlay be observed in hic;h altitude sites 
from tl~e ?ennines (::;quires 1970, ?cad1ey et al.197/J and froml::l\·!larrl sit,es 
on sandy, E~c:Ld soils in the south of =:n:;Jand (Ranl-::ine et al.1960, Keef et 
al.1965), rssuJti~1g fron inabi1i ty to regenerate due to poor edaphic 
conditions. ~,'igure 57 shoHs the importance of Tilia and Fraxinus in the 
rsgiorwl Hoodland of recener::,tion zonule H1, although at this his:her 
altitude the local 1c:.ndscarJe cvident1y remained but lightly Hooded, a 
feature exacerbs.ted by the L:;.tor cle-3rances of !"lanclrian III, especially 
durin£: gonule CJ 1-ibich may be ctttribTLed to Bronze :\.ce communities ( . ::-ones 
et al. 1979). The incre?.se j_n Getula 1·Toocl1and at the enr? of Flandrian IJ Ptt 
Eonfield Gi11 liead does, hm-:ever, f'in·~1 pc:.ru1Je1 at 3rna11 Hm-:e in u ~h •rp 
rise of Betula pollen a~; the end of zonule 111, ancl probably reflects a 
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regional elevation of the tTee line at this time. Reforestation of the 
uplands at the beginning of li'landrian III apparently did not extend to 
the most elevated summit ridges of the 1-'loors, for despite the shallowness 
of the contemporary peat deposits at Small Hov/8 no macrofossil Hood remains 
occur to indicate that woodland reached to this altitude. This sugcests 
that, while the upper limit of the forest a.dvanced uphill at this time, 
ecosystem deg~neration had progressed sufficiently far to render the 
maintenanc<-e of woodland conummi ties untenable at the highest altitudes. 
\,Jhile evidence of tree lTOvrth in the form of fossil roots, stumps and trunks 
has not so far been observed in these areas this is not in itself conclusive 
proof that no tree e;rowth occurred 1"or ouch v1ood remains may rot and leave 
no trace, unless quickly overwhelmed by peat gro\,rth. The lov! frequencies 
of tree pollen at Small Howe and ut the analogous sites of Trough House and 
Loose Hov!e ( Sinunons and Cundill 1974a) also suggest, hoHever, thAt the 
summit areas of the t1oors remained above the tree line. Hhile it remains 
a possibility that such treeless habitats may have been a feature of the 
moor land summits throughout the :nandrian (Simmons 197 5a) the evidence 
presented in this chapter makes it seem more likely that suppression of 
tree e;roHth by hurr;an activity in .nandrian II \vas primarily responsible 
for the absence of trees at high altitude, and for the maintenance of scrub 
(especially Coryll!.§) and then heFlthland (especially Calluna) communities. 
The implications of the evidence for Small Eo,,:e "lre that, :1t least at the 
most extreme altitudes Hhere the nutrient balance of the ecosystem -vroul d 
have been at its mo~:t precarious, fire cle<Jr~;nce of the veget,:!tion by 
He soli thic man may have initiated environment,Jl chanr,es Hhich \.Jere 
irreversible, most particubrly in the establishment of the Calluna he'lth 
lJhich still characterises the Eu CJt Bilsd':lle Eoor area toc1ay. 
'l'he conclusions Hhich may be reached from the E::vidence presented 
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in this chapter are tbut East Bilsdale Hoor is similar to the eastern pa.rt 
of the Central ~atershed in recording environmental alteration, 
attributable to Mesolithic communities during Flandrian II, Hhich takes the 
form of recurrent fire clearance of woodland. This activity appears to 
have caused significant chanr:;es in the composition of the ve,u,etation units 
Hhich comprised the regional l:mdscape, of a kind again comparable to the 
changes noted in the Glaisdale Hoor-Egton Hoor area. It Hould seem feasible, 
there~·ore, to consider the impact of Hesolithic communities upon the 
environment in the context of the North York lftoors as a 1..:hole, and 
consideration vill be given to this subject in the final chapter of this 
thesis. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
Discussion 
7.1. Introduction 
The environmental context of lvlesolithic settlement and land-use 
has been considered in general terms in Chapter 1, together with man's 
potential technological and economic adaptations to the landscape changes 
which took place during Flandrian I and II. In Chapter 2 the physical 
characteristics of the North York Hoors study area have been described, 
followed ~ detailed presentation in Chapters 4 to 6 of palaeoecoloeical 
data which has been interpreted as a record of environments,l alteration 
during the Mesolithic period in upland areas of the Moors. In this final 
chapter the implications of this evidence will be considered so that the 
possible role of Mesolithic communities in bringing about environmental 
change may be discussed in detail with particular reference to the North 
York Moors. Firstly the composition of the landscape and its environmental 
characteristics will be considered, secondly the nature and extent of the 
evidence for environmental alteration v,ril1 be assessed and thirdly the 
purpose and effects of such alteration will be discussed. 
The broad themes of post glacial landscape evolution ~ch have 
been outlined in chapter 1, although appropriate in general terms, will 
assume a regional diversity of expression according to the variation in 
character of a wide range of environmentally influential factors. These 
would inevitably promote variations both within a given region and between 
it and adjacent areas of the country. Topography, climate, geology and 
soils are all factors which will have played a major role in determining 
the local composition of the vegetation in different parts of the North 
York l.foors region during F'landrian I and II. The inter-relationship of 
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these factors, and their individua+ spatial or temporal variability, will 
have encouraged the development of contrasting landscape units in different 
parts of the area, with differing vegetation patterns creating a diversity 
of environmental situations. It may be possible, therefore, to divide the 
area of study during this period into a number of theoretical palaeo-
environmental zones, each encompassing a differing range of envirorunents 
and consequently each of differing resource potential for exploitation by 
}fesolithic communities. An understanding of the character and location of 
these palaeo-environmental zones, and their evolution as Flandrian I and II 
progressed, will assist in discussion of the land-use patterns adopted by 
the Nesolithic inhabitants of the region, of which deliberate environmental 
alteration may have formed an important part. 
7.2. Regional Vegetation History 
Reconstruction of regional vegetation patterns during Flandrian 
I and II is made possible by recourse to the large body of palaeobotanical 
research which is available for the North York ·lfuors region (chapter 2.5 
and figure 5). The sequence of post glacial vegetation changes has been 
reviewed in general terms for the North York Moors by previous authors 
(Spratt and Sinnnons 1976, Jones et l!l,. 1979). A brief statement of the 
composition of the region:' s vegetation during Flandrian I and II is required 
at this polnt, ho\.rever, so that consideration may be given to the range of 
land-use opportunities it would have presented, together with its potential 
for environmental manipulation. 
Our appreciation of the landscape units existing in earliest 
Flandrian times is constrained by the irregular distribution of the 
surviving organic deposits upon which we have to rely. Such deposits are 
confined to lower altitudes in the region, so that our knowledge of the 
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uplands relies upon extrapolation from them of any environmental trends 
which may become apparent. The earlier part of Flandrian I has been 
labelled the 1Preforest' stage of landscape development by Simmons (1975a), 
with reference to a schematic ra!lCS of 1lpland habitats. The higher 
altitude pollen records He have from the North York Hoors for this period 
are Kildale Hall, i.-iest House Hoss and Ewe Crag Slack (Jones 1977, 1978) and 
are in accordance vri th tl-cis description in exhibiting a range of herb, 
heath and shrub cmmnunities, with an increasing admixture of B&tula and 
Pinus as succession towards woodland proceeded. Empetrum, Fil;i,Qengula, 
Gramineae, Salix and Rosaceae are typical of these open, successional 
communities, within which a Late Devensian floral element persisted. '£his 
contrasts, however, with the evidence from lowland lake side sites such as 
Seamer Carrs (Jones 1976b) and the Star Carr - Flixton area (Godwin and 
Walker 1954), where the rapid establishment of dense Betg1a woodland 
apparently took place at the very beginning of the Flandrian. This decline 
in the relative density of tree cover 1dth altitude established a botanical 
gradient in the region and had the consequence of maintaining the existence 
of suitable habitats for heath, herb and shrub taxa on the higher ground. 
vlhile no evidence is available :·or the Central Hatershed during this period, 
it may be surmised that tree cover was even more sparse, and that the 
vegetation may even have consisted entirely of co~~unities of low stature 
life forms. 
As Flandrian I proceeded the altitudinal variation in vegetation 
type established at the beginning of the Flandrian continues to be apparent, 
both in the range and importance of ,_.;oodland components, and in overall 
woodland densityo It is clear that succession progressed much more slovly 
upon higher ground, for vrhile the deciduous trees Ulmus and QuerQY.§. appear 
in ?landrian Ib at the lowland sites amid a closed, forested environment, 
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they are almost absent from some sites of higher altitude at this time, for 
example Hay Moss (Atherden 1979). Horeover, a contrast in the character of 
the Boreal forest may be noted, •ri th Betula retaining dominance in the 
lol>rlands, whereas Pinys was of more importance at altitude, and Corylys, 
after its initial expansion, maintaining higher values on higher ground, 
reflecting the more open conditions there. 
\{hen pollen spectra become available for the highest part of the 
Noors, during late Flandrian I at Glaisdale Hoor (Simrnons and Cundill 1974a), 
they serve to confirm the presence of an environmental gradient between low 
and high ground in the region. Pine and hazel l>Tere dominant in an open 
Wo'Odland within l.Jhich deciduous trees Here poorly represented and much open 
ground seems to have existed, for Calluna, Gramineae, Pteridium and 
herbaceous types were all represented. During the same period a dense 
oak-elm-birch forest appears to have dominated the lo\-rlands, with few 
indications of shrub or heath communities, and Alnus rising in frequency. 
An intermediate situation seems to have occurred upon lower slopes and lower 
watershed areas of the upland, •mere tree pollen values generally indicate a 
continuous tree cover, but of a greater diversity than that of the lowland 
plains, •rlth Pinus, Corylus and Quercus in a mixed woodland environment. 
At the beginning of Flandrian II mature, deciduous 1.·roodland l·JaS 
established upon the loYland plains of the region, l-rlth Quercus, Ulmys, 
Alnus and Tilia the major components. Upon the uplands themselves, 
however, Quercu~ and Corylus would appear to have been the n~jor dryland 
trees, with Alnus w-idespread, presumably in damper situations but also 
perhaps throughout the forest. Tilia was not of great importance until 
late in the period, with Ulm~ recorded in persistent but moderate amounts. 
Of greater interest, Pinus remains an important woodland constituent in the 
uplands during the early part of Flandrian II, particularly at higher 
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altitudes. The high plateaux of the Central Hatershed, and to a lesser 
degree the mid altitude t-latershed areas also, appear to have carried a 
lighter form of woodland in general, and the substantial presence of heath 
taxa, such as Calluna and Pteridium, as well as ~~ody taxa, such as Corylus, 
Pinus and Betula, possibly referable to scrub rather than true forest, 
suggest that open areas may have existed within it. Indeed, non-tree 
dryland pollen is recorded in sufficiently high frequencies at upland sites 
to suggest that the highest regions may not have sustained woodland at all. 
If a tree line did exist, plant communities above it would probably have 
been of grassland, heath, scrub or bog type. Such a theoretical suite of 
habitats beyond the tree line has been labelled the 'Hyper-forest' zone qy 
Simmons (1975a), and if such a zone existed and 'ms of natural origin, may 
have been present in the area throughout Flandrian I and II. If woodland 
did extend to the highest areas of the region, however, it was certainly of 
a very open character. 
Throughout ~,landrian I and II therefore, it would appear that 
differences in both the density and the composition of the vegetation were 
maintained between the lowland, intermediate and highland areas of the 
region. It is not possible to recognise ~~thin any of these areas 
fundamental variations in major vegetation type which may be spatially 
defined on a regional basis. They may thus be regarded as biotically 
homogenous. vlliile it is accepted that local variations in the woodland 
mosaic would have existed, with stands at different stages of succession 
toHards climax, dissimilarity of climax conditions may only be recognised 
for the three major zones described above, ~~th altitude as the regulating 
factoro 
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7.3. Palaeoenvironmental Zones 
The three vegetation belts which have been identified above for 
the North York Hoors region may be used as a basis for the recognition of 
a series of palaeoenvironmental zones, for it is sug,ested that the variation 
in landscape type between them will have offered ,.,ridely different 
opportunities for land-use, resource potential and environmental management 
during the Hesolithic period. These zones are located and described 
schematically upon fig. 58, which takes the form of an altitudinal transect 
from the highest part of the l1oors to sea-level nnd nport vhich are 
r0c~gnlserl three major terrestrial zones (A, B and C) and one major coastal 
zone (D). Figure 58 also attempts to express the characteristics of these 
zones, induced from their physical configuration. The three terrestrial 
zones may be differentiated on the groWlds of their contrasting geology, 
soils, topography and drainage, as Hell as their altitudinal range, and the 
combination of all these factors \·rill have caused them to support the 
contrasting vegetation types during the early Flandrian which are indicated 
by the available palaeobotanical evidence. 
Palaeoenvironmental zone A incorporates the upland plateau surfaces 
of the Hoors above about 300m OD. and thus corresponds to the area termed 
as the Central Watershed in this thesis. Its physical characteristics 
include a generally flat topography, Vlith sandstone parent material of the 
Deltaic series and free drainage encouraging rapid leaching and the 
evolution of infertile acid podsol soils. Zone B incorporates the lower 
slopes of the upland region itself, betueen about 125Jil ODo and 300m OD., 
Deltaic series deposits are the parent material in part of this zone also, 
but Corallian limestones comprise the main bedrock type~ particularly 
in the south but also upon the Cleveland plateau to the north, providing a 
much more variable topography and generally more fertile soil complex than 
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the high plateaux of zone A. Terrestrial zone C includes the areas of 
lower altitude upon the periphery of the upland, mainly lying below the 
~· 125m OD. escarpment formed qy the boundary of the Corallian rocks and 
which delineates the edge of the moorland area proper. The heavy, fertile 
clay soils of these areas are derived from the KiL'lllleridge Clay of the Vale 
of Pickering to the south and the glacial drift boulder clay of the Vale of 
Howbray to the \<Test. Boulder clay soils also occur in the north eastern 
part of the upland, however, at rather higher altitude, and are included 
within zone C. 
Apparently, therefore, geographical factors have produced three 
terrestrial zones vJith divergent vegetation histories which may be 
distinguished spatially qy contrasting altitudinal ranges. This assessment, 
based upon palaeoenvironmental data, a~rees with that of Baker (1906), who 
recognised the importance of altitude, with rock and soil type, in 
determining the region's geographical character. Even climatic factors such 
as rainfall, temperature and length of snow-lie are regulated in this 
region almost directly qy height above sea-level (~.~· chapter 2.3., and 
Atherden 1972). Thus dominant vegetation patterns in Flandrian I and II 
may be envisaged as showing a high degree of stability and homogeneity 
within these three zones, Hith a transition in composition betlveen them at 
points of steep altitudinal gradient, although there may have been a 
gradual reduction in general vegetation density with increasing height. 
Only at these points of steep gradient, however, might vegetation patterns 
be expected naturally to show abrupt changes which could be recognisable1in 
regional terms, and these form the boundaries between the three major zones. 
They occur, a) at ~· 300m OD. where the geological formation boundary 
described above creates the spring-line and major break of slope at the 
edge of the Central Watershed and b) at ~.125m OD. where the Corallian 
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escarpment marks the edge of the North York Hoors upland. These boundaries 
are shown on fig. 58 as 'major ecotones! forming areas of transition 
between the zones of homogenous vegetation. A third major ecotone would 
in theory have existed between the terrestrial zones and the Coastal Zone 
(D) on the north eastern and eastern sides of the reeion, although if the 
coastline were marked by steep boulder clay cliffs as it is today, 
exploitation of this ecotone may have been difficult •. 
Such a view of the regional landscape potential is, of course, 
too idealised a model, for local variations would have been sure to occur 
within these altitudinally defined zones of broadly similar vegetation, 
most obviously where wetland habitats provided a contrast with the dominant 
dryland vegetation. The major palaeo-environmental zones may thus be 
sub-divided into smaller areas where 'minor ecotones' would exist. Althoue-,h 
of local importance only, these minor ecotones would be of great 
significance in providing areas of diversity within zones of otherwise 
uniform character. These sub-zones are also displayed schematically upon 
fig. 58, although their distribution in reality would not conform to this 
simplistic pattern, but would have been far more complex, their spatial 
juxtaposition varying from area to area. It is, however, the relationship of 
these zones which would largely have decided the spatial distribution of 
human communities during Flandrian I and II, Qy the evolution of diverse 
landscape units. 
Aquatic habitats within palaeo-environmental zone A vrould have 
been confined to spring-head locations at its lovrer fringe,. particularly 
during the earlier Flandrian when the free draining sandy soils of the 
area would have provided little opportunity for the development of 
marshland communities, despite its flat topographyo Hires represent the 
other main wetland type but did not develop generally in zone A until mid 
Flandrian II, except for a few isolated examples in later Flandrian I, 
formed behind landslips at St.Helena and Blakey Landslip (Sinnnons and 
Cundill 1974b) or in basin areas upon the high plateau, as at Glaisdale 
Hoor (Sinuuons and Cundill 197L~a) o A much greater variety of aquatic 
habitats may have been associated with palaeo-environmental zone B, 
however, for the upper courses of the regional rivers occur within it, 
together \dth the many small lakes which would have been a feature of 
early Flandrian landscapes. LoHer altitude watershed areas, such as the 
Clevelamd plateau to the north and the Fylin£;dales Hoar watershed to the 
east, are recognised as a separate sub-zone on fig. 58. They would present 
lower-altitude spring-lines, together with glacial drainage channels or 
'slacks' (y.~. chapter 2.2.), as additional wetland areas and minor ecotone 
opportunities. Mire development began in this zone relatively early in the 
period, as lake basins and slacks began to fill up and grow over. The 
lowland zone C would find diversity in the lower valleys of the main rivers 
of the area, the Tees, Esk, Leven and Derwent. The large nwnber of lakes 
which would almost certainly have occupied the depressions in the 
undulating boulder clay plain on the periphery of the upland would have 
created similar minor ecotone sit1.lations. .Extensive lowland bog growth 
took place in this zone from early Flandrian I onwards. Finally the Coastal 
Zone D would have offered marine, intertidal and perimarine sub-zones to 
loThich access would have been available m the minor dales which run 
eastwards to the coast, and especially at the major river estuary of the 
'I'ees, on the fringes of the region. 
In summary, therefore, while three zones of surmised vegetation 
uniformity characterise the study area, a multiplicity of potential ecotone 
situations would have existed both v.rithin and between them, It was these 
areas of environmental diversity, so often incorporating the added attraction 
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of access to water supply, which would have formed the foci for human 
activity in Hesolithic times. Existing evidence for that activity, as 
manifest by alteration of the environment, wi1l be considered in the next 
section. 
7.4. Evidence for Environmental Alteration during the Mesolithic 
Inspection of previously published palaeo-environmental research 
from the North York Moors suggests thst evidence of environmental 
disturbance analogous to that presented in section B of this thesis may 
be forthcoming from a number of sites in this area during ooth F'landrian I 
and Flandrian II. This evidence takes the form of fluctuations in the 
pollen record which indicate temporary chanees in the local vegetation 
cover, most often interpreted as the creation of small openings in the 
...,TOodland, but also occurring as deflections of vegetation succeosions in 
the pre-woodland communities of earlier Flandrian I. In both cases, 
particularly l-rhere accompanied by charcoal or cultural remains, these 
vegetational changes may be attributable to the actions of Nesolithic 
co~nunities, and on fig. 59 the distribution of those sites where the 
evidence is consistent with pre-Ulmus decline environmental alteration of 
this kind is recorded. Several of these phases of interference are referable 
to chronozone Flandrian I, and these are described in detail upon Table 5. 
The majority of examples, ho11rever, are of Flandrian II date, of which 
those recognised in previously published >.rork are sho>.m upon Table 6, while 
Table 7 summarises the data presented in this thesis. In each case the 
taxa most adversely or favourably affected by clearance are noted, 
together ,,Jith other ecologically relevant information, such as altitude or 
the presence of charcoal, silt invmsh or cultural remains. 
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7.4.1. Flandrian I 
Included within the sites possibly shoHing evidence of man-
induced environmental change are the major lo-..;land occupation areas of 
Star Carr (TA 827 810) and ?lixton II (TA 035 810) in the Vale of Pickering 
(Clark 1954, 1972). The Haglemosian cul tur.sl deposits from these sites, 
which have been described previously (y • .§. page 43 ) , fall at the boundary 
detween Flandrian Ia and Ib, with Star Carr yielding radiocarbon dates of 
+ + 9,,488 - 350bp (C-353) and 9,557 - 210bp (Q-1/+). I.Jhile most previous 
authors have not considered that signs of major vegetation clearance occur 
at these sites (Simmons 1975a, Jones et sJ,. 1979), some indications of the 
interaction of the Star Carr inhabitants Hith the ,.,oodland environment may 
be discernable in the pollen record, for at the level of the occupation the 
pollen frequency of Betula temporarily falls, and Corylus pollen values 
rise sharply. Records of Chenopodium, Urtica and Garyophyllaceae are 
associated with this change, pointing to the effects of human activity in 
the creation of open areas in the vicinity of the settlement. At this point 
in the stratigraphy, mineral silt inwash appears in the deposit, and the 
implication is that disturbance of the birch woodland adjacent to the site 
was taking place, creating open ground, encouraging the establishment of 
hazel scrub, and causing some erosion of soil from the affected areas. 
Similar pollen fluctuations are recorded at the nearby site of Flixton II, 
\dth Corylus pollen frequencies rising to replace those of Betula. Rqmex 
and Plantago lanceolata also occur, confirming that conditions suitable for 
the establishment of ruderal communities were created around the settlement. 
While the landscape changes which apparently took place around 
these lowland lakeside settlements were not sufficientJ_y great to warrant 
their description as evidence of major woodland clearance, it is evident 
that a significant alteration of the local vegetation communities resulted 
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from the activities of the Mesolithic occupants. Clearance of birch 
voodland by felling is proven by the construction of the wooden living 
platform at Star Carr {Clark 1972), within which were axe-scarred trunks 
of considerable size. A number of tranchet axes have been recorded from 
nearby (fig. J). The incorporation of a thick charco.ql layer into the 
cultural horizons at both of these sites, however, would suggest that fire 
was a major biotic factor here, as alse\-Ihere on the Hoors, with the use of 
fire in the hinterland birchwoods, in addition to its pres1nned domestic 
application, producing the environmental changes implied by the pollen 
evidence. It is a factor of some significance in consideration of the 
~ison d'etre of these lakeside stations (~.~· page 43). 
A clearer manifestation of the hunting activities of early 
Hesolithic man may be provided by the evidence from Kildale Hall (NZ 609 097, 
168m OD.), where aurochs (Bas primigeni~) bones were discovered stratified 
vlithin organic deposits (Jones 1976a, 1977). The site was a swampy lake 
basin in early Flandrian times and a considerable quantity of Bet~ and 
ericaceous charcoal and a high silt fraction were encountered at the level 
of the Bas skeleton, coincident with fluctuations in the pollen record which 
suggested that temporary modification of the local vegetation had taken 
place. Pollen analysis indicated that the area adjacent to the lake had 
supported heath .veeetation ui th some :fuitu.la scrub \·'oodland, an association 
suggesting a Flandrian Ia date which is broadly confirmed by a radiocarbon 
+ determination for peat encasing the bones of 10,350 - 200bp (Gak-2707) which 
Jones (1976a) considers may be rather too early due to contamination from 
molluscan remains \-Tithin the sediment. The true age may be more strictly 
comparable with the dated occupation horizons at the Vale of Pickering sites 
of £.• 9.5 millenia agoo An increase in Rosaceae, Compositae, Umbelliferae 
and Caryophyllaceae pollen is associated vTith this evidence, which may 
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reflect the hunting activities of ~~glemosian people around the edge of a 
small lake, with an expansion of herbaceous vegrc,ta tion following the fire 
clearance and erosive effects vrhich the presence of charcoal and silt in 
the stratigraphy sugr;est. 
Indications of clearance return to the pollen record during later 
Flandrian I at this site (Jones 1977), when expansions of herbaceous taxa 
occur which suggest temporary disturbance of the coniferous \.Joodland, 
allowing the contribution of open habitat communities to the pollen record. 
No substantiating evidence of unstable conditions, such as charcoal or silt, 
is recorded, and these indications of a reduced forest cover may be regarded 
only as the possible expression of human activity. Considerable fluctuations 
of the pollen curves do occur, however, vJith Pinus, Quercus and Ulmus 
reduced in frequency and replaced qy Betula and a range of taxa encouraged 
by environmental disturbance, including Helampyrum, Artemisia, Rosaceae, 
Umbelliferae, Rumex, Salix and Gramineae. Isolated peaks of herb pollen 
continue to be present in later Flandrian I at Kildale Hall, although in 
no case so clearly defined as that described above, so that a continued 
instability of the woodland may be assumed, whether or not human activity 
may be invoked as a motive foetor. Analogous evidence is, however, 
forthcoming from othfr sites in the Cleveland area of the Noors (fig. 59 
and Table 5), for similar pollen records have been published from the nearby 
sites of Hest House Hoss (Jones 1977) and Ewe Crag Slack (Jones 1978), both 
of which the author considers to show possible interference w~th the 
vegetation by Hesolithic man (.Jones 1976a). Pollen fluctuations occur at 
\~est House Hoss (NZ 635 095, 178m OD.) which may be interpreted as 
reflecting the type of activity noted at Kildale Hall, as Pinus and Betula 
pollen values are slightly depressed while sharp peaks in value are registered 
for Helampyrum, Rumex, Compositae and Artemisia. Sharp rises in Corylus 
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and Calluna in mid Flandrian I would be expected due to climatic and edaphic 
factors, its association here with established indicators of temporary 
environmental disturbance suggest that diversification of the boreal 
i·Ioodland by human agency may have assisted its expansion. ?'urther 
indications of woodland opening occur at this site toHards the end of 
Flandrian I, when a more closed canopy type of woodland, Hith a greater 
admixture of broad-leaf trees, would probably have come into existence. 
In this instance Betula, with Pinus, appears to be adversely affected, with 
a range of clearance indicators admitted to the pollen record or showing 
enhanced frequencies. Tree pollen frequencies in total are clearly depressed. 
Corylus and Calluna are again the beneficiaries of any canopy opening which 
may have taken place, and are intermittently joined in the pollen record by 
Succisa, Chenopodiaceae, Rumex and Helcurmyrum, with Rosaceae and Pteridium 
rising to peak values, This evidence i'or decreasing woodland denoity accords 
with the more tenuous evidence from Kildale Hall. 
A more secure inference of clearance r~ be drawn from the site 
of Ewe Crag Slack (NZ 695 110, 235m OD.), where the disturbance of coniferous 
woodland by fire evidently took place in mid Flandrian I, for an horizon 
occurs:in the stratigraphy containing both charcoal and silt, both presumably 
washed into the mire folloi.ring fire clearance of adjacent slopes (Jones 1976a, 
1978). The silt layer is up to two centimetres thick, suggesting 
considerable erosive effects subsequent to the burn, at least locally. The 
pollen spectra endorse this reconstruction of events, 'i-rith a marked fall in 
Betula and Quercus representation coincident 1..rith an expansion of Corylus 
and Salix frequencies and the appearance of herbaceous taxa indicative of 
freshly cleared ground including Rumex, lvlelampyrum, Succisa, Polygonum and 
Rosaceae. Pteridium values also rise significantly, in what appears to have 
been an intensive phase of clearance. Indications of early Flandrian 
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human activity are not confined to the northern part of the Hoors, hoHever, 
for comparable evidence has been recorded ~ Atherden (1976a) at fen Bogs 
(S.E: 853 977, 164m OD.) i·mere the first of a suacession of clearance episodes 
is referable to mid Flandrian I. A temporary drop in tree pollen values is 
due to a sharp diminution in Betula pollen frequency, while indicators of 
disturbed habitats, including Pteridium and Melampyrum, become prominent. 
Calluna is apparently also affected by the clearance, while Rumex, Artemisia, 
Cruciferae, Gramineae and Umbelliferae all suggest areas of open or disturbed 
ground near to the mire. Charcoal is present in the stratigraphy at this 
point, so fire is likely to have been the mechanism by \.J'hich clearance of 
birch-oak woodland was achieved around this site. 
Fe\or examples of i"landrian I clearance may be cited from the higher 
areas of the region, but this must be due primarily to an absence of deposits 
of suitable age rather than to an actual avoidance of the uplands qy 
Haglemosian groups, for figure 3 shows that Early Nesolithic hunting camps 
have now been recognised at altitude, a facet of this culture'.s archaeology 
which may well have its known distribution extended by future research. 
Atherden (1979) has recorded charcoal at the base of her profile from v~y 
Hoss (SE 876 960, 2M.m OD.), together with pollen fluctuations which suggest 
disturbance of woodland in mid Flandrian I. Betu1a, Einus and Corrlqs 
fall in frequency, with the latter recovering quickly and then greatly 
expanding in value. During the phase of tree pollen recession, in 1.<hich 
A.P. contributes only 25% of the total pollen sum, Salix pollen values 
rise sharply while many open habitat types are recorded, including Pteridium, 
Rosaceae, Plantago lanceolata and Compositae. Peat inception at this site 
appears to have been accompanied by an instability of the surrounding 
woodland which the charcoal suggests may have been fire-induced. 
Similar evidence of vegetation disturbance in an upland context 
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comes from Glaisdale Moor (NZ 728 015, 372m OD.) during late Flandrian I 
(Simmons and Cundill 1974a). A phase of woodland opening is implied qy 
sharp falls in the pollen frequencies of Betula, Querc4§ and Ulmus and their 
replacement qy Pinus and Fraxinus. Other indicators of open canopy 
conditions which show increased values are Corylus, Salix, Callypa and 
Pteridium, while Helampv-.rum enters the pollen record on high frequencies. 
Although unaccompanied qy macroscopic charcoal, the pollen fluctuations 
recorded during this phase of clearance are typical of the results of fire 
in mixed voodland, and the presence of Hesolithic flints at this site, 
although not stratified with the palaeobotanical evidence, intimates its 
possible anthropogenic origin. 
7.4.2. Flanctrian II 
Examples of environmental disturbance which may be attributable 
to the actions of Mesolithic man increase markedly in number during Flandrian 
II. vmile this may be due merely to a far wider distribution of peat 
deposits of suitable age than in Flandrian I, particularly in the upland 
areas of the Moors, the matching increase in the munbcr of Hesolithic flint 
sites (figs. J and 4) suggests that an actual intensification of land use 
patterns may have taken place during the later Mesolithic. Until a more 
complete knowledge of the number and distribution of early ~fesolithic sites 
becomes available, however, it must be remembered thaffi the apparent 
imbalance between the early and later Mesolithic occupations of the region 
may be illusory. Table 7 summurises the evidence for Flandrian II clearance 
which is presented in chapters 4 to 6 of this thesis, and which has been 
fully described thereino A number of examples may be cited from previously 
published work, however, and these are shown on Table 6. 
The first intimation that Hesolithic man may have been implicated 
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in environmental change, and in particular in the alteration of vegetation 
communities during Flandrian II was recognised in the pollen analysis and 
soil profiles from the highest parts of the Hoors (Dimbleby 1961a, 1962). 
Dimbleby analysed the pollen content of soil immediately below a prolific 
flint scatter associated with charcoal at Hhite Gill on Westerdale Hoor 
(NZ 639 026, 387m OD.) and concluded, on the basis of a very low ratio of 
non-tree pollen to tree pollen (NTP/TP = 39%) that the landscape at the 
time of the Hesolithic occupation had been densely wooded, with the site 
below a closed tree canopy. In the sample above the occupation layer, 
however, this ratio had risen to 104%, with Quercus and Alnus declining in 
pollen frequency and Betu).a, Callu,na and Corylus much more prominent. This 
indicated that a much more open type of woodland had come into existence, 
i-Jhich t-muld have been a change much to the benefit of Hesolithic man, and 
one for \mich the charcoal and flints suggested to Dimbleby that human 
activity may well have been responsible. Re-examination of the vlhite Gill 
site by Cundill ( Cundill 1971, SimmOns and Cundill 1969) has broadly 
substantiated Dimbleby's conclusions. A Flandrian II peat profile was 
investigated which lay above a microlith horizon incorporating charcoal. 
Charcoal particles were found to pervade the profile above the basal 
industrial levels, associated with a sharp fall in Quercus pollen values and 
marked increases in a wide range of open habitat taxa which included 
Nelampyrum, Plantago lanceolata, Artemisia, Pteridium, Corylus and Calluna 
(Table 6). 
The distribution of the sites listed upon Table 6 is displayed 
upon fig. 59, showing a concentration upon the high watershed areas of the 
Moors~ generally on the headwaters of streams above 300m OD., although 
Collier Gill and Hay Noss are rather lower at 275m OD. .A significant 
number do occur at intermediate altitude, however, (,£. 150m OD.) particularly 
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upon the lower ·Ha.tershed of the Cleveland plateau, and tl-JO instances are 
suggested for the loiorland lakeside site of Seamer Carrs ( NZ 484 097, 64m OD.) 
At this site Jones (1971, 1976b) records a phase in e2rly Flandrian II 
during uhich the stability of the broad-leaf forest surrounding the lake 
'\>Ias disturbed and a ntL."ttber of heliophyte taxa increased their pollen 
representation. Peaks of Corylus, Pteridium and Pinus, and the begining of 
a constant Fraxinus presence, combine with the appearance of Artemisia, 
Plantago~' Rwnex, Cruciferae and Compositae (subfamily Tubuliflorae) 
to suggest the creation of open ground and scrub communities not far from 
the lake. Similar pollen fluctuations are recorded by Tooley (personal 
communication) from a neighbouring site, uhere a very sharp increase in 
Corylus frequency occurs in association \·lith skeletal remains of Cervus 
elaphus and this may be seen as the legacy of Hesolithic hunting around the 
margin of the lake. Considerable provision of open ground seems to have 
taken place, for tree pollen frequencies are reduced and Artemisia, 
Plantago lanceolata, Stellaria and Pteridium occur. 
Similarly the deposits at Ewe Crag Slack, in a Hatershed situation 
at 235m OD (Jones 1978), record two episodes during t.Jhich reductions in 
tree pollen values, primarily for Alnus and Q~ercus, are coincident \·lith the 
introduction of herbaceous indicators of freshly cleared ground, in 
particular Helampyrum and Artemisia. Pteridium and heliophyte shrubs and 
trees were encouraged, with Corylus, Salix, SQrbus and Fraxinus reflecting 
the more open nature of the woodland. The clearance of areas adjacent to 
the mire resulted in soil erosion and the deposition of sediment in the 
form of inwash stripes of mineral material. Similar phenomena are recorded 
from Fen Bogs (Atherden 1976a), Hoss Swang (NZ 806 035, 175m OD. Simmons 
1969a), Lady Bridge Slack (NZ 804 081, 212m OD., Simmons 1969a) and West 
House 11oss (Jones 1977), where dislocation of woodland ecosystems and the 
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creation of open areas are represented by an increased contribution of 
ruderal and regeneration types to the assemblage, accompanied on occasion 
by the deposition of silt inwash and charcoal in the mire. Char.::tcteristic 
indicators of clearance at these sites include Helampy]'um, Artemisia, Rwnex, 
Stellaria cf. holostea, Compositae, Cruciferae and Chenopodiaceae. The 
individual clearance assemblages are described upon Table 6. The lower 
altitude palaeo-environmental evidence represented by these sites is 
consistent in demonstrating rather less intensive clearance than from the 
higher parts of the Hoors, perhaps reflecting the greater woodland density 
in these areas. In lo\-Ter altitude clearance phases A.P. values fall from 
an average of about 70% of total pollen to about 50%, and clearance 
indicators, while present in the same range as in upland examples, do not 
show such high frequencies. An exception to this is a mid Flandrian II 
forest recession at Tranmire Slack (NZ 766 119, 165m OD.) during which A.P. 
falls from 70% to 30% of tote.l pollen (Jones 1978). The full assemblage of 
ruderal types mentioned above is joined by Plantago lanceolata, Plantago 
coronopus and Epilobium, while peaks of Pteridium, Gramineae, Fraxinus and 
Corylus occur. The deposition of a mineral im-rash stripe in the mire again 
accompanies clearance. 
The intensity of this clearance phase is analogous to those 
recorded from the high Noors, of Hhich the sites of north Gill and Bonfield 
Gill Head are typical examples, tree pollen falling from an average of 
about 50% to less than 30% of total pollen follo\.,ring clearance. A number 
of such woodland clearances have been recorded from around the headwaters 
of Collier Gill (HZ 786 009, 274m OD.) by Simmons ( 1969a) and by Cundill 
(1971), in each case associated with indications of forest fire, denoted 
by the recovery of chnrcoal from the stratigraphy. The lowerlnOst phase 
of clearance from Simmons' site corresponds with the onset of peat formation 
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in mid llandrian II, and is radiocarbon dated + to 5,504- 108bp (BN-427). 
Each phase of clearance is characterised by reductions in tree pollen 
frequency and an expansion of the pollen or spore values of taxa favoured 
by fire clearance of woodland, among which are Corylus, Artemisia, 
Melampyrum, Rumex, Pteridium and Salix. In the light of these investigations 
at Collier Gill, fluctuations in the pollen record published by Erdtman 
( 1928), with a distinct replacement of f:iuercus and Alnus pollen by that of 
Corylus in mid Flandrian II, may also be interpreted as the effects of 
forest clearance. Further examples from Nay Hoss (Atherden 1979), Loose 
Houe (NZ 703 009, 430m OD.), Glaisdale Moor (Simmons and Gundill 1974a) and 
Trough House (NZ 704 815, 418m OD. Gundill 1971), although differing in 
detail, provide similar evidence of fire induced forest recession in the 
uplands of the Hoors during .nandrian II. 
In addition to the contrasting density of the \oroodland in which 
clearance took place, other differences are apparent between upland and 
lowland examples, although both record a fundamentally similar event. 
Charcoal is present in every case in upland contexts both as discrete 
concentrated layers and suffused throughout the profile, indicating that 
firing of the vegetation was a common and perhaps even regionally continuous 
event at this altitude, and therefore central to its environmental history. 
Charcoal is not in every case recovered from the stratigraphy at lowland 
clearance horizons, but the use of fire is nevertheless implied by the 
almost universal expansion of taxa held to be characteristic of succession 
after fire. Several sites exhibit more than one clearance horizon, and so 
were the foci of activity at intervals throughout the Flandrian~ but where 
deposits of similar age are available for comparison, those in the upland 
appear to have been visited rather more often. This may, however, be 
illusorJ due to the more open upland sites having had a ratber greater 
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pollen catchment area than those in the more den~ wooded lowland. 
While the type of assemblage changes which constitute clearance 
phases are all relatively similar, being the replacement of stable woodland 
component taxa qy those representative of seral communities, the behaviour 
of individual taxa is worthy of corrnnent. Calluna, for example is strongly 
represented in clearance assemblages of late Flandrian II, particularly 
in the uplands, but is much less prominent at lowland sites or in Flandrian 
I, probably indicating contrasting soil development after clearance in 
differing situations. The regular occurrence of Plantago lanceolata in the 
post clearance assemblages recorded upon Tables 5, 6 and 7 is of interest, 
for in Neolithic contexts it is regarded as a secure agricultural indicator 
and has been so associated with 1landnam1 following the Ulmus decline 
(Iversen 1941, 1949) that the numerous records of its pollen in Mesolithic 
contexts have invited similar interpretation, or else dismissal, even when 
associated with other indicators of clearance (Van Zeist 1955). Thus it 
was possible until quite recently to remark that 'in post glacial peat 
deposits in Western Europe, lanceolate plantain is never met with before 
the elm decline' {Van Duinen and Van Zeist 1960), a conclusion which had 
previously been reached cy Iversen ( 1949). \hth the increasing munber of 
Nesolithic identifications, ho\.rever, often associated with woodland 
clearance, it vould appear that Smith (1970) is correct in stating that 
Plantago lanceolata functions as a dryland ruderal herb in pre-Neolithic 
contexts. Numerous other instances of its appearance in Hesolithic 
clearance situations may be cited, for example those at Nalham Tarn Moss 
(Pigot and Pigot 1959, 1963) and Broomhead Moor V (Radley et al. 1974) in 
the uplands, and Hockham Nere (Sims 1973, 1978)~ Simonswood Hoss C (Innes 
and Tomlinson 1980) and Downholland Hoss 16 and ~he Starr Hills, Lytham 
(Tooley 1978a) in the lovrlands o 
The distribution of HesolithiG clearance evidence displayed upon 
':'ig. 59 may not of course be considered to show the full range of llesolitbic 
activity upon the Hoors, for is is inevitably determined to a high degree 
by the spatial and temporal distribution of orr,:mic cleposi ts sui ta blc for 
the preservation of such evidence. Thus more examples are forthcoming from 
Flandrian II situations than from :nandrian I, during v1hich environmental 
disturbance upon the almost mire-free upland areas Hould go unrecorded, as 
would similo.r activity conducted Hell aw1.y from sites of pollen capture nt 
any sta~;e of the period. The last point Hould imply that the apparent 
concentration of activity upon 1..retland habitats may be a function of the 
method of data collection rather than reality, if it were not for the 
corroboration provided by the archaeological evidence. F'lint sites, Hhether 
of Early or Late Hesolitbic type ( fi(::;s. 3 and 4), are mainly concentrated 
in the same ecotone situations described in dwpter 7.3, and thus have a 
parallel distribution vJith sites in vrhich clearance activity has been 
recorded. Hicrolithic sites cluster around the spring line, whether at the 
rna ior ecotone bet,.Jeen A and B, or upon the loHer altitude ecotones of 
spring, river, or lakeside Hithin zone B. At loc·Jer altitude they tend to 
lie upon the line of the escarpment which forms the major ecotone bet .... Jeen 
zones B and C, and the settlement sites such as those at Upleatham are also 
situated upon thL; line. llicrolith sites in zone C are found upon river or 
lakeside ecotones also. The sites which vre may presume to have lain upon 
the littoral ecotone area of zone D are nou almost all destroyed by coastal 
erosion or sea-level rise, or in the case of estuarine locations, by burial 
beneath later deposits. Hhile the typology of these various sites suggests 
that their function may have b"'en rather different (y • .§.. chapter 2.4. ) they 
are alike in their situation aHay from zones of homogenous landscape 
type. The ecotone areas shovm upon fig. 58 do seem, therefore, to have 
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been foci of activity during the Hesolithic. Almost all types of ecotone 
areas seem to record clearance nearby, so that environmental alteration 
appears not to have been restricted to any palaeo-environmental zone, but 
to have been applied on a regional basis, although ~ith locally different 
scale and intensity, with spring heads at high altitude as perhaps the 
primary zone of activity. In summary, however, deliberate environraental 
alteration appears to have been carried out in the North York Hoors 
throughout the Nesoli tl:Jic period, radiocarbon d.ated examples ranging from 
+ 
the start of Flandrian I (Kildalte Hall, 10,350 - 200bp, Gak-2707) to the 
+ 
end of Flandrian II (North Gill II, IJ, 5,210- 75, Gu-1071). Noreover, 
clearance appears to have taken place in ecotone locations across the full 
altitudinal range of the area from Star Carr (20m OD.) to Loose howe (430m 
OD.) Comparison of the North York Hoors data \.Jith Nesolithic clearance 
evidence from Britain as a ~~ole tends to confirm this impression of 
ubiquity, for examples of clearance have been cited from other regions 
(y.§.. pages 23 and 242) which range spatially from sea-level to high 
altitudes. Also, 1...rhile the totc.l number of He soli thic clearance events 
which have been radiocarbon dated rernains small (Table 8), those available 
encompass the vrhole of Flandrian I and II. Environmental alteration was 
apparently an integral feature o.f 1-lesolithic land-use in many areas of 
Britain, and the North York Hoors evidence, although much more plentiful 
than elsewhere, is of a similar character. The origin of fire clearance, 
its effects upon the ecosystem and the role of such environmental alteration 
in Hesolithic land-use patterns ~ill be discussed in the following sections, 
and, while detailed analysis of the data from throughout Britain is beyond 
the scope of this thesis, it seems likely that the conclusions reached in 
the follo'Wing sections regarding tts role in the Hesolithic economy of the 
North York Hoors may well be of relevance to the Hesolithic occupation of 
other regions of Britain. 
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Table 8. _!ladiocarbon dateg examples of pre-Ulmus decline (Hesolithic) 
forest recession in Brit§in. 
SITE 
North Gill II ( I3) 
North Gill II ( I2) 
Dunford Bridge B 
Collier Gill 
Barfield Tarn 
Blea Tarn 
High Rocks (F) 
Valley Bog 
Oakhanger 
North Gill 1a 1 
Stwnp Cross 
Hestward Ho! 
Do zmare Pool 
Coire Bog 
Oul ton l .. loss A 
Hockham Here 
Cooran Lane 
DATE 
5210 ~ 75 
+ 5220 - 75 
+ 5380 = 80 
+ 5504 - 108 
.£.• 5650* 
£• 5700~ 
+ 5730 = 150 
. + 
5945 - 50 
+ 6300 - 120 
+ 6316 - 55 
+ 6500 - 310 
+ 6585 - 130 
+ 6793 - 70 
+ 6980 - 100 
.£.• 7200* 
+ 7447 = 125 
+ 7541 - 180 
+ The Starr Bills, Lytham 8390 - 105 
Broomhead Hoor V + 8570 - 110 
Star Carr + 9557 = 210 
Kildale Iiall + 10)50 - 200 
LAB-CODE REFERENCE 
Gu-1071 this thesis. 
Gu-1073 this thesis. 
Q-799 Radley ~ al. 1974 
BH-427 Simmons 1969a. 
BM-91 
SRR-93 
BM-425 
Q-141 
(~-672 
Q-1024 
Q-887 
Q-1088 
1~=874 
Q-800 
Q-14 
Pennington 1975. 
Pennington 1975. 
Honey 1960. 
Chambers 1978. 
Rankine et al. 1960 
Simmons 1969a. 
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7.5. The Oriuins of ?ire Clearance 
In the previous sections the spatial distribution and composition 
of the vegetation units which formed the landscape of the North York Hoors 
during Flandrian I and II, 8nd the location and nature of the palaeobotanical 
evidence for environmental alteration have been discussed. It remains to 
decide whether it is justifiable to attribute these instances of fire 
cle8ranc.e to the activities of l·lesolithic comLmnities, and to assess the 
implications of fire clenrance for res)urce potential 11nd landscape change, 
and the possible role of environmental alteration in the relationship of 
Hesolithic man Hith his ecological background. 
The implications of the type of evidence presented in detAil in 
chapters 4. to 6 of this thesis and described in general in chapter 7. 2. are 
cleur: repeated firing of the 1.roodland \4as taking place in flandrian I and 
II on the North York i-'ioors. The first point to consider, hO\,.ever, is 1<1hether 
or not it is justifiable to ascribe these fires to human agency, 
particularly when Tables 5 to 7 show that relatively fe1.,r of the charcoal 
deposits of the Hoors are stratified directly ~<~ith cultural renains, although 
almost all are adjacent to microlith sites. Natural fire may not be 
discounted entirely, and a good case can be made out for their probable 
occurrence in the drier boreal 1.-Joodland of l"landrian I. 
Natural fires occasioned by lightning strike do occur, for such 
events have been witnessed (Jones 1945, Allison 1952, ~eatherall 1952) and 
must be invoked as an e:·:planation for the many records of fire from much 
earlier geological periods, before man could possibly hqve been involved 
(Harris 1958) o vlhile otber natural causes of forest fire have been 
observed, such as the striking of sparks by boulders rolline; downslope 
(Moir 1923), lightning must be by far the most common originator. It 
seems likely that major fires \·JOuld be started only during lightning 
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storms which are unaccompanied by rain, and th"lt the incidence of such 
storms wou+d be much greater in areas of dry, continental climate •. conditions 
much more applicable in the British Isles to boreal Flandrian I than to the 
more oceanic F1andrian II. The flallllnability of the boreal forest is much 
higher than that of moist deciduous woodland, for coniferous needle litter 
remains relatively dry at all times, and surface litter is regarded as 
crucial as both a fire starter and spreader after lightning strike (Rowe 
and Scotter 1973). Indeed, previous auGhors, writing with reference to both 
North America and Europe, have stressed that fi~e naturally plays an 
integral role in the ecology of the boreal coniferous forest, to such an 
extent as to be central to its successful regeneration (Ahlgren 1960, 
Heinselman 1973). In this respect coniferous woodland may be described as 
fire-adapted, with Pinus peculiarly able to survive forest fires through its 
thick heat resistant bark and to regenerate quickly although fire damaged 
(Zackrisson 1977). It has been suggested (Huch 1970) that the dependence 
of Pinus forest on fire for its regeneration is such that the genus has 
evolved high flammability characteristics. Whether of not this is the case 
it is quite clear that the association of fire and Pinus dominated 
coniferous forest is natural and of long standing, for Swain (1973) has 
found charcoal to be continuously present in lake sediments from 9,000 years 
ago to the present day in Hinnesotan conif(~r forest, for which he believes 
lightning to be the main causative agent. 
Having made the point that fire is a natural feature of the 
coniferous forest ecosystem, hoHever, is not to say that man may not have 
played the major role in initiating fire clearance in the North York .Noors 
situation. The modern incidence of lightning strike in the region is very 
low in comparison with the rest of Britain (Lacy 1977) and may well have been 
so in antiquity, f'or Jelgersma (1979) has shown the Flandrian I coastline 
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at the latitude of North Yorkshire to have been only a few kilometres to 
the east1..rard of the modern, so thst the greater continentality of climate 
assumed for southern Britain at this time may not have been relevant to the 
Hoors. In addition, the boreal woodland of i"landrian I in Northern England 
was significantly differant from the recent coniferous forest of either 
North America or Northern Europe, not least in its restriction to a single 
major coniferous tree, Pinus sylyestris, lacking the spruce, fir and other 
pine species which diversify American and European coniferous forests. 
Scots pine may well not be fire adapted to the same degree as American jack 
and red pine species, due to its association with pioneer deciduous trees 
in European forests. Indeed, the high proportion of Betula in the lowlands 
of the North York Hoors during this period renders the concept of habitual 
lightning fires in th~t zone most implausable. Deciduous trees such as 
birch (and aspen, almost certainly a component of Flandrian I 1>1oodland 
although hardly represented in the pollen spectra due to poor preservation 
of its grains) act almost as fire preventers in mixed broad leaf/coniferous 
woodland (Rowe and Scatter 1973) so that it burns neither so readily nor so 
extensively. Transmission of fire through the dense birch 1-1oodland of 
lower altitudes as a natural process is most unlikely, especially later in 
the period Hhen oak and elm become significant constituents, and the 
instanceg of fire clearance recorded during Flandrian I (within which 
Betula is consistently the taxon affected by fire - Table 5) probably refer 
to man-set fires of localised intention and effect, rather than natural 
ecosystem events. 
The vegetation of the highlands of the area, with dominant pine 
and hazel, is much more likely to have been a fire-controlled association, 
although again the relative importance of lightning and. man as ignition 
sources require consideration. Of some relevance at this point to the 
discussion of the status of Pinus in the region, both in Flandrian I and its 
persistence at altitudes into Flandrian II, are the observations by Wright 
(1974) that 'many pine stands are confined to sandstone ridges, crests and 
plateaus, where dry soils and Hind exposure are favourable for fire' and 
that under these situations the 'upland vegetation mosaic is controlled by 
fire rather than by topography'. Both statements may, it seems, be as 
applicable to the ::Jorth Yorlc Hoors as to the Appalachian mountains. 
The probability that liGhtning fires had an influence on the 
vegetation of the higher parts of the l·ioors (i.e. the regeneration of Pinus 
in zone A, the Central i.Jatershed) must be accepted. This does not however 
mean that Hesolithic man Has not also responsible for deflection of the 
vegetation successions by firing of the woodland. We know that man had 
been an extrinsic factor in the development of the region's ecosystems since 
the earliest part of Flandrian I, and active in both the lowlands (Star Carr, 
+ + 9,1~88 - 350bp, C-353) and upon the high plateaux (Honey Howe I, 9,430 -
390bp, Q-1560). The slightly earlier site of Kildale Hall (10,350 ~ 200bp, 
Gruc-2707) records the effects of his hunting techniques, and is comparable 
with sites from outside the region, for example the elk from High Furlong , 
+ Lancashire (11,665- 140bp St-3836, Hallam et Ql. 1973). Han was therefore 
present during the development of the Flandrian I woodland and capable of 
utilising fire during both its preforest and forest stages. The radiocarbon 
date for the Honey Hm . .Je I site is actually derived from a charcoal sample, 
so that man was active with fire in the uplands from the beginning of the 
period, and with it he t.Jould have heJ.ped to mould the Flandrian I wodland 
comn1U.'lities, if only locally and casuallyo As it wou.ld appear that these 
communi ties \.,rere more in the nature of a mixed Pinus=broadleaf HoocUand, and 
thersfor~not intrinsically flammable an a large scale, the case for cultural 
ingnition becomes much better. Horeover, while comparative evidence for 
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li~htning fires in boreal woodland is strong, examples of deliberate 
firing by hunter-gatherer societies is also well documented. Heinselman 
(1973) states that Indian populations in North America, although feu in 
number, used to ~)urn pine t.Joodland to stimulate production of Vaccinium 
berries, 1:1hile Kilgore (1973) quotes a number of authors (e.g. Driver 1937, 
Reynolds 1959) who state that Indian gToups used firo as a management tool 
and huntinG aid. Collation of documentary evidence for the deliberate 
burning of forested areas by hunter-gatherers has been undertaken by 
Stewart ( 1956) and more recently by Hellars ( 1976c), both of ,,rhom conclude 
that the practice Has an almost universal feature of the Hay of life of 
aboriginal populations. Two of the many references cited by Hellars may 
be quoted \nth relevance here, for they refer to the bm·ning of mixed 
deciduous/coniferous boreal forest. Thus Thompson and Smith (1970) observed 
that in eastern Harth America Indian groups used fire throughout the range 
of their activities so that mixed woodlands were dramatically affected, and 
the boreal forest may have been influenced by fire to a great degree 
(Nellars 1976c p.16). Not only was burning widespread in this type of 
ecosystem, but very frequently used, perhaps even an an annual basis 
(Thompson and Smith 1970, Levils 1973). It is likely that this body of 
evidence, of which the tl-10 references quoted above are but two of many, may 
be closely comparable to the activity of man in the mixed deciduous/coniferous 
boreal woodland of I<'landrian I on the North York i'1oors e 
Both the locat~on and character of the clearance evidence in the 
study area are consistent •..ri th man-set fires rather than wild fires. The 
pollen spectra, together 1:1ith other factors such as silt im.,rash and the large 
si:ze of the charcoal fragments, suggest that vJetland ecotone situatiohs 
Here the foci of the clearance events, and the pollen evidence suggests high 
intensity fires causing temporary large scale forest recession in the 
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immediate vicinity of these areas. This points to clearance being a 
deliberate act, for such wetland zones are the areas of boreal forest least 
frequently affected by natu.ral fires (Eeinselman 1973). ·~hld fires also 
tend to register rather differently in the pollen record, as they are 
generally of lo\.Jer int2nsity and move quickly through the woodland, perhaps 
spatially adjusting the overall forest mosaic rather than being concentrated 
on a small area, and thus causing less radical pollen fluctuations (Swain 
1973). The conscious selection by man of favot~ed locations for clearance 
activity seems the most cogent explanation for the limnediacy of forest 
burning to 1.>retland areas. l~hether or not microscopic chhrcoal particles 
present within Flandrian I deposits reflect a regional expression of man 1 s 
activities or wild fire must remain conjecture, being almost certainly a 
combination of both, but it is suggested that in the enviromt1ental context 
of the North York lioors, man wil1 have been the most common ignition source. 
Boreal charcoal layers occur at other sites in Northern England, for example 
at Dovmholland Hoss 16 and The Starr Hills, Lytham (Tooley 1978a), 
Fountains Earth (Tinsley 1975), Broomhead Hoor V (Radley et al. 1974), and 
at a number of sites in Upper Teesdale (Squires 1970). Human agency is 
considered likely in these cases also, especially at Droomhead Hoor V \·There 
flints are present on site. The fires which created the charcoal layers 
recorded from Boreal Pinus forests in Scotland at Cooran Lane (Birks 1975) 
and Beinn Eie;he (Durno and HcVean 1959) are likely also to have resulted 
from the activities of man, as the authors state that. a damp oceanic 
climate pertained in the area at the time. 
1"'hile lightning-ignited fires may have been an integral, if minor, 
part of the ii'landrian I ecosystem of the :-Iorth York Hoors, the occurrence 
of such natural events t.rould probably not be great in the damp oak-r..azel-
alder woodland of Flandrian II under the increased humidity and 
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precipitation of the Atlantic climatic regime (Taylor 1975, 1930, 
LockHood 1979). It seems likely that these \-Joodlands vrould be sufficiently 
damp and fire-resistant to make even this deliberate burning a tlifficult 
task, and to render accidental ignition virtually impossible. It is 
precisely these environmental conditions, hO\·rever, vli th the establishment 
of damp, dense deciduous forest which would have made the application of 
fire ecology by I·Iesoli thic man all the more necessary as a means of altering 
a closed forest environment which was economically unfavourable to him. 
With respect to resource potential and food-winning opportunities, the 
deciduous forests of ?landrian II were depleted in comparison uith the more 
diverse ecosystems of Flandrian I. "1-loodland canopies were generally dense 
and continuous, reducing the input of light to the forest floor and with it 
the quality and quantity of available resources in terms of both plant and 
animal foods. The environmental characteristics of Flandrian II - ecological 
stability, forest inertia and much reduced plant and animal resource 
diversity - would place the extractive systems of the Mesolithic under 
increasing pressure. The consequences for a hunting and gathering 
co~nunity of a steady diminution of exploitable vegetable foods, and thus 
of game animals, Here likely to be increasingly severe. Reductions in game 
stocks and restrictions of human movement by the dense broad leaf forest 
potentially would have combined to cause an increase in hunting encounters 
with individual animals (Noe-i!ygaard 1974) putting further pressure upon 
the meat resource. Thts enforced sedentism, if combined with human 
population increases as envisaged by Heiklejohn (1978), would necessitate 
an increased economic sophistication which might eventually manifest itself 
in herding (/leming 1972, Sim:110ns and Dimbleby 1974) and ultimately tillage 
(Steensberg 1973)e It is to be expected, therefore, that ma.n 1 s response 
to the reduction in resource potential by the establishment of the Flandrian 
II forest \ms a) to exploit preferentially those parts of the region which 
naturally retained vegetational diversity, and b) to encourage this 
diversity by artificial means, in particular by fire clearance of vToodland 
in favoured locations, generally by foref>t-edge, spring-head, lakeside or 
foreshore, the ecotone areas described in chapter 7.3. where natural 
concentrations of game Here most likely to be found. The distribution of 
the clearance evidence for Fl~~drian II (fig. 59 and Tables 6 and 7) supports 
this view. It has been pointed out above (chapter 7.2.) that the North 
York t·foors uplands (zones A and B on fig. 58) carried a lighter, more open 
vToodland during this period than the lowland zone C, \·Ii th oak accompanied 
by a great deal of hazel and Hith tree cover lightest in the Central 
Watershed area, zone A. It is likely that this association vms in part a 
natural one for an upland area with a proportion of poorer, sandy soils. 
This open woodland on dry sandy soils, however, is well drained and may thus 
dry out sufficiently \rell in summer to have made its deliberate ignition 
possible at that season (Sinrrnons 1969b). Its richer field layer enables it 
to carry fire vrell, in contrast to heavy, closed canopy forest on damp clay 
soils, and so invites the application of fire ecology as the only Flandrian 
II zone lending itself at all readily to the support of significant fires. 
This is demonstrated by the high proportion of all attested Mecolithic 
clearance phases 1.-1hich have been recorded from areas of this type, 
particularly the uplands of Northern England or the sandy heaths of Southern 
England (f.iellars 1976c) and explains the concentration of both Hesolithic 
settlement and economic activity in the areas of this geological type 
(Eellars and Reinhardt 1978). The high level of fire clearance activity 
recorded upon the upland plateaux (zone A) of the Hoors is in accordance with 
this and the importance of hazel in this area may Hell have been a result of 
continued environmental manipul~tion ~J man and, therefore, culturally 
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induced. The evidence from Horth Gill and Bonfield Gill Head that burning 
of the vegetation was a regionally continuous phenomenon is strong support 
for this contention. 
7.6. The JJ;cological Effects of Fire clearance 
The introduction of fire to a ,.JOodland ecosystem initiates rapid 
changes in its character through its deflection of n.s.tural successions, 
involving the abrupt removal of all or part of the existing vegetation and 
its replacement by transitory, seral communities. While the consequences of 
such an event may differ in detail bet\veen the mixed boreal woodland of 
Flandrian I and the deciduous forest of llandrian II in the North York Hoors, 
they remain comparable in that they represent the addition of a degree of 
diversity to the ecosystem which is most important in increasing the 
availability of resources. The ecological effects of forest fires have been 
described in detail b; previous authors (Ahlgren and Ahlgren 1960, 
Heinselman 1973, Kozl01·JSki and Ahlgren 1974) and their implications for 
Nesolithic economy and land-use have been examined by 1-lellars (1975, 
1976c). A detailed acco!lnt of the full cor~us of ecological evidence is 
therefore not required at this point, but a brief statement of the effects 
of fire clearance upon resource potential is neces3ary to explain its 
apparently \•Iidespread application during the Hesolithic in the i'lorth York 
Boors. 
The c:::·eation of open areas within 1rToodland by fire clearance of 
the vegetation allows the input of light to the forest floor and provides a 
concentrated supply of nutrients in the form of mineralised humus and ash 
derived from combusted plant 1:1aterial. Good gro1ving conditions are thus 
provided for some plants Hhich may have survived the burn and tho:?e Hhich 
quickly colonise the clearing, fast immigrants able to survive the hard 
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enviror~ental conditions after the burning, so that the area becomes 
occupied by rapidly developing successional communities as regeneration 
ensues. A rich carpet of grasses, herbs and sedges represents the first 
stage in this process, 1tli th flmwring and seed production stimulated, to 
be;; follo\ved ~J the establishment and vigorous growth of a range of shrub 
taxa, particularly those 1;1hich sprout prolifice.lly from burnt stumps, such 
as hazel, birch and ltiillo'l>r. Thus l-Jhile regenerating to woodland, the area 
of clearance supports a rich and diverse mosaic of herb and shrub ·taxa 
and provides an oasis of productivity within the species-impoverished 
mature forest, Hhere the shading effect of the tree canopy supresses the 
grol-Jth of understory plants. 
These post-fire co~nunities make productive feeding gTounds for 
many kinds of wild life, but large herbivores in particular are attracted 
to these areas by the abundance of forage and browse plants \-lhich proliferate 
in early post-fire successions (Bendall 1974), deer being especially 
encouraged (Leopold 1950). A nwnber of authors have shown that deer 
populations tend to concentrate Hithin these areas, responding quickly to 
a food supply increased both in quantity and quality by the lush growth of 
their favoured browse plants (Dills 1970, Vogl and Beck 1970, Leege and 
Hickey 1971). This is of great relevance to the role of fire clearance 
in the Hesolithic, as red deer are preswned to have formed a major hwnan food 
resource during that pericd, and the subject has been examined by Hellars 
(1975, 1976c) and Hellars and Reinhardt (1978). The consequence of forest 
burning relative to game stocks appears to be that a dramatic increase in 
the absolute nwnbers and density of deer occurs, due to increased carrying 
capacity of the forage-rich reeeneration community and its restriction to a 
relatively limited area. 'l'here is also evidence that ;~ro"~>Jth-rate, body size 
and fecundity of individual animals is enhanced. The increased availability, 
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size and productivity of animal populations applies to other types of game 
animals as \.Jell as deer. The 'productive habitat complex' of post-burn 
areas (Heinselman 1973) \·rould provide suitable feeding areas for elk 
(3endell 1974), auroGhs (Evans 1975) Jnd pig, the latter attracted by the 
ne'\·rly created \.roodland edge habitats, providing the mixed vegetation it is 
believed to prefer (Simmons 1975b, 1979). 
The diversity of vegetation created by fire increases the diversity 
of wild life present in the area, as well as the density of game animals. 
Fur-bearing animals vmuld have been an equally valuable resource. Bears 
are attracted by the abund!Elce of berry-producing shrubs, such as Prunus, 
Rubus, Vaccinium, Ribe__g and others, v1hile beavers are attracted h"J the 
stands of willow, birch and aspen which are characteristic of post-fire 
shrub regeneration in damper, streamside locations, particularly in 
.F'landrian I (RovJe and Scatter 1973). The important role of Salix in this 
context is reflected in its high frequencies upon pollen diBgrams fr.om the 
North York Noors. Other, non-human predators, such as wolves, '1.-rould 
presumably find post-burn ungulate conc,ntrations conducive to successful 
hunting. High populations of lesser animals are also to be found exploiting 
the regeneration complex feeding grounds, including a variety of small 
mammals and r;ame birds attracted to the nuts, berries and young shoots 
(Heinselman 1973, Bendell 19711) • 
.F'or hunter-gatherer communities the advantages of fire clearance 
of woodland are therefore obvious. During regeneration the productivity 
and range of vegetable food resources increase dramatically. This in itself 
is vital for an econolJly to which co1lection of vegetable foods may have been 
central (Clarke 1976). An abundance of berries, nuts, seeds, tubers and 
rhizomes vTould have been available in season, with a probable increase in 
edible fungi also (Ahle;ren and Ahlgren 1960). fhe post-fire herb and fern 
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community contains several which are proven t'ood plants, including Pteridiwn, 
Rumex, Galium, Polygonum, Urtica, Chenopodiwn and Taraxacwn (Dimbleby 1978), 
and are familiar from the pollen record. Hazelnuts would, however, have 
been by far the most important plant food resource for Hesolithic man in 
season, made available and abundant by the impact of fire. In addition to 
food, the post-fire ve2:etation offers other material benefits, such as 
fibre plants Polytrichum and Urtica for the manufacture of rope, bags and 
netting (Dimbleby 1978) and hazel coppice stems for spear or bow shafts. 
The concentration of economic resources which results from the 
controlled use of fire in woodland would have been of fundamental importance 
to Hesolithic hunting strategies. The ability to localise the distribution 
of game stocks, as well as increasing their quantity and quality, would have 
been to dramatically increase the efficiency of Hesolithic hunting. Not 
only \oJOuld the probability of encountering suitable game animals upon 
burnt over-areas be much greater than within undisturbed, dense forest, but 
hunting would be easier due to better visibility in more open vegetation and 
reduced cover for the animals. As 11ellars (1976c) has pointed out, the 
removal of the element of uncertainty from the game quest may have allowed 
a degree of selectivity over Hhich individual animals were killed, whether 
on age, sex or species. The culling of suitable individuals, probably with 
the avoidance of juveniles and females, may be the end product of such a 
system, perhaps resulting in the kind of imbalance in faunal assemblages 
as noted at Star Carr (Clark 1972, Jacobi 1978a). 
In summary therefore, if the Mesolithic economy were based, at 
least ssasonally, upon the exploitation of larger ungulate populations, 
supplemented by smaller animals and vegetable foods, improvement of food 
stocks and increased ease of procurement \oJould follow forest burning. It 
has been pointed. out that the grazing and browsing of v1oodland is much 
increased, both in quality and quantity, after fire and that ungulate 
populations tend to increase and to become concentrated in the cleared area. 
Deer are attr1icted to the freshly burned ground by the lush grass and herb 
complex which develops and also to the ash which the fire created, an 
important source of salt (:2:vans 1975) o 'rhe birds and small mammals which 
would also be attracted to the area (Ahlgren 1966) would form an additional 
food supply for humans, while the fur-bearing animals which favour such 
areas, such as bear and beaver, 'l.rould also be of value for their pelts. 
Increased sprouting of shrubs would be sure to occur, and of particular 
relevance here is hazel, which is tolerant of all but the highest intensity 
fires. Increased access of light to the cleared area would stimulate 
flowering of Corylus and therefore nut production, and as the shrub may be 
expected to sprout from its base follovring fire (Rawitscher 1945), the 
development of hazel scrub 1r~y well ensue. Other fruit and berry producing 
shrubs would be encouraged also. This induced succession on cleared areas, 
probably culminating in hazel scrub with heavy nut production, would provide 
a considerable reservoir of plant food resources, leading to a commensurate 
multiplication of game animal resources for Mesolithic man. If forest 
burning were as regular an occurrence as our current evidence appears to 
show, the oak-hazel woodland \<rhich the pollen diagrams suggest characterised 
Flandrian II on the Moors may \-Jell be at least partially a man-produced or 
cultural vegetation. 
7.7. The Role of Environmental Alteration in Mesolithic Land-use- Patterns 
From the discussion in the preceding sections of this chapter, it 
would appear that the land-use patterns of the Hesolithic in the North York 
Hoors involved the exploitation of zones of high resource potential, 
primarily the ecotone situations described in Chapter 7.3., and that man \-Tas 
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capable of increasing this potential through fire clearance of the 
vegetation, with its attendant economic benefits. The major and minor 
ecotones shown upon fig. 58 vrould have formed zones of transition bet\·Teen 
separate ecological communities, and Hithin which the variety arid density 
of food resources would have been especially high (Odum 1971). It seems 
very likely that Hesolithic people would have been familiar '"ith this fac:E 
and located their campsites to exploit it to their best advantage. It has 
already been pointed out that in the study area Hesolithic flint sites are 
almost invariably located adjacent to such zones. The provision of fresh 
water at spring, stream or lake ecotone would of course be a major attracti< 
to settlement, especially if good local visibility vrere also available. It 
seems likely therefore trJ.B t He:::.oli thic man chose the optimal situations for 
his hunting camps and then attracted game to him by fire clearance of 
\-TOodland at the ecotone m.srgin, expanding its a~~ea and increasing its 
productivity. While clearance activity took place in varying locations 
throughout the region, all cases vrere probably comparable in having 
immediate access to water, whether from stream or lake, which is a natural 
focus for both human and animal activity. 
Hypothetical models of settlement patterns for the Nesolithic of 
the North York Hoors have been constructed by a number of authors, founded 
primarily upon the assumed exploitation of resources Hhich may be expected 
to have been variable in location and abw1dance on a seasonal basis (Clark 
1972, Jacobi 1978a, Simmons 1975a, b, 1979). The information presented 
and collated in this thesis regarding environmental alteration during the 
l·:esolitbic does not call into queotion the overall validity of these models, 
and so their reinterpretation or restatement is not required at this point. 
The recoenition that manipulation of the environment by fire VIaS a technique 
habitually employed by Hesolithic man does, ho".'ever 1 invite discussion of 
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the importance of this process Hithin these models of Hesolithic economic 
strateE;;y. 
The He soli thic economy may Hell hc'-ve depended upon the advnnt<J.c:es 
which ecotone arens HOdld have held in terms of food resources o'rer 
surrounding areas of homogenous vegetation. These areas of high productivity, 
however, while vital to human economic success 1t1ould have formed a rel·~tively 
small percenta -·e of the total area of the north York J•loors re:·p,ion. The 
implications of this fa,·t are that a large proportion of the study area 
remained unexploited and unoccupied, if perhaps not entirely unvisited, 
during the lifesolithic. The energies of hunting groups would have been much 
more effj_ciently expended if concentrated \.,rithin zones of greatest economic 
reHard. The concept of random hunting through the v/oodland is untenable 
and the obvious clustering of microlithic flint sites into lUite restricted 
groups vii thin the ecotone zones confirms th9.t hunting activity was 
concentrated upon small, favoured, preselected areas. It VJas v:ithin these 
areas that fire ecology could be most efficiently applied, both in increasing 
their total resource productivity and in auernenting them spatially. The 
selective,. controlled use of fire would have ensured that, not only did 
game stocks increase, but that their concentration would be predictable, 
and it is the spatial predictability of high food resources that ,..,ras the 
key to the success of the l'iesolithic economy. A more vridespread use of fire 
might improve the food supply throughout the forest generally, but would not 
achieve the predictable concentration of resources Hhich was necessary. It 
may also have been simply beyond the human resources available if high 
intensity fire-setting and controlling vTere the difficult task it \·.JOuld 
have been in Flandrian IL The examples of fire clearance cited in chapter 
7 .l,.. thus almost certainly reflect the conscious selection of those types of 
area by man. 
lfesoli thic extractive systPms, ho~trever, had to be essentially 
mobile, as the relative availability of the Hide rangs of foods utilised 
would have changed Hith the seasons. The most simple seasonal pattern 
envisaged for the Hoors by the authors quoted above presumes a reliance 
upon laree ungulates, mainly red deer, in their dispersed upland ranges 
in summer and in their sheltered lo\..rland ag:crega tion areas in Hinter. A 
range of coAstal resources (fish, shellfish, seals) would help to supplement 
the ~·Iinter diet, for thr:: coAstline 1..ras not far to the east of its present 
position at this latitude (Jelgersma 1979), \·Jhile plant foods Hould be most 
important in the warrner months of the yeur. Bulbs, roots and seeds v!ould 
be available in the spring/summer, and berries and nuts (especially hazel) 
j_n the suml'ler/autumn. A. seasonal migration of people vJOUld be neces::>ary 
to accommodate this shift in resources, and presumably this 1-rould follow 
the river systems as the only real routeways through the area, and these 
Hould provide fres!nvater fish, fm.jl and plant resources during the seasons 
of transition betHeen the lowland '<linter and upland summer occupations. 
Such a seasonal organisation of settlement patterns implies a basically 
transhwnant economy rather than a nomadic one. This see.sonal pattern of 
activity is reflected in the differences in size and assemblage chara_cter 
between the flint sites wit~in each seasonal exploitation zone, with larger 
scale v;inter ae-gregation camps in the loHlEmd (Star Carr), site:: of 
intermediate size occupied c1uring seasons of transition at the upland 
edge ( llpleatham) and small sw:iuer hunting camps (Glaisdale Hoor, \·Itite :;ill) 
in the uplando Thus VJhile the mechanics of fire c:lear'-il1C-'' :...'ould be 
fundamentally the same in Hhichever envirom:1ental zone it were practiced, 
its re\-!;-n·ds would be onj oyeJ at different locations in different stages of 
the economic sycle, and pc>rhaps be manifest in ra tLer -~iffcrc·nt 1.-:ays o 
In the above context perhaps the most reHarding zone for such 
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manipulation, especially during Flandrian II, might have been the upper 
edge of the forest, wherever animals might naturally congregate for water 
supply, a description \-thich fits all of the high altitude sites shovl on 
fig. 59. Sites of southerly aspect may have been preferred for their extra 
i.Jarmth, and this factor may have played a major part in determining the 
frequency of burning at individual sites, with south-facing slopes burned 
much more often (Rowe and Jcotter 1973, Zackrisson 1977). The major ecotone 
vTOuld have been exploited during summer, red deer being the major food 
resource most increased in abundance in this zone, ivith perhaps pig a:J_so 
important, as these animals show a preference for forest fringes. As these 
upland sandy soils would naturally carry more Corylus than other parts of 
the region, improvements to the hazelnut crop would be greatest v.rithin this 
zone also. Clearance sites such as North Gill, Bonfield Gill Head and 
1-lhite Gill would thus probably be the foci of human activity during summer 
and autumn '"hen the above three resources Here the main fruits of 
environrJental alteration in this zone. The lower altitude forest clearances 
appear to lwve been concentrated adjacent to marshland or large bodies of 
water, such as at Seamer Carrs, Star Carr, E>,.Je Crag Slack or Fen Boc;s. 
Exploitation of these sites would presumably have been a spring or 1,rinter 
activity, although probably not exclusively, for reedsHamp and marshland 
vegetation ,.JOuld have formed highly nutritious winter pasture for ungulates. 
The reedswamp stage of hydroseral succession is apparently one of high 
productivity O·:elinder 1978), Hhich is furthsr increased following fire, 
with rapidly regenerating dense, lush vesetation. All ungulates would have 
been attracted to this zone, but it may t.JelJ. have ha_d a special importance 
for the huntint; of elk and aurochs, as Hell as red deer. Elk in particular 
shoHs a decided preference for shallov! lake edges, feeding on aquatic 
vegetation (Bendell 1974, Bay-Petersen 1978) while lacustrine swampland 
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grazing would be most attractive to aurochs (Gvans 1975, Grigson 1978). The 
occasional remains of ~ and Alces in early Flandrian lake deposits of the 
region may reflect the exploitation of this habitat, both by the animals 
and their hunters (Blackburn 1952, Jones 1976a). All such loHland •retland 
habitats, coastal and estuarine sites as Hell as lake and riverside in 
zones B and c, \.JOLUd be improved bJ the use of fire to stimulate reed, 
sedge and marshland vegetation. 
The most efficient exploitation of the hm1ting territory during 
the Mesolithic would require a controlled programme of burning within the 
zones selected for such treatment. A certain percentage of the favoured area 
would have to be burned each year, so that the full range of successional 
stages and corrummi ty types vrould be in existence simultaneously. Such a 
stratecr of ree;ular burning, as discussed by J·acobi et al. ( 1976) and 
Simmons et al. ( 1981) -vrould cause the creation of a 1 slowly changing mosaic 
of communities• (Heinselman 1973), uith areas at different stages of the 
fire cycle. Thus while one sits ~~s being cleared of vegetation by fire 
(North Gill?), a second would be at early regeneration-complex productivity 
and undergoing exploitation (Bonfield Gill Head ?) Hhile a third may have 
been almost recolonised by woodland and abandoned by man (Bluewath Beck 
Head?). In this way fire clearr-lnce would have formed the mechanism by 
which Mesolithic man could achieve a control over the location and density 
of his plant and animal food resources amounting to long-term management of 
the environment. 
The spatial dimensions of a Hesolithic clearance event are 
difficult to deduce. The detailed plotting of the extent of the charcoal 
layer at North Gill, however, and thf_' possible three dimensional 
illlterpretation of the pollen data l'rom that site, allov some speculations 
to be made, at lenst regarding clearance in the uplands. If firing of the 
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vegetation had an economic motive, it is clear that there Hould have been 
an optimum intensity of burn and time of execution to produce the maximum 
benefit in increased veeetable and deer yields. Hellars (1976c) has 
considered this question and quotes a nun1ber of authors who state that 
maximum deer populations are to be found in a relatively small cleared area. 
Diversity of habitat is the objective here, for forest-edge veGetation is as 
important as the cleared area itself. A particular value of this edge 
vegetation would have been in the provision of a range of fruit-bearing 
shrubs 1-1hich characterise the forest fringes (Groenman-van Haateringe 1978). 
The provision of cover (both for deer and hunter) is also a vital 
constituent of the area in question, for deer will not readily occupy too 
large an area of bare ground. Too small a clearing is equally 
unsatisfactory, but a combination of bare ground, cover and regenerating 
brovrse supply is ideal. 'l'he concensus of opinion (Hellars 1976c, p 28) 
seems to be that the optimum diameter for the clearing may be rather less 
than 400 metres. If this is so, it corresponds very neatly with the 
evidence from North Gill where the charcoal layers extend along the stream 
edge for a little more than 375 metres. The pollen evidence from North 
Gill is also consistent t.Jith a clearing of this scale, and pollen referable 
to bare ground, forest edge and woodland commQDities may be reco&~ised in 
the pollen spectra, conforming to the idealised pattern outlined above. 
Before final conclusions may be made, however, we require rather more 
evidence regarding the character and distribution of i•iesolithic clearance 
over the Hoors as a whole. 
7.8. The Conseguences of Environmental Alteration for Landscape Evolution 
Environmental alteration during the Hesolithic period of the kind 
described in this thesis has been referred to as temporary in nature, 
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implying that its ecological consequences >Jere --)oth limited in scale and 
transitory. It remains to consider, therefore, 1·Jhat lasting changes, if 
any, He soli thic man may have >n·ought upon the landscape through his periodic 
clearance of the vegetation during F'landrian I and II. The changes in 
forest composition and density brought about by fire clearance have been 
stressed in the previous sections, and the instabilities thus caused by 
He soli thic man in the 1.Joodlands of nandrian I and II may have rendered 
them more susceptible to deterioration in later periods of prehistory, 
particularly in relation to soil quality. In addition to affectinr, forest 
composition, however, a long-term retraction of the extent of forest cover 
also seems a possibility, for pollen analysis suggests that the upland 
plateaux of the Hoors did not carry bigh forest during Flandrian II, but 
may have supported at best scrub or open communities only. I'here is no 
reason 1vhy this should naturally have been the case, for in other upland 
regio11s of the country proven tree lines were al ti tudinally far in excess 
of the highest parts of the Hoors. It seems likely that repeated firing 
of the t-1oodland at higher altitude, allied to the consequent heavy brov1sing 
pressure (both very destructive and prohibitive of tree regeneration) could 
have led to removal of vioodland entire1y. l·Ian-induced pressure on the 
forest margin may even have gradually moved the tree line dowhill as the 
cleared areas failed to regenerate. Certainly the Hoodland \.Jas kept more 
open than ' . Jould h'lve been the case had human controls not been operative. 
If human pressure were continuous from early Flandrian I times, v10odland 
may even have been prevented from forming at these highest areas at all. 
The e~rly Flandrian III Betula and Quercus treestumps at Bonfield Gill 
Head, and similar wood remains from Glaisdale Moor, suggest that the tree 
line Has indeed kept at an artificially low altitude during the l>lesolithic 
period. Nor should the possibility of permanently open areas at lovrer 
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altitude be neglec:ted, for He do have records of clearance at these levels. 
Until further evidence is forthcoming, however, it is perhaps prudent to 
assume successful regeneration at lo\·Jer altitudes clue to better soils 
and denser woodland. 
The most serious effects of liesolithic activity may have been 
in relation to soils. Developed on nutrient-poor rock, and exposed to 
heaVy rainf.s.ll pressure during Flandrian II, the mature upland soils of the 
North York Hoors may have already been under some stress, and uay even be 
characterised as marginal. Heavy leaching Hould make them prone to 
acidification, and cleara::-iCe of woodland would he.ve accelerated this trend 
toHards acidity in a number of \-Jays. Huch of the nutrient store of the 
ecosystem would be lost, as vegetation combusted and ash and char,:oal '\.Jere 
transported away. Increased rainfall effectiveness 1:1ould promote leaching, 
further depletine the soil. A rise in soil acidity is represented at both 
North Gill and Bonfield Gill head by the rise of Betula and Calluna and the 
decline of Alnus following later Flandrian II clearance phases. There is 
evidence of Flandrian II soil degeneration upon the Moors (Dimbleby 1962) 
which is compare' ble with evidence from other regions ( R. g. Crampton and 
\tlebley 1966) which often occurs in association with a lvfesolithic presence, 
as at Oakhanger (Rankine et al. 1960) or Iping Common (Keef et al. 1965). 
In addition, increased temperature and dryness of soil after fire increases 
soil friability, encouraging soil erosion, especially under conditions of 
greatly increased run-off from cleared slopes. There is physical evidence 
of such erosion, both at altitude (North Gill, BlueHath Beck Head) and 
from lower down (Tranmire Slack, Ewe Crag Slack, Hoss Swang) in the form 
of mineral imrash stripes at Hesolithic clearance horizons. A nwnber of 
these have been considered by Simmons et al.(1975), out several examples 
from other regions may be quoted, e.g. Bodmin Hoar (Connolly et al. 1950), 
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the Pennines (Phillips 1969), and the Cumberland Lowlands (t~alker 1966). 
If the above mechanism of highly increased run-off after clearance operated 
on any scale in the North York Hoors ,.re should also expect the silt-load 
and water volume onterinr:; the region 1 s \.Jatercourses to be much greater than 
would naturally have been the case, perhaps leading to flooding and silt 
deposition in their lo\.Jer courses of a transitory, but perhaps recurrent 
and intense nature. Any such chanc;e in the regime of the region's streams 
may well have had repercussions upon fish and aquatic plant resources, and 
may also have led to increases in the rate and extent of bog growth. 
It has been noted (Siren 1955) that repeated firing of \.Joodland 
may eventually lead to a degenerative phase,,and the examples of 
acidification of the ecosystem and soil deterioration described above may 
represent the consequences of the lone-term application of fire ecology 
during the Hesolithic. The environmental stress caused by clearance may 
have become more acute in later Flandrian II, at a time '1-Jhen long-term 
management and localisation of food resources may have led to a seasonally 
more sedentary way of life and to a rise in the J.'iesolitbic population. 
Both Newell (1973) and J:.ieiklejohn (1978) have considered population rise 
in the later Hesolithic to be probable, and its consequence may have been 
to increase the number of social units, Hhether extended family eroup or 
clan, comprising the regional population. Since Oi..mership of terri tory, 
and thus of food resources, appears to be a feature of hunter-gatherer 
ore;anisation (Camp-bell 1968, J"ochim 1976), an incrPase in social group 
numbers would cause a reduction in the size of the territory available to 
each for exploitation. Such a process may have been coincident with an 
overall reduction of the area's resource capacity caused by continued and 
exhgustive exploitation of its productive areas by Hesolithic man. The 
evidence presented in this thesis for the rotational burning of individual 
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favoured sites, primarily in the uplands, suggests that forest clearance, 
although temporarily rejuvenating the vegetation conununities, had a 
cumulative and damaging effect upon the ecosystem as a \.Jhole. These 
factors in combination may have led to an intensification of land-use 
towards the end of i"landrian II, ''i th a shorter interval between burns 
at individual sites. 3uch an increase in fire frequency would have reduced 
the time available for site recovery, and accelerated the processes of 
deterioration inherent in the ecosystem. Failu1·e to regenerate Hoodland 
upon the cleared area may viell have resulted from this ecosystem 
deterioration, so that in areas of poor soils at least, Hesolithic activity 
may have been instrumental in causing a transition from woodland to 
heathland environments (Dimbleby 1962, 1976). The Betula-Calluna-Pterinium 
association recorded after later I:'landrian II clearances in the uplands of 
the Hoors may have been a stage in tLis transition, with the establishment 
of final Callyna dominance under conditions of extreme acidity following 
the senescence of birch stands (Kinnaird 1974). Examples of this conversion 
of woodland to heathland under J·Iesoli thic clearance pressure, often via 
hazel scrub, may be cited from several regions of Britain. As well as the 
sites of Iping Common and Oakhanger, similar evidence has been recorded 
in Southern England at Wareham (Seagrief 1959), Cranes Hoor (Seagrief 1960) 
and High Rocks E (Honey 1960). The absence of such ecological change from 
the Hesolithic site of Addington (Jimbleby 1963) sug?ests that individual 
site conditions will have been crucial in determining the effects of 
Hesolithic occupation. That a similar process of degeneration occurred 
in the uplands is shown by the sites of Cooks Study (Hallam 1960, Vimbleby 
1969), Broomhead hoor V and Dunford Bridge (Radley et al. 1974), Clay 
'vJorks and Black Ridge I (:Jtaines 1972) and several sites in Upper Teesdale 
(Squires 1970), all -...Iith clearance associations. 
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It '\.Jould app;:ar th:::t the long-term effects of repeated burning 
vere much more serious in areas of poor CJUality, s<Jndy soils, such as the 
[-Jorth York hoors upland, where the effects o.::' fires ·.vould have accelerated 
the tendencien tot..rards soil degeneration inherent in the ecosystem. A 
crucial factor in determining wheth-sr forest regeneration would be 
successfully accomplished or not may bave been the rate of ve[l·etation 
succession after clearance. Vegetation succession is known naturally to 
proceed more slotvly on less :fertile soils and recovery of the ver;etation 
:from the effects of fire '\.Iould have taken longer than upon nutrient-rich 
lowland soils. If regeneration proceeded too slowly, a sufficinetly high 
proportion of the nutrient resources may have been removed from the 
ecosystem and the land may have become incapable of supporting '\.loodland 
again. Of relevance in this respect may be that among the post-fire herb 
co'!lllllunity found in Hesolithic clearance phases are several capable of 
inhibiting seed germination and grot.Jth of tree taxa by the exudation of 
toxic substances. Pteridiwn has already been mentioned in this respect 
(_y:.§.. paee ·146), but other toxically effective taxa include Artemisia, 
Rumex, Galium, Chenopodi::tceae, Plantago law::eolata, R.anunculacene and 
Calluna (Funke 1943, Huller 1969, Rice 1974., 'Iet,rman and Rovira 1975). 
1'he main effect of the allelopathic properties of tbe,"e enrly sta.~;e 
colonisers is to retard plant succession, to postpone regenerAtion of 
higher stage commut!i ties and maintain for a longer period a primary 
community of lower nutrient requirement, especially if, like Pteridium, 
they are capable of achieving local dominance in the vegetation patterns. 
In marginal, unstable ecosystems where the forest's own inertia may 
may have been its main sustaining factor, any delay in tree regeneration 
caused by allelopathy may have helped to render reforestation less 
likely and assisted in the transition to heathlando 
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The possibility th:1t Hesolittic man may have initiated the 
inception of peat gro1 .. rth on the Hoors has already been touched on. Evidence 
of clearance·is often found at the base of the blanket peat in the form of 
ruderal pollen or charcoal, as though the creation of open ground vias the 
stimulus for its gro,.Jth (Hoore 1975). Clearance of deciduous fore~:t \·JOUld 
have released great quantities of water into the ecosystem 1.-1hich would 
previously have been bound up in the vegetation. Excess vmter would no 
longer have been removed through the tree canopy by transpiration and, in 
a time of high rainfall and hwnidity such as Flandrian II (Thorn and Oliver 
1977) Haterlogging of the soil may well have occurred, particularly if 
compaction of the soil surface had followed tramplinG of the site by the 
concentrations of animals that the clearance 1t1as designed to attr~wt. The 
germination of seeds of Plantago lanceolata has been found to be stimulate!d 
by the tramplint, of animal hooves (narper et al. 1965) and its presence 
in the h<:rb community may be evidence for such local concentration of 
animal populations. A<:idification of soil::; and impedence of drainage 
under hit;h rainfall are conditions suitable for peat formation. The areas 
of bog interspersed in the woodland milieu which have been postulated for 
Flandrian II may well have been created by the woodland clearance discussed 
in this thesis and ••ill have served as the initial nuclei of blanket mire 
formationo Thus the activities of J:lesolithic man may have formed the 
first stage in the process of defore~:tation of the uplands and the 
establishment of heather clad blanket bog "'hich dominates the modern 
landscape of the >lorth York ~;oorso 
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7 .9. Conclusion anQ. Proposals for l~uture Research 
The evidence presented and discussed in this thesis suggests 
that the Hesolithic period in the North York Hoors was characterised by a 
tendency towards ecological instability and biotic diversity Hhicll was 
stimulated by the activities of man. The landscape appears to t:ave been 
a mosaic of open woodland and regenerating seral communities within Hhich 
semi-permanent areas of open ground, bog and heathland existed. The 
techniques of environmental modification employed by man Hhich mainbin·"d 
this diversity of landscape may also have led loctllly to ecological 
degeneration of a severe and permanent nature. 
The presentation of palaeobotanical data undertaken in this 
thesis forms the basic stage in the study of Mesolithic man's role in 
initiating environmental change in the North York Noors. Consideration 
of this corpus of evidence allows the formulation of specific research 
objectives and the definition of problems requiring resolution by future 
study. A basic need is for the accumulation of much mo:re detailed 
palaeobotanical data for, although a considerable amount of pollen work 
has been done in the area, very little has been designed expressly to 
elucidate Hesolithic ecology. As a result much of the evidence for 
environmental alteration in Flandrian I and II has been randomly gathered 
and lacks substantiation. This lack of detailed analysis of 1'1esolithic 
deposits, and the irreLularity in its distribution, has meant that the 
conclusions reached in this thesis regarding the impact of Mesolithic man 
upon the land_scape and J:t!esolithic land-use in generiJ.l must be preliminary 
and speculative. If possible, deposits of Nesolithic age should be studied 
from each of the zones and ecotone types designated in chapter 7, from both 
Flandrian I and II, and as near as possible to Hesolithic flint sites. 
High resolution pollen analysis techniques such as absolute frequency, 
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concentration and very fine sampling intervals need to be applied in these 
situations, supported by radiocarbon, chemical and stratigraphic analysis. 
Detailed comparison may then be made between the degree, character and 
effects of environmental alteration by Hesolithic connnunities in different 
parts of the region. Hithout a greater'balance in both the quality and 
distribution of the evidence, secure conclusions cannot be drawn regarding 
possible regional variations in scale and emphasis of human activity. To 
this end, a major priority must be the detailed scrutiny of sites from the 
lower altitude zones of the Moors, for our present understanding of man's 
activities in these areas is poor. Until we can establish if fire ecology 
was applied around lo1...rland lake or bog margins with the same vigour and 
regularity as it seems to have been in tbe uplands, the respective roles 
of these contrasting areas in the annual Mesolithic economic cycle will 
remain unclear. 
Much \.Jork also remains to be done at high altitude sites. t!e 
need to know the 'return interval' of the fire cycle at upland sites where 
evidence for rotational burning exists. Many more such spring-head sites 
need to be studied by pollen analysis and radiocarbon dating, to determine 
whether the frequency of burning at individual sites increased or not as 
the period proeressed and if all spring-head locations were subject to 
fire clearance in turn. It may thus be possible to assess in detail the 
character and duration of exploitation of the upland ranges of the Moors, 
and make inductions regarding the dze, mobility and territorial 
distribution of Mesolithic populations in the region. 
Finally, the conduct of further reseRrch will assist in resolving 
problems which have become apparent from the data collated in this thesis. 
The Late Nesolithic-Neolithic transition is one such area of uncertainty, 
and work must be directed to elucidating any changes in economic patterns 
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which took place to~~rds the end of Flandrian II. It remains to be seen 
\oJhether the transhumant He soli thic economic system broke down when the 
lowland areas were lost to agricultural immigrants, or Hhether that system 
was in any case under stress due to deterioration of the ecosystem 
typified qy the advance of bog and heathland in the uplandso It seems 
possible that the techniques of environmental alteration which contributed 
to the success of the Mesolithic economic strategy may have been partly 
responsible for its eventual failure, making necessary the transitions in 
economy and technology vhich mark the end of the Mesolithico 
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APF~ImiZ I 
Jadiocarbon Dates 
Datin~ wns carried out a~ the Chenistry Department, Unj~ersity of Glasgow, 
by Dr. li. 2. Baxter !';nd Dr. 1 ;. ,, • :3tenhouse, and yielded the fo1lov.rinc 
results, after determination of 13c value my mas::; spectrometer, and 
correction ~or isotope fractionation. 
Code No. Sample 
+ GU-1071 5210 - 75 
28 - 33 ems. 
GU-1072 :Jorth Gill II 
63 - 65 ems. 
GU-1073 l!orth Gill II + 5220 - 75 
The above dates are conventional a13es end sh·Juld be multiplied 
+ by 1.029 to yiel~1 dates calculated usinc tll;, value oi' 5730 - JO years for 
the half-life of carbon 11. (Stuiver s.nd cuess 1966). 
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APPENDIX II 
List of taxa included Hithin the various ecological groupings used upon 
the pollen diagrams. 
Computer Dia~~ams - types a and b. 
guercetum mixtum - Quercus, Ulmus, Tilia. 
Other Shrubs - Salix, Frunus, 0orbus, Ilex, Hedera, Lonicera, l''rangula. 
Ruderals - Chenopodiaceae, Caryophyllaceae, Cruciferae, Compositae 
Other Herbs 
Liguliflorae (Taraxacum type), Compositae Tubuliflo~ae, 
Artemisia, Cirsium, Centaurea, Umbelliferae, Rubiaceae 
(Galium type), Helampyrum, Plantago lanceolata, 
Plantago major. 
- R.anunculus., Caltha, Filipendu1a, Potentilla, Sanguisorba, 
Labiatae, Papilionaceae, Hercurialis. 
Computer Diagrams - type c, and Pollen Concentration (Clearance Ta;ra). 
Quercetum mixtum - as above. 
Heliophyte Shrubs - Salix, Fraxinus, Prunus, Sorbus. 
Ruderals - as above. 
Total Tree Pollen - Betula, Pinus, Ulmus, Quercus, Tilia, Alnus, Fraxinus, 
Fagus. 
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;,ist of :JomencJ.q '-,~lre Xbb:::-eviations '~sed on Pol~ en Dia~;raws. 
Composi ta,:c Tub. Composi tae Tub;Jliflorae. 
F. major F-lantar,o major. 
Tvoha ancustifolia. 
~ --~---------
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NYMDHAEA 0 0 !J 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 Q 
POTA"lOG::T:JN 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TYP~CI AN G 0 0 () IJ 0 2 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
>=ILICALES 1 5 20 22 22 10 12 1 3 6 4 11 45 14 25 60 82 112 144 125 
P 0 L Y P 0 0 I U .·~ 4 4 3 6 10 5 Q 6 4 3 14 9 4 15 19 27 34 18 
LYCOPODIU'-1 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 
PTEPIDIUI~ 1 ~. 27 24 29 6 1 z 27 14 4 6 27 14 10 9 39 26 1 5 7 
S PH A G ~! U M 190 43 54 61 72 62 4 7 1?. 7 4 4 e. 9 3 6 0 4 
L Y C r:J P IJ 0 I U '-1 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
\JCRTH GILL 2 POLLEN COUNTS 
O!:PTH -5 -8 -10 -12 -15 -18 -20 -2~ -25 -2'3 -29 -30 -31 -32 -33 -34 -3~ 
PINUS 6 2 16 4 9 3 7 6 12 11 20 1 2 13 1 5 14 1 2 11 
3cTULA 23 30 34 21 27 '1'3 2? 21 23 27 33 21 23 33 34 42 25 
.)Ui:RCUS 78 82 ss 37 75 79 69 69 70 7 ~ 46 73 g4 50 53 55 65 
ULMUS ~· p ~ .: 19 20 28 27 38 3g 39 34 25 39 40 23 34 37 30 38 
TIL I A 6 1 3 6 5 9 3 7 9 10 7 10 3 3 9 7 4 10 
t:?AXHJUS ? 4 :- 5 3 4 0 6 1 2 3 1 4 9 :::- 7 1 
4L'lUS 127 sz 1 1 5 103 114 1 3 3 6: 8 2 31 S2 99 69 109 90 SIJ 85 76 
CORYLUS 113 122 132 147 218 229 186 17.9 135 31 7 351 206 1 96 271 277 138 33 
SALIX 1 2 3 
" 
2 C1 "J 1 1 3 2 2 1 2 5 3 5 0 
P!:(UNUS-SORBUS 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 'J 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 1 
HEO:RA 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 i) 1 0 1 0 1 1 
LONICERll 0 0 ('\ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CC.LLUNA 6 8 12 1'3 14 1,.8 2 g 18 19 32 16 29 19 30 24 e. 
RCSI\CEAE 2 1 0, 4 3 1 4 2 2 2 3 5 c:; 12 ~ 4 3 
GRAI-1If\!EAE 119 176 1 52 219 ~ 1 7 412 90 194 93 1 8 0 195 210 20i 178 162 147 111 
CYP>:RACEAE '-2 28 - Q -~ 50 27 14 25 21 29 38 43 41 22 36 16 42 ;) ... ;) :: 
KANUNCULU'S "J 0 6 5 5 2 3 2 4 1 0 1 3 8 4 0 2 
CAL-rrlA 1 0 ') 0 'J 0 2 I) 3 'J 0 0 0 2 3 0 0 I ~ w FILIP>:N'JULA , 5 0 4 1 1 2 6 2 3 2 3 2 5 3 1 0 1'0 .. 
P 0 T: ~nIL LA 1 0 0 IJ 2 0 I) 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 I 
succic:-.A IJ 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 c 2 0 0 0 0 3 0 
RIJHEX 5 1 Q 0 0 1 1 1 IJ .3 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 
U?.TICll 1 0 0 IJ (\ 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 ~ 
POLVGONU.'~ 0 0 f) 0 r;. 0 IJ 0 0 0 IJ 0 0 0 1 0 0 
C"'icNODOOinC:A: 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 IJ 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
CAPYOPHYLLAC:E:A!: 0 0 0 0 
" 
n 0 0 0 0 I) 0 0 0 c 0 0 ·o 6 CRUCIFERAE 1 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 IJ 0 0 0 
AD T: i~ IS I C. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CIRSIU.'1 0 (\ 0 IJ 0 ') 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 
CENTAU?.:t. 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 (\ a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 'J 
UM3ELLIF!::(A:: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
RUSIACEC.E c 0 0 0 :) 0 0 0 0 '] 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
~·1 : L A .'-1 P Y R U '·~ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ') 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 
PLA~HllG'J LA ~I C 0 0 0 0 0 0 IJ 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 NYMPHli;:A 0 !) 0 0 ·0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
POTAM·JGtTON 0 0 0 !) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TYPHC. ANG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
FILICAL:S 9 3 4 g 3 8 6 l.i3 9 16 21 ::; la 14 28 4 3 
POLYPC'OIU~~ 1 1 0 1 "J, "::! 3 1 4 7 7 3 1 a 5 1 1 
LYCJ?::OIU'-1 0 IJ 0 'J 0 0 0 0 0 IJ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PTERIDIUM 13 0 22 6 9 9 8 5 7 6 9 22 3 16 40 6 15 
SP,"'itlGNUM 258 162 171) 62 60 1371309 38 900 189 7311891 86 52 127 128 358 
LYC'J::>'JOIUM 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NORTH GILL 2 DOLL~N CnUNTS-CONTINUED 
JEr:'TH -38 -40 -1..1 -42 -43 -44 -45 -47 -50 -53 -55 -57 -59 -64 -66 -68 -70 -72 -74 -77 
PINUS 1 3 2 5 25 21 14 9 1 :? 11 10 ~ 1 2 16 19 32 26 4 1 30 44 44 
BETULA 22 3Q ~ Q 57 50 34 37 27 39 34 44 42 43 78 48 72 50 76 71 74 )_ QUE PC US 8 3 74 29 35 37 55 69 65 64 67 58 58 59 32 47 31 39 21 1 7 1<'. 
U L-"'1U S 30 32 2~ 30 37 31 28 35 29 3 2 35 32 30 1 8 21 18 1 g 21 17 16 
TILIA 1 0 g 5 3 2 9 4 6 7 6 4 4 2 ., 2 1 1 1 1 2 
~RAXPJUS 4 2 2 0 3 7 3 4 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
ALNUS 232 1 9 2 11 7 4~ 50 10~ 257 404 351 3 9 '3 195 230 267 1lg t.S 46 40 113 6 4 
CCJ~VLUS 162 1 0 0 427 354 329 232 1 51 149 113 162 149 1 7 7 210 74 264 144 2t.2 202 3 1 1 256 
SALIX 0 1 Q 17 2t. 20 t. 8 Q 9 0 12 19 12 14 10 1 2 29 33 76 -' '-' -' 
P~U'WS-SODBUS 2 0 ., 1 3 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 '-1-iEOERA 2 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 3 2 2 4 4 3 0 4 0 0 1 
LONICE~A 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
CALLUNA 19 ~ 36 2 :?- 21) 10 10 1 2 2 1 3 1 2 10 9 20 3 14 9 22 6 6 •":• 
KOSAC:A:; 1 2 14 "'l, 17 16 1 3 1 0 3 4 5 4 4 5 B 1 2 10 I 
G.~A'-1INEAE 130 60 62 63 107 129 25 44 22 52 44 37 30 20 49 18 31 29 19 42 
VJ 
i'V 
CYr:'E~ACEAE 14 19 16 42 36 4 5. 30 40 49 35 34 42 64 360 13 22 19 46 48 54 ..... 
R4NUNCULUS 3 2 4 2 1 -3 0 1 a 1 1 1 0 50 1 1 1 2 2 1 I 
CALTHA 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 (') 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
F I L I P E ~JO U LA 6 5 2 4 5 6 0 4 1 'J 5 4 5 60 4 1 2 2 1 3 
POTENT ILL£~ 1 1 1 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 10 1 1 1 0 0 0 
SUCCISA 0 0 IJ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 ~ 1 2 0 0 
'<UMEX 0 0 2 0 "'l I) 0 0 a 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 J UPTICA 0 0 CJ 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
P 'J L Y G Q N U r--1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ') 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ') :) 0 
Cl-i:NODOCJillC::AE :J 1 ? 1 n 0 3 3 3 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 (AIHCJPHYLLACEAE 'J 0 il 1 6 0 0 ') 0 1 0 1 3 0 0 n 1 0 1 0 
Ct:>UCIFERAE 0 0 6 0 0 ., 0 0 0 I) 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 CJ 0 :) 
-AqTEMISIA 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 
CIRSIIJH 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
CENTAIJREA 0 0 0 0 0 1 :) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
lJ '·1 a E L L I F E ~ A ~ I) 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 IJ 0 0 'J 0 0 CJ 0 0 
KUEIIACEA~ 0 'J 0 0 0 1 0 Q 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H E l A. r~ D '( K U ~ 0 0 " 1 3 4 0 0 c 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 "'l 4 L 
PLANTAGC L Ar--JC 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
r~ 'U-1 PH A E 4 0 0 'J 0 0 0 0 0 0 I} 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 'J 
P'JT.AMOG:TON 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 1 2 I} 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TYDYA ANG 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 IJ 0 0 'J 0 0 
FILICALES 3 .. '"l':) 41 24 17 ; 2 5 8 1 ~ 5 16 18 44 51 69 62 95 154 232 I '"-
P 0 L Y ;::> 0 Q I U .'~ 5 1 3 1 0 0 2 0 1 1 2 6 2 4 1 6 8 5 4 8 
LYCOPODIUM 0 0 0 n I} 'J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 '-' 
PTEI:1IDIU,'1 6 e 34 14 31J 14 12 11 12 16 1 5 22 16 24 14 12 19 '16 26 22 
SDHAGNu,, 97 100 56 59 43 67 3 6 2 2 1 2 1 5 14 4 4 2 0 2 0 2 
LYCJPnoru,...., 0 0 0 ') 0 0 0 0 0 f) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NO~TH GILL 3 0 0LLt:N COUNTS 
DEPTH -2 -5 -0 -10 -12 -14 -1~ -1~ -20 -22 -23 -25 -27 -2 9 -30 -31 -32 '~ 
PINUS 1 5 8 1 0 2 0 6 ., 6 10 6 3 4 g 25 20 
BETULA 19 45 60 14 12 10 3 22 1 C? 22 22 14 10 20 25 51 38 QIJE;:(CIJS 34 131 96 23 ~ 2? 26 90 gg 90 81 65 53 73 72 109 62 
u lt-1 us 4 9 1 0 0 4 3 31 39 34 33 22 21 33 3.9 84 64 
TILIA 1 1 5 0 1 0 0 6 10 10 10 5 3 12 9 14 17 
Ft<AY.INIJS 2 11 10 3 1 9 8 c 7 1 1 3 1 2 6 8 1 2 
ALNUS 64 200 212 37 32 57 95 112 93 121 156 83 138 358 397 627 725 
CORYLUS 81 273 301 75 57 186 167 217 170 187 196 177 156 267 244 682 8 8 2 
S 0 L IX 1 9 1 2 1 0 ., 3 1 2 c: 9 2 7 21 37 70 156 ./ 
PC:UNUS-SOP.BUS 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 2 fJ 0 0 0 1 3 4 
HEO!:RA 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 rJ 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
LCJiHCERA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 1 1 1 
CAL LUNA 66 207 120 2 8 32 81 53 42 24 2.3 21 17 17 41 28 35 44 
ERICACcAE 0 0 0 0 2 "· 3 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 ROSAC~AE "· 1 1 3 1 3 i 1 1 3 4 1 2 1 1 6 4 15 I 'vJ G;:(AMINEAE 2 1 81 ::11 17 10 18 24 56 62 1 2 0 139 83 140 63 35 177 1.31 ]\) 
CYP::RACcAE 14 58 42 8 6 11 13 24 11 21 30 17 10 32 31 42 52 IV I 
~ANUNCULUS 1 3 1 0 1 3 0 1 1 1 1 4 0 1 5 1 0 
CALTHA 0 0 n 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
~ I L I P E iJ 0 U LA 1 1 i 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 1 3 7 
PGTENTILLO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
SANGUISOReA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SUCCI SA 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 5 6 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 
SCABIOSA 0 0 0 0 0 !) 0 0 ') 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~ u r~: x 1 -s 1 0 2 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 2 5 3 
UPTICtl 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 :J 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
POLYGONU1"1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C H E ~J 0 D 0 0 I A C E A ~ 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
CARYO>'f.IYLLACEA~ 0 0 0 () !) 0 0 0 c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CRUCII=ERA': 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 I) 0 0 
CCJMDOSITAE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
TARAXACIJf<\ 0 0 0 0 0 I) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ARTEMISIA 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
C IRS I U r-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
U:'-~5ELLIFERAE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
RUi3IACEAE !) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 4 
LABIATA~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PAPILIONACEAE C1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
M E L A ~·~ P Y R U ~1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 11 
PLANTAGO LANC. 9 12 6 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
TYPHA ANG. 0 0 0 I) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~ILICALES 1 1 5 22 1 ? l 9 14 c: 16 21 6 11 41 23 24 49 
DJLYPODIUM 1 3 6 1 1 2 2 t.. 3 4 6 6 8 50 8 16 g 
PTERIDIUM 9 26 22 7 1 6 3 1 0 1 1 0 2 4 4 11 20 
SPHAGNUM 12 72 90 27 43 32 14? 456 780 412 301 148 3 10 4 16 1 5 
LYCJPnCJIUH 200 200 zoo 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 
tJ 0 ~ TH GILL 3 P8LLi:N COUNTS-CONTINUE::! 
DEPTH -33 -34 -35 -36 -37 -3 9 -4() -42 -43 -44 -45 -46 -47 -48 -49 -50 -51 -52 -53 -54 
PINUS 14 16 17 14 11 9 9 1 (. 1 ,g 1 5 5 11 2 2 58 52 31 32 29 30 
3ETULA 42 4? 34 29 34 17 2 1 1 5 7 29 1 3 28 5 6 9 2 1 20 24 11 52 QU!:RCUS 31 122 102 57 61} 78 8t.. 61 63 114 46 56 19 20 24 31 23 36 19 57 
ULMUS 48 65 51 3t. 46 36 36 24 30 41 1 5 23 1 2 16 16 28 21 32 12 2 5 
TILIA 11 1 6 s 1 6 7 10 5 2 7 5 6 3 1 1 6 5 10 3 1 0 
r:~AXINUS 3 2 1 3 7 0 0 2 0 2 2 4 3 2 1 4 4 4 3 2 
llUJUS 610 693 602 2 53 2 0 5 445 412 300 290 504 223 292 114 91 20 11 8 70 201 114 235 
CORYLUS 302 394 302 453 537 256 21 2 147 1 'j 5 235 136 1 9 p 80 93 232 528 327 401 274 279 
SALIX 53 61 J:) .) > 43 68 55 31 24 33 80 31 55 1 6 23 11 16 31 58 60 46 
P R U tJ U S - S IJ t;: 3 U S 3 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 Q 0 0 0 1 4 1 1 1 4 4 
'1E:l>:iH 1 1 1 0 1 ·3 I) 0 0 Q 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 .l. 
LONICf;,JC. 1 0 iJ 1 0 0 0 0 !J IJ 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CALL UN C. 2S 55 44 22 20 ,~ ... :J 14 1 3 14 2 6 21 19 1 0 5 2 5 1 1 7 4 33 
cRICAC:~<l:: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
~:JSAC!:A~ ';) '? 1 2 4 6 1 6 c: 9 c; 5 2 3 9 2 5 4 14 7 w 
-· 
{\) 
G~ArHNEAE 141 134 9~ 72 1 1 1 140 102 1 0 2 94 179 70 77 44 18 64 30 37 92 91 30 w 
CYPE~ACEAE 23 17 39 3'- t.7 ,21 40 18 27 30 12 1 0 10 6 40 42 17 36 1g 44 0 
RANUNCULUS 1 4 c; 6 <:: 6 3 2 2 1 4 1 2 1 2 1 ., 4 6 
' CALTHA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 
FILIPENDULA 3 5 4 1 1 4 1 3 3 9 0 2 0 1 9 1 1 1 1 2 c; --' 
POTENT ILL C. 0 !J 0 0 a 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SANGUIS0~3A 0 0 0 0 ') 1 0 0 0 !"] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 (1 
SUCCI SA 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 6 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 4 1 1 
SCA:nOSA 0 1 ·:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 '} 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
RUMEX 0 2 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 5 0 1 0 1 1 1 3 1 
UPTICA 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 8 1 0 1 1 POLYGQNUM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
CHENJDOOIACEAE IJ 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
CC.RYODH'fLLA:EAE 1 Cl 0 1 I) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 
CRUCIFEr<AE 0 0 ('\ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 ~ 
COr·tPJSITA: 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 'J 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 1 0 
T l\ R A X A C U ~1 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 Cl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
A R T E r~ I S ! l\ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 n 1 0 
C I'< S I U t-1 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 1"\ 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 i 0 0 '-' UMBELLir:EC:AE 0 0 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
RUBIAC:AE ') 0 0 1 I) 3 0 0 ., 3 0 0 ,.. 0 0 0 1 1 <:' 0 
- " 
.I 
LAi3IATAE 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PAPILIONACEC.E 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MELAM=>YC(UM 0 0 0 1 5 0 0 0 1 1 0 4 0 0 5 ., 5 1 2 1 
PLANTAGO L A ~I C • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 a 
TYP"iA liNG. 0 ') 0 1 1 1 rJ 0 0 IJ 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
FILICALES 49 46 2 '3 1 9 22 32 42 41 71 66 1 1 1 2 12 12 285 281 13 8 176 204 78 
POLY?QDIUM 8 0 s 5 14 10 9 s 5 1 2 0 6 2 1 30 1 5 7 13 0 5 
P T E o I Q I U r·t 5 6 1 7 19 0 1 q 4 2 2 3 4 6 27 26 21 25 1 1 7 
SPHC.GNUM 7 1 5 1 7 3 g 4 6 3 2 5 1 10 4 4 7 4 3 10 2 3? 
LYCOPODIUM 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 2 0 0 200 200 
~ 
NO~TH GILL 1-.jECID DOLLE~ COU"JTS 
OEPTH -122-125-12S-132-136-139-142-145-148-150-152-154-156-157-158-159-160 
PINUS ~ 11 ~ 14 1 5 9 4 4 1 6 7 14 8 6 10 6 1 3 
BETULA 22 44 4P 56 26 51 43 41:: 33 47 47 47 30 31 45 50 1.9 QUEI:!CUS 79 67 71 56 6~ 58 6q 57 93 73 64 76 66 51 40 44 55 
Ull-1\j S ') c:: '-~ 3 12 14 36 18 22 23 g 11 g 2 28 44 34 36 46 
TIL IA 11 1 1 0 3 5 5 6 5 2 2 17 5 1 .g 18 19 14 1 g u 
r=RAXINUS 50 g 5 7 5 g· 7 15 7 11 6 5 0 0 2 0 0 
ALNUS 37 87 84 89 105 75 66 82 112 102 171 142 11 2 121 108 138 146 
CORYLUS 161 172 179 215 190 1 3 4 164 1.34 17'l 259 289 286 178 192 283 349 240 
SALIX 3 1 0 o, 1 0 4 4 1 0 10 6 5 0 0 0 ., 
oC)uNus-soP:.us 0 1 1 2 0 1 0 2 1 1 0 1 1 0 3 1 0 I \.J.) 
Il EX Cl 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1\) 
HEOE~A 0 0 0 0 0 .o· 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 ~ I 
LONICE~A J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
CCILLUNA 44 106 1 2 1 1 3 2 87 96 103 137 1 36 15g 2 1 0 196 94 197 234 321 169 
R'JSACEAE 5 9 3 5 2 6 6 4 2 9 10 2 15 6 17 4 5 
GRAMINECic 47 2t.. 14 19 20 27 10 32 19 1 1 145 1 34 61 45 129 165 116 
CYDERACEAE 55 1 5 22 16 24 27 25 1 8 50 23 111 2g 18 13 21 7 1B 
"<ANUNCULUS 0 2 0 2 1 1 3 t.. 1 Cl 5 2 2 0 t.. 2 1 
CC.LTHA 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
;:ILIPENDULA 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 2 2 . 1 1 1 1 1 
POTENTILLA 0 0 0 0 C' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SUCCI SA 0 0 0 0 0 ') 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~UMEX 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 
U~TICA 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
CHEr~O.DOOIAC:AE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 5 0 0 1 1 0 0 CCIRYOt=>rlYLLAU:nE 0 0 1 0 0 ') 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 APTErHSIA 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
U ,~1 6 ':: L L I I= E ~ A : 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
M E l A M P Y R U r·l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
?LA"JTAGtJ L~"JC 0 0 0 1 0 ') 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 3 1 0 
~=ILICCtLES 14 1 1 7 ., 6 1 0 1 2 1 2 ".1 1 4 4 14 _, ..; 
D 0 L y p 0 Q I u ~·I 0 1 1 1 0 7 5 1 0 5 0 0 0 5 1 3 0 
LYCOPODIUM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PTE R I 0 I U r1 10 9 9 7 14 9 1 3 g 40 7 12 35 g 12 31 31 11 
SPHAGNU.~ 15 1 g 1 14 61 19 142 253 16 17 33 11 10 69 46 31 21 5 
LYCOPC:DIU'-1 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NO~TH G.ILL HEA.i) DOLLC:f~ CCJU~TS-CONTINUEO 
::J2PTH -161-162-163-164-165-166-167-168-169-170-172-174-176 
PINUS 22 1 8 1 2 1 g 1 ~. 23 26 38 z 2 3 1 56 59 53 
a::TULA 20 22 34 23 25 32 45 50 56 40 46 36 32 
QUE~CUS 52 51 53 53 - <:; 53 40 35 ~0 29 1 C? 16 24 :;) - ..). 
UU1US 33 44 4'J 45 4~ 39 29 23 31 47 30 3? 39 
TIL IA 1 5 1 1 5 5 3 3 2 4 ., 3 0 0 2 '-
>=~AXINUS ., 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 <-
ALNUS 127 1 24 132 1 3 1 154 146 68 71 87 52 33 46 43 
CORYLUS 346 39 7 317 382 393 359 364 426 440 500 4 7 3 536 52 8 
SALIX 0 0 0 5 0 6 7 g 9 l.C, 1 2 14 1 0 
PDUNUS-S0::<5US 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 Q 0 0 0 
ILEX 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :) 0 0 
H20E::(A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
L 0 ~~ICE R A 1 0 0 0 0 I) 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 
CALLUNLI 300 2 g 1 1 2 6 322 77 63 24 74 77 91 103 126 149 I 
RCISACEAE a 9 1 0 12 10 6 9 ~ 6 11 7 4 1'J ~ w 
GCIA1v1INEAE 74 97 69 36 69 49 52 49 74 92 76 5 B BB N 
CYDE~ACEA::' 17 2'J 12 13 1 2 24 11 6 11'. 1 2 1 5 29 13 
\J1 
I 
RA~UNCULUS 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 2 2 4 2 
CALTHA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 IJ 0 0 
FILIPENOULA ? 5 7 2 2 1 6 5 8 2 2 2 t. <-
DOTENTILLA 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
SUCCI SA 2 3 1 0 'J ':l, 0 2 
., 0 2 4 0 (_ 
R U~1 EX 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
URTICA 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
C~ENODOOIACEAE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
CARYOPHVLLACEAE 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 !J 0 0 0 
ARTC:MISIA 0 0 '] 0 0 0 0 0 0 I) 0 0 0 
U ,'·1 a '.: L L I F E q A E (\ '] 0 0 I) 0 0 0 0 I) 0 0 0 
."1::LAMPY~UM '] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 1 
?LANTAG!J ll~ NC 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
FILICAL:S 17 0 1 1 2 1 2 17 38 47 12 32 24 18 28 
p 0 L y D 0 0 I u ~, 1 90 1 7 ::1 6 2 7 0 0 4 2 1 
LYC'JPOOIU"'' 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 I) 0 I) 0 1 1 
PTE~IDIUM 1 3 0 13 1 2 a, 16 20 10 11 38 27 31 23 
SPHAGNUt\1 24 330 11 7 3 30 33 47 30 43 32 28 1 5 
LYCOPOOIUt~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I) 0 0 0 
5LUEWATH SECK HC::A'J POLLEN COUNTS 
O'::PTH -83 -90 -12 -94 -95 -93-100-102-104-106-108-110-112-114-116-118-120 
PINUS 8 3 5 7 7 6 3 7 3 3 11 g 4 4 6 5 10 
BETULA 26 33 22 27 16 18 21 16 12 1 7 14 24 23 19 22 20 26 
:JUEC1CUS 96 34 92 76 84 77 71 69 87 -34 7'1 77 77 85 86 813 73 
U LI~U S 6 g 17 23 36 34 33 42 38 40 31 29 36 33 29 25 31 
TILIA 6 1 1 1 0 14 6 12 14 13 5 4 14 11 7 q 5 9 7 
FC1AX.I~JUS 3 5 4 3 1 < 3 3 5 2 2 0 3 1 2 < 3 ~ . 
-' 
ALNUS 131 209 158 106 139 9'3 139 123 82 114 111 84 108 101 95 117 70 
CCJRYLUS 533 465 361 301 277 2 :::: ., _,._ 264 173 135 255 268 200 216 238 141 219 127 
SALIX 6 5 4 4 4 0 1 ? 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 
-" 
PC!UNUS-S:Jt:l3US 1 4 ., 1 3 0 1 3 1 ') ? 6 1 2 0 1 0 '- ..J 
HC::OC::~A !J 0 1 1 ., .) 2 3 1 2 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 1 I 
LONICERA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 \.,.) 
CilLLUNA 139 65 210 44 58 27 18 1 8 g 27 1~ 18 22 12 14 13 1 5 1\) 0' 
:RICACEAE 82 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
ROSACEAE 2 4 C? 3 2 3 3 5 2 0 6 6 7 1 5 2 4 
GRA"'INEAE 222 216 165 145 145 202 217 1 0 8 100 190 267 1 2 2 192 122 74 105 141 
CVP:RACcAE 55 41 99 55 35 42 72 34 14 80, 25 46 22 100 47 42 36 
RANUNCULUS 3 2 6 7 0 0 0 0 1 7 2 3 2 0 1 4 0 
CALTHA 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 ., 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '-
FILIPENOULA 11 1 3 16 16 11 2 4 6 10 5 5 22 7 5 7 9 14 
POTC::NTILLA 1 2 4 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 
SUCCISA 0 2 1 2 3 1 1 1 3 2 2 1 3 3 1 1 5 
t<Uf'IEX 7 4 1 1 2 0 0 1 1 6 0 1 2 3 1 2 1 
U~TICA 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
CHENOPODIACEAE 1) 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
CA!:!YOPHYLLACEAE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
CRUCIFERA:: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (1 Cl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cr.JMDOSITAC:: 0 0 0 0 'J I) 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ACITEt-\ISill 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 I) 0 0 
"''ELAMDYPUM 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 0 0 0 
,:JLANTAGO LA"lC 2 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
r·JUP~A~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 I) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
NYMD!-1AEA 0 0 (I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
FILICALC::S 14 9 20 10 11 7 9 '3 6 3 5 6 11 7 6 12 10 
POLYPOOIU"'' 4 5 1 2 4 1 2 5 ? 2 5 3 1 1 4 4 3 
-LYC'JPODIUH 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P T E ~ I 0 I U 1·1 11 6 12 1 1 2 4 6 2 3 5 10 11 2 5 3 0 4 
L'fCODOOIUM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
BLUEWATH 8ECK HEAD POLLEN CQUNTS-CQNTINU~~ 
DEPTH -122-124-126-128-130-132-134-136-137-139-140-141-142-143-144-145-146 
PINUS 3 1 1 9 9 5 9 ? ~ 10 8 9 9 9 ? 1 2 13 1 2 
'oETULA 21 1 8 27 22 17 24 45 34 20 29 25 2? 28 40 213 43 49 QUERCUS 75 70 72 74 80 34 69 79 70 73 70 59 67 64 so 61 5~ 
ULMUS 35 44 31 35 41 28 30 30 42 31 40 51 42 33 25 29 29 
TIL IA 7 5 ,g 8 ~· 4 ~ 1 6 7 6 2 3 2 4 3 3 
F~AXINUS 4 2 ., 2 1 1 0 0 2 2 0 0 1 2 1 1 0 ..! 
ALNUS 103 115 93 106 83 73 .gg 94 173 91 121 112 125 85 105 57 59 
CG.;nLUS 147 136 127 1 3 8 149 171 152 214 254 2 90 433 495 422 454 266 220 219 
SH I X 1 1 1 ,. 2 3 4 4 1 2 3 IJ 3 6 12 2 2 1 
PRUNUS-SDRBIJS 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 0 1 
HEDERA 0 0 1 0 2 0 ~ 1 0 1 0 3 0 1 • 3 0 
LO~JICEr<A 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 ') 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 1 I 
CALLUNA g 7 10 20 14 7 t.. 10 16 20 1 5 14 22 24 1 8 1 3 11 w 
cRICACEAE 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
7'0 
-.J 
ROSACEAE 4 2 1 0 0 1 4 4 1 4 1 2 2 6 1 3 1 I 
GRAMINEAE 79 94 63 !'80 253 1 3 5 89 1 34 11:? 67 57 47 55 54 40 57 30 
CYPE~IICEIIE 39 1 0 1 1 2 41 37 43 35 49 68 18 37 22 9 19 25 30 29 
RANUNCULUS 2 0 rJ 0 I) 0 0 0 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 (ALTHA 0 0 I) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
FILIPENDULA 1 2 1 2 7 5 6 4 7 1 3 3 2 4 6 2 5 
POTENTILLA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I) 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
SUCCI SA 1 0 4 2 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 2 3 7 8 
RUMEX 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0- 1 0 0 0 
UPTICll. 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 'J 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
CHEWJDOOIACEAE 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I) 0 0 0 0 2 0 
CAC:YOPHYLLACEA:: 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CRUCIFERAE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ct;."'1DOSITAE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A C: T E r~ IS I A 0 !J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MELAHDYC:UM 0 0 0 !J 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 2 0 0 Cl 
PLAI\JTIIGO LANC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~J UP f-1 A P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NYMDHllEA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
FILICALES 2 5 4 7 3 g 2 2 s 4 6 8 6 6 2 4 3 
POLYPODIUI--1 4 1 3 4 0 2 0 1 5 3 6 6 0 1 3 1 6 
L YCOP'JOIU"-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PTERIOIU,"1 3 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 5 g 16 21 10 15 3 3 4 
LYCOPODIUM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
i3LU~WnTH BECK HEAD POLLEN COUNTS-CONTINUED 
D:PTH -147-148-149-150-151-152-153-154-155-156-157-159-161-163-165-167 
PINUS 14 21 1 7 1 5 1 5 25 21 18 16 1 9 47 33 54 59 57 40 
3ETULA 54 46 51 68 62 58 62 54 41 46 44 49 51 34 45 74 
OUE~CUS 52 56 51 45 51 ~a 43 52 69 57 36 44 27 35 25 21 j ' 
UU·1US 2 3 27 23 1 9 21 17 23 23 23 27 22 24 18 21 21 1 5 
TIL U 2 0 1 2 1 1 0 1 1 iJ 1 0 0 1 2 0 
~RAXINUS 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ALNUS 59 66 60 59 55 69 50 7S 74 52 66 67 66 34 29 1 7 
CORYLUS 210 lqo ~ ,) 157 183 162 1 64 262 235 210 254 273 180 205 161 197 129 
SALIX ., 3 2 6 ::.' c: 2 2 7 2 0 0 2 1 ':! 3 '- -
P::?IJNUS-SO~BUS 0 0 0 c:: 0 1 0 2 1 f, 0 0 0 0 1 0 
HEOERA 1 0 0 4 0 1 2 0 1 1 IJ 0 1 0 2 0 I 
LONICERA 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 w N Cll.LLUNA 10 '3 9 7 7 4 5 6 2 8 5 6 9 6 6 1 1 co 
ERICACEAE 0 0 0 4' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
ROSACEAE 7 2 1 6 0 3 1 3 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 6 3 
GRA~:::NEAE 24 25 39 32 36 27 20 55 61 51 41 25 22 30 41 33 
CYPERACEAE 27 10 1 2 21 1 7 1 5 22 1 5 33 1 5 48 63 56 12 59 19 
KANUNCULUS 0 1 0 < 0 2 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
-' CALTHA 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
F I L I P E r~ D U L A 8 4 ., 10 ., 3 6 6 10 6 5 4 14 7 13 5 
-' ..J 
PIJT~NTILLA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 f) 1 4 0 0 ., 0 0 1 -' 
SUCCI SA 6 9 5 6 1 'J 7 6 2i 2 7 ·12 0 0 3 8 2 
R Ul-1 EX 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
URTICA 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 ,.., 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
"' C~:NOPOOIACEAE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
CARYODHYLLACEA:: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CRUCIFERAE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
C::Jr'~.~OSITAE 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 I) 0 0 0 0 0 
At<TE,..1ISIA 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MELAMPYqU'-1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
PLANTAG.J LANC 0 0 rJ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NUPHAC< 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NYMPHAEA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ') 0 0 0 0 0 0 
"'ILICAL:S 2 3 5 3 ~ 4 4 2 2 ~ 0 2 3 0 2 12 
?OLYPOOIUI~ 2 1 0 5 0 2 1 0 2 0 3 1 2 3 0 0 
LYCOPODIUfv1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
PT,:RIOIU~1 0 2 1 24 4 7 2 3 .,, 7 2 3 1 0 5 0 
L YCOPO:JIUI~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
BONFIELD GILL HEAD POLL':N COUNTS 
Dt:PTH -6 -10 -15 -22 -26 -3 -33 -36 -3Q -41 -43 -46 -49 -so -52 -54 -56 
PINUS 5 5 2 1 7 3 2 4 7 7 4 2 14 2 1 ? 1 2 
a:TULA 78 137 135 203 182 2 66 130 134 585 209 176 217 225 1 81 204 241 200 
::/UE~CUS 72 72 78 82 70 71J 8 3 53 74 76 49 54 58 71 70 62 51 
ULMUS 11 10 9 4 1 1 13 7 1 e 2 15 1 7 18 18 18 16 25 
TILIA 9 4 6 7 10 8 ., 11 10 1 5 31 22 8 7 1 1 1 1 8 '-
F4GUS 0 0 1 0 G 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 I) 0 0 
Fi<AXI"JUS , 9 4 6 2 6 4 1 1 0 1 5 2 2 0 2 4 
ALNUS 92 91 81 89 98 116 11 1 1 1 13~ 114 94 233 196 266 238 254 160 
COC/YLUS 31 ~ 1 2 8 125 230 19 ?· 262 225 184 13 5 135 51 103 100 77 84 157 271 
SAliX 11 29 12 4 4 7 2 7 ~ 17 ':t 6 9 18 q 1 Q __. 
PRUNUS-S0'13US 1 1 0 2 0 3 3 1 1 0 0 1 0 2 1 2 3 
HEOc~CI 0 1 0 1 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 ., '-
LONICEKA 0 a 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 
CALL UNA 75 1 1 19 5 1 5 10 23 19 1 ,q 26 129 142 23 14 8 13 5 
i:RICACEAE 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 2 4 1 6 21 0 0 0 0 1 I 
RJSACt:AE 10 9 0 6 5 9 9 1 2 1 3 6 6 1 5 4 w =' 1\.) G ~ A r-1 I N E A E 151 153 86 206 164 306 11 5 70 53 112 36 53 40 38 43 52 37 '.() 
CY.DERACEAE 3q t..7 27 86 '':I 63 68 168 31 34 1 5 23 34 1 5 30 33 1 5 I .. -· 
RliNUNCULUS 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 20 '· 1 1 0 1 6 0 3 
':t 
FILIPENOULA g 1 2 7 7 4 12 1t.. 4 3 2 1 3 5 3 7 7 5 
POTENT ILL A 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 0 a 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
S~CCISA 4 2 0 0 1 1 7 ., 1 ? 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
S·~A3IOSA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6' 0 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
R U1"'1 ':X 0 2 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 1 1 5 6 2 0 1 2 
UDTICA 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
POLYGONU,\.1 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 IJ 
Cl-iENOPOOiliCEAE 6 0 0 0 Q 0 1 0 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
CARYOPHYLLACEAE 0 0 0 0 0 0 !J r} 0 0 I) 0 1 1 0 0 0 
C~UCIFERlll: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
C LJ ~1 P 0 S : T A E ') 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
ART:MISIA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 'J ') 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
C IRS I U r-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 a 0 0 I) 1 1 0 
C':"JTliUREA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ') 0 0 0 0 1 
U r-1 3 E L L I F E P A : 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
" 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 '.• 
t<!UBUCEAE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PllPILIONACEliE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
,"1ELAMPYRUM 2 1 7 23 6 4 4 1 2g 14 6 6 14 19 1: 7 ., 10 .J 
DLANTO.GO LANC 1 ., 0 0 0 0 0 7 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _, 
NUPf-'A~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NYMPH!IEA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
POTA~10Gi:TC1N 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (' 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TYPf-lll ANG 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~='ILICALES 4 8 1 5 38 17 81 t- 54 27 64 20 58 36 16 39 55 52 
POLYPODIU~ e 5 1 3 1 f 5 9 4 11 14 30 6 8 4 8 8 
LYCJPODIUI·1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
"' T :: R I 0 I U r-1 2 < 3 <:; 6 7 2 1 13 51 80 ~ 15 22 75 11 8 20 SDHAGNU/'1 62 lOi <+1 63 59 62 18q 3S 9 16 4 5 17 2 5 19 16 
LYCCJPOJIUM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 IJ 0 0 n n n ,., ,., 
BON~IELD GILL HEAD =>CJLLEN C 0 UN T S - C 0 ~J T I N U : :I 
O:PTH -58 -60 -62 -65 -63 -72 -76 -1e -ao -82 -85 -88 -90 -92 -95 -97 -99 
PINUS 5 12 4 5 4 7 16 33 30 4C: 33 42 46 36 37 53 41 
3~TULA 257 163 116 230 130 432 1~9 1 7 5 116 11:: 44 39 39 59 49 50 55 
'JUE~CUS 59 64 71 63 65 72 61 42 53 4t.. 45 45 39 t.R 39 34 47 
UU1US 22 20 1? 24 27 20 20 21 16 8 H1 13 13 16 21 12 1 2 
TIL IA 11 4 ., g 4 1 1 4 .J 1 1 'l 0 2 0 3 1 0 
FAGUS 0 0 0 0 0 0 c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
FRAXHWS 2 0 3 0 I) 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ALNUS 213 1 52 138 1- Q ) . 186 1 54 146 106 117 68 100 45 55 53 52 47 74 
CORYLUS 161 1 1 5 114 112 108 93 157 231 139 163 130 131 132 156 128 145 185 
SALIX t. :J 2 <:: 2 0 3 10 5 4 4 2 1 .. 3 7 13 
-' 
j 
PRUNUS-SOI:<3US 3 I) 0 2 0 0 2 3 0 0 ., 1 2 1 1 0 1 
H:O:;<n 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 l 0 
LONICERA 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 l 1 1 l 1 0 0 1 0 
C.ALLU"JA 9 2 1 6 13 .6 3 7 1 0 ~ 4 5 7 4 7 2 7 4 
cRI':ACEA: I) 0 0 0 0 0 0 'J iS 0 I) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ROStlCEAE t. 4 1 4 3 4 3 5 4 1 2 1 2 4 4 1 1 
Gt<Ar-1INEAE 76 50 24 31 54 9 35 30 31 20 12 23 25 55 23 43 3 8 
CYDERACEA: 16 7 10 2 1 1 1 1 3 0 7 lt.. 1? 9 11 9 14 ..,~ '-- 13 9 21 I RANUNCULUS 4 2 1 4 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 2 0 g ., 0 0 w 
FILIP:NDULA 4 .o t. 6 7 4 5 2 5 5 5 2 t. 7 1 5 7 w 0 
POTENT ILL A 1 1 2 1 3 3 0 0 1 0 2 0 1 2 0 1 0 I 
SUCCI SA 2 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 0 
SCA.SIOSA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~UM!::X 2 4 0 ., ., 3 4 1 0 1 0 2 1 0 3 0 2 ..) .) 
URTICC. 0 1 0 1 1 C1 1 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 
PIJLYGO~WM 0 'J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C H E ~J 0 o 0 D I A C : A :; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
CA~YOPHYLLACEAE 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 
C~UCIFERAE 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 1 I) 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
C0!'-1°0SITAE 1 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ART::MISIA 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 
CIRSIUM 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 D 1 0 0 1 0 0 
CENTAU~::A 0 0 0 0 I) 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
U'~3::LLI~ERA7= 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
RUBIACEAE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 I) 1 0 0 0 0 0 
PAPILIONACEAE 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MELAMPYRUt.-1 4 5 1 1 ., 1 1 1 4 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 '-PLAt\JTAGO LANC 0 0 0 0 0 0 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NUPHAP 0 ·l !.. 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 I) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NYI~PHAEA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
POTAMOGET'JN 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TYPI-IA ANG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
FILICALES 41 42 51 28 37 12 55 53 51? 63 59 50 63 39 51 70 59 
POLYPQOIUM 1 1 2 5 t. 2 0 4 ,q 5 1 1 1 1 2 0 2 2 
LYCOPODIUM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PTEDIOIUM 1 2 8 7 25 4 1 t. 14 5 7 6 g 4 9 5 1 2 1 
SPHAGNUM 32 7 5 3 3 43 5 1 0 .. 3 g 4 4 4 2 4 0 j 
LYC'JPCJQIUM 0 0 0 0 0 0 !) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 !) 0 0 
S 1'1 A L L H 0 W E D 0 L L ~ N C C' U ~H S 
O!:PTH -6 -g -10 -12 -15 -17 -20 -22 -25 -27 -30 -33 -35 -37 -33 -40 -42 
PI t·J US 3 5 6 3 4 3 ~ 5 6 6 6 9 3 9 1 8 7 
BETULA 84 34 83 73 3 ,g 40 42 45 39 41 40 20 36 61 84 26 1? QUEt<CUS 50 51 4? 55 10 93 84 73 91 76 77 99 87 54 41 .93 91 
ULMUS 0 1 1 3 1 2 9 g 12 15 17 22 ,g 9 ':I 14 24 21 
TIL I A 1 3 1 6 0 2 6 '- 6 6 4 1 1 14 17 7 5 8 
FRAXINUS 12 5 g g 6 3 5 3 3 4 1 3 1 6 3 4 4 
AUJUS 51 70 90 gg 140. 156 133 135 126 130 141 62 39 94 55 90 106 
FAGUS 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 IJ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CORYLUS 135 1 9 5 21 g 196 315 345 438 354 426 312 266 165 240 248 178 213 261 
SALIX 8 6 1 3 1.0 3 g 12 ·6 4 3 6 3 1 0 3 7 
HEO!:RA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 
CALLUr--JA 461 588 363 58 2 185 168 272 285 ?.5?. 226 191 220 354 322 323 251 27 6 
ROSACEA: 1 1 s 3 1 1 3 6 1 3 2 3 0 1 1 2 0 
GRAMINEAE 55 60 74 57 136 117 14 g 96 93 57 22 31 38 46 38 76 2 5 I CYP;:RACEAE 91 1 3 8 114 147 55 77 72 78 70 66 70 65 50 34 46 73 29 V-1 V-1 RANUNCULUS 0 1 0 0 1 0 3 1 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 2 2 ...... 
FILIPENDULA 0 3 1 2 ' 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 ~ 
POTENT ILL A 0 0 0 0 1 0 ') IJ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 SUCCI SA 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
;:;:uMEX 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 "3 2 0 3 0 1 0 2 1 
URTICA 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 'J 
C~ENO:JOOIAC:AE 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 7 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 CARYOPHYLLACEA:: 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ART:MISIA 6 6 0 1 1 0 :) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CIRS!UM :I 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 UMBELLIF:RAE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
"1 : L A I~ P Y R U "'1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
PLA~TAGO LANC 11 9 7 9 :: 5 7 3 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
NUPHAR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TYPHA ANG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 
FILICALES 8 5 5 3 2 9 6 7 7 6 5 6 4 9 2 5 3 
;::>QLYPOOIU'"' 7 9 1 4 3 4 4 8 4 4 3 4 2 0 0 0 2 
PTEPIOIU~1 23 12 12 g 9 6 18 1 2 26 7 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 
SPHAGNU."'l g3 154 54 82 413 43 70 61 58 12 10 17 62 43 2 1 1 28 
L Y C 0 P 0 0 I U 1·1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sr-., ALL rlOW~ POLL'::N C 0 UN T S - C 0 ~JT I N U E IJ R:JTANY 3AY ~DLLEN COUNTS 
DEPTH -41. -4.5 -48 -50 -'-52 -5) -St:: DEPTH -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -9 
PINUS t. 5 5 g 9 1 10 PINUS 1 1 11 5 7 1 s 4 8 5 
SETULA 35 ) - 37 40 31 27 41? BETULA 57 67 63 74 51 72 61 70 
'-' QUE°CUS 80 77 74 56 60 89 4Q :JUE~CUS 53 41 53 46 40 45 5 ?. 49 
UU·1US 2 5 ~ {., 21 26 29 22 2 5 uu~u s 1 7 1 9 16 16 24 17 21 19 L -
TIL I C. ~ 14 g 12 1 3 9 26 TILIA 8 9 1 1 6 16 10 6 4 
F~AXINUS 3 1 5 g 9 2 1 F"AXINUS 4 3 2 1 3 2 1 ~ 
ALNUS 1 0 5 101 92 97 107 122 229 ALNUS 195 190 255 271 280 2 66 191 1 94 
FAGUS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 CORYLUS 186 126 107 122 202 110 1 0 3 102 
CORYLUS 250 226 216 229 3 0'4 274 459 SALIX 6 5 10 11 11 6 7 4 
SH IX 4 5 5 3 1 4 5 PRUr~uS-SOR3US 1 2 1 1 2 0 0 0 
HED::RA 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 HEO~RA 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 
CALLUI\/Ll. 132 139 252 439 344 320 327 CAL LUNA 75 60 45 48 4" 47 51 61 I '-
ROSACEAe 2 0 0 2 0 1 0 ROSACEAE 1? ~ 8 5 1 5 6 5 5 'u.l I 'u.l 
G~ArHNEAE 44 52 96 69 92 133 51 G t< A IH 1\1 EA E 12 2 St. ~~ 82 75 67 56 - t:: '~ i\) CYD=:RACEA~ 60 62 50 34 43 7Q, 33 CYP~RACEAE 18 B 1. 11 21 11 13 1t. I 
P HJIJ~~C ULU S ., 0 5 1 1 0 1 .t<ANUNCULU$ 4 0 ., 2 5 4 1 0 ... ..) 
F I L I P E r~ 0 U L A 1 1 1 2 'J 0 0 FILIPENOULA 9 3 5 5 5 5 3 3 
POTENTILLO. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 P;JTE<''HILLA 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 
SUCCI SA 0 iJ 0 0 0 0 (' SUCCI SA 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
R U rv1: X 2 2 0 2 1 2 2 CAC::YOPrlYLLACEAE 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 
U'ITIC~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 CCIUCIF::RAE 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 IJ 
EHEI\IODOOIAC::ilE 0 ":l 1 1 0 0 " ART EiH S I A 0 0 0 •J 0 0 0 1 ARYOPH'fLLACEAE 1 5 0 1 3 0 i; MELAMPYRUM 0 0 0 0 3 2 ') 0 
ADTE1'-1ISIA 0 1 1 1 0 (' 0 PLANTAGO LANC 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
cnsiu~, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 FILICALES 16 1 5 21 32 44 20 17 22 
ur...,BELL Ir:ERAE 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 P:JLYPC'OIUM 5 ~ 4 1 1 1 3 g 8 7 
~~ E L A M P Y R U ~~ 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 Prr:::noiurvl 5 9 g 11 zg 9 12 7 
PLANTAGO LANC 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 SPHAGNU·'-'1 7 6 ~ 2 4 3 2 2 
NUPI-iAR 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 L Y C 0 P r D I U ~~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TYPi-JA A~G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
FILICALES 7 5 '3 7 1 3 1 2 
~OLYP'=DIUM 5 8 2 3 1 1 14 
PTEDIOIUM 2 4 2 6 11 5 15 SDHAGNIJ,...., 23 29 64 35 16 16 17 
L YCOPCJDIUrv1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
